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February 21, 1990
PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR
SOUTH CAROLINA WETLANDS
Lee A. DeHihns
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
As the lead speaker in this seminar series, I plan to provide a broad overview of the wetlands
protection and management issues facing the nation and South Carolina today.
Wetlands protection emerged recently as a major issue of environmental concern through
recognition that wetlands were being altered and destroyed at an alarming rate and that if we did
not take measures to reduce the losses and to conserve this valuable resource that we were going
to lose an important environmental resource and special part of our national heritage.
This alarming status of our wetlands resource was brought to the attention of the nation by
the National Wetlands Policy Forum, a group of policy makers convened by the Conservation
Foundation in the summer of 1987 at the request of EPA (Environmental Protection Agency).
The forum was chaired by Governor Thomas Kean of New Jersey and cochaired by Governor
Carroll Campbell ofSouth Carolina. The group represented diverse interests including ranchers,
farmers, foresters, environmental groups, and state and local agencies.
Despite their different interests and concerns and after much debate, the forum members
reached a consensus opinion regarding the wetlands problem and its solution; and they issued a
landmark repon in November of 1988: Protecting America's Wetlands: AnActionAgenda. This
effon by the national policy forum will hopefully mark the turning point for the wetlands
resource.
The forum's repon caught the nation's attention because it focused on the alarming rate of
wetlands loss that has occurred in this country over the last 200 years. Over one-half of the
original wetlands, approximately 100 million acres, have been destroyed.
Areas such as the coastal marshes ofLouisiana, the Mississippi valley bottomland hardwoods,
the prairie potholes of the nonhern Midwest, the rainwater basins of Nebraska and Pocosin
Wetlands of Nonh Carolina have suffered panicularly severe losses.
' The forum pointed out that we are continuing to lose wetlands at a rate of400 to 500 thousand
acres a year and that most of this loss was freshwater wetlands rather than salt and brackish water
wetlands along the coast.

Fifty percent of the nation's wetlands are found in the southeastern United States. Wetland
losses in the Southeast accounted for 84 percent of the total losses nationwide. This loss of
wetlands is greater than in any other region of the country. Most of these losses can be attributed
to conversion of wetlands to farming. Forested wetlands--so important in maintaining water
quality in the adjacent stream and important habitats for fish and wildlife- suffered the greatest
losses in the Southeast. Over 5.5 million acres were lost in approximately twenty years. We've
also lost 7 percent -of our coastal wetlands in the Southeast in the last twenty to thirty years.
At the same time that the National Wetlands Policy Forum highlighted the significant loss of
the wetlands resource that had occurred, they stressed the great many values that wetlands
provide in their natural state; and they drew a connection between wetlands protection and the
economic benefits that wetlands provide to this country.
' . Wetlands have many important functions. They lessen flood damage, reduce erosion, filter
out sediments, enhance water quality, support numerous aquatic species, and provide habitat for
a wide array of wildlife including one-third of the nation's endangered species.
Coastal wetlands provide nursery and spawning grounds for 60 to 90 percent of the United
States commercial fish catches. Many ofthese species travel far up the reaches of the stream into
freshwater wetlands during part of their life cycle. The detrital material that the freshwater
wetlands produce serves as food for marine species, so freshwater wetlands are also important
to our marine productivity. Freshwater wetlands are also important sources of revenues for the
recreational activities that they provide such as fishing, hunting, and camping.
The national policy forum concluded that most of the existing wetlands protection programs
address only limited aspects of the problem and that these programs were adopted haphazardly
and incoherently. As a result, these programs have not been effective in protecting the resource.
The forum concluded that a comprehensive program is needed to save and restore our national
wetland heritage, and it developed a set of recommendations for improving wetlands protection
programs.
Its cornerstone recommendation, and the one most publicized, is the recommendation that the
nation adopt a goal of "no overall net loss of the nation's remaining wetlands, as defined by
acreage and function, and restoration and creation of wetlands where feasible to increase the
quality and quantity of the wetlands base in the future."
The forum concluded that adequate wetlands protection could not be achieved without
comprehensive planning and that state and local governments (rather than the federal government)
are in the best position to integrate and coordinate wetlands protection activities. The forum
recommended that states develop comprehensive programs for the protection of wetlands and
that the federal government delegate the protection of wetlands to those states that have adopted
effective protection programs.
Governor Campbell has acted on this recommendation by establishing a South Carolina
Freshwater Wetlands Forum which met over the last year and has recently issued a final report
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with recommendations to the governor. I'll talk more about the South Carolina forum and other
wetland issues in South Carolina later in my talk.
A number of events followed the release of the National Wetlands Policy Forum's report that
have reshaped the federal wetlands protection program.
• First, .George Bush supported the no net loss goal during his campaign and was elected
president.
• Second, he selected a known advocate of wetlands protection, William Reilly, president
of the Conservation Foundation, as administrator of EPA.
• Third, EPA issued a wetlands action plan that adopted the no net loss goal for EPA' s
wetlands program and set out other important initiatives for the future.
• Fourth, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, EPA, SCS (Soil Conservation Service) and
FWS (Fish and Wildlife Service) finally agreed on a unified federal definition and a field
delineation method for wetlands.
• Fifth, the Corps and EPA entered into an enforcement agreement which set the stage for
more active enforcement of the Section 404 wetlands protection program.
• Finally,justrecently, the Corps adopted the no net loss goal by entering into another MOA
(memorandum of agreement) with EPA on mitigation in the Section 404 program.
The question being asked now that the Corps and EPA have adopted the National Wetlands
Policy Forum's goal is what does no net loss mean as it is applied in the federal regulatory
program.
First, it is important to recognize that the federal wetlands regulatory program, Section 404
of the Clean Water Act, is not a comprehensive wetlands protection program. It regulates only
the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands.
Activities such as draining a wetland orinundating a wetland are not regulated (unless the activity
involves disposal of fill material into the wetland). We also cannot regulate vegetation removal
activities.
There are also other losses-significant losses--of wetlands that are not regulated under
Section 404 such as losses due to past stream channelization projects or losses attributed to
lowering of the water table by groundwater withdrawal. Strict enforcement of Section 404 will
not completely solve the wetlands protection problem, and that is why we are looking for the
states to adopt comprehensive programs.
Section 404, however, does regulate many of the activities that are impacting the nation's
wetlands. What does no net loss mean within the context of the federal regulatory program?
First, as federal program managers we understand that we cannot as a matter of policy deem
every wetland untouchable or unfillable. The national policy forum also acknowledged this and
recommended that the goal not be applied on a permit by permit basis. The 404 program is,
however, a permit program; and if we at EPA and the Corps are to do our share in meeting the
goal, then we must strive to apply the goal permit by permit, allowing exceptions in only special
situations.
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How are we going to measure progress towards the no net loss goal? The national forum says
by acreage and function. The EPA-Corps MOA on mitigation has, however, adopted a goal of
a minimum one for one functional replacement with an adequate margin of safety to reflect the
expected degree of success. But how do we measure function? Functions are difficult or
extremely work-intensive to measure. Consequently, in most cases acreage will have to serve
as the surrogate for function.
In some cases where wetlands are significantly altered and degraded and have lost all or most
of their functions, an applicant may be able to demonstrate that a one for one acreage replacement
is not necessary because a lower ratio will replace the functions lost. This is a difficult
demonstration and must be based on all functions the wetland provides, not just one function such
as habitat. It will be easiest to demonstrate that a minimum one for one replacement of in-kind
(or the same kind of) acres of wetlands replaces wetland functions lost through a permit.
We must also not expect that compensatory mitigation--creation or restoration of wetlands
--can allow us to permit unnecessary natural wetland losses. We must advocate the position that
wetlands should be avoided if at all possible. If there are alternatives to locating a project in a
wetland, then wetland losses should not be permitted. We must strive and strive hard to avoid
wetlands.
Where wetland impacts are demonstrably unavoidable, we will have to depend on compensatory
mitigation--creation and restoration-to achieve the no net loss goal. We must, however, be
extremely cautious in accepting wetlands creation as compensatory mitigation for permitted
losses. The historical information so far on wetlands creation indicates that this form of
mitigation is frequently unsuccessful and that even when a created wetland looks successful, in
other words it looks like a natural wetland, the data indicate that it may not be functioning like
a natural wetland. We should stress preference for wetlands restoration, which has a higher
chance for success.
Do we accept preservation of wetlands as acceptable mitigation? It is obvious that wetlands
preservation has great value and benefit to the environment. However, preserving wetlands in
exchange for destroying wetlands will not meet the no net loss goal. We will only be able to
consider preservation as compensatory mitigation in certain special circumstances.
And what about mitigation banking? In concept mitigation banking holds promise as a way
to achieve no net loss for small, fragmented wetland losses, such as those that might be
encountered in a highway construction project. Guidance, however, is not yet available on what
constitutes an acceptable mitigation bank.
The implementation of a mitigation bank is quite complex. For instance, who will be the
sponsor of the bank? It should be an institution with the financial means and scientific expertise
to oversee the design, monitoring, and maintenance of wetlands. How will this sponsor account
for the success of the mitigation, and how will corrective action be financed if the mitigation
effons fail?
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What accounting method will be used to establish an equitable and replicable wetlands debit
and credit system? These questions must be addressed in the design of a successful bank.
Here in South Carolina, wetlands protection and management cannot help but be an important
environmental issue. The 4.6 million acres of wetlands in the state make up 21 percent of the
state's land area. Only two other states (Florida and Louisiana) have a higher percentage of their
land area as wetlands. Most of these wetlands are .in the central and lower areas of the coastal
plain. Ninety percent ofSouth Carolina's wetlands are freshwater wetlands. The other 10 percent
are, of course, salt or brackish water wetlands along the coast.
South Carolina has an existing regulatory program that protects wetlands in the coastal
counties. This program has been effective in protecting the saltwater marshes along South
Carolina's coast. Activities in freshwater wetlands are regulated by the federal Section 404
program.
The state department of Health and Environment (DHEC) has an active role in the federal
Section 404 program. The Clean Water Act under Section 401 requires that an applicant for a
federal permit must obtain certification from the state that the permit complies with state water
quality standards. DHEC reviews each 404 individual application and can issue, deny, orrequire
modifications to reduce the impacts of the permit. If DHEC denies certification the project can
not be issued.
Section 401 authority is tied to water quality standards for wetlands, and most states
including South Carolina do not have water quality standards specific to wetlands. Most water
quality standards are numeric criteria limiting the amounts of contaminants allowed in water.
The anti-degradation narrative standard, however, applies to all waters of the state including
wetlands and can be used to protect some wetlands from activities that will not maintain the
beneficial use of the wetland. DHEC is applying in some cases the state's anti-degradation
narrative standards to protect state freshwater wetlands from alteration.
In April of 1989 EPA issued a guidance document asking states to develop Section 401
implementing regulations that would strengthen their wetlands protection ability. EPA also
encouraged states to adopt narrative water quality standards more appropriate for wetlands. Such
narrative standards might include specifying that hydrology be maintained to support the aquatic
community and that biologic diversity not be impaired. Having strong 401 regulations and
specific water quality standards for wetlands would significantly strengthen the state's ability to
protect wetlands through the Section 404/401 program. DHEC has adopted 401 implementing
regulations and is planning on developing specific water quality standards for wetlands with EPA
financial assistance.
Freshwater wetland losses in South Carolina are not well documented but appear to be less
extensive than in some other southeastern states. Recent studies conducted by the South Carolina
Heritage Trust program indicate that Carolina Bay wetlands have been extensively disturbed and
altered, but that bottomland hardwood forested wetlands, on the other hand, appear to be
recovering from losses suffered in the 1970s.
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Recognizing a need to address the freshwater wetland issues in South Carolina, Governor
Carroll Campbell established in the spring of 1989 a South Carolina Freshwater Wetlands Forum
modeled after the National Wetlands Policy Forum to address major policy concerns about how
South Carolina should protect and manage its valuable freshwater wetlands. The forum issued
its final report recently with numerous recommendations including both regulatory and
nonregulatory programs.
The conclusions of the governor's forum report will be the subject of a future lecture in this
series. We at EPA support and commend Governor Carroll Campbell and the forum for their
efforts to address this controversial and challenging issue of freshwater wetlands protection.
The National Wetlands Policy Forum and the South Carolina Freshwater Wetlands Forum
both recognized that regulatory programs alone should not be the only mechanism governments
use to protect and manage wetlands. Approximately 90 percent of the wetlands in this country
are in private ownership, including individual landowners as well as forestry companies, farmers,
and other private firms. The percentage in South Carolina may be even higher, probably around
95 percent. With this large percentage ofthe resource in nonpublic hands, programs to encourage
wetland owners to keep their wetlands in their natural state are needed to help assure an effective
program of wetlands protection.
There are two ways to encourage private stewardship. First, educate the public and private
wetland owners about the value of wetlands to the environmental and economic health of this
country, and second, establish a strong program of economic incentives that encourages and
assists the private sector in exercising its stewardship responsibility. These private initiatives can
effectively complement regulatory programs.
The federal government has established some incentive programs. The Food Securities Act
of 1985 established what is known as the swamp busters program where farmers who do not
convert existing wetlands to cropland can receive benefits through United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) programs including price and income supports, disaster payments, crop
insurance, loans, and other programs.
Another provision in the Food S-ecurities Act called the conservation reserve program pays
farmers to set aside highly erodible lands for at least ten years. Congress is presently considering
expanding the conservation reserve program to include restoration of a million acres of
previously converted wetlands by providing benefits to farmers for such activity. USDA would
share with the farmer the cost of restoring the wetland.
There is also the federal water bank program which pays farmers primarily in waterfowl
production states to keep their wetlands out of crop production and which shares the costs for
certain associated management practices.
The South Carolina Freshwater Wetlands Forum has recommended other incentive measures
and public education efforts that can be implemented at the state and local level to further the
objective of improving private stewardship of wetlands. EPA considers these types of programs
to be a valuable complement to the regulatory programs.
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EPA is trying to improve its ability to protect wetlands by focusing research activity on
developing methodologies for evaluating wetland functions and values. Understanding how the
wetland functions is important to understanding whether its loss could be mitigated.
We recently completed a cooperative agreement with the University ofSouth Carolina where
they agreed to test and demonstrate the accuracy of a rapid assessment methodology for
evaluating wetland functions called the bottornland hardwood wetland evaluation tool.
The University of South Carolina scientists studied two bottornland hardwood wetlands, one
in the Beidler Forest (also known as Four Hole Swamp) and the other in the Congaree Swamp,
and compared results of the rapid assessment approach with results obtained from intensive
sampling and detailed measurements. The results of the study were encouraging; in general, the
results compared favorably.
Bottornland hardwood wetlands are an important wetland resource in South Carolina where
there are approximately 3 million acres of this wetland type which is so important for habitat,
water quality enhancement, and flood protection.
EPA and the Corps are also working with the South Carolina Heritage Trust on a program to
help protect the state's remaining Carolina Bay wetlands. Carolina Bay wetlands are isolated
freshwater wetlands which occur in elliptical depressions in the Coastal Plain and which serve
as habitat for a wide range of plant and animal species, and which are a unique and special part
of the state's heritage. Ofthe 2,651 Carolina Bays identified by the Heritage Trust program, over
80 percent have been significantly altered and degraded.
We plan to use a provision in our regulations called advance identification to designate the
important and valuable bay wetlands identified by the State Heritage Program as unsuitable for
fill material which should help to protect these wetlands from dredging and filling activities. The
EPA wetlands program is giving a small grant to the Heritage Trust program for mapping
Carolina Bays and to help produce educational material. The state Heritage Trust program is
trying to buy the most valuable, special and unique bay wetlands.
Another EPA program that should be of help to South Carolina and other states in their
wetland protection efforts is a grant program established for the first time by President Bush in
FY 1990 specifically for state wetland program development. This year the states may compete
for a portion of the $1 million grant fund. Next year's budget has $5 million proposed for this
grant program, which will allow us to provide a greater level of support for state program
development activities next fiscal year. The Department of Health and Environmental Control
is competing for the FY 1990 grant funds. They have submitted an application for a grant to
develop water quality standards for wetlands, an activity that EPA has been encouraging for the
last couple of years.
In conclusion, we must recognize that wetlands protection will never be an easy issue to
manage. Most of the benefits of leaving wetlands in their natural state typically accrue to the
general public, not to the individual landowner.
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Unlike surface and groundwater protection where the water is not owned but is instead a
recognized resource of the state and its people, the land in a wetland can be and typically is
privately owned by individuals or companies. The private wetland holder who needs to develop
wetlands for his individual or his company's livelihood will sometimes not find much comfort
in the fact that his wetlands are needed to keep surface waters clean or to provide habitat for
wildlife. He will likely see the situation in much more personal or business terms. With
ownership of the land comes certain expectations that frequently conflict with the need to protect
these natural systems for the benefit of the public good and quality of life.
As trustees of the natural resources, the state will continue to be faced in the future with hard
decisions regarding wetlands protection and management. South Carolina is, however, in a
special situation compared to many of our other states in that you have been good stewards of the
land in the past by maintaining your wetland resource in relatively good shape. You should be
proud of that part of your heritage and continue that good stewardship as we move into a new era
of valuing and protecting our freshwater wetland resources.

RESPONDERS
Bob Fledderman
Westvaco Corporation
My remarks tonight will be from the voice ofan experienced forester who has managed forest
wetlands in the Coastal Plain of South Carolina for the last twelve years. I am going to speak to
four issues concerning wetlands tonight: definition, identification, classification and finally best
management practices.
The first issue is of definition. Wetlands in most peoples' minds general! y are places like the
Florida Everglades, the Great Dismal Swamp, or the coastal marshes on our coast But, there is
a wide range of wetlands that are included in the jurisdictional definition that is now being
sponsored by EPA. Wetlands include the Florida Everglades on the wet end of the scale, but also
include pine flats on the dry end of the scale. Many of the backyards in the low country are
jurisdictional wetlands. I think that is an important part of this wetland issue that a lot of people
have not really discovered yet. I asked several soil mappers who work for our company what
percentage ofthe land in the coastal plains did they think could be called a jurisdictional wetlands
if someone actually went out on the ground and did a delineation. Most of them estimate
somewhere between 50 and 60 percent of the eight coastal counties would be jurisdictional
wetlands.
Turning to identification, there has been a lot of controversy about whether we can actually
go out and accurately and consistently identify wetlands. With the new federal method, I think
that question is pretty much answered. I really believe that we can accurately delineate wetlands.
The problem is that it needs to be done in most instances with ground techniques. Accurate maps
of the wetlands are going to be essential, if we are going to regulate, conserve and protect the
wetlands of our state. There is a wetlands inventory now available or in the process of being
8

available from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, called the National Wetlands Inventory. Dr.
Somers will show you an example of that in just a little bit This wetlands inventory is very useful,
but we all have to recognize that it has limitations. It is very good at showing wetlands in the
coastal areas, in major stream bottoms. But, as it comes out of the stream bottoms and goes into
the wet pine flat areas in the coastal plains, where the definition of the delineation of wetlands
falls mostly to hydrology and poor soils, the inventory which is based on aerial photography
techniques tends not to be as accurate. It certainly is not good enough for individuals to make
their plans for managing wetlands in those areas.
I would like to say a few things about classification. As I said, wetlands encompass a broad
range of different land types-Florida Everglades on one end, pine flats on the other, backyards
in some instances. I think if we are actually going to do a good job ofregulating activities on these
wetlands, we need to have some system of classifying wetlands into homogeneous groups to
understand their functions and also their sensitivity to management.
There is no one set ofregulations that can apply to all the different types of wetlands. In some
instances wetlands can be modified without losing their functions. In other instances they are
very sensitive and almost need to be preserved. In the past or with the 404 program we pretty
much have one set of regulations for dealing with the whole range of wetland types. What
happens then is we overregulate some wetlands and underregulate others. I think one of the main
reasons that there is a lot of tension and disagreement among the people who are actively debating
how to protect the wetlands is the lack of classification.
The last issue I would like to speak about is best management practices. I think the regulatory
community has shown a strong bias toward the use of individual permits for regulating wetlands
use. For whatever reason they seem opposed to allowing landowners to follow best management
practices and regulate by auditing the results. I think that if we classify wetlands into
homogeneous groups and then develop best management practices around those groups, we can
adequately protect wetlands. Using best management practices, I think we will have a lot more
cost effective approach to the regulation of wetlands and also more timely responses to the
landowners who wish to make modifications in the wetlands. I think in most instances
landowners, given a set of best managements practices, will follow those best management
practices. Generally, it is in our best interest to do so, even if there is no regulation. That
concludes my formal remarks tonight.

Bob Somers
S.C. Land Resources Conservation Commission
I enjoyed listening to Lee DeHihns's and Bob Fledderman' s remarks. I found that both of
them are right on the mark. I believe that what Bob has just said about many ofthe issues are issues
that are shared by many individuals throughout South Carolina and in the nation. What I would
like to do is tell you a little bit about some of the key points that both speakers have hit upon as
they pertain to the educational end of wetlands identification and classification. How do we
interpret and how do we determine where wetlands are? There is just so much that can be done
9

from a statewide inventory standpoint. The South Carolina Land Resources Conservation
Commission has been working with the Coastal Council, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to look at a comprehensive methodology for mapping the
wetlands in South Carolina. The inventory that was adopted by the U .S Fish and Wildlife Service
was the National Wetlands Inventory. This inventory began around 1975. The initial inventory
was debated and scholastically reviewed, and it was determined that there were problems with
the level ofthe detail contained within the inventory. Subsequently, the wetlands inventory was
revised to yield the level of detail needed to make informed decisions. The visual you see on the
screen contains the National Wetlands Inventory maps available for South Carolina.
The National Wetland Inventory maps use the USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) 7.5-minute
topographic quads as the base map. The draft versions of the inventory for the eight coastal
counties are approximately 150 additional 7.5-minute topographic quads will contain the
wetlands inventory for the upper coastal plain and a portion of the sand hills physiographic
regions.
The National Wetlands Inventory is based on color infrared aerial photography, the soil
survey for the area, and any hydrology information that is available. In many instances,
hydrology is inferred because the hydrological information is lacking. This is one key element
that is missing; and in many instances, such as for temporarily flooded wetlands, hydrology
cannot be detected from a color infrared photograph.
The next slide is a copy of the Clubhouse Crossroads National Wetlands Inventory map.
There are many wetland delineations on the map, with some of the smaller delineations ranging
to as low as 0.2 of an acre. Most of these interruptions are based on air photo interruption, but
the Land Resources Commission in conjunction with the Coastal Council is computerizing the
wetlands inventory to develop a statistical data base for South Carolina. The computerized
inventory will also serve as the state's base map for wetlands. However, there are several
problems with the inventory.
As Bob stated earlier, there are problems with some of the pine flatwood wetlands or
temporarily flooded wetlands as identified on the NWI (National Wetlands Inventory). Whether
or not those are actually wetlands under the definition that is being proposed or recommended
by the Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is
questionable. Once computerized, however, the state's NWI can be improved and continually
updated to reflect current definitions and new interpretations of the data.
This next visual is a product of the computerized process. Bob was talking about finding
some way to aggregate the wetlands into broadly defined categories. Here we have taken
approximately fifty-three different wetland types and aggregated them into four wetland
categories. The brown shaded pattern represents bottomland hardwoods, the green shaded
pattern represents pine stands, the blue shows open water and channels, and the light blue
represents those areas that are bare. The commission has digitally combined the National
Wetlands Inventory data with a road file that is also in a digital format. The road file was obtained
from the University of South Carolina's Division ofComputer Mapping Services. Once the NWI

is computerized, it can be updated and used to produce new interpretive maps or combined with
wetland inventories that are produced by groups such as Westvaco Corporation, Fish and
Wildlife Service, and S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. Field adjustments and
verification can be made and used to update the existing computerized wetlands inventory for
generating new maps. One of the benefits for having a computerized inventory is that you begin
to develop statistical information on the types of wetlands as well as how many wetlands exist
for the particular type. For example, according to the National Wetlands Inventory, about 45
percent of the upland land area in Horry County consists of wetlands while 55 percent is a none
wetland or in the upland category. This compares to approximately 52 percent of the county
being a wetland as identified through the soil survey maps. Another example is Georgetown
County. Forty percent of that county is considered a wetland based on the National Wetlands
Inventory, while according to the soil survey maps, 50 percent ofthe county contains hydric soils.
The National Wetlands Inventory is a compromise. It looks at many interpretative wetland
attributes and combines this information into a nonjurisdictional delineation map that gives you
an indication of where wetlands may be located. It is a planning tool only. These maps are very
important since there are many competing uses for both uplands and wetlands, and we need to
have as much information available as possible to make wise management decisions. We need
to make informed decisions when we plan both protection and utilization programs. The state's
wetlands inventory will help give us this information. Furthermore, we need to make and form
decisions both at the local level and at the state level.
The last slide is an image of a color infrared photograph. This is of the Charleston area. For
the Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum an analysis was performed on this rapidly expanding
area of Charleston. Even with the Corps 404 program in place, new development has taken place
in possible wetland areas. A lot of subdivisions have been built as well as commercial buildings.
Based on our analysis, through the examination of old aerial photography as well as the soil
survey data, about a quarter of the area that could have been wetlands within this particular area
has been converted to other uses. Although laws are in place to review wetland conversion
activities, those laws have not restricted development or restricted other uses from converting
wetlands. This is just one example. What I would like to say in closing is that from an educational
standpoint the Land Resources Commission is involved with wetland educational activities
through the agency as well as through the forty-six soil and water conservation districts, whose
boundaries are coterminous with the county boundaries. The agency has been traditionally
involved with agricultural and erosion control issues at the state level as well as at the district or
county level. Through the Cartographic Information Center the agency has expanded its role in
wetland classification, delineation, and interpretation.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Richard White, Clemson University
Lee DeHihns: I think it is critical to recognize that in the fervor to move forward to protect the
resource ofwetlands in the state ofSouth Carolina, which I think has to happen, legislators should
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listen to people who live and work in the state. We need to move cautiously. We can't protect
just for the sake ofprotecting. We have to use some reality and focus in. People like myself from
a regulatory agency have to function well with the companies and the people who know the
resource to be sure that we don't overprotect just because something has been classified as
wetlands. I think Bob made a very excellent point in that you need to have a classification
category. Not every wetland is as valuable as another. Some have been degraded over time.
Some have differentkinds of water. Some wetland areas_you raise the water an inch and you hurt
the function. Other areas you can drain and refill frequently, and the function will remain. Yet
you can't protect each one of those wetland acres exactly the same because some can withstand
greater disturbance than others. I think as we move forward in South Carolina, and as a country,
that we have to be cautious. We don't say something is a wetlands or we've lost half of the
resource we've had since the country came into existence. We shouldn't lose sight of the fact
that we still have to live and develop and have natural resources to benefit and offset one another.
I think that there are excellent points made by both of the other presenters. I would ask them to
challenge EPA and to find ways to work with EPA. Where we 're being too zealous or the Corps
is being too zealous, we need to have a reality check and be sure we recognize what we're doing
is destroying economic prosperity in the state, which for lack of a better statement may be for the
sake of protecting wetlands.
Bob Fledderman: Lee, has the EPA gone behind the recommendation of the forum in
sponsoring or looking for the state to take over wetlands protection? What kind ofprogram would
the EPA be looking for from the state government to certify it as the protection organization for
wetlands?
Lee DeHihns: I think for some time EPA has had regulations and we've had a set of criteria laid
out. What we would be looking for is a state that has a good sense of what the wetlands resource
is in the state and what it would take to manage that resource appropriately. I think a large
beginning step in South Carolina has been the freshwater wetlands forum. As the report is
debated around the state and in the legislature, our agency hasn't been called upon to reflect on
the report or give our reviews about it. It's very clear that the resource has been valued.
Classification is in there as to degrees of protection. The no net loss goal is in there. All of the
regulatory and nonregulatory incentives are in there so that you balance off measures of
protection. I don't know what the regulatory answers are in terms of opening up the rule books.
I think it's a commitment by a state, by its people, by its legislature, by the governor, and by the
regulatory agencies that they really value wetlands in their state and they have a comprehensive
approach laid out in front of them. The Wetlands Forum Report in South Carolina recommends
a comprehensive wetlands protection program be put together. I think that's the kind of stuff we
as an agency ought to be looking for in the state. They recognize the value of a resource, and
they're going to go about protecting it in a reasonable fashion. I think that's what I see South
Carolina moving towards.
Bob Somers: I was wondering if you could comment, Lee, on where the memorandum of
agreement is between EPA and the Corps with their mitigation?
Lee DeHihns: Well as I said in my remarks, we know about the problems that were supposed
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to be between the White House and EPA and the Corps over the MOA. The MOA went into effect
on February 7, 1990. It is in full force and effect. It is now in the process of being shared with
all the EPA and Corps offices in the field so that everyone understands exactly what's in the
MOA, what certain provisions mean, and how the provisions in there match up with existing
regulations. I think, these are my own personal opinions, a lot of the debate that occurred about
the MOA was really about provisions that are in existing regulations. One particular criticism
of the MOA is that it will allow wetland areas to be permitted, developed or destroyed, if an
alternative to the destruction of those wetlands would have greater environmental harm. I think
part of the problem is that people are now recognizing wetlands, wanting to protect them, and
perhaps starting to take a look at those regulations which we have been using for ten years. Maybe
we ought to look at and see whether or not those provisions, that were written at a time where we
dido' t have the kind of wetlands values we now have, are clearly understood across the country.
Many states in the country were not doing the kind of thing South Carolina is doing. Maybe it's
time to take another look at the legislatures. It's been interesting to watch the criticisms about
this MOA between EPA and the Corps. I think those who are in the field every day dealing with
it feel that the MOA put into place as a national goal for both agencies exactly what the agencies
have been doing. The MOA spelled it out very clearly so that not only that the agencies knew,
so that the rest of the world knew, so that the rest of the developers and citizens of the country
were aware ofit. I think we have some time ahead ofus where we all have to work and talk through
these kinds ofissues. Again I think that the forum in South Carolina is an excellent way to begin
that. If you look at the membership, it was a very diverse membership representing all the kinds
of interests that could possibly be represented in the state of South Carolina. You've got to get
the citizenry and the companies that live in the state to buy into protecting the resource. You can't
have the federal government come in and say protect the resource because we know it's good for
you. It's clearly got to be the grass roots. Perhaps you've got to have some instigation from the
federal government such as 404, the Clean Water Act. I think once we've got that process jump
staned, then its up to the state to carry it forward.

Bob Somers: When you talk about grass roots, I was wondering about some of the areas like
New York and I believe in New Jersey, where you have local communities that are regulating
wetlands as well through drainage ordinances or local subdivision regulations. Can they coexist
with a state regulatory program?
Lee DeHihns: I think they can. Those are some of what I consider to be the nonregulatory
approaches. Zoning ordinances are certainly a way to control land use. These are ways that the
state government or the federal government doesn't have to step in to do something. Many
communities have tree protection ordinances. They have park ordinances. They want open space
around developments. They allow developers to cluster in order to keep more green areas. I think
the communities are starting to recognize that they need to reach out and protect more natural
resources than they've been protecting before. A question one might have, from a very broad
prospective, would be whether the local community is doing something different than the state
which is different from what the federal government is doing. The people who want to do things
in or around wetlands are getting a different message depending upon whom they visit. We all
want a one-stop permitting process. We don't want a developer to have to go through four
different local, state, or federal agencies before he gets his permit. So I think there's got to be
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an appropriate balance. I think there is a place for local government to do it; then that means less
state resources and less federal resources have to be funneled into that regulatory process.

Questioner: It seems that part of the problem is that everyone has his own pet definition of a
wetland or what constitutes a wetland. Is there any move to unify a definition so that everybody
is working off the same set of criteria of what constitutes a wetland?
Lee DeHihns: As I said in my remarks, the four federal agencies who are engaged in regulating
and working in wetlands protection have signed a memorandum of agreement under which all
four of those federal agencies and all their programs will use the same manual, the same wetlands
definition regardless of where you are in the country. For someone like yourself at a county
government level, I think you have to be sure that the South Carolina definition, if the state adopts
a statewide definition, is one that the county governments of the state decide to use as well. The
more people who sign on to one definition, the easier it's going to be to then get down to the true
debate, which is, once you've identified the wetlands, how valuable is it and what use if any can
be made of it.
Bob Fledderman: I might add that both the governor's forum and the most recent draft of the
wetlands protection act that's being discussed in the legislature both have adopted the unified
definition endorsed by the EPA and Corps of Engineers. So it looks like the state of South
Carolina is going down the road of one definition for wetlands.
Bob Somers: The state is using the delineation manuals as well as the definition that's being
imposed.
Richard White: Bob Fledderman, you mentioned about classification and how it is very site
specific. Would you want to expand on that a little?
Bob Fledderman: In South Carolina we have a specific problem. Our Carolina bays are one
that comes to mind immediately. They are a fairly fragile system, that is an isolated wetland in
most people's minds. Also I get the feeling that pine wet flats will be defined as isolated wetlands.
Those two types of landforms are entirely different in their sensitivities to management.
Bob Somers: I would like to follow up on that. With regard to the forest industry, I can agree
with Mr. Fledderman about pine flats being a wetland that is on the drier end of the spectrum when
you make the comparison between Carolina bays. When you look at a pine flat or a similar area
for other land uses, e.g., for residential development, you do have some other helps indicating
wetlands such as malfunctioning septic tanks or water in foundation trenches because you have
a rise and fall of the water table. It is just not the forest resource that I think people are looking
at. Its the overall use of that property, whether it be for commercial interest or a natural resource
interest.
Questioner. To follow up on a comment the gentleman from the EPA said about relative value
of wetlands and also his comment that most wetlands are in private hands and not public hands.
This question may be best directed to the gentleman in the state of South Carolina. To help
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determine which wetlands are more valuable than others, would it be feasible that the state or
federal government somehow share in the loss of use of a piece of land considered to be more
valuable as wetlands? This would be similar to what has happened where Coastal Council has
determined, in order to protect the beach, a person cannot build on his property. The courts have
ruled that it's a taking ofland and this person should be compensated for it. Is that a possibility?
Would that also help in determining which wetlands are more valuable if the state had a financial
stake as well as the private landowner?

Lee DeHihns: None of us represented ourselves as being lawyers, and you've raised an
interesting question about constitutional takings of people's property. If you own private
property and the government says you can't use it for the use for which you want to use it, are
you entitled to compensation for it? I'm not a constitutional lawyer, and I don't even want to
attempt to try to answer that question except to say that we all recognize it is a difficult issue when
it comes to protecting natural resource lands. I think that's why you see in this country large
natural forests or state forests where the state buys the land so as to protect it as a natural resource.
It is why you see in South Carolina things like the Heritage Trust program, Nature Conservancy,
and others which have bought land areas to protect them. I think some of the things that are
addressed in the South Carolina Wetlands Forum Report begin to move a little bit toward your
question. But for example, if you are a farmer and you don't farm your wetlands, you get
payments in return for the income that you lose by not farming the land. That is the swamp buster
provision through the Food Security Act, a federal law. One ofthe recommendations in the forum
report is you get a tax incentive that by preserving your wetland land area you won't pay taxes
on it. It won't be valued the same way as other more valuable or developable pieces of property
you may own. So there are other ways that a governmental body can provide incentives for people
to preserve their land while at the same time giving them some economic incentives without just
buying the land. But the takings issue you raise is a difficult one that we in the federal government
when we make wetlands decisions have to be concerned with. There is a federal executive order
concerning taking issues that come up in wetlands cases. I'm sure in South Carolina the attorney
general's office and those in the legislature will be looking at those issues carefully as well.
Bob Fledderman: On the taking issue, there's a real limit to what a state or even the federal
government can afford to buy in the vast number of acres ofwetlands we have. That's why I think
any legislation that's crafted needs to make a real serious effort to minimize the amount of
restrictions that are placed on the private landowner yet still be consistent with the protection and
conservation of a wetland. That should be part of what's actually stated in the legislation: that
we want to protect the wetlands, but also give the landowner as much freedom with his land as
possibly.
Questioner. As you know, golf courses are one of the more destructive land uses as far as
wetland water quality is concerned. The drainage and discharge from irrigation of golf courses
is laden with fertilizers and pesticides. Is there anything in the federal 404 program or in the
proposed state program that would prohibit untreated discharge into a wetland or is that best
handled by local erosion control and storm water management ordinances?
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Lee DeHihns: Let me address that from a federal prospective for a minute. Perhaps Mr.
Fledderman can address it from a South Carolina prospective. As I mentioned earlier, South
Carolina or any state for that matter has to certify under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act when
someone applies for a 404 permit that discharged dredge or fill materials or activities associated
with it won't violate water quality standards for wetlands. I think that's why it is critical in South
Carolina that DHEC can be able to get on with the job of setting water quality standards for
wetlands, so that things like runoffs from golf courses whether they contain pesticides or
fertilizers or whatever kind of chemicals can be prevented from coming off that property into the
wetlands. Now that also raises a different issue which has nothing to do with the wetlands so
much as the issue of nonpoint versus point source pollution. You may be aware that if you have
a pipe from a sewage treatment facility that goes into a river, then you need a permit to discharge
the effluent from the treatment process into the water body. When you have nonpoint source
pollution occurring, such as runoff from golf courses into an adjacent water body or wetlands
prior to entering the water body, then there is no permit required. Many states, and I suspect South
Carolina, have best management practices that they and/or counties can impose on propeny
owners to be sure they manage the application of fenilizers and pesticides on a golf course to
either reduce, eliminate, or minimize that stuff getting into the adjacent water body whether it be
a golf course next to a river or a stream or one that's next to a wetlands. I suspect that is a pretty
big problem in Horry County when you've got the Grand Strand and all the golf courses down
there.
Questioner: What percent of the land in the Piedmont is classified as wetlands?
Bob Somers: The only figures that I have seen have been from an individual named Gene Ott.
He had taken some information that the Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism had put
together on the amount ofwetlands that exist within their state parks. He extrapolated that across
the different physiographic regions from the coastal plains to the sand hills to the Piedmont. I
believe it was something less than 2 percent of the Piedmont area consisted of wetlands. Those
are the only figures that I have seen anywhere. I believe it was somewhere in the neighborhood
of nine thousand acres.
Richard White: Do you have a feel that may be a little low or right on target?
Bob Somers: Well, the area I was talking about was predominately up in the Blue Ridge
Mountain area of Oconee and Cherokee counties, some of the steeply slopping areas. I can't
remember the figures he had.
Richard White: I guess if you are talking about Oconee and Cherokee counties in the nonhern
tiers, that might be low for the other areas of the Piedmont.
Bob Somers: Yes, Sir.
Richard White: But as you say, there really hasn't been a thorough study and classification at
this point in time.
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Questioner: Following up on the previous question concerning the golf course runoff. Some
places I read including the South Carolina Coastal Council manual say that wetlands are good
for filtering pollution from runoff, such as from golf courses, and they are to be utilized for that;
and other people say that you 're not supposed to runoff things like golf course pesticides and
fertilizers into a wetland. Are wetlands to be used as filters or not in your opinion?
Lee DeHihns: .Wetlands do provide a filtering function for a variety of pollutants before those
pollutants enter water bodies when wetlands are adjacent to a river. Wetlands cannot deal with
organic chemicals as well as they can deal with biological pollutants. Dissolved oxygen,
suspended solids, or bacteria perhaps can be dealt with by most wetlands functions. When you
get high concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorous in fertilizers or you get various kinds of
organic chemicals in pesticides, then the ability of any wetlands to filter out those pollutants so
that you would not have any pollution when that water stream reached the river is going to be
tested very severely. Depending on the kind of wetland you're dealing with, whether it be a
bottomland hardwood or a coastal marsh and also depending upon the degree of uptake that
occurs by the trees or by the grass or how much is bound onto the soil, the ability to filter is going
to depend on the kind of chemical you're talking about, the rate of flow, the depth of the water,
how frequently you slug load the wetland. Research has to be done to decide how different kinds
ofwetland areas can be used as a filter. One ofthe things that South Carolina is going to be dealing
with when they set water quality standards for wetlands is going to be to say what degree of
contamination of the wetlands you allow to occur so that you don't overload the wetlands and
destroy the valuable functions which that wetland may have. Remember that depending upon
the nature ofthe wetlands, you may have juvenile fish coming into those areas to feed. Over time
you could do something to kill the wetlands altogether which would then pose a bigger problem,
e.g., you don't have wetlands at all. Then you loose spawning areas or growing areas for small
fish which translates into no commercial fisheries or recreational fisheries in the adjacent water
bodies. It's not simply that we can use wetlands as a filter or no we can't. It depends upon a lot
of factors.
Richard White: I might just make a comment. The lecture on March 28 will deal with the role
of natural and constructed wetlands in wastewater treatment that has some relation to this
question. It will address the issues of where a natural wetland can be used for treating a
wastewater.
Lee DeHihns: Let me come back to something Bob Fledderman said earlier. Could you describe
for me in more detail your classification system and the homogeneous groups? Then look at both
uses and compensatory mitigation by category. You talked about bay versus pine flats, but what
about other varieties of wetlands? Would you divide them by the kinds of water? Would it be
coastal estuarine or brackish water? I'm sure you wouldn't put all freshwater wetlands under the
same categories.
Bob Fledderman: No, there are several different classifications that have been worked out or
have been tried to be worked out. I was in a group that was working on the forum report One
of the ideas that came up for a classification system was based on the size of the stream that the
wetlands were feeding into. How far away were they from a navigable waterway? The adjacent
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wetlands around those size streams would be one class of wetlands. As you work upstream from
those drainages, you start getting into other classes of wetlands. One of the most valuable areas
of wetlands is that portion of wetlands that has overland flow of water during spring floods. One
should start concentrating on those very valuable places. Find out what activities can be done
there or can't be done there. As you go up the watershed, you start coming into areas that probably
have much lesser values or functions as wetlands. You can loosen up on your management
activities or restrictions there.

Bob Somers: I think with that report they looked at five different classes of wetlands, according
to the proximity to a navigable stream. Isolated wetlands were the fourth class and man-made
wetlands were the fifth class.
Lee DeHihns: How do you value the habitat of an isolated wetlands versus a wetlands that is
adjacent to a free flowing river? The flood runoff, pollutant filtering function may not be as
prevalent away from the water body in isolated wetlands, but the habitat's value in terms of its
contributions to a broader ecosystem may be more valuable than the wetlands that are adjacent
to river bodies. I have some concern about the classification system that says in proximity to a
free flowing water body.
Richard White: That is a major reason why you might allow different kind of measurement.
You have to also remember that there is a great deal of habitat value and ecosystem quality that
comes with wetlands as well.
Bob Fledderman: I think that's where your best management practices start playing into it. You
can define in your best management practices what is necessary for the wildlife which are in that
area. I think a lot can be done in the way of best management practices to say, this is the kind
of habitat that we need to leave as a minimum to keep these wetlands functional.
Questioner: I was calling to ask ifSouth Carolina has enabling legislation that would allow local
governments to rollback property taxes on wetlands, if the property owner would agree to
preserve them in perpetuity?
Bob Somers: I'm not sure if there is enabling legislation. I know with Senator Hinds' s bill that
is being reviewed now, that he has been working with the Tax Commission to address that issue.
I know that this is something that is being worked on and evaluated, but I have not seen a written
document addressing it.
Richard White: I think it would be appropriate to contact your legislator and suggest that the
legislature at least consider the issue, particularly if you are involved in wetland management.
Bob Fledderman, do you know anything about the tax situation?
Bob Fledderman: Well, right now I don't think there is any enabling legislation. Most of our
taxes, especially in the agricultural areas, are already set by the land use law that was passed
several years ago, and something would need to be changed in the legislation to let counties do
something with the tax assessments.
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Lee DeHihns: That issue of relaxing or providing tax incentives is one of the issues covered by
the recommendations in this South Carolina forum report. We can assume the recommendations
will be addressed in some fashion and either accepted or rejected.

Richard White: I would presume that someone will look at that recommendation and decide
whether something should or could be done about it.
Bob Fledderman: There are a lot of problems with playing with the tax rate. We have a lot of
rural counties that really don't have a lot ofroom to play with on their tax base. If you start slicing
off some taxes for wetlands, then they've got to add it back to some other uplands and keep the
revenue coming in. There are some real problems with playing with that, especially if an area
has 50 or 60 percent of its land in wetlands.

Questioner: I have a question for Mr. DeHihns. Who are you looking to to administer the
wetlands program on the state level?

Lee DeHihns: I think that the forum report recommendations suggested that a single agency in
South Carolina take on the responsibility for wetlands management. The report goes into some
detail describing the various state agencies that South Carolina has functioning in the wetlands
management area, some to larger degrees than others. I think from EPA' s prospective that we'd
like to see all of the efforts consolidated in one state agency in South Carolina: one with all the
appropriate authorities, with a good understanding of what the expectations were, and with the
backing of the political and public structure in the state. That entity could then go forth and carry
out the legislation of the state and work with the federal agencies who have to implement federal
legislation in South Carolina. We don't have, as an agency, any sort ofofficial position that says
it ought to be X agency or Y agency in the state of South Carolina. We obviously have formed
a working relationship with the Department of Health and Environmental Control because we
relate with them across many topics: the air, the water, pesticides, toxic substances, hazardous
wastes and solid wastes. We have a number of existing agreements, grant agreements,
relationships built up so one might argue that logically we would want to deal with DHEC. I think
the principal question on the table is that South Carolina has to make that judgment first and
foremost on its own. It is not something that we as a federal agency need to be poking our noses
into and trying to direct the political structure in the state of South Carolina.

Question:. You said under CRP (conservation reserve program) the wetlands could be restored.
I think Mr. DeHihns commented on that. How exactly could wetlands be restored? Would that
amount to blocking drainage?

Lee DeHihns: Well in the conservation reserve program as it now exists it only applies to highly
erodible land. What is being considered by the Bush administration? The EPA and Department
of Agriculture have joined forces to take a look at the 1990 Farm Bill. One of the things being
considered is a recommendation that one million acres ofwetlands be covered by the conservation
reserve program which means that payments could also covers the lands that are wetlands.
Depending on the wetlands acreages that are to be brought into the conservation reserve program,
if those acres are for areas that were degraded as wetlands because of agricultural practices, then
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I would presume the fann bill financing would also contribute to the cost of restoring those land
areas. Those details haven't been worked out yet in the fann bill. I do know that there is a group,
all of the secretaries of state departments of agriculture across the country, which has taken a look
at that program. They are in support ofexpanding a Conservation Reserve Program to bring some
wetland areas that either are existing wetlands that need to be preserved or areas that used to be
wetlands that have been fanned back into wetlands. In terms of looking at the overall goal of no
net loss, this would put a lot more acreage back on the plus side of the ledger. I have not seen
any information directly that talks about who would share the cost of implementation.

Questioner: Mr. DeHihns, with the concept of no net loss would there be any attempt of
rethinking or modifying Nationwide Twenty-Six as the South Carolina Coastal Council has
done?

Lee DeHihns: I don't know that I can really address that. I know that Na ti on wide Twenty-Six
is one of the Corps of Engineers 404 permits, but beyond that I'm not familiar with the details
of what has been done in South Carolina. I'm sorry, I really can't help you there.

Richard White: Bob Somers, What do you project as the way the Land Resources Commission
will use its mapping capabilities related to wetlands?
Bob Somers: What we have experimented with so far is to try to find ways to improve the
inventory. We will work with the Wildlife and Marine Resources Department to better define
where the brackish water and the freshwater line is on the inventories. We are also in the process
of trying to update the inventory. The inventory now used is based on 1981-1984 aerial
photography. To update that, we have done air photo interpretation and looked at how we can
adopt it to a state level. We have also looked at satellite imagery, with spot and landside imagery,
to see if we can find those wetland uses that have been converted to nonwetland areas or the
nonwetland areas that have been converted to wet situations. We're also interested in obtaining
information through the conservation districts on prior converted wetlands to identify those areas
on the inventory. We want to improve the inventory every year.

Questioner: With regard to classification of wetlands, this all sounds very work intensive. I was
wondering if the EPA is prepared to help South Carolina foot the bill or is the state solely
responsible.
Bob Somers: It hasn't been decided that a classification system is going to be used in the state
of South Carolina. I mentioned earlier in my presentation that the president's budget for 1991
includes $5 million in grant funds to be used nationwide so that the states can begin developing
management programs. If the state of South Carolina were to determine that part of its
management program for wetlands would include a classification process, there EPA through
that particular grant program would share in the cost. I don't have any idea what the cost of a
classification program would be or how much South Carolina's portion of $5 million would be
able to go towards that aspect of their management program versus anything else that they may
decide they want to fund. It's really up to the state to decide whether they want to use those monies
for the classification process or use it for developing some other aspects of their program.
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Lee DeHihns: There was an earlier question that I have thought about and may have been too
short in responding to. He asked about modifying Nationwide Twenty-Six. I can't comment on
Nationwide Twenty-Six. But one of the items in EPA' s wetlands action plan, which was adopted
after the National Wetlands Forum Report came out, was related to states beginning to develop
wetlands resource plans and deciding to rank the wetlands in their state, perhaps using the
information from the National Wetlands Inventory. One of the things that might eventually be
reopened is some.of these nationwide permits or general permits which now allow for certain
acres of wetlands to be filled without having to go through the individual permit process. If
someone determines that nationwide permits' impacts in a particular state or geographical area
are starting to cause cumulative losses ofwetlands and the state can demonstrate the losses in their
wetlands plan, then I think the EPA and the Corps would have to reopen those nationwide permits
or general permits to take a look at the situation. If the states, as they become more educated about
wetlands protection in their own jurisdiction, want to have a greater voice, then I think the EPA
and the Corps will certainly listen to it.
Bob Fledderman: In talking to some of the wildlife people, one of their major concerns is the
cumulative impacts not only in filling wetland but also in timber harvesting. Bob Somers, can
you see any technology on the horizon that would be available to give us knowledge so that we
can adequately address the idea of cumulative impacts?
Bob Somers: I think it's going to be very difficult. You can look at function and value on a site
specific area, but across large land areas it's very difficult. Mr. DeHihns alluded to that in his
talk as to why people are looking at acreage for the permitting mechanism rather than function .
I think it's going to be difficult to look at potential loss or gain to wildlife. One way someone
can begin tracking is through the National Wetland Inventory updating methodology, but that is
just going to tell you how many acres are lost or gained. There are approximately 270-some-odd
wetland types that are used by the Fish and Wildlife Service. It's difficult to place a function and
value on each one of those types because they are still broadly defined. In South Carolina there
are probably a little over 100 of those wetland types used for this state.
Questioner: Bob Fledderman, do you have a thought in answer to your question?
Bob Fledderman: Well, I'm thinking in terms of some of the satellite imagery that's available
and the plotting is down to ten meters in resolution. They fly by about once every nineteen days.
I don't know how often they can get a clear shot from space. With the computer programs that
can analyze the imagery that comes from those satellite pictures maybe there is a way to make
comparisons from the previous times that it was shot and make some real determinations of the
peculiar impacts, especially as it pertains to watershed type area. What you really want is to get
down to watershed levels and not whole states or whole countries.
Bob Somers: We had done classification routines with on the spot imagery in which the
multispectral portion ofthe spot has a twenty-meter resolution and the panchromatic or black and
white has a ten-meter resolution. We have looked at wetland/nonwetland scenarios with the spot
imagery. We are able to detect where land uses or the area has changed. It's going to be very
interesting to see what happens with post-Hugo and the amount of streams that are blocked with
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debris and how that is going to affect our flooding situation as well as the type of vegetation that
is growing adjacent to these streams. Is the additional flooding going to impact or change that
vegetation?

Lee DeHihns: There have been ways that punitive impacts have been looked at. For example,
I know in South Carolina along the South Edisto River the S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources
Department has acquired land along with Ducks Unlimited. . There is a good sense of what are
the functional values of those coastal marshes in that area. A good deal of information already
is in existence as to who owns what and what they're doing to manage it. There is good sense
if you were to take out of that area a certain percentage of the wetlands, knowing their functions,
you'd be able to know whether you took it out in a 10 percent chunk or 1 percent a year for ten
years. Either way you did it you would see a loss in the functional value and a loss in the marine
fishing, e.g., the kinds of schools of fish that you can detect off the coast there. More broadly,
can you say converting 792 acres of bottomland hardwoods and 17 different permanent
applications over 3 million acres of bottomland hardwoods in South Carolina isn't really going
to make a difference? I think that's a far more difficult situation to address. That's where Bob
Fledderman made an excellent point. You've really got to start looking at these things by
watersheds or areas where you've got something akin to an ecosystem. There the cumulative
impacts can be at least understood as relating to one another. But taking out some bottomland
hardwoods fifteen miles from some other areas probably isn't going to have any kind of direct
or related effect to it.
The other problem you have when dealing from a public policy standpoint is we've lost half
of the acres of wetlands that we had in the country when the country became independent over
200 years ago. You can't be so relaxed and say that it's no problem losing five acres, ten acres,
fifteen acres every so often because it's only a small percentage of the total acres of wetlands that
we have in existence. Over time it won't take long adding up all of those small acreages over the
country to realize that you are still losing hundreds of thousands of acres of wetlands a year. At
some point you are not going have a representative number of acres of wetlands left in a country
that you can really call a good natural resource still performing all of the wetland functions
needed. So to some it's really gross when looking at things to say, "Hey, we lost 10 percent more
wetlands in the country last year than we had the year before." Although no particular watershed
or ecosystem may have been completely destroyed, but as a cumulative impact of losing 10
percent nationwide is something worth looking at from a very broad perspective. Those are tough
issues to deal with when you 're talking to a developer or timberman, particularly when he wants
to do something in an area of his land and he doesn't see the cumulative impacts of his action as
it may relate to some action in states or other parts of the country. It is a very tough public policy
question.

Questioner: I have a question for Bob Somers. Have ground checks been made to measure the
accuracy of the National Wetland Inventory Maps?
Bob Somers: The only accuracy check that has been conducted so far is about a 2 percent ground
cover check. I've been with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and several state agencies when
they have looked at Horry and Georgetown county mapping. Most of the checking was done for
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those areas where the photo interpreter could not determine what wetland type existed within a
particular area. Maybe that area had been burned prior to the taking of the aerial photograph or
there was some distinct vegetation, e.g., old mature pine stands that maybe contradicted the soil
survey report saying that it was a wetland. In some of those cases there was an understory of
hardwoods, but all the photo interpreter could see were the overstory crowns of the pines. So they
would have a tendency ofcalling that a nonwetland situation. There was about a 2 percent check.
It was basically a photo interpretation and resource use inventory rather than an acre-for-acre
inventory.

Lee DeHihns: Another point that needs to be made is that the National Wetlands Inventory is
not meant to infer that if the inventory identifies an area as wetland, then automatically whatever
sanctions apply to wetlands apply to that land area because it's on some map. As Bob Somers
said earlier in his presentation, it's an indication that an area is wetlands; and then you have to
decide as a state or a county or local government that because the area is on the National Wetlands
Inventory what kind ofmanagement restrictions you want to put on the use of that land. You may
say if it's on a National Wetlands Inventory Map, then we're not going to allow you to farm that
land or build a subdivision there or put a highway through it until you can show us that the
National Wetlands Inventory mapping effort was inaccurate with respect to the land area that you
want to use. The 21 percent of South Carolina's land area would then get a special management
focus with respect to protecting that natural resource. It would take forever to ground truth every
acre of wetland to see whether it is a wetland, what kind of wetland, and how you ought to
characterize it as part of the inventory process. If you look at where we came from, which was
a very haphazard, nonnational status in terms of classifying wetlands all over the country for
inventory purposes, you would see that (1) huge strides have been made in coming up with the
technology to even do the inventory and that (2) the four federal agencies involved have come
up with a delineation manual process in which they're going to make calls with respect to areas
being wetlands or not wetlands.
So as we move forward and become more sophisticated about how to manage using this
information, it will become easier to start making decisions if an area has been described to be
wetlands about what you 're going to do from a management standpoint. We're not there yet in
terms ofperfection. We may never be perfect. But in terms of where we were, say ten years ago,
to now we've made remarkable strides. We are using satellite imagery to determine from many
miles above the earth whether a certain land area deserves special protection. Now somebody
may need to go out and see if that really makes sense on the ground. Once they have done that,
then you've confirmed that an area may need to be protected. I think that is remarkable progress
which we've made using the available technology.
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February 28, 1990
WHAT NO NET LOSS MEANS TO SOUTH CAROLINA:
TECHNICAL AND POLICY ISSUES
Jon Kosier
Association of State Wetland Managers

Good evening. It is nice to be back in South Carolina on a beautiful evening like this. I have
been in South Carolina six or seven times in the last year in conducting the Association ofWetland
Managers' international symposium for wetlands and river corridor management in July 1989
and have come to appreciate both the beauty of your state and South Carolina hospitality.
I would like to share with you tonight information concerning what is happening nationally
concerning the no net loss concept which may be ofinterest and have some applicability in South
Carolina.
I'd like to begin with discussion of the National Wetlands Policy Forum and the no net loss
standard. This will be followed by an examination of what is happening around the country with
the no net loss standard. Special technical and policy issues raised by the standard are then briefly
addressed. Finally, I'd like to share some thoughts concerning the role of wetland restoration and
creation as related to the no net loss standard.
The National Wetland Policy Forum and the No Net Loss Standard

I'd like to begin with a little quiz. Who, on October 20, 1988, pledged a national goal of "no
net loss of wetlands"? Who added, "we have been losing wetlands at a rate ofhalf a million acres
a year, and we must protect that remains"? Who further stated on June 8, 1989, "it's time to stand
history on wetlands destruction on its head: from this year forward, anyone who tries to drain
the swamp is going to be up to his ears in alligators"? Finally who, in his first budget message,
stated:
The President will immediately establish a wetlands interagency task force under
the Domestic Policy Council. The task force will recommend ways to revise and
strengthen the current Presidential Executive Order on wetlands protection. This
will include establishment of no net loss as a national goal and (provide) clear
direction to federal agencies to work toward this goal to the extent feasible under
current law. The task force will also coordinate and assess implementation of the
no net loss goal by federal, state, and local government and the private sector.
The answer, of course, is President George Bush.

Why did President Bush endorse the no net loss? I can't read his mind. But, I do know that
part of the reason was that Governor Tom Kean of New Jersey, who was chairman of the National
Wetlands Policy Forum, strongly urged the president to endorse this goal.
Most of you are familiar with the National Wetlands Policy Forum. The forum was convened
by the Conservation Foundation with the urging and with the support of former EPA director Lee
Thomas in 1987. Lee was disturbed by the lack of a coherent national policy on wetlands and
felt that progress might be made in formulating such a policy by convening a diverse group of
national leaders. This group included seven state and local government representatives including
Governor Campbell and two other governors, five representatives ofthe development community,
two academics, and four representatives of the environmental community. In addition, five
federal agencies were represented ex officio.
Much of the actual work of the forum was conducted by forum staff. The forum and staff
representatives first began by focusing on problems with wetland protection and management.
Surprising agreement was reached by this diverse group on not only the problems but possible
solutions. More than 100 specific recommendations were developed.
But the forum members felt that an overall national goal was also desirable. After
considerable debate, the forum recommended the following interim and long-term goals in its
final report which was released November 15, 1988:
Interim goal: To achieve no net loss of the nation's remaining wetland base.
Long-term goal: To increase the quantity and quality of the nation's wetland resource base.
The forum somewhat further clarified the no net loss goal to include no net loss of function
and acreage.
Why did the forum members endorse these goals? Again, I can't read the minds of the
individual forum members; but I did participate in the staff deliberations as a technical and policy
advisor to the forum, and I attended the forum deliberations.
Endorsement of the no net loss goal by the environmental and academic members was,
perhaps, understandable. Endorsement by the development and agency members is less easy to
understand. If there was a single shared reason, it was a common vision for America for the year
2000, 2020 and so forth. Forum members were asked what vision of the nation they had for
themselves and their children in years to come. The labels of environmentalist, academic,
developer were not so important when forum members began to think individually. Although
there was no attempt to reach consensus on a vision, it was clear that all forum members shared
the desire for clear waters, wildlife, open space and amenity.
Like the forum members, the issue for those of you in South Carolina is: what do you want
South Carolina to look like and be like in the years 2000 and 2020? Your vision will be more
important than what the National Wetlands Policy Forum for anyone else has to say.
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I can suggest four additional specific reasons for adoption of the no net loss standard which
were shared by environmental and development interests:
1. The 30-40 percent loss of wetlands on a national basis was considered enough. It was
recognized that the line needs to be drawn with regard to future losses or losses would
continue and continue.
2. There was growing recognition ofwater quality protection, flood storage, flood conveyance,
stormwater detention, erosion control, fisheries as well as more traditional wildlife and
waterflow values of wetlands. Members of the forum were aware of the increasing
scientific basis for wetland protection and management.
3. There was a recognition of the need for fair, equitable and systematic standards for
acceptable levels of impact and acceptable levels of mitigation in wetland permitting. It
was recognized that present permitting procedures applied at federal, state, and local
levels which allow determination of acceptable levels of impacts and mitigation on a
case-by-case basis were often arbitrary and unfair. This case-by-case approach results
in highly varying treatment from one permit to another, often dependent more upon
political pressure than scientific basis. Developers wishing to do a good job are often at
a competitive disadvantage to those who simply apply political pressure. On the other
hand, regulatory personnel must act as policy makers on each permit unless they have a
uniform standard such as no net loss.
4. There was recognition ofthe need for an overall standard to coordinate federal, state, local
regulatory, planning and management activities and the need for a benchmark to measure
future wetland losses and gains. It was recognized that a no net loss standard had at least
the potential for lending some order to the highly divergent federal, state and local
permitting and management activities and for providing the basis for monitoring and
evaluation of activities impacting upon wetlands and wetland restoration/creation
efforts.

What Has Been Happening With Regard to the No Net Loss Standard?
Since publication in November 1989, more than thirty-five thousand copies of the forum
report have been distributed across the nation. This has generated high interest in the no net loss
goal by resource management agencies, legislatures, newspapers, and by the general public.
State Actions
The Association of State Wetland Managers held, in cooperation with a broad range of other
organizations, two state workshops concerning implementation of the no net loss standard in
November 1990. A total of 400 individuals from forty-two states attended these two workshops.
Activities happening at the state level were discussed at these workshops. Every state at the
workshops had underway some sort of activity with regard to the no net loss standard. These
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activities range from new state legislation, proposed bills not yet adopted, new regulations
pursuant to existing legislation either adopted or proposed, new executive orders or policy
guidance documents, and workshops and/or symposia. Examples of these state actions included
(note the list is not exhaustive):
Maryland: Adopted a nontidal wetland law with a no net loss goal. Regulations to
implement this act are in the adoption process.
Oregon: Recently adopted new freshwater wetland legislation with a no net loss goal
(maintain a stable resource base).
New Jersey: Adopted a non tidal wetland law that incorporates an ecological equivalency
standard. Also incorporated the no net loss standard in the coastal wetland program.
Illinois: Recently adopted a wetland law with a no net loss goal which applies to public
projects.
Vermont: State wetland regulations to implement the new Vermont wetland statute are
in the adoption process. The regulations incorporate a no net loss goal.
Maine: Is considering freshwater wetlands incorporating a no net loss goal.
New York: Governor Mario Cumo endorsed the no net loss goal is his state-of-the-state
message. New freshwater wetland legislation incorporating this goal is under consideration.
Federal Actions

A great deal has happened at the federal level since release of the forum report and President
Bush's endorsement of the no net loss standard in his first budget message. Most federal agencies
have (at the minimum) appointed a task group to look into or help develop no net loss policies
for the agency. However, formulation and implementation of such policies differ greatly
between agencies with some agencies opposing the no net loss standard. A widely publicized
memorandum of agreement was adopted on February 6, 1990, between the U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers and EPA concerning mitigation on Section 404 permits. This memorandum states an
overall no net loss goal, requires sequencing of mitigation actions, and requires a minimum 1: 1
mitigation ratio based upon function. It was significant that this memorandum was adopted
despite strong objections by the departments of Transportation and Energy and the personal
objection of John Sununu. The Domestic Policy Council has held several meetings to begin a
dialogue on a new wetland executive order. Although not much as yet been accomplished, the
council will hold public hearings throughout the country on the no net loss policy. A number of
bills have been introduced in Congress incorporating the no net loss goal including Coastal Zone
Management Act reauthorization and the Bennet No Net Loss Bill. However, action on a special
no net loss bill in 1990 appears unlikely.
Local Level

What is happening at the local level is harder to determine although several hundred local
government representatives attended the Association ofWetland Managers no net loss workshops
in November. Some local governments have already adopted a no net loss standard in wetland
regulations (e.g., Yorktown, New York). Other local governments are clearly interested in the
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no net loss goal, but there are concerns that the goal might tum into a giveaway of wetlands to
development interests with various restoration/creation proposal. Local governments, in
general, felt they lacked the expertise needed to evaluate such proposals. Local governments also
expressed concerns about the legality of tight wetland regulations. The need to integrate
floodplain, wetland, stormwater, erosion control, green ways, waterfront revitalization, and other
resource management concerns with achievement of a no net loss goal was also broadly
advocated.

Special Technical and Policy Issues Raised by the No Net Loss Standard
In the one year since the no net loss standard was first publicized, much of the broader prior
prodevelopment and proenvironment dialogue concerning wetlands has been translated into
anti-no-net-loss and pro-no-net-loss dialogue. This was perhaps inevitable given the interest
shown in the no net loss standard. Nevertheless, it tends to obscure the special technical and
policy issues raised by the standard.
Definition of No Net Loss Standard
Does the not net loss standard need to be more specifically defined for policy setting or
regulatory purposes? The no net loss standard is subject to a variety ofmore specific interpretations.
As noted above, the policy forum defined the standard to include no net loss of function and
acreage. The recent MOA between Army and EPA refers to function. But there are many other
issues including whether net losses of wetland type (in contrast with wetlands in general) are
acceptable, whether net losses in a watershed (in contest with a state, region, etc.) are acceptable,
whether less permanent wetlands may be substituted for more permanent, whether no net loss is
to be calculated from the date of the adoption of such a policy in a state or locality or from some
other date, and whether net losses from natural causes such as sea level rise, hurricanes, erosion,
or flooding, are to be considered. Ironically, both prodevelopment and proenvironment groups
have been fearful of the no net loss standard because ofthese ambiguities and the knowledge that
a highly restrictive interpretation could prevent virtually all alteration of wetlands while a highly
flexible interpretation could lead to massive destruction ofwetlands based upon vague proposals
for offsite and out-of-kind compensation.
Understandably, both groups have been advocating definition of the no net loss standard for
regulatory purposes in a manner that would favor their goals. At the November workshops
concerning the no net loss standard conducted by the Association of Wetland Managers, state
representatives felt that the no net loss standard as stated in the National Wetlands Forum Report
was satisfactory for most policy-setting purposes. However, some further clarifications were
suggested for regulatory purposes. No landowner should be responsible for natural losses or
losses legally caused prior to adoption of a no net loss law; everyone (public and private)
responsible for wetland losses should be held responsible for such losses; and because of the risk
of failure in restoration/creation projects, restoration/creation should be allowed in a regulatory
context only after avoidance.
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Participants at the workshops further felt that precise definitions of no net loss would need
to be worked out of a state-by-state basis taking into account special conditions and needs. While
care was needed to assure some uniformity on a national scale, avoidance and compensation
opportunities in a wetland-rich state such as Alaska or Louisiana are clearly quite different from
those in many other states; and the precise type of compensation would need to be tailored to
special conditions.
There has also been considerable discussion concerning not only the technical definition of
no net loss for regulatory purposes, but also how the no net loss concept can be best explained
to landowners and the public. Two slogans were suggested at the November workshops: "Ifyou
break it, fix it" was suggested as representing, in very simple terms, the no net loss philosophy;
and "Just say no" was suggested as the policy best applied by regulatory agencies where practical
alternatives (to wetland destruction) exist.

Monitoring of Wetlands
How does one decide whether activities will impact wetlands and how can one keep track of
wetland losses and gains? Determination of no net loss or of net loss require on-the-ground
tracking of development activities, impacts on wetlands, natural processes increasing the
wetland base, and the success of various compensation activities. Consequently, the no net loss
standard is producing at the national level and in many states new initiatives with regard to
wetland mapping, delineation, wetland status and trends analysis, permit tracking procedures,
and monitoring of restoration/creation projects.

Addressing Activities Causing Wetland Losses
How does one realistically address the broad range ofland and water use activities which can
cause net losses? Protection of wetlands and control of nonpoint sources of pollution bear some
important similarities. Traditionally, many of the activities causing both nonpoint source
pollution and wetland destruction have been exempted from regulations including agriculture,
public works projects, modest fills, and vegetation removal; however, the number of land and
water use activities that may destroy wetlands or cause nonpoint pollution are both great, and it
is difficult if not impractical to submit all such activities to regulatory permitting.
Efforts to address no net loss have, therefore, begun to apply a variety of approaches. An
example of coordination and standard-setting for public works projects is seen in Illinois' recent
adoption of a no net loss statute that applies to public works projects. Guidelines for public land
management are an important consideration because almost one half of the nation's lands are in
public ownership. Federal land management agencies met this fall to discuss implementation of
the no net loss concept. Maryland, in its new nontidal wetland initiatives, is stressing best
management practices for agriculture and forest. Maryland, Wisconsin, Washington, and other
states are stressing wetland protection in their shoreland zoning or floodplain zoning efforts by
improving use of existing nonwetland regulations--floodplain, grading, tree-cutting, pollution
control. In order to tighten wetland regulations for private activities, the New York Department
of Environmental Protection has proposed an amendment to its freshwater wetland law to
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regulate wetlands one acre and above (the previous limit was 12.4 acres) and to tighten the
agricultural exemption.
Addressing Special Problems and Conflicts

How does one begin to address some of the special problem wetlands and activity conflicts?
The no net loss goal is focusing attention on a variety of problem wetland types and wetland
activities which defy easy yes or no answers with regard to the desirability of modification of the
wetlands over time and raise special issues with regard to compensation needs. These include
artificial wetlands, cranberry bogs, rice operations, stormwater detention areas, wetlands along
the periphery of managed reservoirs, and diked wetlands. These are all wetlands created to one
extent or another by the activities of man, and all require continued management. But is
maintenance of wetland functions to be reconciled with the other uses? Other special wetland
types needing special attention include tundra, delta wetlands threatened by sea level rise, and
the extensive wetland complexes in areas such as Louisiana. Activities raising special issues
include (the list is not exhaustive) agriculture, forestry, and stormwater.
In the past, there has been a tendency to ignore the special aspects of these wetland types and
activities. The no net loss standard is forcing states, local governments and perhaps the federal
government to squarely face the issues. Some creative thinking and guidelines reflecting the
unique issues are needed and can be expected over the next decade.

No Net Loss and the Role of Wetland Restoration/Creation

The interim and long term goals of the National Wetlands Policy Forum lead inevitably to
wetland restoration/creation. Wetland restoration and creation raise some of the toughest
technical and policy issues.
Restoration and creation are essential to achieve the long-term goal of the foru~increase
the quantity and quality of the nation's wetland resource base. Restoration or creation of already
damaged systems is not particularly controversial except where upland, open water, or wetland
sites with special values are to be used for such restoration or creation efforts. Even ifrestoration
efforts for already damaged wetland systems or new creation efforts fail, there will not be
additional net loss of the existing wetland base.
Wetland restoration and creation is much more controversial where public or private
developers propose to compensate for further destruction of existing wetlands through wetland
restoration or creation. In such circumstance, if restoration or creation efforts fail, a net loss of
wetlands will occur.
Even before adoption of the no net loss goal, many wetland permit applications submitted to
federal and state agencies proposed some measure of restoration or creation to compensate for
proposed wetland losses. The no net overall loss goal is leading to even more restoration/creation
proposals. From a landowner's perspective, it makes good economic sense to restore a wetland
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or create a wetland rather than avoid damaging an original one if such restoration or creation is
cheaper than avoidance.
An argument with considerable emotional and logical appeal can be made: what is wrong
with restoration or creation to compensate for any losses? If a landowner agrees to restore or
create, why should he or she not be allowed to destroy?
If it were only that simple! Our association conducted a series of workshop, symposia, and
studies over the last four years concerning wetland restoration and creation. These workshops
and symposia included a national wetland symposium on mitigation of impacts and losses which
was conducted in New Orleans in October, 1986, with 150 speakers and 550 attendees; a variety
of other national symposia and workshops during the last three years with major wetland
restoration/creation components; and four small workshops solely for experts in restoration/
creation. In addition, the association helped conduct a recently published cooperative study with
the EPA Corvallis Laboratory which resulted in a 2-volume, 600-page report, Wetland Restoration
and Creation: The Status ofthe Science. This report consists of a series of regional and theme
papers prepared by some of the wetland restoration and creation experts with the greatest
expertise.

What has been learned from these efforts? Experts differ on many small specifics of wetland
restoration/creation such as the need forrevegetation in some circumstances. But, surprisingly,
there is agreement among the experts concerning most important topics:
It is possible to restore and create wetlands with certain wetland functions. However, it is
often difficult to replicate all of the natural functions of wetlands and to create systems
which are as persistent, i.e., have the same longevity as natural systems.
Many, if not most, wetland restoration/creation projects which have been proposed or
constructed in a regulatory context fail in one or more respects to meet regulatory goals. In
some instances, failure to meet prior-defined goals is relatively unimportant and merely
reflects difficulties in creating systems which will react as predicted. In other instances, the
failures are much more important and relate substantially to the desired functions.
Although the reasons for failure differ, common problems include inadequate expertise in
project design, inadequate watershed or onsite hydrology, failure to implement the project
as designed, and sedimentation or other threats to the project due to adjacent land uses.
Many of the advocates of wetland restoration or creation point to the success of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, state conservation agencies, duck clubs, and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in its dredge research material wetland creation efforts. There is little argument that
many of these projects are quite successful in terms of project goals. However, these projects
share characteristics which are quite different from most run-of-the-mill restoration or creation
projects in a regulatory context:
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The projects are planned and carried out by individuals with considerable expertise in
restoration creation.
The individuals have a long-term commitment to making the projects work.
Most of the Fish and Wildlife Service, state conservation agency, and duck club projects
involve water level control structures. Although these require continuing maintenance and
operation, they also allow considerable experimentation with regard to proper water levels
and allow draw down for control of nuisance vegetation species, sediment removal, etc.
The projects are monitored and, to a greater or lesser extent, actively managed after
completion.

In contrast, many restoration/creation projects undertaken in a regulatory context:
Are undertaken by individuals with little expertise.
Are small scale and vulnerable to adjacent activities.
Are not protected by buffers, etc.
Have no or little monitoring or mid-course correction capability.
Have no or little long-term management.
Even when done right by an expert agency with commitment to management, restoration/
creation projects are often subject to or give rise to problems.
Wetland restoration or creation takes time. If a wetland is partial!y destroyed at a site and later
restored or created elsewhere, what happens to the wildlife in the interim, the landowners no
longer benefiting from flood storage, the lake or stream no longer benefiting from sediment
trapping, etc.? This issue is particularly significant where restoration or creation of a shrub or
forested wetland may take decades .

•

Restoration or creation generally results in more marshes at the expense of other wetland
types. In general, those attempting to restore or create wetlands attempt to restore or create
marshes although the original wetland may be marsh, bog, shrub, or forested. Marshes are much
easier to create than other wetland types. They also have many values and may be better for
fisheries and waterfowl than other wetland types. However, they are often less effective for
erosion control and bank destabilization than shrub or forested wetlands. They also do not
provide habitat for shrub or forested wetland species, and they may be less effective for pollution
control than certain shrub or forested wetlands.
Many restored or created wetlands are not subject to the renewal processes of natural
wetlands. For example, a natural riverbank wetland in a flood way is periodically flushed by flood
flows and enriched by sediment. High velocity flows may prevent transition from a shrub to a
forest. A similar, created wetland outside of a floodway will not be similarly flushed and
enriched, resulting in rapid filling and succession of vegetation.
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Many created wetlands are highly unstable systems. For example, sedimentation rates in
stormwater detention wetlands are often prodigious, and filling of wetlands occurs in less than
twenty-five years if sediment is not removed. In addition, these wetlands may receive extremely
high loading if debris, pesticides, and toxic chemicals.
The benefits of wetlands are often locationally unique·, and any attempt to destroy a wetland
at one site and rebuild it at another may have substantial impacts not only on wildlife but man.
If wetlands which perform important flood storage, flood conveyance, pollution control,
recreation, or other functions with regard to a particular group of citizens in a particular
community is destroyed, it will not be of much help to these citizens if wetlands are recreated in
a mitigation bank in another part ofthe county or state. There are even potential liability problems
when a community allows wetlands to be destroyed with resulting increases in flooding and
stormwater. Mitigation banks may be great for playing the wetland numbers game and for certain
functions such as waterfowl where regional distribution and acreage rather than specific location
are important.
In general, states, federal agencies and localities are finding that their decision-making
process is not adequate to reflect the local, state, and federal interests which often need to be
simultaneously considered in restoration/creation decisions.
I know that this sounds pretty negative with regard to restoration and creation. But,
experience with regulatory-related, small scale, developer-oriented projects around the nation to
date has been pretty discouraging unless the projects have been very carefully put together and
managed over a period of time. We know enough to do it right, in many instances, but we are
not doing it right. Restoration and creation do have an essential role in increasing the quantity
and quality ofthe nation's wetland resource base and they also have a role in offsetting additional
losses. But, care is needed.

Conclusion
Looking around the country, I would like to offer a few thoughts with regard to the application
of the no net loss concept in South Carolina. Based upon experience at the federal level and in
other states to date, the no net loss goal can be a simple but powerful overall policy to coordinate
public and private programs at all levels of government and encourage fair and even-handed
permitting. The goal is already being implemented (at least to some extent) in federal activities
in South Carolina through the federal Section 404 permit system and further federal actions
including a federal executive order, and perhaps congressional action on both the regulatory front
and nonregulatory incentives are likely in the next several years. Adoption of a South Carolina
no net loss policy would help bring the state in line with federal policies (if this is desired.)
No one state or federal agency has all the answers, but the issues are often quite similar from
state to state or agency to agency. South Carolina may wish to draw upon the experience of other
states; and, in tum, share its experience with these states. The no net loss goal is not a magic
formula for wetland protection or management. But, it has, to a considerable extent, captured the
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public imagination and the attention of public officials from President Bush to Governor
Campbell on down. Implementation will require vision, a lot of hard work, and some
experimentation.

RESPONDERS
Betty Spence
South Carolina Wildlife Federation
I'm going to approach this in terms of South Carolina, in particular, and the wetlands forum
and what's going on in the legislature. Right now, as a matter offact, in terms of South Carolina's
wetlands we 're really blessed with an abundance and a variety of wetlands. There is a great
abundance on the coast; and of course, as we get up into the mountain area, I think I heard Bob
Somers say last week that there were something like seven percent in Oconee County, or
somewhere around in there. Is that right? Our losses ofwetlands, historic losses ofwetlands have
not been as great as elsewhere. Some of that is a function of the stage of development that we've
had in South Carolina. Some of it has been a function of accessibility. Some of it has been that
we've been good stewards of our land also. I would venture that most of our losses in South
Carolina are freshwater wetlands, probably due to some kind of agricultural conversion.
Certainly in terms of forested wetlands, we have a history of forestry harvesting in wetlands
which continues today.
The governor's wetlands forum which was formed last spring, or actually got into action last
April, 1989, was charged by the governor to develop a method to achieve a no net loss policy,
to look at a nonregulatory approach to achieve this policy also, and to simplify the regulatory
process. Those are just three of the charges. There were several others that I won't address right
now. The governor's wetlands forum came up with a state goal of"no overall net loss ofregulated
wetlands based on function and value to be accomplished through a program ofclassification and
mitigation." So what we're seeing in this definition or the goal itself, I think, is an effon (and
this again was a forum that was made up of many different interests) to have some flexibility
within a no overall net loss goal. The forum also decided that all wetlands would be regulated.
Coming at it from a conservation organization background, we could say well we have really
achieved a great deal by saying there are no overall net loss ofregulated wetlands and all wetlands
are regulated. This is 4.5 million acres statewide. A large portion of that, again, is in the coastal
area.
The forum came up with some good points. They agreed on a common definition; they
committed to the completion of the mapping; they agreed in the use of a common manual for
identification; and they came up with some very commendable nonregulatory programs and a
commendable educational program.
They decided (I realize you 're going to hear this later on, but for my comments I need to
review them a little bit) on a classification system which would be wetlands adjacent to a
navigable stream, wetlands adjacent to nonnavigable streams, isolated wetlands, and the fourth
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category is man-made and then isolated wetlands ofless than five acres. That last category would
be exempt from all regulation, according to the forum recommendation. Isolated wetlands ofless
than five acres was added to that classification after a great deal of debate. Twenty-two
exemptions were listed. Some ofthem were significant, some ofthem were quite traditional-normal
agricultural practices, normal silvacultural practices. Some, in my view, have some serious
ramifications when you tie them into other policies within the state or on the federal level, the
five acres exemption probably being one of the largest problem areas.
I sat in on the forum probably every meeting that they had for the duration of the meetings.
It was a very interesting experience to see the different points ofview expressed, to see a learning
process take place (and there was a huge learning process that took place within the participants
of the forum), and to see some of the myths dispelled and then some of the myths, I think,
reinforced by some factions.
I would say that there was a great fear or a perception that most permits that are applied for
are not issued. I think it is a real error to assume that. It is rare that permits that are applied for
are denied. There are occasional permits where you do come into some ridiculous problems;
there are some permits that need definite working over, alteration, and amendment in order to be
a good practice. I read just recently that 90 percent of the existing alterations to the wetlands
escape regulations because of exemptions and gaps in the regulations. That's 90 percent. So that
says that gaps and exemptions could have significant ramifications on what actually takes place
with wetlands.
One of the recommendations that the wetlands forum did make was that best management
practices will apply in the exemptions and that best management practices are recommended to
be mandatory. One of my concerns with the state policy as it develops is that 404 Corps of
Engineers permits are exempt from regulation by the state. The governor's wetland forum
specifically exempt 404 from state regulation.
As for isolated wetlands, I think the problem with isolated wetlands was probably the biggest
point that the forum wrestled with, and it is a very sticky issue for South Carolina because of the
number of isolated wetlands. I think there must be some flexibility here. They are not the same
as riverine wetlands. I think there has to be a special approach. This is one of the areas that Jon
was talking about that needs some further dialogue, further study, and further discussion on how
we're going to protect isolated wetlands. One of the things that I'm concerned about with
exempting five acres ofwetlands is that there was an assumption there that ifthere are endangered
species or there are specific plants that should be protected that are in these isolated wetlands that
they would, in fact, be protected. There is no law which will protect endangered vegetation within
those isolated wetlands. The federal regulations simply will not come into review. I think this
needs a little more refinement.
The forum viewed this 404 review as a duplication process if undertaken on the state level.
I would venture that there are some wetlands activities that could take place in 404 which would
totally escape state review and consequently wetland protection without beefing up the Department
ofHealth and Environmental Control's cenification process. That process is called a 401 review.
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DHEC regulations had wetland language extracted from its regulations immediately before the
forum took place, and it has not been reinstated after the forum. Yet it has been left exposed, the
401, in terms of state review for wetlands protection.
Additionally, NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System), the point source
discharge permits, were also exempted. I believe this was in order to accommodate the Grand
Strand Water and Sewer Authority. I think that this an unwise exemption and it should be looked
at again. The NPDES permit review does not necessarily look into wetland protection. It looks
into pure water quality standards that would apply. However, I can see a great deal more debate
continuing. The state bill that is currently under consideration in the senate had isolated wetlands
extracted. This issue will continue.

In all, I think the forum made some excellent suggestions. I think that we are on our way, and
I am glad to see a positive approach both in the regulatory aspect and the nonregulatory aspect.
I think there are a lot of details to iron out in order to really accomplish a no net loss of wetlands.
With that, I will turn it over to you Kurt.

Kurt Wassen
Westvaco Development Corporation
Thank you. My prospective, of course, is quite different from what Betty brings. I am here
as a developer. I'm not a technician either, but I'll have to admit that after you spend over two
years trying to seek a 404 application you become somewhat of a technician of sorts anyhow. I
guess that's where some people say that I have developed some expertise. I would like to first
clarify and elaborate a little bit on just what we 're talking about when we talk about freshwater
wetlands because I have found that there is a great deal of misunderstanding and misconception.
Most people tend to think of a freshwater wetland as being the attractive cypress swamps that
we all read about and hear about and everybody puts on the covers of their reports. But the
definition that the Corps of Engineers has been using for years and that has been recently
modified, and I might say broadened, encompasses and includes much land that is very seldom
wet, such as forested bottomland hardwoods, which may only be wet for a few weeks out of the
year. The definition also includes isolated wetlands, and they are not very much different than
the uplands that we tend to think of and live on and deal with.
This is where the developer has a problem. I don't know any developer that really wants to
develop a cypress swamp. It is not economically feasible, but there are marginal wetlands that
are so close to the highland that it becomes essential to use them. It's particularly in the low
country where 40 to 60 percent of the land is classed as wetlands today, that you have to be able
to intrude upon them in some way in order to economically do any sort of development work. So
the problem that the developers have is not with avoiding the high value and the typical wetlands
that most people perceive, but with the lower end of the functional or value scale, lands that are
barely wetlands. Most of these tend to be isolated, and they account for a very small percentage
of the total acres. We were talking at dinner tonight. Bob Somers said the indications are that
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isolated wetlands offive acres or less probably account for only 5 or 6 percent ofthe total wetlands
in terms of acreage; but in terms of the number of wetland tracts, they may be more than half
because they are small and scattered. And when they are scattered around on a tract of land like
shotgun shot, it really has a significant impact on anybody trying to do anything with the land
from a development standpoint.
Now, getting to the no net loss policy, there's no question about it: nobody can really argue
that the no overall net loss concept is a desirable goal to shoot for. My contention is that with so
many wetlands being exempt from regulatory control, and these primarily are agricultural lands
and some public service projects, that from a numerical standpoint this cannot realistically be
achieved. That doesn't mean we can't work toward it. I think we have to be careful that we don't
try to put the implementation ofthe no net loss policy on the backs ofthe private developers. They
really only impact about 6 percent of the losses, whereas agriculture nationwide has been
responsible for about 80 percent of the conversions. Even if you mathematically eliminated all
of the losses caused by development, you still would not accomplish no net loss. Now,
eliminating all wetland losses that are brought about by building or widening highways and
construction of residential and commercial projects, which really use only a small percentage of
the total land mass in a state, could have a very significant economic impact. Ifyou put the burden
of implementing no net loss on the back of the developers, it could seriously impact economic
development if there is not flexibility in the way in which we use our land. Now, flexibility
doesn't mean you have to have large overall net losses. You can develop land and impinge upon
small isolated wetlands, but in order to have no net loss, there must be a mitigation policy to go
with it. Project by project you may impact four, five or even ten acres of isolated wetlands. On
particularly large developments, however, if you have any floodplain land on the site, you can
generally mitigate and restore or enhance wetlands.
Now, the problems that I see developing with the trends that are appearing, particular! y at the
· national level with wetland regulatory philosophy, is that they are only focused on development
activities, but with a trend toward more stringent and inflexible regulations. This will eventually
have a significant impact on economic growth. The impact of regulation in this country, which
is being carried out through the 404 process which requires permits for any adverse modifications
to more than ten acres of wetlands, will be to make it virtually impossible to construct large lakes
in the future if they are to be carved out of floodplains. It will be extremely difficult to secure
permits for lagoons and ponds on golf courses unless they are extremely small. Because the
definition of wetlands is so broad and encompasses so much land, it is going to very difficult to
get permits in the future unless there is flexibility in the application of the regulations. Now on
a project by project basis, with mitigation you can usually offset and compensate for most wetland
losses that may occur in the development process. In the two projects we've done that involved
404 permits, the mitigation in both exceeded three to one. In these cases there really was an
overall gain in wetland acreage. This can very often be the case particularly on large projects in
the coastal plain.
Now, the person that really gets caught up in the wetland regulation process and severely
impacted is the small developer, somebody that has ten acres of land and wants to build a
commercial strip center. He doesn't have any place to go to mitigate, and so on a project by
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project basis small projects can be in trouble. That's where off site mitigation is necessary if
you're going to be able to mitigate for losses. Currently the trend in the regulatory process is
toward avoidance. Furthermore, the federal process requires that most projects meet a water
dependency test. When you are dealing with freshwater wetlands, there are very fey., projects that
are water dependent. So if you first require that this test be met, most applications will cut off
right there. But even if you overlook water dependency, the trend now seems to be to insist on
very extreme avoidance. With a combination of water dependency and avoidance, it's going to
be very, very difficult to get a permit in the future; and that is going to have significant impacts
on the future ofthis state ifthese trends pervade. Ifprojects or permits are denied on these criteria,
one never really gets to the mitigation step. If you must first avoid impacts, then there is nothing
left to mitigate; and you will have successfully removed the only real player in the private sector
who has the resources and motivation to implement mitigation programs and who can create,
restore, and enhance wetlands.
The business community is not really opposed to the goal of no overall net loss. But if they
are prevented from being able to mitigate wetland losses because of first having to avoid, then
they will be lost as a player. Developers have the resources; and if allowed the economic
motivation to mitigate, they can frequently create, restore, or enhance two or three more wetlands
than are lost. If the private developer is restricted so much and must avoid everything, he will
not be able to get into the mitigation process. You will have removed the big players, and it's
then going to be left solely up to the public taxpayer to do any restoration and mitigation. Given
flexibility, the private developer can mitigate, and he'11 end up frequently creating more than he
looses. I've never been involved in a project where the mitigation hasn't exceeded what losses
are. With that I'll stop, and we can move on to the callers.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Bob Somers, S.C. Land Resources Conservation Commission
Questioner: I would like to have you discuss how we can involve the evaluation of values and
functions into the regulatory structure process. It appears to me that we're missing a critical
element in any regulatory program until we can begin to really get value and function assessments
incorporated into the process.

Kurt Wassen: We feel that the question of looking at values is essential to evaluating any sort
of wetland losses. Very often the losses that a developer brings about in his development project
are at the very low value end of the scale. There is no value considered by the regulatory agencies
today. They look at a wetland as a wetland. We have been talking several years, trying to get
the agencies to consider value and function. The national policy and the latest MOA begins to
address at least the question of function. It really isn't focused on the question of values. Value
is a very important consideration. Developers will impact the lower value wetlands, not the
higher value wetlands. If you can mitigate the loss of low value wetlands with higher value
restoration, you shouldn't have to have excessive mitigation ratios.
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Betty Spence: I get a little worried when I hear values discussed because a lot of times what is
discussed is purely economic value. It's very hard to place values on wetlands per se. I think some
of our scientists are working towards it. They are certainly working towards the function, but
there was a good bit of debate in the forum on function. I don't know whether you could actually
assess a value to a wetland and evaluate its function. I think that the scientists are moving in that
direction. It is a valid question, but I would certainly hesitate to have value looked at in terms
of pure economics. On the other hand, I think the Coastal Council is trying very hard in its fresh
water wetlands policy to establish a value system in terms of isolated wetlands in particular.

Kurt Wassen: I've seen a change in the last couple of years with the agency beginning to think
in terms of value and recognize that all wetlands are not equal. There is no quantitative value
system. Incidentally, when I say value, I'm not talking about economic value; I'm talking about
functional value. The scientific community really has a long way to go in being able to address
this.

Jon Kosier: Nationally, there is a strong thrust right now toward methodologies to evaluate, at
least in a somewhat quantitative sense, various functions. All of the functions are not equally
susceptible to quantitative analysis. Some of the states, to be specific, Massachusetts, are
requiring quantitative evaluation of flood storage, for example, and of flood conveyance
functions because there are models. They are attempting to require at least somewhat quantitative
evaluations in wildlife through the Fish and Wildlife Service. For some of the other functions
there is simply not enough scientific know-how at this point. They're going to more subjective
approaches, and maybe that is the most we can do right now. Yesterday I was at the Corps of
Engineers in Washington, D. C. They were saying that they've developed along with the Fish and
Wildlife Service and the other agencies this so called wet system, which is a nonquantitative
evaluation system. There is a great deal of interest in the federal agencies to expand some of the
elements of wetlands to become as quantitative as possible. It gets very expensive, obviously,
to try to do quantitative analysis. You can't do it on a whole regional landscape; but when you 're
dealing with site specific planning, you must at least have the methodologies. One of the big
problems with quantitative approaches is cost I think that is clearly the direction right now
nationally. In some ways, we come back to compensation or restoration. It's not enough to know
that you have an okay wetland for flood storage if you 're going to design one to compensate for
one that you destroy. You have to have a little more knowledge than just an okay wetland for
flood storage to be able to design a compensatory wetland.

Betty Spence: Kurt, were your comments primarily applicable to isolated wetlands? It was in
mitigation where we have seen developers come in up front with grandiose mitigation plans.
What it amounts to is somebody buying a permit. When somebody comes in with this wonderful
plan, it makes you look twice at it.

Kurt Wassen: I guess, when you say buying a permit, I'm not sure what you mean because
mitigation banking is something that's being talked about now.

Betty Spence: There are steps that you go through before you reach the point of mitigation.
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Kurt Wassen: One of the reasons why a developer will come in with a total plan is because the
process is so long. It's taken us over two years for each 404 permit. That is a long time to have
your money tied up in land and engineering costs. When you come in with an application, you
try to avoid as much wetland loss as you can. What you can't avoid, you develop a mitigation
plan to offset those losses. Then the negotiation is on how much and just how you mitigate.
Questioner: As is typical with a lot of things, it's much cheaper to destroy a wetland than to create
one with the same functions and ecological diversity. How can you claim that it is economically
feasible for a developer to replace or mitigate wetland losses at a three to one net gain, especially
when science is just now getting to understand wetland function and complexity in the
environment?
Kurt Wa~en: That depends on the nature of the project. For example, if you can create a lake,
the land around that has considerable value, much more so than if you didn't have a lake. You
can very often absorb the costs of the lake as well as the mitigation for the wetlands through the
increased value that you developed with the real estate. That way you are then able to afford the
mitigation.
Betty Spence: In that answer, your value was economic value.
Kurt Wassen: Your ability to afford the mitigation is through the economic value that you create
with the land that you 're going to be able to sell. ff you have to do total avoidance, you never
can totally avoid because you usually have to have a road crossing somewhere. As soon as you
have a road crossing, that means a permit. Particularly in South Carolina, there is a move to
creating buffers around these wetlands. You are not only denied the use of the wetland; but you
are denied considerable highland, very often in greater area than the wetland, that you 're saving.
There is a double-barreled loss, depending on the configuration ofyour wetlands which can cause
highland to not be usable simply because of the way it's configured. You can't gain access to
it so your losses can be very heavy. With a slight use of the wetlands, filling of a wetland will
enable you to use a higher percentage ofyour highlands so you don't loose them. Therefore, there
is an economic return by being able to utilize your land more efficiently. It's very difficult to talk
about this in generalities because each case is very specific. This is where you need flexibility
to be able to work out the best mitigation plan, the best utilization of the land and the least impact
on the wetlands.
Betty Spence: I would raise a concern about the five-acre restriction that is in the governor's
wetlands forum report. My concern is not so much for the coastal area, as it is for the noncoastal
area, e.g. the Piedmont, where isolated wetlands occur. They may be very important wetlands
for particular plant species or fauna. Have you run into that in your experience?
Jon Kusler: This is the problem of coming up with a generalized approach. You 're criticizing
a generalized approach because it doesn't give flexibility, but on the other hand it also misses an
important fact, the fact that in mountain areas five-acre wetlands may be pretty significant
wetlands. Mountain areas often have pretty well defined streams, and you don't have much of
a floodplain. I can't speak about South Carolina; but if you have bogs up in the mountainous
areas, they are probably pretty good size bogs. The answer is that they certainly can be very
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significant wetlands. In other areas that are wetland rich, a five acre dwelling may be relatively
insignificant.
It's interesting to see what other states have done. There are about fifteen, eighteen states that
have explicit freshwater wetland legislation of one kind or another. In some states it goes back
to 1965, for example, in Massachusetts. Quite a few of the states have fairly high thresholds for
their regulation. For example, New York has a 12.4-acre threshold for freshwater wetlands for
direct state permitting which was adopted twenty years ago. They have the provision that if
wetlands have special values, they can include wetlands of a smaller area. For example, the
wetlands in the Long Island area have a very sandy situation and have some groundwater recharge
value. They also have a lot of endangered species. So they have included quite a lot of those
wetlands on petition by local governments into the state protected areas. It's kind of interesting
that after all these years the state of New York has formed a wetland task force, which represents
quite a broad range of interests. The task force has reviewed their law and is now recommending
that they drop the acreage level down. I think they are proposing to drop it down as low as one
acre. That is not to say the legislature will go along with them. It is a struggle to come up with
a satisfactory single figure because from the state perspective you can't afford the manpower to
be processing permits for every little alteration. It also puts a big burden on the private landowner.
It's a real problem to try to get a balance on these considerations.
Betty Spence: There is another concern we have with the proposal which is in the legislature.
The governor's forum did not address where Coastal Council's jurisdiction would come, and
Coastal Council currently has certification jurisdiction over all nine coastal counties. They have
a good, strong wetlands conservation policy in place. They have the procedures well outlined.
I think they're doing a creditable job in working with developers on the conservation end of
things. The bill that is in our legislature right now would put another state agency in charge except
in the critical area which is arbitrarily set at Highway 17, which varies in its distance from the
coast. We see this as a real loss. It will lead to a loss in wetlands immediately because the policies
which are as strong as Coastal Council's or as well delineated as Coastal Council's are not there.
Kurt Wassen: The situation we are dealing with in South Carolina today is you have two
regulators in the coastal plain and the eight coastal counties. You have the Corps of Engineers
which regulates under the Clean Water Act. Then you have the Coastal Council. It doesn't
recognize the national permit policies of the federal program. It has to certify every project that
goes in, and it doesn't allow any wetland losses. You have to go for a permit on any impact on
the wetlands in the coastal plain. In the rest of the state that's not the case. You operate under
the Corps of Engineers, and you have one agency to deal with. In the coastal plain you have two
agencies. That's one of the things that we are concerned about because it protracts the regulatory
process. We want to see consistency throughout the state, and that's why we want one agency.
If there's going to be a state agency, it should be one agency regulating freshwater wetlands, not
two agencies.
Betty Spence: One state agency?
Kurt Wassen: Yes, one state agency. If there's going to be a state agency, that gets us to another
issue. I don't really feel there has been a case made to justify the need for state regulations. The
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federal regulation is aggressive. It's growing in aggressiveness, and it is becoming far-reaching.
The number of permits two years ago that were filed with the Corps of Engineers under national
permit 26 ran about eight per year. Today they're running over fifty per year and continuing to
increase. There is more and more federal regulation of wetlands taking place. The perception
that wetlands are not regulated in the state of South Carolina is a false one. When the governor's
report was released in the press, there was no regulation of wetlands. There is misperception in
this state. There is federal regulation, and it is growing.in its intensity. This is why we think that
the state should be careful in rushing in and setting up a duplicate system on top of the federal
regulations that are going to be very costly. We haven't even shown that losses are so significant
that you need duplicate regulation. We don't have an inventory of the wetlands. We don't know
where we stand. We don't know what has been lost historically. This inventory needs to be taken
before the state gets into an expensive and costly regulatory process. There are many nonregulatory
procedures that can be followed. We stated, in response to the governor's report, our support ofthese
procedures. We don't think the need for state regulation on top of an already aggressive federal
regulation has been demonstrated.

Kurt Wa~en: Jon, while we 're waiting for a call, you made a comment that regulation has been
unfair and inequitable; and I would certainly support that because it has been very inconsistent.
It has been a very protracted and costly process when you have to take two years to get a permit.
That'sjust absurd. The other thing that we've found is that there are conflicts between one agency
and another as to what is, for example, adequate mitigation. We've worked out mitigation
programs with the state and with the concurrence of the wildlife organizations. Then EPA steps
in and diametrically opposes and says that's not adequate mitigation and we want you to do
something else. That is an area that needs to be corrected. The more players that are in the act,
the more confused it gets. That's why we're interested in seeing it narrowed so you're dealing
with one agency and you get away from these certification processes. Everybody has a right to
comment, but there ought to be one agency that makes the decision and not two or three that you
have to get a decision from.
Jon Kusler: I mentioned this memorandum of understanding between the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the EPA which is very significant. It is to be published in the Federal Register
this Friday, a couple of days from now. It is significant in that the EPA and the Corps finally do
have a joint mitigation policy and at least on the federal level. There's a feeling that this is going
to expand out into an attempt to be consistent on a lot more than simply the mitigation policy.
I think that anybody who is working with this subject whether or not you 're dealing with federal
permits might want to take a look at this. I know that many, many other states have been pouring
over it with considerable care, not just because it obviously influences federal 404 permits but
because states are attempting to come up with their own mitigation guidelines. It is a step forward
to establishing basic presumptions, and I would hope that the EPA and the Corps would be able
to come up with even more specific guidance that, nonetheless, has flexibility built into it to
provide certainty to the landowners. Anyway, I applaud them for having come as far as they have,
although it's long overdue.
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March 7, 1990
MITIGATION OPTIONS
Mary Landin
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station
I appreciate the opportunity to come to South Carolina to discuss with its citizens the wide
range ofpossibilities and options for approaching federal requirements for wetlands of the nation.
This includes those economic development activities requiring wetlands permits and that may
also require mitigation of impacts and losses.
In preparing for this panel, I noted that in each of the series lectures someone from outside
South Carolina has been called in to address various aspects ofprotection and management issues
for South Carolina wetlands. I also noted that each of us has two South Carolina responders who
plan to comment on any statement we make, as well as telephoned questions open to any citizen
of the state, during this two hour panel! Maybe this is a good time to point out that my ancestors
emigrated from South Carolina to Mississippi seven generations ago in time to be involved in the
War of 1812 on the Gulf Coast and that I take very seriously the needs and requirements of
citizens of the southern United States.
It is obvious that we have to work together to improve life's quality while keeping our states
and communities in the mainstream of progress with regard to the approaching twenty-first
century. To me, this means strong environmental considerations, since our environment makes
us what we are and affects everything we do. With regard to the nation's and the state's wetlands,
which are our foremost providers of groundwater and surface water resources, clean fresh water,
fish and wildlife habitats, unlimited recreational opportunities, and a number of other recognized
values, we must pay special attention.
Think about that phrase I just used, "Clean Fresh Water." Less than one percent ofthe world's
water is freshwater, and even less than that is clean fresh water. Yet the survival oflife as we know
it depends on clean fresh water, and these water supplies depend upon the quantity and quality
ofour wetlands. This brings us to the topic oftonight's panel: wetlands mitigation and its options.
As a research scientist employed for nearly two decades by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and before that with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, I plan to discuss wetlands mitigation;
but I also want to touch on other aspects of wetlands that affect our daily lives.
The Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum, convened by the Honorable Carroll A.
Campbell Jr. and chaired by Mr. Charles Bundy, commissioner ofthe South Carolina Department
of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism, has produced an excellent draft wetlands forum report
(January 1990). While there are some questions still being discussed, it is very comprehensive
and addresses facets of freshwater wetlands in the state, which covers approximately 90 percent

of South Carolina's wetlands. The forum is commended for developing recommendations that
are ultimately in the best public interest of the citizens of South Carolina and of the nation.
Mitigation, which I define simply as providing for replacement or compensation for the loss
of a wetland or a critical habitat, is a requirement of federal law and regulations that have been
in place since the amendment of the Clean Water Act in 1977 (Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1972). Mitigation under law is considered as part of a permit only after it has been
determined that avoiding the wetland or minimizing the footprint or impact on the wetland has
been attempted and failed. Federal and state officials have been arguing for many years over
exactly how to interpret the precise requirements of wetlands law, including the need to mitigate.
It finally appears that at least all federal agencies agree on what is meant by wetlands delineation,
wetlands evaluation, and wetlands mitigation. We are still discussing what criteria are needed
to determine if wetlands restoration and creation efforts are working, but are coming closer to
agreements there as well.
In general, most states have followed federal wetland permit and mitigation guidelines,
although they all also have state laws that affect federal decisions. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USA CE) works with each state on permit actions, and in some states, state permits
are issued together with Corps permits. South Carolina is one of several states that has taken a
strong lead in its own wetlands and water quality problems and issues, and the state has permit
requirements in place that can preempt federal permit actions. You will be hearing more about
legal considerations in a later lecture series.

Essentials of Mitigation
Most permit applicants who may have to mitigate for unavoidable impacts on wetlands or
other critical habitats often do not realize what is actually involved. For example, federal
agencies do not view mitigation as justification for projects. A project being permitted must stand
on its own merits and must be undeniably water-related development. An outstanding mitigation
plan is not going to win a permit for an applicant.
On the other hand, if a project will cause unavoidable wetlands or critical habitat losses,
mitigation needs, designs, implementation, and monitoring intentions should be identified in the
permit application. Corps district offices will work with permit applicants to help them know
whether they will be required to mitigate. Permits will generally not be granted until a mitigation
plan has been approved, and sometimes permits won't be granted until the mitigated wetland is
completed and shown to be functioning as a wetland. Another frequent requirement is the
mitigation must at least be underway before construction on the permitted project is allowed to
begin.

Major Wetland Issues Nationally
To give some perspective on the Corps role in wetlands and especially in mitigation, let me
briefly tell you about some ofthe results ofa survey ofthe eleven division and thirty-seven district
Corps wetlands offices in the summer of 1989. In response to questions asking for the most
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important wetland concerns they had, all Corps offices identified mitigation and its ramifications
as their number one problem, followed by the need to address cumulative impacts, wetlands
acreage losses (quantity), and wetlands functions and values losses (quality).
From a Corps wetlands regulatory office standpoint, the bulk of permit requests primarily
involved highway and road construction, urban and commercial development, farming, and
private shoreline and streambank facilities, including marinas. The Corps receives and processes
thousands of wetlands and water quality permits annually throughout the nation. Manpower and
funding shortages in all Corps regulatory offices can sometimes cause delays, especially if the
permit request is complex and requires mitigation.
From a Corps civil works office standpoint, most wetlands actions involved maintenance of
harbor and waterway navigation, dredged material placement, and recreational and flood control
lakes and reservoirs. The Corps maintains 25 thousand miles of navigable waterways which
serve every port and harbor in the nation, owns and/or manages 9 million acres for natural
resources (including wetlands), and owns and manages over four hundred major flood control
reservoirs. To many people, channel maintenance equates to dredging to maintain navigation
depth, and this means dredging and placing approximately 500 million cubic yards of dredged
material annually, 95 percent of which is clean and available for beneficial uses.
In the survey of Corps offices, we found on a national level, just as the governor's forum
found here in South Carolina, that the predominant wetlands losses are occurring from
agricultural activities. The greatest pressures were and will continue to be on freshwater marshes
and lakes and on bottomland hardwoods. By the USDA Soil Conservation Service's own figures,
87 percent of the nation's wetlands losses are from agriculture. The remaining 13 percent is from
all other causes.
Pressure remains on salt marshes, but this currently is not so much from man's direct
development activities as from many indirect maladies such as sediment shortstopping that
nourishes coastal marshes, a general nationwide erosion of coastal marshes, and sea level rises
coupled with subsidence. Coastal urban development pressures also continue as people move
to the coasts, and prior oil and gas exploration, channelization, and flood control levees and
structures continue to have strong effects, even though little new work in these areas is taking
place.

Mitigation Priorities
Priorities for mitigation ofwetland and critical habitat losses have been established by federal
policy and have been formalized between the Corps and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in a memorandum ofagreement signed in November 1989, and implemented in February
1990. Mitigation priorities include (1) avoidance of wetlands, (2) minimization of impacts on
a wetland, (3) compensation mitigation through development orrestoration ofa new wetland, and
(4) no mitigation at all.
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Avoidance of wetlands occurs when the project is relocated or redesigned so that it does not
include any portion of the wetland that would have been impacted. Given the problems
associated with continuing wetlands losses in the nation and the call for no net loss and the
recovery time needed to bring a new or restored wetland to the functions and values of the older
wetland that was to be replaced, avoidance is first and foremost the recommendation in a permit
action.
When there is absolutely no way to avoid wetland habitats with a water-related project, the
second best action is to minimize the project impacts by a variety of methods. These could
include redesign to reduce the footprint of a right-of-way, for example, or could include
relocation or redesign to impact only a portion of the wetland. It could include bridging the
wetland orproviding for water control or water diversion that would lessen impacts. Minimization
is most often accomplished by redesign and/orrelocation. Minimization may also be incorporated
as a partial solution to the next level of mitigation: compensation.
When avoidance and minimization are not possible, compensation for wetlands losses is the
next priority. Compensation is prioritized to require (1) in-kind, on-site mitigation, (2) in-kind,
off-site mitigation, (3) out-of-kind, on-site mitigation, and last and least desirable, (4) out-of
kind, off-site mitigation. The EPA expects the Corps in every case to require in-kind, on-site
mitigation, and that anything else where this is possible is not acceptable. However, there are
cases where in-kind compensation is not always the best alternative, e.g., where a cattail marsh
is being lost and the most critical wetlands need in the vicinity is wooded wetlands. In that case,
compensation should be given to replacing with out-of-kind wetlands to provide for the most
critical wetlands cover type.
In the September 1989 survey of Corps offices where they were asked to provide information
on actual mitigation in permitted projects, nearly 100 percent responded that the usual project
mitigation was not aimed towards quantity (acre for acre) but was aimed towards replacing
functions and values of the wetland to be lost (quality). The second highest response was that
of 1: 1 mitigation, which replaces acre for acre the wetland lost. The third highest response was
no mitigation at all, followed by lesser compensation of2: 1 or 3: 1. One-to-one mitigation is often
cited by federal resource agencies as inadequate for compensation due to the time factor involved
for a new orrestored wetland to reach the functions level ofthe lost wetland. In general, they push
for higher levels ofquantity compensation (3: 1 or greater) and seldom recommend compensation
of particular functions and values (quality) because they are uncertain about whether these can
be achieved without quantity. The Corps has in the past generally required 1: 1, but is becoming
more and more a ware that this is inadequate in achieving no net loss of wetlands. As for the high
response of no mitigation, this is due to a variety of factors, including ( 1) little or no intention by
permit applicants of accomplishing mitigation and who are aware that after the permit is awarded
the Corps has no police enforcement powers, (2) good intentions by permit applicants who design
and implement wetland mitigation incorrectly, or (3) good intentions by permit applicants who
plan and build or restore a wetland, only to have some other conflicting land use or natural event
cause the loss of the mitigation project.
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Of those mitigation projects actually implemented, poor design, site preparation, and
implementation have been found to be the most frequent reasons for failures. To build a
successful wetland, correct elevation (hydrology), use of suitable soil material, and vegetation
parameters are the three most essential elements. In the 1989 survey, Corps field offices stated
that they most needed planning and design criteria to provide to permit applicants. Their second
greatest problems were in dealing with nontechnical issues beyond their office control: inadequate
funding levels, manpower shortages, and lack of enforcement power.

Corps Wetlands Research
Regulatory Wetlands Research Program
Although many people have not been greatly aware of it, the Corps has been involved with
wetlands research for nearly twenty years. From 1976-1980, the Corps established a wetlands
research initiative that addressed only wetlands identification and delineation issues. From
1980-1990, the Corps had a regulatory wetlands research program that examined physical,
biological, and chemical aspects of wetlands; identified and evaluated functions and values of
wetlands; and refined delineation techniques. To date, the two major products to come from this
program are (1) the wetlands evaluation technique (WET) software and user's manual that allows
existing and proposed wetlands to be evaluated using eleven recognized functions and values,
and (2) the Corps (1986) and the Federal Delineation Manual for Jurisdictional Wetlands (1989).
Functions and values addressed under WET include: ( 1) groundwater recharge, (2) groundwater
discharge, (3) floodflow alteration, (4) sediment stabilization, (5) sediment/toxicant retention,
(6) nutrient removaVtransformation, (7) production export, (8) wildlife diversity/abundance, (9)
aquatic diversity/abundance, (10) recreation, and (11) uniqueness/heritage.
The Waterways Experiment Station (WES) developed and refined a 3-parameter approach
to wetlands identification and delineation that was published in 1986. The three critical
parameters were correct hydrology, wetness of soils, and wetland vegetation. All three
parameters must be met for a site to be considered wet. Only one or two met parameters were
not adequate for a jurisdictional wetland (requiring permitting or mitigation). In turn, EPA, the
USDA Soil Conservation Service, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service adopted the same
approach, and a federal manual was published in 1989 that was signed by all four federal
agencies. Previous!y, each agency had its own method for determining what a wetland was. The
unified approach has greatly simplified problems for landowners who had every reason to be
confused by the differences among agencies in determining wetlands. WES teaches numerous
training courses each year on wetlands, and one of the most frequently requested is the course
on wetlands identification and delineation.

Dredging Programs
During the same time frame as the early wetlands research initiatives and program, the Corps
also conducted a major research program, the dredged material research program (DMRP), from
1973-1978. This 5-yearprogram included all environmental and engineering aspects ofdredging
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and was continued at a lower intensity as the environmental effects of dredging program (EEDP)
(1979-present). It has been during the DMRP and the EEDP that the Corps has developed its
expertise and experience in wetlands restoration and development, primarily through the
beneficial use ofdredged material. Habitat development and wetlands restoration and development
has been my primary work area for a number of years; in 1985-1986, I wrote an engineer manual
(EM1110-2-5026)entitledDredgedMaterialBeneficialUsesthatincludes16chaptersonwetlands
restoration and development, aquatic habitat development, island and upland habitats, beach
nourishment, natural resource recreation, and a number of other beneficial uses. It also includes
a chapter on legal and socioeconomic considerations ofdredging and a chapter on recommended
environmental monitoring procedures for natural resources beneficial uses of dredged material.
This engineer manual is available from headquarters, USACE, in Washington, D.C.
This may be an appropriate time to mention that I am in the process now of writing guidelines
for wetlands restoration and development for mitigation for both Corps offices and permit
applicants. Much of the information you are hearing tonight will be included in detail in that
guidelines manual.
Over the years, I have polled Corps field offices and compiled a list of wetlands restoration,
development, management, and acquisition activities which resulted in successful wetlands. For
example, between 1973 and 1988, the Corps has been responsible for more than 77 4 thousand
acres of wetlands. These include more than 40 thousand acres restored or built using dredged
material, more than 100 thousand acres intensively managed on Corps reservoir and waterway
projects, more than 359 thousand acres that have been restored or developed for mitigation such
as green tree reservoirs and moist soil units, more than 7 5 thousand acres built ofdredged material
for mitigation, and more than 200 thousand acres acquired in fee simple title and either intensively
managed as wetlands or donated to another agency to manage as wetlands.
In the most recent survey in September 1989, Corps offices reported that they completed
wetlands restoration or development on 122 thousand acres in 1989. Offices have planned 52
thousand more acres for 1990-1991, and 63-thousand more acres scheduled for out year
restoration and development. That figure does not include the open water pools ofreservoirs and
waterways, nor adjacent vegetated transition zones. Total wetlands restored or built by the Corps
are more than one million acres, but the Corps recognizes that this is a small amount compared
to the wetlands being lost from subsidence, erosion, and clearing throughout the nation. For
example, the state of Louisiana is losing fifty-five square miles of its wetlands to erosion and
subsidence every year, with major impacts to its commercial and recreational shellfish and finfish
populations.

Assistance Programs
Corps headquarters has provided four technical assistance programs that are all based at WES
that are similar in many ways to an extension service. Through the following programs, WES
scientists and engineers work at no cost to Corps field offices and the agencies with which field
offices are involved to provide technical advice, consulting, expert witness, and recommendations.
When warranted, this also includes data collection and evaluation.
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This first ofthese programs arose at the completion of the D MRP in 197 8 and is the dredging
technical support program (DOTS). With regard to wetlands, we can provide technical assistance
in any dredging project that impacts or includes wetlands activities. The water operations
technical support program (WOTS), begun in 1983, provides technical assistance in waterway
related and reservoir projects, including shoreline stabilization, erosion control, and other aspects
of wetlands restoration and development. The natural resources technical support program
(NRTS), begun in 1988, provides technical assistance to USACE natural resource offices on
recreation, cultural resources, and any aspect of recreational and habitat management.
The newest assistance program is the wetlands regulatory assistance program (WRAP),
begun in 1989, which allows technical assistance to Corps regulatory offices in wetlands
delineation, evaluation, permitting problems, and mitigation. WRAP and the other assistance
programs will continue for the foreseeable future, even though the Corps is beginning a major
new research program in October 1990.
Prior to this time, environmental research in the Corps had been tailored towards addressing
technical needs in a specific Corps organization element (operations and maintenance, regulatory,
planning, natural resources, etc.). A wetlands research program (WRP) that will encompass all
Corps elements will begin in FY 91 and will be funded for $22-million for its first three years.
Working with our Corps field offices, we have identified eight major work areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

interagency coordination and cooperative work efforts
technology and information transfer
critical processes of wetlands
delineation and evaluation of wetlands
restoration and development of wetlands
predicting and minimizing impacts in wetlands
wetlands change assessment
stewardship and management of USACE-controlled wetlands.

Our major objective in the WRP is to conserve, manage, restore or create, and otherwise
address wetlands problems that face our nation. We expect to do this through strong interagency
work efforts at both a federal and state level, and there will be a large number ofexisting and new
wetlands demonstration and evaluation sites from throughout the nation incorporated into the
program. We intend to further refine our delineation and evaluation techniques to address
regional problems; right now, techniques are established at a national level and are too broad to
apply to some specific regional situations. We intend to look at the latest in remote sensing
technology that will allow us a large-scale evaluation capability for studying short-term and
cumulative impacts on wetlands and will serve as a tool for developing wetlands restoration and
development plans.
Some of the WRP work will deliberately involve direct participation by other agencies and
offices in wetlands research. Federal agencies with whom we currently work and with whom we
expect to be involved in the WRP in FY 91 include the military elements (Army, Navy, Air Force,
Coast Guard), USDA Soil Conservation Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S.
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Forest Service, the Federal Highway Administration, the NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) National Marine Fisheries Service, EPA, and the National Park
Service. We also work with state agencies and universities through both research efforts and
coordination on demonstration sites. We also coordinate as appropriate with groups such as the
Nature Conservancy, Ducks Unlimited, the National Audubon Society, the Wildlife Management
Institute, private organizations, ports and harbor commissions, and numerous others.
Wetlands Restoration and Development

I have already mentioned that the Corps uses the 3-parameter approach to wetlands
identification and delineation. We examine and evaluate eleven separate wetlands functions and
values. I also pointed out that there are three very critical factors in achieving success in wetlands
restoration and development: hydrology, soils, and vegetation. To begin this discussion of
restoration and development, I would like to point out a fourth factor we also consider extremely
important in making a successful wetland-habitat development and the biota that occupy that
habitat. It is not enough to build or restore a wetland that looks pretty, green, and densely
vegetated. In the Corps, and I think most people agree with us on this, we prefer to carry design
criteria a step beyond the three absolutely critical factors to include aquatic and wetland fish and
wildlife, as well as provide partial life requirements for upland and transition zone animals with
territories that include wetlands. We generally target habitat goals in wetland development that
allow us to restore or build for migratory birds, for example, or year-round species, or for
commercially or recreationally important fish groups such as salmon.
More importantly from the standpoint of this lecture, the Corps is also trying to pass this kind
of information on to the general public and in its coordination efforts with federal and state
agencies. There are a number of existing programs in other agencies that have wetlands goals,
and Corps wetlands efforts fit into these (and theirs into ours). Some of them, and their roles in
wetlands are:
1. Soil Conservation Service: conservation reserve program and water bank program, in
which SCS pays farmers to place their marginal farm land (drained wetlands and highly
erodible slopes) into natural resource restoration and management for a period of ten
years.
2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: North American waterfowl management plan, in which
FWS actively develops and manages wetlands for waterfowl. This is especially
important now in their overwintering habitats in the southern United States, because of
severe habitat declines in recent years. USACE reservoirs and waterways lend themselves
to such management very readily.
3. Ducks Unlimited (DU): DU has been acquiring and/or managing/leasing farm land for
many years for nesting and brood rearing habitat in the northern United States and
Canada. They are now moving into an active role in southern United States overwintering
and migratory habitat.
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4. Environmental management program: This is a regional Corps habitat restoration
program that addresses only the Upper Mississippi River and is funded at over $400million over a IO-year period. The reason it is so highly funded is that it includes
construction and remedial structure funds, always a very high portion of the cost of
restoration work. Other regional programs that allow the Corps to restore habitats and
take remedial actions include the great river environmental action program (GREAT) and
a proposed Great Lakes program called GREAT LEAP that is anticipated to be funded
at $500-million over ten years.

The Role of Restoration and Development in Mitigation
From the standpoint of a private landowner, all of the above programs don't mean a lot, with
the possible exception of conservation reserve or water bank, which aids farmers but not coastal
developers or urban permit applicants. Let me state that I see three nonregulatory means of
working with rural private landowners with wetlands acres to restore, protect, and manage those
wetlands for the national good. All ofthese need congressional and state level action and involve
federal agencies other than the Corps. The first is to extend the life of the conservation reserve
program and the water bank program beyond a ten-year life, so that the wetlands that were
restored under those programs can be perpetuated. This requires federal legislation.
The second is outright acquisition by federal and state agencies and nonprofit groups such
as Ducks Unlimited and the Nature Conservancy in fee simple title or long-term easements of
critical wetlands in for-profit private ownership. For example, I recently recommended in a
requested environmental draft repon to the seven-state Lower Mississippi Delta Development
Commission the outright federal acquisition of the wetlands between the main stem levees of the
Lower Mississippi River, and their use to create Great River National Park, which would provide
unlimited tourist and visitor opponunities (and economic benefits) to the lower Mississippi
region. At the present time, those wetlands are not protected and are in row crop production, and
public access to the river is extremely limited because almost the entire lower river is in private
ownership.
The third is tax incentives to private landowners with wetlands so that they will be willing
to place their wetland acres into protection and management. For example, propeny tax
forgiveness or tax deferment could be granted; the wetland is still in the hands of its original
owner, but that person agrees to protect and preserve the wetland, as well as carry out or allow
some management to occur as necessary to maintain the wetland's ecological integrity. One
drawback and source of opposition to this are local and county governments who view tax
incentives as a revenue loss and who will probably be expecting compensation from the federal
government, even though local and regional interests will benefit most from protecting wetlands
in the national interest.
Mitigation options for an individual or corporate permit applicant are as varied as all of the
ways of working in wetlands that I have described in this lecture. Once it has been determined
that mitigation will be required in a permit action, for example, the potential for wetlands
restoration, creation, nourishment, enhancement, acquisition, trust funds, and banking should be
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examined. I urge everyone involved to keep an open mind and to remain flexible when
approaching mitigation so that the best arrangement is worked out for the natural resource being
lost or replaced. Most people tend to get hung up on wetlands creation as the only method they
see for wetlands mitigation, when in fact that is often not the best option at all. Wetlands creation
or establishment has its place where wetlands are not maintaining themselves (usually coastal
intertidal or western riparian areas) or where wetlands have completely disappeared from a
region for such along period oftime (usually interior wooded wetlands and freshwater wetlands)
that the reintroduction of seed sources and other important steps are necessary for a successful
wetland.
Wetlands restoration is much more likely to be successful than wetlands creation. There are
a lot of reasons for this, but generally relate to the fact that the site was once a wetland and lends
itself in soils and hydrology to becoming a wetland again, e.g., cleared, drained, and farmed
bottomland hardwoods where the soils are still classified as wet and the hydrology can be restored
by stopping the drainage. Such sites can readily be revegetated through natural colonization;
however, they are more successful when hard mast tree species such as oaks, hickories, and
pecans were deliberately planted. This is important because heavy seeds such as acorns, hickory
nuts, and pecans are often not still within the vicinity of the restoration project and require
reintroduction to the site. Wetlands restoration is also often less expensive than wetlands creation
because restoring hydrology to existing wet soils and replanting or allowing wetland vegetation
colonization costs less per acre that building a wetland from scratch. Wetlands creation is
generally required in areas ofdisturbance such as urbanization, strip mining, dredging, and large
fills.
Wetlands nourishment is a little explored technology outside the Gulf Coast area, where it
is used to replenish marshes that have subsided or eroded, although it was used to a limited extent
in Georgia channel maintenance projects in small harbors. With this technique, thin layers of
sediment are allowed to flow and filter through an existing wetlands for the express purpose of
building up the elevation to maintain wetland cover type integrity. There are areas along the
South Atlantic coast where this technique would also work and could be used as a mitigation
option.
Wetlands enhancement is a technology widely recognized but little used due to its cost. It
simply means enhancing an existing or new wetlands by intensive management activities such
as water level manipulation for seasonal impoundments, wintering waterfowl use, or fish
nurseries, or establishing and maintaining a nesting/breeding program for wildlife. It requires
on-site personnel and equipment, but on the whole is highly successful in increasing both
diversity and abundance of fish and wildlife in an enhanced wetland. The Corps uses this
technique extensively on its waterways and reservoirs; one ofour best examples is the Tennessee
Tombigbee Waterway where 72,400 acres are intensively managed for fish and wildlife as
mitigation. While this is harder for individual landowners or small corporations to accomplish,
there are certain situations where it is entirely feasible and could be offered for mitigation. One
area in South Carolina where this has possibilities is for individual landowners with abandoned
rice plantations that are already wet. Most of these are not being managed as efficiently as
possible or are being managed for commercial hunting purposes only. Studies to determine the
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best ecological approach to bringing such areas back into optimum ecological productivity (use
by all wetland-related species, not just commercial species) are needed before extensive use of
such sites for mitigation could occur.
There are still other variations of wetlands restoration and creation that have potential for
mitigation options. For example, creation or restoration of vegetated buffer strips along streams,
rivers and lakes could be used to improve water quality, prevent sediment and urban and
agricultural runoff from reaching water bodies, provide wildlife movement corridors and
habitats, and provide shade and cool water for aquatic organisms, as well as improve aesthetics
and recreational potential. A 300-foot buffer strip (150 foot on each side of a stream or river) is
wide enough to provide for the above improvements, but depends upon topography and slope;
e.g., a steeper bank slope requires a wider buffer strip. I can see three possible applications in
South Carolina in the establishment of such buffers: (1) used as mitigation fulfillment in both
urban and rural settings, (2) taken out ofrow crops and placed in paid conservation reserve, and
(3) used to keep South Carolina topsoil on South Carolina farms to provide for future agricultural
productivity and economic benefits.
Another technique of restoration/development/enhancement that could be applied for
mitigation is establishment oflow-head seasonal impoundments to slow down water runoff. This
is possible on a small scale in crowded urban areas (e.g., a series of low in-stream rock/cobble
dams in creeks and tributaries to pool shallow water and slow down stream velocity), or on a large
scale in rural areas (e.g., low-head dams to hold back water to allow greater percolation for
groundwater recharge, surface water retention that could then be applied for irrigation as well as
a number of other uses rather than draw from a depleting aquifer, and seasonal wildlife use). Let
me provide a specific nonregulatory example that could also be used by permit applicants: in
Mississippi, the SCS, Corps, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and private landowners are
working in a cooperative effort to create seasonal impoundments in agricultural fields for
overwintering waterfowl in the Mississippi Flyway and for groundwaterrecharge. In the spring,
the temporary dams are removed, the fields dry out, and the farmers plant their crops; in the fall,
the temporary dams are reerected for the coming winter. In 1989, 24 thousand acres were
temporarily impounded in this manner, with an extremely high wildlife use noted.
The terms mitigation trust funds and mitigation banking are often bantered around, without
full realization of what they mean. The terms scare resource agencies because they worry that
such concepts are exactly that~oncepts that will not result in overall improvements to the
wetland resource of the nation. Let me explain the difference, and how they could be applied in
South Carolina. A mitigation trust fund is established in lieu of immediate and actual wetlands
restoration or development to be used at some future point in time where a wetlands project comes
along worthy oftapping the trust fund. This is viewed by many people as a cop-out by developers,
who are considered to be buying their permit. However, in cases of highly urbanized areas such
as New England and the North Atlantic coast or very dry (and nearly no remaining wetlands)
places such as southern California, trust funds are not being ignored as a means ofmitigation. In
the South, we have the luxury ofstill having available lands for mitigation and ofstill having most
of the wetlands or wetland potential in the nation; therefore, trust funds are not necessarily
appropriate here in most cases. Special cases such as large urban centers on the coasts, in Florida,
and selected others would apply in the South.
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On the other hand, mitigation banking is an entirely feasible concept for the South and the
rest of the nation and is also a strong ecological concept. Banking is simply the beforehand
purchasing of a large tract of land that is then developed as a viable wetland, prior to anyone ever
having applied for a permit for a development project. It requires up-front costs by corporations
or other offices that know they will be applying for development permits in the future. Specific
examples ofhow this works in Florida include groups ofbusiness people cooperating to buy tracts
of land and hiring the best wetlands development experts to restore/create wetlands of up to 500
acres. This is in full cooperation with state and federal offices. Then, when any member of the
cooperating group applies for a permit, mitigation is charged against that member's contribution
to the bank.
Mitigation banking accomplishes several things and is especially good in urban settings.
First, it prevents creation of small, pocket wetlands as mitigation that often do not function well
due to their size and location in proximity to urbanization. Second, it allows for large-scale
wetlands development, which is almost always better in providing for the eleven recognized
functions and values; e.g., one 100-acre wetland away from or adjacent to an urban area will
provide better fish and wildlife habitat than 100 one-acre wetlands within the urban area. Third,
banking allows the permit applicant to know in advance that he/she is covered with regard to
mitigation; and this generally results in a better prepared permit request and an overall cost
savings to everyone, both government and applicant. Fourth, banking allows the new wetland
to begin developing and to mature prior to the destruction of any wetland in the path of the
permitted project, e.g., achieve functions and values that take years to develop, and that are
generally lost to the nation's wetland resource when mitigation takes place during or after the
permitted project has begun.

Summary
I have attempted during this lecture to convey to you the scope ofthe Corps' involvement and
commitment to the nation's wetlands and the wide range of possibilities open to us as citizens
to maintain and add to the nation's wetlands resource base, both from a regulatory (mitigation)
and a nonregulatory standpoint. I urge public agencies and private citizens to work together and
to remain flexible with regard to ways to accomplish mitigation for urban and agricultural
development in the State of South Carolina. The inflexibility lies in the challenge to achieve no
net loss of wetlands; beyond that, how that is accomplished should be region and wetland cover
type specific.
We currently do not seem to have the national will to protect and maintain our wetlands. I
think that is primarily due to the fact that most people do not have an understanding of how
important wetlands are to their very existence, through the direct provision of their freshwater
supplies and the indirect provision of their food resources. I perceive this lack of understanding
to be worse in the South and Midwest than in the rest of the nation; and I attribute it directly to
the fact that while the rest of the nation has already destroyed most of their wetlands, we still have
approximately 50 percent of ours. The old axiom about not knowing what you had until you lost
it has strong application to us as a region.
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With regard to mitigation, let me close this lecture by stating that both public agencies and
private citizens can do a lot of environmental good using mitigation, if it is approached with
vision, with imagination, and with responsibility. To me, mitigation is simply a tool to
accomplish what needs to be done to maintain and protect an invaluable and critical resource,
without which we cannot live. If necessary, it can be used authoritatively, if that is what it takes
to get wetland losses under control, or it can be approached as a responsible and innovative
ecological landscape design for the improvement of.our lives and for the environmental future
of our nation.

RESPONDERS

Don Hook
Clemson University
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. I appreciate the opportunity to share with you tonight
some of my thoughts on wetland mitigation. I'm pleased to be on the same program with Mary
Landin and Tom Ballou. Mary is a recognized leader in the field of mitigation, and we're
privileged to have her in South Carolina tonight. Tom, it's good to be with you again tonight on
the program.
My comments tonight are rather general and are aimed primarily at policy concerning
mitigation. I believe that we can restore degraded wetlands with a reasonable success if we have
the proper support and tools to work with; however, I have very little or no confidence in creating
wetlands. Therefore, I think the major question facing South Carolina is how to use mitigation
to achieve the best results.
First, I want to designate mitigation as a situation and not a problem. If we view it as a
situation, I think we'11 be more open to positive approaches. Second, I want to address the concept
of mitigation banking and point out some of its advantages. Hopefully, my comments will
encourage consideration of mitigation banking as a potential means to help us achieve no overall
net loss of wetlands in South Carolina.
1

We're fortunate in South Carolina in that we have a relative large wetland resource.
Unfortunately we don't know exactly the extent ofthis area. We have estimates from 2.5 million
to 4. 7 million acres of wetlands in South Carolina. Most of these wetlands are forested wetlands.
Unfortunately, again, we don't have specific inventories of the resource. In fact, as Mary
mentioned earlier, until this past year, we did not have a unified method ofidentifying wetlands;
therefore, it was very difficult to determine how much we had when we were not sure what was
a wetland. It appears from Forest Service survey inventories of forested wetlands that go back
to the thirties, that forest types that we consider as wetlands have remained fairly constant for the
past forty years. The biggest losses of forest wetlands have been conversion to agriculture and
construction of reservoirs. Some wetlands were lost during the fifties and sixties under Public
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Law 566 which was aimed at draining farmlands, but also drained some wetlands. Most of our
forested wetlands are concentrated in the coastal plains. Anywhere from 40 to 60 percent of our
acreage of forested land in the coastal plains can be delineated as wetlands. These are within
about fifty or sixty miles of the coast, and this is the portion of our state that is growing most
rapidly; therefore, development pressure is greatest where most ofour wetlands are located. This
means that either many more wetlands are going to be impacted in the near future by development
or development is going to be severely restricted along the.coast. By development I include all
those activities that occur in rapidly growing populations such as we have in South Carolina.
Again, the question is how can we deal with this situation in a realistic manner. I agree, in
general, with the EPA and Corps policy that first you should try to avoid wetland losses. Second,
we should try to minimize impacts and only use mitigation when the other alternatives are not
feasible. If reasonable development is going to occur along the coast and around our major urban
areas such as Charleston, Columbia, Greenville, and Spartanburg, and I believe it will, then
mitigation will be necessary to achieve our goals of no overall net loss of wetlands. So we 're back
at that same question again: how to get the most out of mitigation.
The first step, I think, is to plan ahead, to decide which wetlands can be lost with the
minimum impact and which wetlands or which areas could be mitigated to give us the greatest
benefits. We know that when we loose our forest resource, we get fragmentation of our wetlands
and consequently also the loss of many of our resources. So if an urban area is spreading into
a natural wetland or a forested ecosystem, the wetland becomes fragmented; and it is no longer
connected. As a consequence, we loose habitat for many animals; we loose corridors which
animals travel from one habitat to the other. The options for management are greatly restricted
in a forested area with urban development, and the economic cost of managing these areas are
extremely high. Thus, fragmentation is directly related to the connectivity of our wetlands. We
also know that if wetlands are to be mostly effective, they must be connected to the uplands and
occur between them and open water areas. Now, if we're going to deal with this situation, it
means that we've got to first make a decision on land use planning which I mentioned earlier.
Land use planning is kind of a dirty word to many people, and I have a lot of misgivings about
it myself. But, I think, in this situation it becomes almost a necessity.
The second step is, if we're going to mitigate then where can we mitigate, and do it most
effectively. Now we know that the prime value of our wetlands is that they tend to act as buffers
between man's activity and our open water or aquatic ecosystems. They tend to be more like
sponges which absorb nutrients and pollutants that run offfrom these uplands or developed areas.
So we must strive to mitigate wetlands where they '11 be most effective in this area. If the wetland
is not connected, then we're not going to get the most from it.
Mary talked earlier about the current policy ofmitigation. She talked about in kind, in place,
as the first preference. This means replacing the same type ofwetland in the same area ifpossible.
What has happened in the past is that the mitigation has resulted in a lot of small isolated wetlands
that are not very functional, in some cases, not functional at all. Obviously we can't stray too far
from this in-kind and in-place concept because if a saltwater marsh is destroyed then obviously
we want to replace it with a saltwater marsh, but it doesn't have to be in the same location. This
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means that we're going to have to look at alternatives very closely. Some isolated wetlands have
extremely high value because they are habitats for endangered species; and when they have that
characteristic, then their value becomes extremely high. Quite frequently the isolated wetland
has fewer benefits to society than do wetlands that are connected. Therefore, if we're going to
progress with our mitigation, I think we have to take a new direction, set priorities, and develop
an overall policy with regard to mitigation. For it to work and to be acceptable, it must have a
broad range of interest group support All affected parties must be involved in planning the
mitigation policy and helping develop an organization that can administer the program and
developing a set of checks and balances. Federal agencies, state agencies, local government,
public bodies, developers, planners, natural resource agencies, and landowners must all be
involved in mitigation planning.
One of the drawbacks to this is it means if we direct our mitigation, some areas are not going
to be developed and other areas will be developed. Thus, some landowners will benefit and some
will loose. This is a very difficult problem to get around; and there are methods, I think, available
that would allow us to do this if we set our minds to it. I know it's difficult, but if we don't
approach it in that direction, then I think we 're back to square one where we're trying to do permit
type mitigation. It has not worked in the past very well, and I don't expect it to work in the future.
Again, I say that if we could designate problem areas ahead of time as mitigation banks, then we
could take a watershed or a wetland area that has been degraded or converted to agriculture or
some other use and the opportunity is there for us to restore the hydrology and to get it back as
a functional wetland. This offers a much better option than trying to mitigate in kind and in place
for every permit.
So a mitigation bank really just means that it is an area that has been designated ahead of time
and has been recognized by a responsible organization that if it was restored it would be an
effective wetland. Under this concept, when a permit is granted, the person who's applying for
the permit would then go to the agency that's granting the permit and say, okay, I wantto develop
this area. If the granting agency agrees that it can't be avoided and it can't be minimized, then
the option to mitigate arises. Instead of the individual, particularly a rather small developer or
small landowner, trying to do the mitigation, it would be more feasible for that individual to pay
into a bank that would restore an area. Once the mitigation area had been completely restored,
then it could be put into another trust organization that would maintain it through a management
program. This concept is not new; it's been used around the country for some time. It has some
obvious advantages and some limitations. Some people view mitigation banks as sort of like an
opportunity to destroy wetlands, and I think this is where it's gotten a bad name. If it's used
properly, is administered properly, and has a proper support, it'11 work. lfit isn't and doesn't have
that type of backing, then it won't work. I think what we should be asking ourselves is can we
develop a mitigation bank in South Carolina for our saltwater and our freshwater wetlands that
will be more effective than our present approach.
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Tom Ballou
Wilbur Smith and Associates
My comments will also be largely directed at overall policy goals or approaches that I believe
are appropriate for South Carolina. For the purpose of this discussion I'm going to follow on the
same lines of definitions that have been used and narrow it a little bit to deal with mitigation only
in terms of restoration, .creation, or enhancement of .wetlands to compensate for permitted
wetland losses.
Mitigation is an integral component of the goal of achieving the goal the no net loss of
wetlands because it is really the only way that future development is going to occur in this state
while also maintaining the present inventory of wetlands. Projects that involve filling wetlands
are regulated through the process that Mary described in detail, and it basically evaluates the
probable impacts on the public interests, balancing the benefits of the project against its
reasonable and foreseeable detriments. Implicit in this whole process is a sequence of avoiding
impacts, minimizing impacts, and then compensating for unavoidable impacts. Projects are for
the most part evaluated on a case by case basis to determine the probable impacts, including
cumulative impacts on wetland functions, and appropriate ways to compensate for loss of
wetland functions. A lot of the discussion tends to focus on loss of wetland acres, and that's
certain! y a part of the picture; but I think the bottom line is really what's happening to the wetland
functions. These are the things that Mary described as far as wildlife habitat and flood flow
alteration, etc. Wetland functions are derived from small-scale and large-scale biological,
physical and chemical characteristics ofwetlands; and in order to determine the appropriate level
of mitigation for a project and to insure that the mitigation provides the appropriate wetland
functions, then a comprehensive regional approach to wetlands permitting and mitigation should
be adopted. This could be part of an overall state wetlands management plan. This approach is
very similar to what Don has described just a few minutes ago; and as he mentioned, there are
a variety of political and economic hurdles that have to be crossed before this sort of approach
can be implemented.
A state wetlands plan would incorporate a number of elements, many of which are spelled
out in the report on the Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum; and these include such things
as an inventory of the state's wetlands that are present right now, various regulatory type controls
on wetlands alteration as well as nonregulatory incentives to promote wetland conservation.
These are things like tax incentives and a variety of other actions. In addition, there should be
a public education program. But in addition, the state plan should also include a system that
allows an evaluation of wetland alterations in a local and a regional context and a plan to
implement compensatory mitigation that is included in this landscape or regional kind of
approach to wetlands management.
This approach should have at least two major benefits in terms of our wetland management
as I see it. First of all, it would allow a much better evaluation of the actual impacts that a project
has by introducing a landscape scale perspective that is, for the most part, not present now.
Without this regional perspective it is very easy to overlook certain kinds of impacts or to
overemphasize the actual effects of an alteration on wetland functions, particularly those
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functions that operate as a basis of the large-scale features of a wetland. These functions include
such things as flood moderation and water quality maintenance and fish and wildlife habitat.
Also, a regional approach or view on wetlands can help prioritize wetlands and identify the most
and the least valuable habitats and provide appropriate protection for each, and that is something
that is not implicit in the current management approach. Secondly, a system that evaluates
mitigation plans on a regional and/or statewide basis would be able to achieve a much more
effective mitigation at .a more reasonable cost. It would allow coordination of mitigation plans
and actions of multiple permit applicants, and this would increase the overall effectiveness of
each mitigation action and would also probably reduce cost through better use of equipment and
labor and other resources. By approaching mitigation on a large-scale, I believe there would be
significant benefits of scale that would be accrued both in effectiveness of the mitigation and also
the cost of the mitigation. An integral component of a regional mitigation planning approach
would be a mitigation bank as Don has already described here. A mitigation bank could be
established by restoration of previously cleared and drained wetlands that are now used as
agricultural lands. Historic wetland losses have occurred largely as a result of agricultural
conversions, and these conversions are relatively easy to reverse. The wetlands that were
converted into farmlands now basically have the appropriate soil conditions, and the hydrological
parameters can be restored by blocking drainage canals or unimpounding these areas, and then
all that would be required is introduction of the correct kinds of vegetation. This sort of action
would result in a very substantial increase in the current inventory of wetlands, an increase that
could be used to offset future wetland losses. This is essentially the basis of a wetland bank:
adding to our existing inventory and then using that as a series of credits that projects withdraw
out of in the future.
A mitigation bank has a number of attractive features, some of which Don has already
mentioned. Restoration of these former wetlands now used as farmland would be relatively
inexpensive compared to outright creation ofnew wetlands. There have been a number offigures
presented about the cost of wetland creation, and they range as high as fifty thousand dollars an
acre; and when we look at the scale ofwetland alterations that are occurring right now that quickly
adds up to a very large sum ofmoney. Also, because it basically constitutes a wetland restoration
action as Mary mentioned, it'd be much more likely to succeed due to the presence of suitable
soils as I mentioned; and also the hydrological conditions would be relatively easy to restore.
This can probably be accomplished on a relatively large scale given the scale of wetland
agricultural conversions that have happened in the past, and this would create a very large net
increase in our wetland inventory. This approach would also be consistent with the federal
swamp buster program because all the wetlands that were drained and cleared in the past would
probably now be protected under the swamp buster.
Another attractive feature ofthis approach to creating a mitigation bank is that certain habitats
that are very difficult to create can be restored by this process, particularly such habitats as
bottomland hardwoods, swamps, and also Carolina bay wetlands. A mitigation bank would
probably be the most appropriate way to mitigate the vast majority of small wetland alterations
that are currently permitted. Most permits that are granted nowadays are for relatively small
wetland alterations, and in many cases there are no requirements for mitigation because they are
authorized under a variety of nationwide permits which basically do not require any form of
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mitigation, at least compensatory mitigation. This approach would guarantee first ofall that these
wetland alterations would be mitigated because we would have the mitigation bank already
established, and it would just be a matter of withdrawing some form of credit from the bank. It
would alleviate the problem that Mary alluded to that some mitigation actions are just not carried
out. Also, this would relieve the permit applicant of the costly and burdensome task of preparing
and implementing a full mitigation plan to compensate for what usually amounts to a relatively
small wetland impact or conversion. So again it would be one of these aspects of the economy
of scale that I mentioned. And all that would be required of the permittee under one form of this
bank is a fee that could be charged to cover the cost ofcreating and operating the mitigation bank.
It would also keep developers out of the business of wetland mitigation where they would not
have to get involved in all of the technical aspects of wetland creation, etc. A mitigation bank
could consist of a number of tracts of wetlands located throughout the state so that mitigation
occurs in the same general area as the wetland alteration and also could contain a variety of
wetland habitats so that altered wetlands are generally replaced with wetlands of the same type.
This would deal with the issue of in- kind and on site mitigation at least in a general way.
The use of a mitigation bank implies that a relatively broad or diverse approach to mitigation
is accepted by the regulatory agencies. That's not always the case right now, and I think this is
the direction that we should go. There are several reasons why I believe this is the best approach
for achieving a no net loss of wetlands, at least here in South Carolina:
1. There is a relatively high degree of uncertainty in quantifying both the negative impacts
of a wetland alteration and in quantifying the benefits of a mitigation action. It is very
easy to measure the number of acres that are filled by a particular project, but the effect
this has on wetland functions is not always easily quantified or measured. Likewise, a
mitigation site may occupy an area equal to the amount of wetlands filled, but may or may
not provide the same kind or level of functions as the original wetland. This problem is
usually dealt with by requiring relatively high mitigation ratios of the 1: 1, 1:2, and 1:3
situations that Mary mentioned briefly. For example, four acres of created wetlands for
each acre of filled wetland may be required as mitigation. There is some merit to this
approach, but among other things it implies that there is a relatively precise knowledge
of the functional value of the filled wetland and the created wetland, a knowledge that I
don't believe is there. Another way to deal with this problem that I believe is more
appropriate to our particular level of knowledge in this field is to use a combination of
wetland mitigation actions including creating, restoration, enhancement, mitigation
banking and even wetland preservation. Each of these kinds of mitigation provides a
different combination ofadvantages and disadvantages that may be offset when combined
and provide an overall effective mechanism for compensating for wetland losses,
particularly large losses of wetlands that result as a result of large projects. For example,
created wetlands are usually relatively effective in flood flow atereation and sediment
stabilization and other functions that are based primarily on the physical features of the
wetlands, and these are features that are relatively easy to replicate by man. Created
wetlands are usually less effective, at least initially, as wildlife habitats and other
functions that depend on the biological and chemical characteristics that may take many
years to develop. They 're also very expensive to create and are not always as successful
as expected.
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2. At the other extreme of mitigation approaches is wetland preservation. Although this
approach does absolutely nothing to offset the loss of wetland acreage in terms of
functions, it can provide a significant long-term benefit in terms of wildlife habitat and
other functions that are not easily or quickly created. As one component of many in a
mitigation plan, I believe that preservation of existing high quality wetlands provides an
element of certainty to an otherwise uncertain balance between the impacts of a project
and the.benefits of mitigation; and I believe it shouldmerit serious consideration as part
of a comprehensive approach to wetland mitigation, particularly for larger projects.
Wetland enhancement and restoration including a mitigation bank are what could be
considered conservative or middle-of-the-road approaches to mitigation, and they
probably should be the primary basis for a mitigation plan when possible. A mitigation
plan that is based large Iy or entirely on one type ofcompensation especially for mi tigating
large wetland losses is more prone to failure and may not provide as broad a range of
functions as a plan that includes several different kinds of compensation.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Margaret Davidson, Sea Grant Consortium

Margaret Davidson: Mary, one of your graphs showed us that most of the mitigation that is
required by Army Corps of Engineers district offices is one on one mitigation. That is
replacement of one acre lost with one acre of another sort of wetland created, restored, enhanced
or whatever. My first problem with this is that physical disturbances are disturbances to the
hydrology that may ultimately have impact off the site. They probably aren't even getting
quantified as part of that acreage lost figure. Tom has talked a good bit about the landscape
approach. How do you begin to deal with the fact that Dr. Hook and Tom Ballou are talking about
multiple acres, 3:1, 4:1. Yet, the Corps is out there doing one for one, and that's actually an
acreage approach as opposed to a function or a landscape approach.
Mary Landin: The view graph showed the number one thing that they require is the replacing
of functions. The second thing is the 1: 1, and 1: 1 is what the Corps has generally done because
it has been accepted by other federal agencies. For example, the Federal Highway Administration
will not even consider mitigation beyond one to one. So it's not something that the Corps has
arbitrarily decided on its own. It is what has been done in the past. The Corps is certainly open
to looking at other possibilities. There are several points I'd like to mention based on their talks.
We here in the South have the luxury of having a lot of land for mitigation if it's necessary. This
is in contrast with the land of New England, which is highly urbanized. In New England they
are putting money into trust or buying or preserving existing wetlands because there's no room
to restore. It's not possible to restore or build wetlands for mitigation. In highly urbanized areas
that's the case. In Southern California, around San Francisco and Los Angeles, for example,
there is virtually no land for mitigation. So what developers are trying to do is put money in a
trust fund so that in the future should sites be available anywhere they can be used for wetlands
restoration or development. There are no sites available at this time.
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I'd like to distinguish between mitigation banks as Don and Tom have mentioned and trust
funds. There is a difference. Mitigation banks are in place for situations such as when the state
ofFlorida has developers go out in advance and buy a 500-acre tract and develop that as a wetland
prior to ever having applied for a permit. They may not apply for a permit ten years down the
road for a project. At that time they can charge against the developed wetland. It will be in place
long enough to be functioning at some level, and it will have a higher value than if they mitigate
during the development of their project or after the development of their project Whereas a trust
fund is used, for instance, in the state of California which has often no way to mitigate right now
in some situations so they put money into a trust fund so that in the future they can mitigate. To
me, the best chance for us to accomplish no net loss is not through regulatory processes, but
through nonregulatory processes. Most of the wetland work that the Corps ofEngineers has done
over the years has been in the nonregulatory situation. I really think that if we look at some of
the existing programs, for example, the conservation reserve program, we can do a lot toward
restoring agricultural lands that are converted wetlands. There's a good place for mitigation
along your coastal area where it's becoming more and more urbanized. That is a way to restore
the wetlands of South Carolina; but in your more rural areas, your best bet is probably
nonregulatory. So, you need to look at both.
I'd like to mention demonstration projects. In this new program we're starting and in some
of our old programs, we did demonstration wetland restoration and development projects. We
agreed that there is not enough known about certain wetland types, especially freshwater, wooded
wetlands. There is enough known about freshwater herbaceous. There is not enough known
about freshwater wooded. We would like to evaluate existing sites like that and try some
demonstration projects in that regard.
We're in the process right now of developing or writing guidelines for restoration and
development for mitigation purposes that should be available for a review by 30 September 1990.
This is in direct response to our field offices' need for that kind of information. It's available to
the public, to anybody who needs it, including permit applicants.

Questioner: First of all I would hope that those that are urging South Carolina to jump into the
activity of state regulation are listening to some of the comments that Ms. Landin made about
support for nonregulatory approaches. I was wondering if they would comment on the practice,
that we see some of the agencies urging, of establishing highland buffers around freshwater
wetlands as mitigation as opposed to restoration, enhancement or creation.
Mary Landin: You 're referring to using vegetation buffer strips around shorelines and stream
banks as mitigation. The kind of thing that we're suggesting is that you consider using a 300foot buffer zone of vegetation that allows the runoff from an agricultural field to filter through
that vegetation before it reaches the body of water. This will trap some ofthe sediment, trap some
ofthe agricultural pesticides and herbicides running offthe field and some ofthe excess nutrients,
as opposed to outright restoration of an agricultural field. What Don was talking about was to
reduce the amount of fragmentation in forested wetlands that has occurred on the Atlantic Coast.
That is definitely a problem that's been identified by Fish and Wildlife Service and other agencies
where animals, birds primarily, that need continuous forest to migrate twice a year are having
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problems because forested areas are becoming further and further apart. There's just less habitat,
less migratory corridor space, for these birds to move. I think there's room for both the vegetation
buffer zone concept and the fragmentation reduction concept as well. We need to look at all. We
need to be more flexible.

Don Hook: I think there is some scientific merit in what you suggest that these upland buffer
zones are very valuable. As I mentioned during my talk, this value of connectivity, that is the
connection of the upland to the wetland and then to the open water is very important. Some recent
research that's come out has shown that some of the very beneficial effects of these wetlands
occur in that transition zone between the upland and the actual wetland. This is where you 're
going from a well aerated soil into one that is poorly aerated or reduced. It's that transition zone
that causes some chemical reactions to occur. It's very valuable in nutrient uptake and
transforming some pollutants to less harmful forms. You can't trade too many wetlands for
upland buffers or you get into a problem. There are some limitations.
Tom Ballou: From a development perspective, using upland buffers is a very easy kind of
approach to mitigation, and it has been used here in South Carolina. The Coastal Council will
accept that form of mitigation for impacts to small isolated wetland areas. However, it does, in
some cases, end up taking some of the only developable uplands that are available. It is a double
edged sword. It is a very simple approach. His something that's easy to do and something that's
kind of a guarantee that wetland values are achieved, that wetland values are achieved through
the mitigation.

Questioner: Under the new state draft wetland policy, which agency will be charged with the
responsibility of monitoring mitigation activities to be sure that the developer uses beSl
management practices?

Tom Ballou: That was one of those issues that I believe they decided to not decide and to not
identify a particular agency. The general consensus of the wetlands forum was that a single
agency would be involved and that agency would have representation on its board from a number
of different interests. These interests come from the development and the natural resource
community. So it provided a balanced perspective as much as possible in one single agency.
There is an agency, which I will not name, that meets these descriptions to a certain extent;
whether that agency will get a program if it does come to pass is another question.

Questioner: There's been a number of references made to the swamp buster provision that's
related to the conservation reserve program. Just how much impact do you think this will have
on wetlands mitigation and/or no net loss here in South Carolina?

Mary Landin: I wish I could answer that for South Carolina, but I will give you an example from
Mississippi that I'm aware of. Eighty-three thousand of our acres in Mississippi have been put
into the conservation reserve program. I suspect that there are a considerable number of acres
in South Carolina that are also in the program. The only people that I know that could give you
the specifics would be your local Soil Conservation Service. I would like to point out that the
farm bill is being renewed in 1990, and the Department of Agriculture is looking for input from
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people who could provide the right kind of information to let them do things like perpetuate the
conservation reserve program. Right now, it currently has a ten-year life. A ten-year life in a
wetland is near nothing, so it needs to be continued. Plus, they are trying to provide wording in
this farm bill of 1990 that will allow for more diversity of the planting allowed on conservation
reserve program land. This is something that is very critically needed for wildlife values on this
type of land.

Don Hook: I'd just like to add that I think the swamp buster program has a lot ofpotential. There
are a few pitfalls that I think are being realized now. One is that the implementation of the
program requires that the local or the state Soil Conservation Service (or whichever branch of the
Department of Agriculture) has to do some local or regional planning. In some cases, they have
equivocated to a certain extent as to which areas are eligible for swamp buster protection. As
a result they have excluded a lot of wetlands from that kind of protection. If there were a
reasonable approach to which wetlands were/were not to be included, I think it would be a very
powerful incentive because so much of the agriculture in the country is supported by one kind
of a federal program or another. The Swamp Buster Act basically removes those federal supports
if the wetland conversions take place.

Mary Landin: Actually it doesn't remove it because they bid into the program that allows them
to receive a certain amount of money per acre per year for putting their land in the conservation
reserve program. There is one other type of wetland that I think we've mentioned, but let me
stress that lands that were not formally in production or highly erodible lands classified by SCS
are not eligible for the conservation reserve program under the current legislation. There needs
to be some mechanism, either federal or state or both, in place for the landowner who owns a
wetland, for example, someone who owns a tupelo cypress swamp. There needs to be a tax
deferment or a tax removal for perpetuating that wetland that has never been in crop production.
That would be another way of preserving or managing existing wetlands.
Questioner: Several times tonight you've mentioned compensation. Who would decide, the
developer or the regulator? Who controls the whole mitigation process when you have a dispute
over value?

Mary Landin: If you mean value from a dollar standpoint, we really don't address that. If you
mean value from a function standpoint, if it's a controversial wetland site, most of these kinds
ofdecisions are made by general consensus offederal and state people with input from the permit
applicant or anyone else who feels they could provide information. It depends state by state. I
believe that in South Carolina everything that I've seen has been a consensus of opinion among
the various agencies.

Don Hook: I'd like to suggest that if you had a mitigation bank in effect, then you could use the
predetermined cost of restoring certain acreage to a functional value as part of the cost of the
mitigation. That will take some time to work out, but as Tom pointed out some of the mitigation
costs now are running extremely high. He said $50-thousand an acre. I saw a site up in North
Carolina that spent $200-thousand an acre on it, and they had not gotten it restored yet.
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Mary Landin: If you want to talk cost, then that's a whole other situation. I could give you an
example. In Ohio, a large discount store bought a wetland site with the intention of building a
shopping center there, thinking that they would have no problem getting around the permit. Not
that typical a situation, but not an unusual one either. They were told that they would have to
mitigate two to one for what they would destroy if they built their shopping center. They paid
$ 100 thousand an acre for the wetland that they were going to convert, that was the minimum
starting line for the acreage. In order to mitigate, they would have to buy a similar site; then they
would have to mitigate which would be $50-thousand more per acre for development, etc. In
other words, it would be a several million dollar project.
Margaret Davidson: I think that point probably stresses the need for early and advanced
identification before you buy a piece of land. These days in South Carolina, you should have
somebody look at the SCS maps, the Land Resources maps, and see whether or not you've got
a wetland going for you.
Questioner: You mentioned that a vegetative buffer to filter pollutants, pesticides and sediment
before runoff reaches the wetland should be 300 feet wide. I know that in this county, developers
look at you like you 're the anti-Christ if you recommend a 10-foot buffer. First of all, is 300 foot
based on research or is it just an arbitrary number. Secondly how can you sell that to landowners
in a county where 40 to 50 percent of the land area is wetland?
Mary Landin: Actually, in a way, it is an arbitrary number, but let me explain that. We generally
recommend anywhere from 200 to 500 feet depending on the amount ofwater that will be running
into the area, depending on what it will be vegetated with, the slope or the topography of the site,
and other factors. If it's a very flat area, you can get away with a more narrow buffer strip. If
it's a steeper site, you need the widest one you can possibly obtain. Don and Tom had mentioned,
and you did too, upland vegetation buffer strips. If you stop to think about it, most of those buffer
strips on stream banks here in the coastal plain of South Carolina would not be upland buffer
strips. They would be bottomland hardwood buffer strips, and therefore wetlands anyway. You
would be creating or restoring wetlands by creating the buffer strip.
Don Hook: In our best management practices for wetlands in South Carolina, we recommend
buffer strips along our streams of40 up to 150 feet or somewhere in that neighborhood, depending
on the amount of slope. Usually in the coastal plain where the slope is very low or nonexistent,
we find that a forty-foot buffer strip is adequate. Again, to determine whether a buffer strip is
adequate depends a lot on what's going through it, how fast it's going through it, and what type
of vegetation there is. Also, if you 're looking at your buffer strip as an absorbent of nutrients
or pollutants, that's one factor; if you 're looking at it from wildlife habitat, the wildlife people
want a much wider buffer zone. You have to have a trade off.

Mary Landin: When we came up with the widths we have, we were looking at sites like, for
example, in the Tensaw River in Louisiana and other places where virtually the only vegetation
that would be around was on the riverbanks. The vegetation was greatly needed for wildlife
corridors as well as for water quality and pesticide/herbicide sinks. We were considering wildlife
values as well.
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Tom Ballou: Here in South Carolina in my experience, the use of vegetated upland buffer zones
are used mainly as a way to mitigate impacts to small isolated wetland areas. These are just the
kind of areas that I think are best mitigated using some kind of a mitigation bank. I think we could
do away with this whole approach of using upland buffers. I think, as the caller mentioned, so
much ofthe land is occupied by wetlands that this would free up some ofthe developable uplands.

Mary Landin: Well, if it's truly an upland, I still tend to think that most of those stream banks
are really wetlands or bottomland hardwoods.

Margaret Davidson: Identification is important at every turn.
Mary Landin: I was going to say that there is more and more advanced delineation of wetlands
going on now. For example, the Corps in the Mississippi Valley has done advanced delineation
on over four million acres ofthe Mississippi delta just to head off some ofthese kinds ofproblems.
The Corps and EPA together have done advanced delineation in the West Pearl River of
Louisiana for the same reason, just to head off problems. The more that we can do, the better off
we all are.

Margaret Davidson: All of you are obviously so sold on mitigation, and yet there well may be
some disadvantages to mitigation. Certainly one of the first disadvantages of mitigation is that
many people seem to think that it's nothing more than a legitimized selling of a permit and that
mitigation can be obtained at some cost which can be charged off to the business. You also talked
about the need for comprehensive planning. I would tend to agree with you although I don't
always agree with your ideas about mitigation. I've got this fundamental question. What kind
of person decides which wetlands can be lost and, in fact, which wetlands should be focused on
for restoration or enhancement efforts? How do we decide which wetlands we're going to give
away?
Don Hook: I think in addressing that issue it's not an easy problem to solve in that we've got
to look at the situation and try to get enough people involved. You mentioned what individual,
and I don't think any one individual can answer that question. It's gotto be a consensus ofa group
of responsible and competent individuals that are willing to take a look at the big picture of what
the wetland functions are in an area and what area could we lose with the least effect. This is like
saying that you 're going to give away something you have, but in doing this we realize that
development is going to occur. If we don't take a positive approach and try to guide the direction
of that development, we 're going to end up with more and more fragmentation of our resources.
They've shown in Florida with their efforts there that they can actually save wetlands from being
developed. In the long-term those wetlands are slowly converted to nonwetlands because of
overdrainage, pollution and so forth because of the urban surrounding. It's not a question that
there is areal easy answer to. I've been impressed in the past year or two by the public discussion
and the people who are willing to sit down and deal with some of these difficult problems. We
do need this advance identification and to designate areas that could be put up for possible loss.
We also need to identify those areas that would best benefit by mitigation.
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Mary Landin: I'd like to make one more comment on the buffer zone situation. Most of your
discussion is about urbanized areas, and I'd like to address the rural parts of South Carolina. I
feel like there is room for more discussion of the no net loss issue here. The caller said that
landowners and farmers would be up in arms over the idea of a buffer zone ofany width on stream
banks in South Carolina. That's pretty much true of any landowner who's been farming right up
to the riverbank and throwing his last turnrow over the bank into the water. What needs to be done
is an education process to show this landowner that first of all it's to his advantage to keep his
soil on his land. Second of all, this could be part of the conservation reserve program or a tax
incentive program where, although it may be done for mitigation, it could also be done to provide
the landowner some compensation for the loss of his farmland, i.e. if he can consider that a loss
of the farmland because if the buffer zone was planted in trees, then the landowner certainly has
the right to go out and harvest that timber when it's ready to be harvested. The farmer can just
put it into another land use, not row crops.
Margaret Davidson: I've got to go out, and I've got to create five acres of wetland as mitigation
for a shopping center that I want to put in. What's my likely success rate on successfully creating
a wetland? What does the literature say that the chances are that in two years that wetland that
I have created looks like, smells like, and functions like a wetland? What's the success rate for
creating a wetland?

Mary Landin: That can't be pinpointed until I know what kind of wetland you were replacing.
Margaret Davidson: I am replacing a low coastal marsh. Let's start with intertidal, and I'll work
you up the gradient.

Mary Landin: If you had to go out in South Carolina and build a salt marsh, to replace a marsh,
in general what we've found out over the years is that it takes three to five years for a marsh or
a herbaceous wetland to be well functioning at least as far as fish and wildlife values, submerged
aquatic vegetation, productivity, that kind of thing. The below ground biomass takes a number
of years to catch up with the above ground biomass in a site like that; but, in general, because it's
a very rapidly growing dynamic system as a new marsh, it catches up pretty fast. I couldn't give
you the same answer for a wooded wetland, and that's why I asked you what kind of wetland you
were talking about.

Margaret Davidson: I was going to ask you about the difference between that and high tidal
marsh, such as a brackish tidal marsh.

Mary Landin: You probably have a greater success rate with your high marsh than you will with
the low marsh.

Margaret Davidson: How about interior isolated fresh water marshes?
Mary Landin: If it's herbaceous, there is no problem. It's actually easier to create a freshwater,
herbaceous marsh than itis a saltwater marsh because you get more natural colonization and more
rapid vegetation. Again, it's the wooded wetlands or sea grasses or the unique kind of wetland
that is different.
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Margaret Davidson: You mean we really can't go out and create a good bottomland hardwood
swamp?

Mary Landin: I believe we can, and I qualify that by saying we haven't been doing it long
enough to know exactly what kind of changes are going to take place. Tennessee Valley
Authority, TVA, has some bottomland hardwood sites that were purposely planted with well
documented species, sizes, times of planting, the whole works forty years ago. They have that
many years ofdata in bottomland hardwoods to show what's happening. Don has that many years
of data on forested wetlands here in South Carolina. You need that kind of base-line information
in a system that's as long lived as a forested wetland to know whether or not you have truly
recreated the situation. There are just such few cases where that's happened.

Margaret Davidson: Tom, you go out and create wetlands for clients. How's your success rate?
Tom Ballou: I haven't actually done any wetland creation projects, but we do develop wetland
mitigation plans particularly for highway projects. I think that part of the basis of your question
is that there is a perception that wetland creation has been highly variable; that's certainly a fact
that's been advertised pretty extensively in the literature, and there are a numberofreasons why
that's true. One of the reasons is that many wetland creation projects have just been very poorly
planned and implemented. Many studies have documented very poor planning for wetland
creation. There are a number of other reasons why I think wetland creation is considered to be
highly variable,* and one of them is that the criteria that are used to evaluate these newly created
wetlands, to me first of all are very, very highly variable. If you go out into a field and measure
a number of parameters of a natural biological system, usually the numbers will be all over the
place; and it's very hard to come up with a reasonable average value that you can use as a reference
parameter to compare to a created wetland. I think part ofthe problem is that the wetland creation
projects either have a poorly defined goal or an undefined goal. I believe the goal for mitigation
should be to compensate for the loss of wetland functions and not necessarily the loss of a wetland
that appears a certain way. The goal should be to create some kind of viable, persisting system
that's going to exhibit a number of functional roles rather than a single kind of wetland.

Mary Landin: We don't disagree on that. We realize that these are the situations. It's just that
we know more about some types of wetland restoration and development than we do others, and
I wanted to make sure that that point came across. I also would like to recognize the
demonstration projects and pilot projects that will allow studies of the kind of wetlands that we
don't know enough about to take place. If we don't do some of this kind of work, we will never
know whether we can build them or not. Therefore, those types of wetlands will be lost.
Don Hook: When I think about wetland creation, I think that the term means you're trying to
create a wetland on an area that was not previously a wetland. I'm not familiar with any
information in bottomland hardwoods where we've done that. We can successfully restore
bottomland hardwood areas that were once wetlands and have been used for other uses and then
put them back. We can do that fairly effectively. But to go out to an upland site and create a
bottomland hardwood on it, I think that it is near impossible.
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Mary Landin: I know cases where that's been tried, and they don't work very well. In cases
of strip mine sites, for example, and we tried it as a demonstration in a couple of dredged material
disposal sites. The soil and hydrology were problems. We got good vegetation cover, but it was
not the kind of plants we would prefer to have had there. The strip mine sites I've seen that were
supposed to be bottomland hardwoods restorations turned out to be more upland forests than
bottomlands.
Margaret Davidson: Are we going to get to see a truly landscape approach to mitigation? I
know that last week John Kusler told us that biologists shouldn't be involved in determining no
net loss and things like that I myself am not so sure that you want to have an engineer determining
it without at least a biologist around. Are we going to create new business consultants here?
Tom Ballou: I'd like to respond to that. The Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum's
recommendation to create a state wetland management plan is a first step in that direction. It
doesn't explicitly spell out a landscape scale approach, but I think it establishes a very good
framework for establishing that kind of approach. I'djust like to add that the forum's report does
deal with the issue of mitigation and, I think, overall does recommend a rather diverse approach
to wetland mitigation.
Mary Landin: One quick point that I'd like to make. The Corps would never attempt the
restoration or development project without a multiple disciplinary approach, without our
engineers, our biologists, our geologists, and our hydrologists all involved. I don't know why
Mr. Kusler would have said that biologists shouldn't determine this, but I don't feel like an
engineer or a lawyer, as he is, should be the sole determiner either.
Margaret Davidson: I think that we've had a pretty good evening. I appreciate you all being
here with us. I particularly appreciate those of you who did call in although, ofcourse, we 're glad
that all of you made it to the teleconference site tonight
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Wetlands law has become increasingly important as jurisdiction has expanded from coastal
and riparian locations to inland, isolated areas that contain surface water inundation or soil
saturation for as little as one week during the year. Jurisdiction is currently so expansive that it
should be considered in undertaking practically any land transaction or development activity.
Even mountainous areas may be subject to wetland jurisdiction since drainages through which
rainwater flows are frequently included.
Federal regulations of wetland has been called national zoning, not only because of its
extensive coverage, but also because of the criteria under which a permit application is reviewed.
The key criteria of public interest review and practicable alternatives allow consideration of a
wide range of factors. Much state and local regulation of wetlands is likewise similar to zoning.
As wetlands law has grown in importance, the regulatory process has grown in complexity.
What started out as a very simple federal regulatory program in the late 1960s is now governed
by lengthy Corps ofEngineers and Environmental Protection Agency regulations and numerous
judicial decisions interpreting them. The regulations range from formal Code of Federal
Regulatory Guidance Letters of the Corps that are not published, preambles to regulations that
appear in the initial Federal Register notice, but not the later Code publication, and internal
agency memoranda of policy that are not generally available.
Trend Toward Tougher Wetlands Regulation

The prognosis for wetlands law is more regulations, more stringent permitting criteria, more
enforcement, and more attention to it in private land transactions to avoid future regulatory
pitfalls. A 1988 report of the National Wetlands Policy Forum, a prestigious group of
government, industry and environmental leaders, recommends no net loss of wetlands as a
national policy. President Bush and EPA quickly endorsed this policy. The Justice Department
obtained several criminal convictions in 1989, and many state legislatures are currently
considering wetlands bills.
The purpose of this article is to present a brief description of the many facets of federal
wetlands laws. It will be useful for understanding many state wetland programs (discussed
briefly later), because they are frequently based on the federal program. The topics presented are
the wetlands resources, the statutes and agencies regulating wetlands, wetlands jurisdiction,
exemptions, the permit process, the role of EPA, enforcement, judicial review criteria, and the
takings defense to wetlands regulation.

The Wetlands Resource
Wetlands principally serve to provide fish and wildlife habitat, purify water, maintain
groundwater supplies, and prevent flooding. Wetlands provide essential nesting, wintering,
feeding, and resting grounds for many species of migratory waterfowl, other water birds, and
many songbirds. Two-thirds of the commercially important fish and shellfish harvested along
the Atlantic and Gulf .coasts depend on coastal estuaries and their wetlands for food sources,
spawning grounds, or nurseries fortheir young; almost one half ofPacific coast fish and shellfish
are dependent on wetlands. Approximately 20 percent of all plant and animal species found on
the federal government's list of endangered or threatened species heavily depend on wetlands for
food and/or habitat.
Wetlands perform important water purification functions by holding or transforming
nutrients, sediments and pollutants. Because ofthis characteristic, wetlands have been specifically
used as water treatment facilities in some areas. Wetlands retain rainwater, which in tum often
percolates into aquifers, providing critical groundwater supplies. This water retention characteristic
of wetlands also makes them valuable for flood protection.
At the nation's settlement, there were approximately 215 million acres of vegetated wetlands
excluding Alaska. There are now a estimated 90 million acres of wetlands, 95 percent of which
are located in inland, freshwater areas. Wetlands losses have been estimated variously at 300
thousand acres and 458 thousand acres per year, with 90 percent of the losses occurring in inland,
freshwater areas and with between 80 and 87 percent of the losses resulting from draining and
clearing of inland wetlands for agricultural development.

Statute and Agencies Regulating Wetlands
Federal regulation of wetlands is accomplished principally through Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act which gives administrative authority for the program to the Corps of Engineers.
Wetlands regulation is also done under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act and the swamp
buster provision of the 1985 Farm Bill, 16 U.S.C. § 3821.
The Clean Water Act was enacted primarily to address the problem of water pollution. Its
principal regulatory program is the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System that is
administered by EPA. Section 301 of the act prohibits the discharge of any pollutant without a
permit. Section 402 authorizes EPA to issue such permits.
Section 404 of the act carves out from the general EPA permitting authority a special
authority for the Corps to issue permits for the discharge to two types of pollutants: dredged and
fill material. This special authority was given to the Corps because it was an expansion of the
Rivers and Harbors Act wetlands program that the Corps already administered and because the
Corps and its legislative backers did not want the extensive dredge and fill activities of the Corps
to be regulated by an agency other than the Corps.
Although the Clean Water Act carved out of the general EPA authority an administrative
authority in the Corps for the wetlands program, the act provided EPA with key authorities that
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make it practically a dual regulatory authority. These EPA authorities are described in a separate
section below.
Wetlands Jurisdiction

Wetlands jurisdiction is a threshold question in the regulatory process; if it does not exist, the
landowner is not subject to the permit process. The Clean Water Act limits federal jurisdiction
to "navigable waters" which it then defines as "waters of the United States." The Corps
regulations define "water of the United States" in seven categories, one of which includes
wetlands, 33 CFR 328.3 (a)(3).
Wetlands are defined by the Corps regulations as "[T]hose areas that are inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions," 33 CFR 328.3(b). There is a Federal Wetlands Delineation Manual
that sets forth the technical and scientific criteria that must be used in making the wetlands
determination. It was jointly agreed to by the Corps and EPA in January of 1989 and replaced
separate manuals of the two agencies.
The only definitive way to determine if an area is subject to wetlands jurisdiction, and
consequently permitting requirements, is to seek a determination from a Corps district office.
Corps regulations provide that the district offices are to perform this function, 33 CFR
320.l(a)(6) and 325.9. In sharp contrast with the permit process, no procedures are set forth in
the regulations for the jurisdictional determination. The Corps district typically makes the
determination without conferring with anyone other than the applicant. Sometimes, in controversial
situations, the Corps either unilaterally or in agreement with the landowner seeks input from
others, particularly the Fish and Wildlife Service and EPA.
The jurisdictional determination is final with the district engineer. There is no provision for
administrative appeal to the division engineer or Corps headquarters in Washington, D.C., 33
CFR 320.1 (a)(2), or right to an adjudicatory hearing as there is for denial of an EPA Clean Water
Act permit. Review of the district engineer's decision can be obtained only by instituting a
lawsuit in federal court.
Landowners often hire private experts to make a wetlands determination before seeking an
official determination from the Corps. This can eliminate the need to go to the Corps ifit becomes
clear that there are no wetlands. When wetlands are found, the Corps will often accept the
expert's determination if it is familiar with his work and the project is not controversial.
Landowners also use wetlands experts to help formulate projects with wetlands in mind before
they are ready to go to the Crops with a project proposal.
There are numerous wetlands jurisdictional issues. Some of the most important, discussed
briefly here, are groundwater saturation, the normal circumstances criterion, the interstate
commerce requirement, and activities subject to jurisdiction.
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Groundwater Saturation Requirement
The United States Supreme Court decided the groundwater saturation issue in United States
v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc., 474 U.S. 121 (1985), by rejecting the landowner's claim that
wetlands jurisdiction was limited to areas flooded by surface waters.

.

Normal Circumstances Criterion
The Corps' definition of wetlands states that "under normal circumstances" an area must
support wetlands vegetation, 33 CFR 328(3)(b). The Corps issued a regulatory guidance letter
(RGL) explaining that the "normal circumstances" criterion excludes regulation of "areas that
once were wetlands and part of an aquatic system, but which in the past have been transformed
into dry land for various purposes," No. 86-9 (Aug. 27, 1986). Thus, the Corps states in theRGL
that it intends to "regulate discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic system as it exists
and not as it may have existed over a record period of time."

Interstate Commerce Requirement
After years of conflicting policies on interstate commerce, the Corps finally practically
eliminated the need to prove it as a prerequisite for wetlands regulation. A federal district court,
however, seems to have put the issue back into question by its ruling in Tabb Lakes Ltd. v. United
States, 715 F. Supp. 726 (E.D. Va. 1988), aft d, 885 F.2d 886 (4th Cir. 1989). In Tabb, the court
rejected the Corps' assertion of jurisdiction based on the interstate commerce requirement,
finding that the Corps established its policy on interstate commerce without following the
Administrative Procedure Act's notice and comment procedures.

Dredge and Fill Activities
Wetlands regulatory authority does not extend to all areas determined to be wetlands, but only
where there are activities proposed in those areas that constitute a "discharge of dredged or fill
material," a criterion which is contained in the Clean Water Act. Based on this statutory criterion,
the Corps has decided that it does not have jurisdiction over the draining of wetlands, placement
ofpilings(RegulatoryGuidanceLetter, No. 88-14,Nov. 3, 1988), and dredging in a wetlands area
where the dredged material is disposed of in nonwetlands areas, 33 CFR 323.2(d). A more
controversial activity is landclearing in connection with converting land to agricultural use, an
activity responsible for the loss of many wetland areas. The Fifth Circuit Court held that it is
generally subject to wetlands regulation in Avoyelles Sportsmen's League v. Marsh, 715 F.2d
897 (5th Cir. 1983); but the government does not uniformly regulate the activity. Often it makes
the decision based on how deep the shearing blade penetrates into the ground and the amount of
earth-moving that occurs.

j

Exemptions from Wetlands Regulation
Once it is determined that the area in question is wetlands, the landowner will want to
determine if one of the exemptions from the permitting requirement applies. Statutory
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exemptions are set forth in Section 404([)( 1) of the act. The first and most significant 404([)( 1)
exemption is for "normal farming, silviculture [timber or forestry] and ranching activities .. . ."
Others are for maintenance, including emergency repair ofrecently damaged, current! y serviceable
structures and construction of temporary sedimentation basins at a construction site. All of the
statutory exemptions are significantly circumscribed by the provision making them inapplicable
if the activity has "as its purpose bringing an area of the navigable waters into a use to which it
was not previously subjected, where the flow or circulation of navigable waters may be impaired
or the reach of such waters reduced....", 33 U.S.C. § 1344([)(2).
There are also regulatory exemptions from the individual permit requirement called general
permits, the most significant of which are the nationwide permits. There are twenty-six
nationwide permits (NWPs). Except for NWP 26, it is not necessary that the landowner even
inform the Corps of the activity. Rather, so long as the landowner meets the conditions, 33 CFR
330.S(b), and management practices, 33 CFR 330.6, applicable to all NWPs, the landowner can
simply proceed with the activity. The Corps regulations vest the Corps with discretionary
authority to override a nationwide permit in a specific instance and require an individual permit,
33 CFR 330.8; but this authority is rarely used.

Nationwide Permit 26
NWP 26 is the most important of the nationwide permits. It applies to isolated wetlands and
water bodies and to j urisdictional areas located above the headwaters of nontidal rivers and
streams. Isolated wetlands and waters are those that are not part of or adjacent to the surface
tributary system. NWP 26 exempts from the individual permit requirement activities that cause
the loss or substantial adverse modification of wetlands areas and waters under one acre and
requires notification to the Corps if the affected wetlands area is between one and ten acres. The
Corps has twenty days after notification to decide whether to require an individual permit. It must
consider the comments of EPA and the Fish and Wildlife Service. If the area in question affects
more than ten acres of wetlands, then an individual permit is definitely required.
Two other important nationwide permits allow the construction of outfall or water discharge
structures where the discharge has been permitted by EPA and discharge of material for backfill
or bedding for utility lines. Another nationwide permit allows for repair or replacement of a
currently serviceable structure, while another allows minor road fills for crossing a nontidal
waterbody provided that the crossing is culverted or bridged. Discharge and dredging that do not
exceed ten cubic yards of material is also allowed by two separate nationwide permits.

Permit Proc~
The Corps regulations set forth extensive procedures for the permit process, 33 CFR 225. An
application form is printed as an appendix to the regulations. Because it is printed as an appendix
to the regulations and there may be local variations in the form, it is advisable to obtain a copy
from the local Corps district. The application must describe the purpose and need for the
proposed activity, its location, and the names and addresses of adjoining property owners. All
activities which the applicant plans to undertake which are reasonably related to the same project
should be included in the same permit application, 33 CFR 325.l(d)(2).
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Once the Corps receives a complete permit application, it must issue a public notice within
fifteen days. Comments are then received from federal and state agencies and the public. A
hearing must be held if required unless the district engineer makes a written determination that
the issues raised are insubstantial or there is otherwise no valid interest to be served by a hearing.
The criteria for evaluating a permit application are set forth at 33 CFR 320.4. They are
different for wetlands than for other Corps jurisdictional.areas. - For the latter, the decision
whether to issue a permit and on what conditions is based on a general balancing of the benefits
ofthe project against the detriments, which is known as "public interest review." The regulations
clearly established a presumption against allowing a permit that alters wetlands, principally by
requiring the application of the EPA Section 404(b )(1) guidelines, found at 40 CFR 230.

Practicable Alternatives Concept
The most important aspect of the EPA guidelines is the presumption they establish against
issuing a permit to fill special aquatic sites, which include wetlands, for nonwater dependent
purposes. Specifically, the guidelines create a presumption against filling wetlands by prohibiting
the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters "if there is a practicable alternative to the
proposed discharge which would have less adverse impact on the aquatic environment," 40 CFR
230. lO(a). Where the discharge is proposed for wetlands or another special aquatic site and is
not water dependent, "practicable alternatives that do not involve special aquatic sites are
presumed to be available, unless clearly demonstrated otherwise." The practicable alternatives
concept takes costs into account, but also includes the use of sites not presently owned by the
applicant if they could be reasonably obtained.
One of the most significant cases on the EPA Section 404(b)(l) guidelines is Bersani v.
United States Environmental Protection Agency, 674 F. Supp. 405 (N.D.N. Y. 1987), aff' d, 850
F.2d 36 (2d Cir. 1988). In Bersani, the court upheld the permit denial for a shopping center on
the basis that there was an alternative site when the company first entered the market, even though
there was no such alternative site when the permit application was made.

Scope ofProject Review
An important aspect of the permit process is the scope of review of the project: whether
consideration should be limited to the part of the project in wetlands or include the entire project
even where most of it is to be located in non wetland areas. The Crops issued regulations in 1988
that generally restrict review to the specific activity that will be located in a wetlands area, 53
Fed. Reg. 3120 (Feb. 3, 1988).

Mitigation
The Corps and EPA in the past differed on whether it is proper to consider mitigation offered
by a landowner in determining whether to issue a permit. The Corps previously allowed the use
of mitigation to satisfy permitting criteria, thus in effect allowing the use of mitigation as a basis
for destroying wetlands. In a November 1989 memorandum of agreement on mitigation, the
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Corps essentially accepted the EPA position that the issuance of a wetlands permit cannot be
based on mitigation; but rather mitigation will be required if it is determined that the application
meets permitting criteria absent consideration of mitigation. It is a sequencing process by which
the Corps first attempts to avoid wetlands impacts, then minimize impacts, and finally as a last
resort compensate for unavoidable impacts.
Issuance ofa Corps Section 404 permit also requires as a prerequisite compliance with certain
other federal and state law requirements. Two important state approvals required are water
quality certification under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and a determination ofconsistency
with the state Coastal Zone Management Plan. Three important federal laws with which a
proposal must comply are the National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act and
National Historic Preservation Act.

Role of EPA
EPA has assumed a larger role in the wetlands process in recent years such that now the
agency constitutes practically a dual regulatory authority along with the Corps. Permit
applications are still made to the Corps; but EPA has the authority to make jurisdictional
determinations, veto permits, comment on the Corps permit application, and enforce for permit
violations. The permit veto authority is provided by Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.
Jurisdictional determination authority was established by a decision of Attorney General
Benjamin Civiletti in 1979. Under a memorandum of agreement on the subject between the
Corps and EPA, the Corps continues to make most wetlands determinations, but EPA may make
the determination itself by designating it a "special case." EPA has exercised both its jurisdiction
determination and permit veto authorities infrequently, but the threat of these authorities gives
EPA a great deal of clout in the commenting process.

Enforcement
Wetlands enforcement authority under the Clean Water Act is vested in both the Corps and
EPA. The act also authorizes enforcement through a citizens suit provision. The government's
enforcement authority is three-faceted: administrative orders, administrative penalties, and
judicial actions. The administrative penalty authority was provided by the Clean Water Act
Amendments of 1987. The maximum penalty is $10,000 per day of violation with a maximum
total penalty of$25,000 for a class II violation. The procedures for class I violations are informal
rulemaking, and for class II violations the procedures are those set forth in the Administrative
Procedure Act for a hearing on the record.
The Clean Water Act provides in judicial enforcement actions for a fine of up to $25,000 per
day with no total maximum, 33 U.S.C. § 1319. Criminal penalties of up to $25,000 per day of
violation, or imprisonment of up to a year or both are provided for negligent violations, and
knowing criminal violations; are penalized by a fine up to $50,000 per day and three years
imprisonment or both. In addition to penalties, restoration of wetlands is often required as relief
in judicial actions for wetlands violations.
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Citizen suits are allowed for wetlands enforcement as for enforcement of other provisions of
the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1365. Citizens must give a sixty-day notice of their intent to
sue. They can obtain as relief civil penalties, injunctions, and restoration orders. The penalties
go to the government, and the citizens may not collect damages themselves. They are, however,
entitled to attorney's fees which have on occasion been very large. Two recent cases awarded
attorney's fees of $398,000 and $183,000, National Wildlife Federation v. Hanson, 18 Envtl.
L. Rep. (Envtl. L Inst)20008{E.D.N.C.1987).aff d, 859 F.2d313(4th Cir. 1988) and National
Wildlife Federation v. Woodbury, No. 87-584-CIV-5 (E.D.N.C. 1989) (consent order).

Judicial Review Criteria
Some ofthe key legal criteria in judicial review ofwetlands cases are ripeness, de nova review
versus review on the administrative record, and right to jury trial. Landowners often seek review
of Corps cease and desist orders telling them that the area in question is a wetlands and that they
must cease work until they have obtained a permit. Courts typically find such cases not be ripe
for review and require that the landowner obtain an official wetlands determination or a permit
decision. See Fiscella & Fiscella v. United States, 717 F. Supp. 1143 (E.D. Va. 1989).

De Novo Review
A fundamental precept of administrative law is that reviewing courts generally do not engage
in de nova inquiry from an agency decision, but rather are confined in their review to the record
before the agency. This rule is typically followed in judicial review of the Corps permit decision
where the requirements of the Corps regulations provide opportunity for the generation of a
substantial record. See Avoyelles Sportsmen's League, Inc. v. Marsh, 715 F.2d 897 (5th Cir.
1983). Courts are more likely to allow de nova review in challenges to wetlands determinations
ifthereislittlerecord to review. See Leslie Salt Co. v. United States, 660F. Supp. 183,185 (N.D.
Cal. 1987).

Right to Jury Trial
The United States Supreme Court ruled in Tull v. United States, 481 U.S. 412 (1987), that
there is a right to a jury trial in wetlands cases where the government seeks civil penalties, but
not where it seeks only equitable relief. It follows that the government can avoid the burdens of
a jury trial in wetlands cases where the government seeks civil penalties, but not where it seeks
only equitable relief. It follows that the government can avoid the burdens of a jury trial be
seeking only equitable relief. By so doing, however, it also forgoes the possibility of obtaining
civil penalties. Even in cases involving civil penalties, the right to a jury trial attaches only to
the substantive issue of whether the landowner violated the Clean Water Act. If the jury finds
the landowner liable, the judge determines the amount of penalty.

j

Takings Defense to Wetlands Regulation
Until the Supreme Court decision in Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 44 U.S. 164 (1979), the
government had successfully defended takings challenges to wetlands regulation on the basis of
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navigable servitude. This was a concept developed by the Supreme Court to make all private
property rights subject to the superior authority of the United States over navigable waters. In
Kaiser Aetna, the Supreme Court abruptly demolished the absoluteness of navigable servitude
and simply equated it to an authority to regulate, which is a taking when it deprives a landowner
of viable economic use of his property.
Since the Supreme Court decision .in.Kaiser Aetna., courts have applied standard takings
criteria to wetlands cases, but have been very reluctant actually to find a taking. A key basis for
avoiding a ruling of taking has been to consider the property as a whole and find that sufficient
economic value is left based on the use of the upland portions of the property. See, e.g., Deltona
Corp. v. United States, 657 F.2d 1184 (Ct. Cl. 1981). Another basis has been to find that the
property can be sold based on speculative value even though wetlands regulation prevents any
current use. Florida Rock Industries v. United States, 791 F.2d 893 (Fed. Cir. 1986). One court
came close to a ruling of taking on motion for summary judgment, but deferred making a final
ruling until it heard additional evidence in the case. Loveladies Harbor,Inc. v. United States, 19
Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 20092 (Cl. Ct. 1988).
Claims Court Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction over takings cases appears to be shifting from the federal district courts to the
Claims Court since the United States Supreme Court ruled in 1987 that damages are a remedy
for a takings violation, rather than just an invalidation of the statute or regulation that creates the
taking, First English Evangelical Lutheran Church ofGlendale v. County ofLos Angeles, 482
U.S. 304 ( 1987). The Tucker Act vests the Claims Court with exclusive jurisdiction to hear all
claims in the nature of contract seeking judgment against the United States in excess of$10,000,
28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 and 1491. Thus, if in a wetlands case, the landowner seeks monetary relief
in excess of $10,000, there is a strong argument that jurisdiction is exclusively in the Claims
Court.
Executive Order 12630
Another takings development is former President Reagan's executive order of March 18,
1988, entitled "Governmental Actions and Interference with Constitutionally Protected Property
Rights," Exec. Order 12630, 53 Fed. Reg. 8859. The executive order sets forth as its purpose
preventing the government from undertaking actions that result in unwanted or unplanned
takings liabilities and makes special reference to the wetlands program. The executive order has
been criticized by some as exaggerating the possibility of a taking and thereby needlessly chilling
the government's exercise of its wetlands authority. Neither the Corps nor EPA have issued any
regulations implementing the executive order, and neither appears to have altered its regulatory
activities for wetlands as a result of the executive order.
State Wetlands Law
State wetland requirements apply independently of federal law. Approximately twenty-six
states have some type of wetlands law. Certain other states exercise wetlands authority under the
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Section 401 requirement of the federal Clean Water Act that a permit applicant must provide a
certification from the state that the discharge will comply with water quality standards.
Some state wetland laws only cover tidal or coastal wetlands, and in some states there are
separate laws that apply to coastal and inland wetlands. Often the state laws are promulgated as
part ofthe state implementations of the Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U .S.C. §§ 1451-1464.
Many states have also implemented the Coastal Zone Management Act by passing separate beach
management laws. All of these state wetland and beach laws are described in Want, Law of
Wetlands Regulations (Clark Boardman Co., Ltd. 1989).

South Carolina Wetlands and Coastal Laws

Legal Authority
The state of South Carolina regulates wetlands under the Coastal Management Act, South
Carolina Code Ann. 489-39-10-360, as amended Coastal Regulations, South Carolina Ann. 301.

Regulated Activities
The act authorizes the South Carolina Coastal Council to regulate work in, above, or beneath
the areas within its jurisdiction, R.I. Gen. Laws sec. 46-23-6(D). This includes activities
associated with aquaculture; dredging, filling, or any other physical alteration of coastal
wetlands; development ofresources held in the public trust; and establishing pierhead, bulkhead,
and harbor lines, R.I. Gen. Laws sec. 46-23-6(D). Within its landward jurisdiction, the council
regulates power generation and desalination plants, chemical or petroleum facilities, and mineral
extraction activities, R.I. Gen. Laws sec. 46-23-6(B)(3), as well as public rights-of-way to
tidewater areas, R.I. Gen. Laws sec. 46-23-6(E).

Program Description
South Carolina regulates saltwater wetlands, but not freshwater wetlands. The South
Carolina Coastal Management Act provides ten general criteria to guide the Coastal Council in
determining whether to issue a permit, S.C. Code Ann. 48-39-150. Two of the key criteria are
economic benefits as compared with preservation benefits and the extent to which all feasible
safeguards are taken to avoid adverse environmental impact. Coastal Council regulations contain
more restrictive regulatory criteria. Two important ones are that dredging and filling in wetlands
areas should be undertaken only if the activity is water-dependent and no feasible alternatives
exist, and that applications shall be denied for purposes other than access, navigation, mining,
or drainage unless an overriding public interest can be demonstrated, R. 30-12(G)(2)(b) & (g).

Wetlands Jurisdiction
The act regulates critical areas, South Carolina Code Ann. 48-39-130(C), that include coastal
waters and tidelands, South Carolina Code Ann. 48-30-IO(J), and frontal sand dunes, South
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Carolina Code Ann. 48-39-1 0(J). Coastal waters are defined as "navigable waters of the United
States subject to the ebb and flow of the tide and which are saline waters, shoreward to their mean
high-water mark," South Carolina Code Ann. 48-39-lO(F). "Tidelands" are defined as:
[A]11 areas which are at or below mean high tide and coastal wetlands, mudflats, and
similar areas that are contiguous or adjacent to coastal waters and are an integral part
ofthe estuarine systems involved. Coastal wetlands include marshes, mudflats, and
shallows and means those areas periodically inundated by saline waters whether or
not the saline waters reach the area naturally or through artificial water courses and
those areas that are normally characterized by the prevalence of saline water
vegetation capable of growth and reproduction. Provided, however, nothing in this
definition shall apply to wetland areas that are not an integral part of an estuarine
system.... [South Carolina Code Ann. 48-39-lO(G) (emphasis in original.)]
The Coastal Council has determined the extent inland along the South Carolina coast that
saline waters extend and has described this area in its rules and regulations for permitting in
critical areas of the coastal zone, R. 30-1 0(a). Additionally, the Coastal Council has in its office
maps showing the reach of saline waters.

Regulated Activities
The act applies to any activities which "fill, remove, dredge, drain, or erect any structure in
or in any way alter any critical area.. . ." [South Carolina Code Ann. 48-3910(1)]

RESPONDER
Chester Sansbury
S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Thank you Rick, what I'll do is briefly explain the state waters definition and how it applies
to wetlands in our programs at DHEC, talk a little about the 401 certification program, explain
the directions we are headed in with the water quality certification program, mention our
wastewater discharge permitting program, and finally mention some directions we are headed in
with our water quality standards program. Then, after Danny's remarks I know we'll get some
interesting discussion during the question and answer period.
The definition of waters under which we operate is found in the S.C. Pollution Control Act,
in addition to the federal definition of waters described by Billy Want. The definition in the S.C.
Pollution Control Act is very broad and includes by inference all wetlands. It mentions marshes,
bogs, inlets, estuaries, and other waters.
The main regulatory program at DHEC affecting wetland activities is the 401 certification
program, as you heard Billy Want mention. We recently established some procedural regulations
covering the program which were published in the State Register on February 23. People interested
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in the program should make sure you get a copy of those regulations. The regulations are
basically administrative and procedural in nature and explain the DHEC process for handling
applications for 401 water quality certification. I'd like to reiterate that 401 certification is
necessary before a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers can be obtained under Section 404
of the Clean Water Act. The 401 program regulations, which we administer, does not specify in
the regulations clear policies on how we review applications for wetland activities. But by
tradition and practice, we consider protection of the functions and values of wetlands before
taking final action on applications for 401 certification.
You also heard Billy Want mentioning that the Federal Clean Water Act allows state agencies
to apply for delegation of the 404 permit program. Several years ago DHEC studied the
feasibility of requesting delegation from the Environmental Protection Agency and concluded
it was not feasible for South Carolina to apply for delegation of the program mainly because of
its complexity and partly because there are no federal funds provided to states for assuming
delegation of the program.
The other program that we administer which impacts activities in wetlands is known as the
NPDES program. This acronym stands forthe National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.
This is a permitting program required by Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act. DHEC
is a delegated agency for administering that program. In South Carolina there are several
permitted discharges oftreated wastewater to wetlands. These discharges are from municipalities
or public service utilities to freshwater wetlands. We have been working with these municipalities
and public service utilities to ensure that any activities on any discharges we permit to wetlands
result in protecting the values and functions of those wetlands. For example, we've been working
very closely with the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority in Horry County on wetlands
discharges to Carolina bays and to wetlands adjacent to the Waccamaw River. The overall goal
of our permitting effort is to ensure the protection of the functions and values of those wetlands.
We have no specific water quality standards or criteria for wetland discharges, either those
regulated via the 401 certification process or those regulated under the NPDES permitting
program; however, we are headed in a direction of developing such water quality standards for
wetlands. In fact, a few months ago we issued notice in the State Register ofour intent to develop
standards and criteria for discharges of wastewater to wetlands. EPA also, just recently,
developed some draft guidance (its still an internal working draft within EPA) on their intent to
develop guidance for states to use in developing water quality standards for wetlands. It is my
understanding from reading some ofthe internal memos from EPA that they intend to direct states
through water quality programs to develop standards for wetlands by 1993, so I expect you '11 be
hearing more about that in the future.

Danny Johnson

S.C. Water Resources Commission
We've heard from Billy and Chester about existing federal and state regulatory programs. I
would like to take a little different slant on things now by pointing out where there are some gaps
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in the existing regulatory system and providing some suggestions on how those gaps might be
filled. The National Wetlands Policy Forum that Billy Want mentioned earlier released its report
about a year ago and provided many recommendations in regard to wetland protection needs. I
think it's interesting that the first sentence on the first page ofthe report indicates that "the United
States urgently needs a better system for protecting and managing its wetlands." So I believe at
that level it was recognized that what we have just isn't doing the job we'd like to have done. I
believe that South Carolina also-needs a more comprehensive freshwater wetland regulatory
program than what we now have in the various separate programs that are in place.
There's a distinct public interest in freshwater wetlands, because these wetlands provide
definite health and safety benefits of value to the citizens of the state. One of the functions of
freshwater wetlands is the storage and conveyance of flood waters. Floods constitute the most
frequent natural disasters in the United States. The average annual cost of flood damage is about
5 billion dollars in addition to the loss ofmany lives. Wetlands tend to minimize flooding damage
by storing and conveying flood waters. When wetlands are destroyed, there's a resulting increase
in downstream flood levels; and also there can be alterations in floodplain boundaries. Studies
in other states have documented that floods may be as much as 80 percent less in watersheds that
have extensive wetlands than in those that do not. In addition to reducing flood peaks, the water
storage function of wetlands also tends to stabilize strearnflow during periods of drought.
Another public health and safety function of wetlands is that of water quality improvement. By
acting as filters and retention basins, wetlands act to remove sediment, nutrients, pesticides and
other pollutants from surface waters. This water quality improvement function enhances public
use of water bodies and can reduce the amount of water treatment required for domestic and
industrial uses.
In addition to health and safety values, wetlands also have economic benefits. Wetlands
provide essential habitat and food chain elements for many species of fish and wildlife.
According to U.S. Bureau of Census statistics, South Carolinians spent $711 million on
recreational fishing and hunting in 1985. An additional $113 million was spent on nonconsumptive
uses of wildlife, such as photography, nature study, etc. Another economic benefit of wetlands
is timber production. According to the S.C. Forestry Commission, the value of hardwood timber
from wetlands was $37 million at the mill in 1986. The economic impact ofHurricane Hugo on
wetland timber resources has yet to be determined. Other economic benefits of wetlands result
from erosion control, educational research, and groundwater recharge for water supply.
In terms ofwetland loss as a justification forregulation, we all hear that nationwide the United
States has lost about 50 percent ofits wetlands since European settlement. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service studies indicate that between the 1950s and 1970s there was a nine million acre net loss
of wetlands and about 7. 7 million of those acres were in the Southeast. Losses in South Carolina
are not well documented, although there are a few indicators of wetland trends. The U.S. Forest
Service published a report in 1988 that indicated that bottomland hardwood forest, which is our
most abundant type of freshwater wetland, declined by 20 percent between 1952 and 1985; and
they projected an additional 10 percent decline between 1985 and the year 2000. Carolina bays,
a particular type of isolated wetland, have been particularly hard hit by development. Studies
indicate that only about 30 out of 2,700 of these bays, two acres or larger in size, remain in intact
condition.
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South Carolina wetland loss is probably not as extensive as in other areas, but we appear to
be chipping away at our wetland resource; and certainly there is the potential for the significant
loss experienced in other areas. We have to view our wetland resources as very important because
they provide many public benefits. We believe it is best not to wait until there's an immediate
threat before we conserve the resource, prevention being preferable to restoration.
I'd like to point out what I believe are some important gaps in our existing regulatory
mechanisms. On the federal level, the Corps ofEngineers administers two programs, the Section
10 program requires a permit for construction in federally navigable waters which include the
large, commercially navigable waterways and tidelands. This program was authorized way back
in 1899 for the purpose of protection of navigation and not to protect wetlands. Over time there
has been an expansion of the scope of review to the public interest review that Billy mentioned
earlier. The primary limitation of the Section 10 program is the area of jurisdiction. Most
wetlands in South Carolina are simply not situated in federally navigable waters. The second
Corps program, the Section 404 program, is the main wetlands regulatory program in South
Carolina and across the nation. It was authorized by the Pollution Control Act or Clean Water
Act, the primary intent being for pollution control. It is questionable whether or not it was
originally intended for wetlands protection. Certainly, the scope ofreview has been expanded
over the years, and wetlands values are considered at this point and time. Permits are required
under the 404 program for any discharge of fill or dredge spoil material. Other activities such
as excavation, drainage, and structures are not specifically covered under the program unless they
are also associated with a fill activity. The National Wetlands Policy Forum report recognized
this as an important shortcoming, that many types of activities that can adversely impact wetlands
are not covered under 404, and recommended that the situation be corrected. Another important
limitation of the 404 program is simply the resource limitation of the Corps of Engineers. In
South Carolina, the program is administered by the Charleston District, and they simply do not
have the manpower and the funding resources to implement the program statewide as we would
like to see it implemented. Corps efforts are more concentrated in the coastal areas where there
are a lot of wetlands and a lot of activity in the wetlands.
On the state side, the Coastal Council's programs probably constitute the best state wetlands
program that we have in South Carolina. These are authorized by the Coastal Zone Management
Act, which created the Coastal Council in 1977. Coastal Council has two areas of regulatory
authority. The first is direct permitting for virtually any type ofalteration activity within a critical
area which includes saltwater wetlands of a coastal zone. They also have a certification authority
which allows them to review permit applications of other state and federal agencies within the
eight coastal counties outside of the critical saltwater area. Freshwater wetlands are included in
this pan of their jurisdiction. The Coastal Council has very specific policies and guidelines that
address wetland values and functions and provides good coverage in the coastal counties. One
limitation is that the certification authority is tied to other state and federal permits; so if there
is no other state and federal permit, there is no certification authority.
The 401 water quality certification program administered by DHEC is also authorized by the
Clean Water Act. This program authorizes DHEC to certify federal permits as consistent with
state water quality standards. There is a fair amount of wetlands covered in this program.
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However, the water quality standards which are used in the program do not specifically address
wetland values, functions, or uses. As Chester indicated, there are plans in the future to develop
such regulations. It is somewhat unclear as to how wetlands in general are covered in the
definition of state waters; only marshes are mentioned specifically. Also, like the Coastal
Council certification, the 401 water quality certification is tied to other state or other federal
permits; so if those other permits aren't required, then the certification is not required. A final
state program that has some relevance to wetlands is the South Carolina navigable waters
permitting program administered by the Water Resources Commission in association with the
State Budget and Control Board. Under this program, a permit is required for any kind of
construction or alteration activity in what the state considers navigable waters. State navigable
waters are more extensive than federal navigable waters. Like the federal Section 10 program,
it's based on the interest in navigation. The scope of review is the broad, public interest type
review that also is used in the Section 10 program. The shortcomings of this program are no
specific wetland standards in the regulations and that most wetlands in the state are outside the
jurisdiction of this program. Most wetlands are above the ordinary high water elevation in
nontidal areas and above the mean high water elevation in tidal areas.
What we have in South Carolina is some good wetlands protection for our saltwater wetlands
and for our freshwater wetlands for certain activities in freshwater wetlands within the coastal
counties, but only minimal protection for freshwater wetlands in the interior part ofthe state. This
situation was clearly recognized by the National Wetland Policy Forum and by several other
states, with 15 states or more now having specific nontidal wetland regulatory programs that
attempt to fill in the gaps that are left by the existing programs.
I'd now like to suggest a few elements that I believe should be included in a comprehensive
wetlands program for South Carolina. I believe that any program developed should be based on
wetlands conservation. That should be the overall goal of the program and navigation orpollution
control as many of our existing programs are. I believe such a program should clearly identify
the specific values, benefits, and uses of wetlands that are to be protected by the program. I
believe that all wetlands which contribute to the public interest should be included and that the
program should apply to all wetlands throughout the state equally. There needs to be a very
specific regulatory mechanism with a well defined process, specific policies, and standards; and
it should be even handed and provide timely decisions. Certainly, we need to have legislative
approval for such a program. I don't believe that any such program is right around the comer,
but I believe overall it is the goal we should work toward.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Rick DeVoe, Sea Grant Consortium
William Want: One thing I would note, is that the federal program is pretty comprehensive in
what it covers. The main reason to have a state program is the very limited amount of federal
resources that are available to enforce the federal program. The EPA for instance has four people
in Atlanta for seven or eight states.
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Questioner: I understand that there is some wetland legislation being considered in the
statehouse. Could you just fill us in on the main points of that legislation and its status?
Danny Johnson: The legislation you are referring to was actually introduced in the General
Assembly last year. It has received considerable attention in the senate this year. Essentially the
program establishes a permitting program under which a permit would be required from the
Water Resources -Commission for a number of different kinds of activities: fill, excavation,
structures, and hydrological alterations such as flooding and draining. The bill has undergone
a great many amendments over the past few months. It is currently being considered in the
subcommittee of the Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee. I believe it's about
to be reported out of the subcommittee to the full committee and where it will go from there is
uncertain. The bill has been greatly modified. There have been a great many exemptions added,
and the area of jurisdiction is different from the original. Currently no isolated wetlands in the
state would be covered by the program.
Questioner: In some land use takings litigation the regulatory body has used the defense of the
principle of the average reciprocity of advantage. Can you see this as a viable argument in future
wetlands cases with respect to takings? Have there been any known cases in which a litigant has
claimed a taking as a result of the procedure of due process required under of the Fourteenth
Amendment?
William (Billy) Want: With respect to your first question about reciprocity of advantage, there
have been no wetland cases on that point. I have seen some other land use cases that employed
it, but it has not become a mainstream theory in the Ii tigation. You see more talk about it in articles
about taking law. Without getting into a detailed discussion about it, it seems more academic than
the criteria that are being employed in the cases. I personally don't think that it's going to be an
important factor in wetland law.
Questioner: The second part of my question was, "Have there been any known cases in which
a litigant has claimed a taking as a result of the procedure of due process requirement of the
Fourteenth Amendment with respect to wetlands?"
Billy Want: The answer is yes. It came up in the context of a litigant arguing that he was entitled
to the judicatory hearing. The same provision applies to EPA 301 permits under the NPDES
program for pollutants other than fill. The courts said that one is entitled to a judicatory hearing,
which is a trial-like hearing. It's more than a public hearing. You have the right to cross
examination and to bring witnesses before an administrative judge. It looked like the landowner
was going to win because in an identical program for the EPA it was ruled a denial of
constitutional due process not to allow a judicatory hearing. But as Danny mentioned the
program goes back to 1899. The court in interpreting it said, this EPA program is a new one and
Congress intended the modem procedures, and they didn't say anything specifically to overturn
what the procedures had been in the past; so one is not entitled to a judicatory hearing. You might
have been talking about other procedures that are involved that don't give someone all their
rights. There have not been any rulings that any other procedures deny someone due process.
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Chester Sansbury: The thought I had and I wanted to get across was that perhaps a separate state
permitting program is not feasible. It appears, based on the discussion taking place in the senate,
that it may not be passed this year anyway. If we are looking for regulatory mechanisms at the
state level that would increase regulation of activities in wetlands and some of those issues could
be addressed through revisions to the water quality standards regulation, that would possibly
provide a simpler, less controversial way of getting at regulating activities that some people
perceive as not being properly regulated now. I would be interested in hearing from Billy Want
on his opinion about whether there would be any benefit from initiating, at this time, a state
permitting program for wetlands activities separate from the federal permitting process. What
benefits, if any, do you see from the federal permitting process, considering that the majority of
activities going on in freshwater wetlands are under the legal jurisdiction of the Corps, even
though you may say that because of the lack of enforcement capability and resources they may
not be doing an adequate job?
Billy Want: Well, that's really the principal one that I see. The federal program is really pretty
extensive certainly as to jurisdiction. It's almost incredible. I'm not saying that these areas are
not valuable because the values are different for deeper water areas than they are for areas that
are saturated for very short periods during the year. The federal coverage is really extensive; and
I don't see the need to cover more wetlands, and I don't think any ofthe proposals cover any more
than the federal government. Some of them cover less. However, there are a few exemptions
as Danny mentioned, some key activities that aren't covered by the federal government; and so
that's one reason. Still I see the primary reason for state programs is that a few people in the
federal regulatory program just aren't getting out and covering the whole state. It's pretty much,
even at the federal level, a coastal program. Other states have been in an analogous situation
where the federal program applies; and obviously it's where states, for one reason or another,
want to do more about wetlands, and therefore have enacted their own state laws. Danny
mentioned fifteen states have a nontidal wetland program. That doesn't even count the ones that
have a tidal program. There are a lot of states, I think around twenty-five, that have some type
of wetland law; but of course we would be one of those twenty-five in that Coastal Council
regulates coastal freshwater wetlands. I think that ifthe state is serious about wetlands, then there
is a need for state activity and not leaving it all to the federal government. Chester, you also
mentioned that one way the state could proceed is through expanding coverage under 401
certification. I think that theoretically this is a viable way to go. A number of states have, based
on about a two-sentence statutory provision, enacted elaborate wetland regulatory programs; and
as you mentioned, EPA is pushing this and may even mandate it by 1993. They've put out a lot
of materials on how to do it. Someone who knows a lot more about the legislative process would
have to deal with the question of whether you can do it through regulation or whether it's better
to go up front through legislation.
Questioner: Mr. Want mentioned that agricultural uses are exempted in the federal statutes. I
wonder if there is any movement toward regulation of agricultural practices.
Billy Want: The first thing that comes to mind is the Maryland nontidal wetland law. It was
enacted about a year and a half ago. It is the most recent major state regulation of wetlands. The
law has some pretty elaborate provisions on regulating agricultural activities. However, they
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don't regulate them fully. They use, among other things, best management practices; but in
addition, permits are required for a number of agricultural activities. I noticed in going over the
Maryland program that for mitigation, for instance, they give a break to agricultural activities.
They don't have to mitigate as much as do developers of buildings. I'm trying to get a clean copy
of the Maryland law (mine is a marked-up version from when it was undergoing consideration
in the Maryland legislature); no one would ever send me a copy of the bill. I was finally told that
they are being hauled up to the legislature for additional committee hearings on the very topic
of agricultural regulation. Its extensive regulation of agricultural activities is unlike any other
state; and apparently, to some extent, it slipped through without everyone knowing its ramifications.
Agricultural activities are responsible for, according to the figures you hear, as large as 87 percent
of all wetland activities. When Danny was talking about the forum's report, I think he mentioned
that regulation isjust a part ofhow we try to accomplish no net loss. So when you look at statistics
about agricultural losses due to activities which are completely exempt, it sort of stops your train
of thought and you wonder how we're going to achieve no net loss through a regulatory program
that might only cover 13 to 20 percent of the wetlands. I think your question is a really good one.
If you 're going to really get serious about no net loss, you've got to do something concerning
agriculture. It depends on using large quantities of land. We 're fortunate and we 're blessed that
we have a lot of wetlands, and fanners are just going to run into wetlands in their activities. So
it's a tough question; but if you're serious about wetland protection, then I think you've got to
give some serious consideration to doing something about agriculture.

Questioner: During the discussion you mentioned that there was a challenge in North Carolina
to the farming and silviculture exemption. Is that a federal or state challenge?

Billy Want: It is federal. Before you can bring a lawsuit under the Clean Water Act, you have
to give a 60-day notice letter. That is all that's been given at this point. I happen to know that
the intention is to carry through and bring the lawsuit. It's against Weyerhouser. The lawsuit is
brought by an environmental group out of Charlottesville called the Southern Environmental
Law Center. They are hoping to move the law on this point. They are very concerned about the
loss of hardwoods being converted to pine forests.

Questioner: Mr.Want mentioned that the Coastal Council was responsible for jurisdiction over
saltwater wetlands. I wanted to know who exercises jurisdiction over the freshwater wetlands
in South Carolina?

Billy Want: The Coastal Council's regulation authority is to saltwater wetlands, but within the
eight coastal counties activities in freshwater wetlands requiring a federal permit must be
certified by the Coastal Council. The Coastal Council may end up having more interest in it than
the Corps, so it's a second line of defense for freshwater wetlands in the coast. I don't think that
outside the coast we have any strong regulation on freshwater wetlands. DHEC does have some
ways to control impacts on freshwater wetlands outside the coast. I think their methods are really
limited. They're boxed in and unable to truly implement a regulatory system outside the coastal
counties. Finally, the Corps is not restricted to saltwater coastal counties; it's statewide, but due
to limited resources they principally exercise authority in the coast. It's really created an
anomalous situation. I don't want to invite illegal activity, but in candor I must say that people
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can get away with a lot in the upstate areas. There ' s just not much regulatory presence, and you
feel a little odd when a client comes to you who's undertaking a development up in Greenville
that will impact some wetlands and they ask you what to do and you, of course, have to tell them
that they have to get a permit. Again, I don't want to scare off clients; but if they don't come to
me and they don't even pay any attention, then it's not going to be enforced.
Let me just make one final statement; the penalties for wetland violations are severe. They
are putting people in jail. One guy got a 3-year jail sentence. He got a court order to cease and
desist, and he went ahead. Other people have been thrown in jail. So most corporate people that
you deal with don ' t want to take the chance even it they're in the upstate area. The people that
are willing to take the chance under the present system get away without being caught in a lot
more than half the instances.

Chester Sansbury: Obviously there's the perception the Corps program is not adequately
enforced in the noncoastal areas of the state. We don't have any actual information or data to
support that premise, but the presumption may be accurate. I would just like to emphasize that
there are other eyes and ears, you might say, out there watching. We at DHEC have reported
observed illegal activities to the Corps which has resulted in cease and desist orders. EPA has
somewhat increased their activities, and I've seen administrative orders come from EPA to
residents in South Carolina. One administrative order levied a $125,000 fine for a willful
violation, because he had been adequately warned. I think the main problem is that the smaller
individual may not even be aware of the permit requirements, so he proceeds with some small
project without benefit of a permit because ofignorance. So perhaps an educational program may
be appropriate; but again, resources are limited.
Danny Johnson: I think the Charleston District of the Corps recognizes that they do have a real
problem in the interior part of the state. They have virtually ceased their surveillance activity.
Questioner: I was wondering if Chester Sansbury could elaborate a little more on the use of
wetlands for the treatment of wastewater effluent, similar to what is being done by the Grand
Strand Sewer and Water Authority. One of the consultants at a recent meeting that I attended
stated that in the future possibly one percent of the wetlands in the coastal area could be used for
these activities. I was wondering if the water quality standards that are being proposed by DHEC
will be used to address the safety of the wetlands, their functions and values for this particular
type of use?
Chester Sansbury: Yes, the water quality standards approach that we hope to take in the future
will identify some specific criteria and standards that will be applied to such discharges as you
just mentioned. We don't have them now, but we are permitting on a case-by-case basis wetlands
wastewater discharges. In those cases, we are generally requiring extensive monitoring to assure
us that the functions and values of those wetlands are being protected. I don't know if the
consultant is correct that one percent of the wetlands will eventually be used to assimilate waste.
It's entirely possible that may come about, but we are very concerned about developing specific
criteria and standards for such dischargers. The present standards that we have are not adequate
and don't explicitly set forth the criteria and standards that we need to provide guidance to the
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potential discharges that are interested in using wetlands for those purposes. We do believe that
properly managed discharges to these wetlands is an acceptable use for them.

Danny Johnson: I really don ' t think anyone would argue that in terms of the geographic
jurisdiction that they're limited in that regard because they can virtually cover all wetlands in the
state. The limitation we 're talking about, the resource limitation, is in the kinds of activities that
are regulated. Certainly there have been some very dramatic losses of wetlands, not necessarily
only in South Carolina, but in the lower Mississippi drainage and in North Carolina, eastern North
Carolina and Florida due to drainage projects with Section 404 in place. I think that we have to
recognize that wetlands can be lost with Section 404 in place because of the limitations, not on
area jurisdiction, but on the kinds of activities that are covered.
Questioner: To what extent can the Corps of Engineers delegate its responsibility with the state
through issuance of general permits as opposed to the state assuming the Section 404 program?
Can the Corps of Engineers issue a general permit for certain parts of the state to the state?
Responder: They can issue general permits for the state ofSouth Carolina alone. It doesn't have
to be a region-wide thing, but it couldn ' t be a general permit to allow the state to enforce. It would
just be to the regulated community that under this general permit you can do so and so. The only
way that I see the state getting involved, if there ends up being some impasse about moving under
the 401 certification or separate law, would be to be helpers for the federal officials. One very
effective way to be a helper would be to get out in airplanes and vehicles and inspect the wetland
violations.
Commenter: The states probably are as limited in resources and personnel as the Corps of
Engineers. Are there any additional resources in the state to manage general permitting
mechanisms for the Corps, to share some of its responsibilities?
Commenter: I think the only way the state is going to get the people and resources to do it is
to have some official program with clout approved by the General Assembly.
Commenter: It's going to require resources from the General Assembly to be able to actually
implement whatever legislative program has been decided.
Commenter: The agency could seek a greater citizen participation and education. If the state
started a nontidal wetland program, one of the components might be to work with citizen groups
to get them to provide a good deal of the assistance particularly of finding and relating violations.
In terms of educating other members of the public, experts should go out to service clubs and
throughout the community and talk about what the law is regarding freshwater wetlands.
Rick DeVoe: I think we have to remember when we're talking about wetlands regulatory
programs, that regulatory programs are not the only way to do it. We can couple the regulatory
program with other nonregulatory approaches to wetlands protection. The pending state
legislation, for example, seeks to establish a regulatory program. The Governor's Freshwater
Wetlands Forum recommended that nonregulatory programs be developed with priority over
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regulatory programs. Given the state of affairs today, do you think it would be feasible for the
state to consider a comprehensive freshwater wetlands management program that would include
provisions for regulatory and nonregulatory activities or programs?

Responder:

I think any comprehensive program needs to include both regulatory and
nonregulatory components. I don't believe that either individually would do the job. The bill
pending in the senate does have some nonregulatory recommendations that were taken from the
Governor's Wetlands Forum Report. I think the importance of those nonregulatory programs is
recognized. I might point out one in particular that is in response to a question that we had earlier
in regard to agriculture. There is a nonregulatory program called the swamp buster provision of
the 1985 Farm Act that penalizes a farmer who converts a wetland to production of an annually
harvested crop. That farmer loses all of his federal benefits, price supports and federal subsidies.
Given the state of the farm economy right now, those benefits are very important. According to
some folks I've talked with at the Soil Conservation Service who play a role in implementing that
program, agricultural conversion in South Carolina has been slowed, if not stopped, because of
this nonregulatory program. So nonregulatory programs certainly can be very effective, and I
think we need more of them.

Rick DeVoe: A number of people feel that the 1985 program has a significant impact on the
reduction of wetlands by agriculture.

Danny Johnson: What is happening now with wetlands? If agriculture has been responsible in
the past for impacts or changes in wetlands and it looks like it's changing, what do we know are
the significant impacts since 1985? I guess I'm really asking the basic question. We know the
value of these systems, to what degree are their values now being affected? We're looking at
historical data, but we're not looking at current data given more recent regulatory and
nonregulatory developments.

Responder: We really don't have what we need in terms of wetland inventory and other
information over recent years or even a distant history to give a good assessment of that. It's hard
to say right now what losses are occurring and just what they are due to. These losses are probably
due to urban development. But we really need better information than we currently have on
what's happening to the wetlands resource. If the economic incentives are present to convert
wetlands, then it's likely that wetlands will be converted in the absence of an adequate protection
program.

Commenter: Danny alluded to, and I just want to reemphasize that no quantitative effort has
been made to coastal areas especially to determine how many illegal activities are taking place
that are not complying with Section 404 jurisdictional requirements. That would serve a good
purpose, if done. There are other ongoing programs that have a positive effect on reducing
impacts on wetlands. They're not specifically designed for wetlands protection, but certain
nonpoint source control programs. Some administered by the South Carolina Land Resources
Conservation Commission have provisions to reduce sediment and erosion contributions to the
waters of the state. There is a bill in the General Assembly called the State Sediment Original
Control Act that would give it more clout.
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Questioner: I was wondering if you are aware of any move on the federal level to establish a
certification process for wetlands scientists performing delineations. This could eliminate a lot
of problems in the future.
Billy Want: I've heard talk about that; but I stay in pretty close contact with the EPA Office of
Wetland Protection in Washington, and it hasn ' t gone beyond talk. You may or may not be aware
that the Corps district offices maintain a list of people that make wetland determinations that the
district approves of.
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March 21, 1990
WETLANDS MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA:
AN ECONOMIST'S PERSPECTIVE
Leonard Shabman
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
For many, economics is the enemy of environmental protection. For them economics cares
more about the costs ofenvironmental protection (expenditures, jobs, and income) than about the
values of natural environments. Because economists are prone to point out that environmental
protection comes at a cost, economics makes environmental advocates uncomfortabie. · In fact,
economics seeks greater efficiency in attaining desired environmental goals, such as wetlands
protection for South Carolina.
In my discussion of wetlands management policy and programs for South Carolina, I will
blend economic arguments with the technical and policy basis for wetlands management as it has
developed over the past twenty years. My particular perspective has not been shaped by the South
Carolina experience, but I have made an effort to assure that my arguments are applicable to two
broad themes relevant to South Carolina:
• The need to carefully consider the real problem for wetlands management. There is a risk
that we are designing today's programs for yesterday's problem.
• The need to integrate economic incentives and financing with other elements of a
management program.
To begin, I will challenge you to think once more about some of the familiar arguments made
about the nation's and South Carolina's wetlands.

Background: The Wetlands of South Carolina
Much of the wetlands policy discussion uncritically assumes that certain problems exist.
Then proposals are made for policy and programs to address the assumed problems. Therefore,
let me begin by reviewing the typical assumptions about wetland loss trends and the current
policy environment.

Wetland Types, Trends, and Loss Data
Wetlands have been ascribed a number ofhydrologic and ecologic functions, including water
quality maintenance, flood and erosion control, groundwater recharge, and habitat for fish and
wildlife. However, the type of wetland and its place in the landscape will radically alter the level
and number of functions provided by a particular wetlands acre. At present, it is difficult to

separate the importance of a single wetland from its surrounding environment and the associated
wetlands. While we know the general environmental significance of wetlands, we are unable to
say which wetlands or how many wetlands should be maintained in a region.
In addition, the question "What is a wetland?" has different answers. The United States Fish
and Wildlife Service' s National Wetlands Inventory uses air photos and soil maps to define the
extent of wetlands by type. A new manual recently adopted by the federal agencies responsible
for various elements ofthe Section 404 permit program has a more encompassing definition, and
I will comment on that at the end of my remarks.
According to the NWI about 4.6 million acres of South Carolina (24 percent of the state), are
wetlands [Bundy]. A precise inventory and mapping of wetland types in South Carolina remains
to be completed; however, there are some data which give a sense of the relative distributions of
wetland types in the state. According to Tiner, saltwater wetlands (low salt marsh, high salt
marsh, and brackish marsh) totaled about 370,000 acres in 1975. Therefore, most wetlands
acreage is freshwater wetlands, including but not limited to riverine floodplain areas, bottomland
hardwoods, scrub-shrub environments, and impoundments. Bottomlandhardwoods and riverine
floodplains are the dominant freshwater wetlands types.
The perceived policy problem is the conversion of these wetlands to drylands with a loss of
the role wetlands play in the hydrologic system. Other policy problems are the suspected
degradation of wetlands ecosystems by offsite pollutants and the extractive uses of the wetlands
for, primarily, timber management and harvest that can alter their natural condition. However,
the primary force behind the search for wetlands protection is the concern over the hydrologic
integrity of the wetlands. Wetlands water quality is simply a subset of overall water quality
management Also, many advocates ofwetlands preservation argue that sustained timber harvest
is a use compatible with wetlands preservation. While I recognize the effects of certain timber
harvest and management practices, I do not consider these to be the central focus of wetlands
policy.
If there is no certainty about the functional value of any single wetlands parcel, how can there
be a defense for wetlands protection? Eleven years ago I argued that the poor state of knowledge
about wetlands supported a policy of favoring wetlands preservation unless the costs of
preservation were unacceptably large [Shabman and Betelson; Shabman, Batie, and Mabbs
Zeno]. This should sound like the currently fashionable call for a no net loss policy goal. Late
in the 1980s leaders in the U.S. EPA acknowledged this scientific uncertainty and stated that
because of the scientific uncertainty "the only sensible policy was to start pushing harder on the
brakes wherever wetlands are threatened" and that "a responsible position is to raise the hurdle
over which those who want to convert or otherwise damage wetlands must jump. In time research
may show that these hurdles can be lowered. But unless we set them high now, wetlands research
will be of merely academic interest . .." [Russell]. I will return to this argument that protection
is warranted by our lack of understanding about wetlands at various points in this paper.

As sparse as the inventory data are, information on South Carolina trends in total wetlands
acreage are even less available. To consider South Carolina wetlands acreage trends we can only
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look at the southeast and the nation and consider what we might say about South Carolina in that
context. At the national level NWI data for the years 1955-1975 show a net loss of 11 million
acres of freshwater wetlands and a net loss of 373,000 acres of saltwater wetlands [Office of
Technology Assessment]. It is instructive to consider the following:
• A gross loss for freshwater wetlands of 14.7 million acres was mostly to agricultural
drainage (80 percent), while only 6 percent of the gross freshwater loss was to urban use.
However, 3.7 million acres were gained by succession around margins of water bodies
and by natural forces reclaiming previously drained areas. Hence, the net loss was 11
million acres.
• A gross loss for saltwater wetlands of 482,000 acres was to dredging and port development
(55 percent) and urban use (22 percent). However, 109,000 acres were gained mostly from
natural establishment of vegetation and marsh creation efforts. Hence, the net loss was
373,000 acres.
These 1955-1975 trend data may apply to South Carolina, but great care should be taken in
assuming that they do. Most of the net losses in the southeast were in Florida and the delta states.
In fact, U.S. Forest Service data suggest that South Carolina bottomland hardwood acreage has
shown a net increase from 1970 to 1986 [Bundy]. On the other hand, virtually all the original
Carolina bays have been altered for agricultural use [Chitterling, et al.]. In the coastal areas little
marsh alteration has been permitted since 1978, and in places some of the old rice growing areas
are now being devoted to waterfowl [Chitterling, et al.]. On the barrier islands only 100 acres
were converted between 1977 and 1982 [Chitterling, et al.] . If any conclusion can be drawn from
these data, it is that in South Carolina wetland loss probably was near zero. Although some
wetland areas have been lost, others were created by natural processes or human intervention.
What of wetlands losses at present? It is widely asserted that an overall loss trend continues
to this day in the nation and in South Carolina For example, Hefner and Brown state, "These
losses are continuing and even increasing in some areas" (p. 7). They conclude: "Inland wetlands
... will continue to be converted to other uses, particularly agriculture, unless stringent freshwater
wetlands measures are implemented" (p. 9). The South Carolina Wetlands Forum Report, after
reviewing possible activities which affect wetlands, states: "Each of these activities, to one
degree or another, continue to affect freshwater wetlands across the United States and in South
Carolina" (emphasis added) [Bundy, p. 17]. Based upon what we know about previous losses,
for this assertion about continuing loss to be valid requires two assumptions: 1) that agricultural
drainage continues apace, and 2) that the suite of federal and state wetlands management
programs established in the last decade have had no discernible effect on wetlands drainage and
filling.
Consider agricultural development of wetlands. The statement that we continue to lose
300,000 acres of wetlands [Postles and Dean] is based on an Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) report. However, the estimates in this frequently cited report were based on judgments
applied to aggregate national data on agricultural drainage investment [Pavelis, unpublished
draft]. I recently reconstructed the OTA estimate for freshwater wetlands loss to agriculture.
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Using the OTA approach and more current data from the same source [Pavelis, 1987], I conclude
that after 1970 net drainage for agriculture had essentially ceased on the national level. Table 1
shows that in the United States surface drained acres increased by 18 million (33 percent) from
1950 to 1970, but from 1970 to 1985 there was no change in surface drained acres. While these
data are only proxies for wetlands loss to agriculture, they are the same data used by the OTA
report that is the source of the statement that losses are continuing. In the next section I will
explain why I believe that the rate of wetlands conversion to agriculture has slowed dramatically.
What ofthe smaller losses to urban development and public investment? Since the late 1970s,
public agencies have been under mandates to avoid wetlands loss when making construction
decisions and to mitigate the losses in full when wetlands cannot be avoided. I will not argue that
these programs have been fully implemented, but I am willing to argue that they have had a
significant effect in reducing net losses of wetlands to public works. Meanwhile, losses to
urbanization have been limited by the federal Section 404 permit program and by associated state
regulatory programs. As noted earlier, these programs have been especially successful in
slowing the loss of saltwater wetlands in South Carolina. Losses to urbanization of freshwater
wetlands may not have been slowed as dramatically, but I am certain that there has been some
effect on what was a small component of the 1955-197 5 loss.
Ofcourse, much of this must be speculation. We will know more about actual trends by year's
end with new NWI. However, I feel confident in the conclusion that economic forces and public
programs are sharply reducing the loss of wetlands, and this possibility must be recognized as
a part of the design of any new wetlands management program. An effective wetlands policy can
only be developed by building from where we are today and not from speculations about threats
to the resource that have subsided and by ignoring the presence and effectiveness of current
regulatory programs.
Economics and Agricultural Development of Wetlands
Because agricultural conversions were so significant during 1950-1970, further examination
of agricultural conversion potential is warranted. In the post World War II period, land clearing
and drainage costs, relative to the net returns from farming, were favorable. For example, in a
1970 report, the USDA reported that before tax wetland development costs in the southeast were
less than $100 per acre (1967 dollars), while the annual net return per acre cleared was reported
to be $36; a drainage investment paid for itself in about three years [Davis]. However,
economically successful drainage of wetlands requires construction of main channels to carry
drained water away from the farm fields. The flood control and drainage programs of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service and the Corps of Engineers, as well as
local efforts to build drainage projects, were already in place by the 1950s when rapid advances
in machinery technology permitted the low cost clearing and cultivation of large land areas.
More than market forces were at work in encouraging wetlands drainage for agriculture. The
risk reducing and income enhancing effects of federal farm price and income support programs
made wetland drainage a prudent investment for the individual land owner. Also, the federal and
state tax codes had extremely favorable tax treatment for land clearing and drainage expenses.
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Table 1
•

United States: Surface Drained
Areas of Cropland
~

Ams.

1950

50.041

1955

60.736

1960

65.921

1965

70.039

1970

72.151

1975

72.668

1980

71.386

1985

72.397

Finally, the federal government paid part of the cost of land clearing and drainage through the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's agricultural conservation program (ACP) cost sharing.
However, in the past decade there have been significant changes in the economics of wetlands
drainage. Land clearing and drainage costs have risen rapidly from less than $100 per acre in the
Delta to as much as $900 [Kramer and Shabman, 1986]. In Delaware, drainage costs now exceed
$1,200 per acre [Shabman and Kramer, 1990] and in North Carolina are estimated at over $750
per acre [Danielson, 1989] . In many cases the costs of developing farmland from wetlands now
exceeds the cost of simply buying existing farm land. At the same time important policy changes
have also been made. The federal ACP and South Carolina's programs which supported surface
drainage have been eliminated and Corps of Engineers efforts sharply curtailed. The swamp
buster provisions of the 1985 Food Security Act deny benefits of all USDA programs to farm
operators who drain wetlands. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 eliminated deductions for land
clearing and drainage costs, a significant change given the rapid rise in land development costs
through the late 1970s and early 1980s [Kramer and Shabman, 1986].
Recently completed studies by a colleague and me [Kramer and Shabman, 1986; Shabman
and Kramer, 1990] illustrate combined effects ofthese reforms and changed economic conditions
on the economic feasibility of land drainage in the delta states and in Delaware. Whether timber
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harvest and recreation lease value of the wetlands is considered by the landowner or not, the
returns to all overhead and management in 1985 for wetland conversion were low; and the
reforms in agricultural and tax policy further depressed these returns (see Table 2). I suspect the
South Carolina situation would be similar. More careful study of the economics of wetlands to
farmland conversion in South Carolina could firmly establish the validity of these inferences
from other states. Of course, there needs to be enforcement of the agricultural and tax policy
reforms. At present enforcement of these programs is a matter under review.

If a wetland is not converted to agriculture, what are the alternative uses for the private land
owner? Consider the possibilities. In the Mississippi delta over 50 percent of the nontidal
wetlands is owned in tracts of greater than 5,000 acres by 100 nonforest product firms. The
remaining tracts are held as small parcels by nonfarm owners who have little interest in timber
production [Kramer and Shabman, 1986]. This holding also appears to be true in Delaware
[Shabman and Kramer, 1990]. Survey data and economic analysis indicate that nonforest
product-firm landowners are unlikely to produce timber with significant changes in economic
incentives.
When there is little likelihood that these lands will be readily employed in forest production
by current owners, a tum-around in the agricultural economy might renew clearing activity.
However, we found that large increases in agricultural prices do not substantially improve the
economic feasibility of wetland drainage for agriculture. Economic factors coupled with the
changes in public policy require me to conclude that the threat to wetlands from agricultural
drainage is sharply reduced even if alternative uses of the land are limited. A matter of some
concern for South Carolina, but not mentioned to this point, is timber production on wetlands.
Those who are familiar with the North Carolina Pocosins know that wetlands drainage and
alteration on a large scale may be initiated for the purpose of plantation forestry. In South
Carolina large wood products firms own vast acreages of timber land, a share of which must
certainly be wetlands. The firms have stated that there is a significant profit potential from
management of the wetlands for the indigenous hardwood species [Chitterling, et al.] . I cannot
confirm that statement. However, based upon studies I have done, I can support these same firms'
statements that it would be impractical to drain South Carolina land for pine plantation forestry
[Chitterling, et al.]. There are species of valuable timber-loblolly pine-which are tolerant of
wetlands hydrology, and these species may be used to replace hardwoods on the wetland soils
after some minor efforts to bed the seedlings in order to assure a successful planting. This form
of plantation forestry may affect the wetland vegetation and habitat characteristic of these areas,
but the hydrology will remain largely unaltered. Because I consider the hydrology to be the key
definition of a wetlands, I do not consider this activity to be a lost wetlands.
In South Carolina there appears to be some interest in the use of wetlands for timber
production. Encouragement of profitable timber harvest, compatible with the preservation of the
basic hydrologic features of the wetlands, may be insurance against the loss of the wetlands to
agricultural drainage. In addition, assessment of harvest practices to minimize short term
disruption of the wetlands may be desirable. I will later suggest how consideration of the
economic potential for forestry on current cropland areas can be integrated into a total wetlands
management program.
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Table 2
New Return Per Acre to Overhead and Management
for Wetland Conversion

Timer Value

Timer

Not Considered

Considered
Post

Post

Prereform

Reform

Prereform

Reform

1985 Conditions:
Central Louisiana

$16

$7

$4

<0

1985 Conditions:
Central Arkansas

$69

$47

$58

$26

1985 Conditions:

<0

<0

<0

<0

Lessons From Efforts to Estimate Economic Value
The 1970s brought increasing regulation of private landowner's decisions to drain or fill
wetlands where the regulatory authority is expected to consider those wetlands values unrecognized
by private land markets [Batie and Shabman, 1982]. Figure 1 shows the basis for the alternative
economic values of a wetlands. Beginning at box/, a wetlands area may be developed or retained
in a natural state. An unaltered (i.e., hydrologically intact) wetlands site exists within a
hydrologic/ecologic system. The linkage A indicates that the wetlands area may provide some
level of the functions shown in box II. Illustrative system functions include regulation of surface
water flows when wetlands act as water storage and groundwater recharge areas and provision
of fish nursery habitat. In turn, the wetlands functions may give rise along linkage B to a set of
services (box I//) potentially valued by people, including such services as drinking water supply,
flood hazard reduction, and commercial fish harvest. The linkage C indicates that the presence
ofone or more ofthese services may give rise to economic value (box IV). In contrast, a developed
wetland may give rise to services such as boat mooring or recreational housing along linkage D .
These services provide some value along linkage E. An idealized permit process compares the
economic values of the services derived from both development (box VI) and preservation of a
wetlands tract (box IV) as one basis for the permit decision.
There has been, and continues to be, a belief that economic value estimates are essential to
this permit process. Proponents of expanded regulation of wetlands development have applied
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naive methods for wetlands valuation-for example, the conversion of kilo calories of energy
produced in a marsh to money value--or simply misapplied correct economic value measurement
principles [Shabman and Batie, in press] . The opponents of the permit programs were equally
cavalier in their use of economic argument to minimize the scope of permit authority. I will not
provide an extended critique of these valuation approaches here. Nor will I attempt to provide
a short course in economic value techniques [Batie and Shabman, 1982] . Instead let me simply
explain why proper economic valuation of a specific wetlands parcel is a difficult, and at present,
intractable problem.
Figure 1 shows that sound economic valuation of natural wetland parcels depends upon
sound technical analysis to establish whether the services being valued by the economic analysts
are, in fact, being provided by the specific wetlands parcel in question (linkages A and B). The
research literature on wetlands functions and services is vast and growing, but there remains
much uncertainty about the contribution of specific wetland areas in the larger ecosystem. As
a result, research findings about the general ecological functions of wetlands cannot be
confidently transferred to the individual parcels that are the typical focus of a permit decision.
While economic valuation is itself a complex process, even the most accurate application of
economic valuation techniques must rest on a weak technical assessment.
For this and other reasons sound estimates of the economic values of wetlands are few. In
a comprehensive review of the literature, a colleague and I [Shabman and Batie, in press]
concluded: "The literature search .. . found relatively few articles which provide estimates of
the economic value of wetlands. Of those articles a small number employ conceptually valid
approaches to valuation. . . . Even those analysts familiar with the correct applications of the
concepts often report results that were in their own view, less than satisfactory. To a large degree,
this can be attributed to inadequate data and poorly documented linkages between wetland areas
and wetland services in the scientific literature" (p. 50-51).
The comment has been made that economists know the price of everything and the value of
nothing. This statement reveals a failure to recognize the basis for price as a measure ofeconomic
value. For the economist, value refers to the last unit supplied-the marginal value. When a
service is abundant, or when there are many perceived substitutes, the price of the last unit will
be quite low. Thus, an item as essential to life as water will command a low price in a market
transaction. This does not deny the essential nature of water, but rather reflects its abundance.
Recognizing this implication of the economic framework (and based upon a literature
review), I am prepared to draw some general conclusions about the likely results of most studies
of wetland economic values. Any valid analysis of a single, small wetlands parcel will result in
low marginal value estimates because of the abundance of wetlands, the existence of apparent
substitutes for most wetlands services, and the potential in many areas to restore (or create-)
wetlands at relatively low cost. The same low marginal value argument will usually be found for
the developing of a single parcel because there are usually many alternative sites of nearly equal
value.
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Figure 1
Linkages from Wetland Area to Wetland Value
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Let me reemphasize this point. If proper economic arguments are applied, economic values
for most single parcels of wetlands, which are the focus of a permit decision, will tend to be low
for both preservation and development uses. The exceptions to this general conclusion are most
significant in wetlands policy formation. The exceptional natural wetlands, having notable
ecological value, are often cited as needing special attention or warranting acquisition. But what
of the parallel case, where the site has exceptionally high value in the development? While it may
be possible in some technical sense to shift the development away from the wetlands, in the case
of high development value this may not be a socially desirable decision. More on this point
follows below.

A Structure for Wetlands Management
The South Carolina wetlands forum report [Bundy] includes forty recommendations but
lacks a structure relating the recommendations to each other. I will attempt to lend more structure
to the recommendations, but I will not comment on each of the forty. Figure 2 is a representation
of the relationship among policy goals, activities and program elements. The South Carolina
forum endorsed the goal of no net loss of wetlands; a goal statement gives direction to the
management program. Activities to support the goal are avoiding wetlands development,
acquiring wetlands to protect them and creating and restoring wetlands to offset losses to
development. The program elements are the ways the activities, and then the goal, are supported.

Goals
The word net in no net loss is an important recognition that development of wetlands should
and will continue to occur and that as development proceeds there will be efforts made to replace
the functions of the wetlands which are altered. In this manner development and environmental
protection are reconciled.
Earlier I have noted that the no net loss goal could be defended because we are uncertain about
the functions and values of specific wetlands. No net loss is a prudent policy for dealing with the
scientific uncertainty. Still, there needs to be more definition to the no net loss goal if it is to
structure to a management program. First, the no net loss goal should be defined within broad core
regions orperhaps watersheds. There must be some geographic expanse over which compensation
for losses is permitted, or the costs of compensation will become excessive and undermine the
purpose of the no net loss goal. Given that wetlands are important as they exist within a system
more than as isolated environments, it makes sense to use the system as the unit for establishing
no net loss.
Second loss in no net loss should refer to functions and not acreage. In the economic model
it is the services of wetlands that yield value, and these depend upon the functions of wetland3.
Often no net loss has been defined as a goal to protect acreage, however acreage may be a poor
representative for wetland values. No net loss should be related to wetland functions, although
I recognize that wetlands types will be the proxy normally used for function.
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Activities
Three activities-avoidance, acquisition and restoration-are the means to achieve the no net
loss goal. Avoidance is the retention of a wetlands area in its natural hydrologic state and in private
ownership. Avoidance occurs where a landowner is unable by regulation, or unwilling due to
economic incentives or disincentives, to develop the wetlands area. Acquisition means the
retention of wetlands areas in their natural functional state but in public ownership.
Restoration, and the creation of new wetlands, replaces functions lost to development. The
possibility of wetlands restoration and creation is a controversial topic; however, restoration/
creation must be a part of any wetlands management program that wishes to accommodate
development and maintain wetlands functions within a region. My impressions about the
possibility of restoration and replacement are no doubt colored by this conviction.
Recall that from 1955-197 5 the NWI reports that there were large losses of wetlands.
However, while losses out paced gains, there were gains of millions of acres from abandonment
of previously drained areas, from natural succession and from human intervention suggesting
that restoration/creation is possible. Wetlands are dynamic environments, and the historical data
tell us they are susceptible to human management.
There are those who resist acknowledging the ability to restore or create wetlands. First, it
is argued that it is physically impossible to recreate certain wetlands types at certain geographic
locations. If this is true, then a wetlands management strategy should consider reserving those
areas for special attention and, to the extent possible, protecting them from development
pressures through regulation and acquisition. Second, the argument is made that we do not yet
know enough about the technical aspects of wetlands replacement. This may suggest a
continuing research effort; however, realistically it is never possible to know everything prior to
any policy decision, but having a policy focus on replacement can encourage continued research
and learning by doing. Third, the concern is expressed that admitting the possibility of
replacement will encourage a more lenient regulatory program and accelerate wetlands loss. This
argument is a speculative one and asserts implicitly that in almost all cases natural values at a
wetlands site will exceed the value in development. Fourth, it is noted that past wetlands
replacement efforts have failed because the replacement wetlands area was poorly managed. This
problem provides a logic for requiring wetlands restoration or creation by an agency with the
necessary expertise; it is not a reasonable critique of the wetlands replacement possibility. Fifth,
the objection is offered that the manmade wetlands can never replace natural systems. The
argument is a mix of technical and value arguments. The evidence for this argument is yet to be
provided; however, I would note that many of today's wetlands environments are the products
of human activity. In short, I do not find the objections to restoration as a central activity in a
no net loss policy to be convincing.

Program Elements
Figure 3 illustrates that various program elements fit together in support of the program
activities. Avoidance of wetlands can be achieved through disincentives such as those of the
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Figure 2
Components of a Wetlands Program
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swamp buster provisions of the fann bill and the tax reform changes described earlier.
Meanwhile, incentive payments, such as those made under the federal water bank program, can
encourage land owners to retain areas as wetlands, in this case for migratory water fowl habitat
[Kramer and Shabman, 1986]. Avoidance also can be achieved by public infrastructure (for
example, roads and water systems) planning that considers both the direct loss of wetlands to the
public investment and the induced development pressures that come from such investments. I
am not suggesting that these essential public works should not be built (a position some wetlands
preservation advocates seem to have taken). I am suggesting that attention to the scale and
placement of these facilities can avoid some wetlands and reduce the encouragement of sprawl
development which is both economically and environmentally costly.
The central management element for avoidance current!y is regulation ofwetlands development
through federal permit authority, supplemented by the 401 certification process and independent
state programs such as those found in coastal South Carolina. Within this process those who seek
a wetlands development permit must demonstrate that they have considered all practicable
alternatives to avoid the wetland; but if the permit is granted, some form ofmitigation is expected.
In my view, a too stringent interpretation of the meaning of the term practicable often has been
expected. To illustrate, in a recent policy paper from the Southern Growth Policy Board the
author states: "No net loss means that all wetlands will be preserved if at all possible, but where
no alternative to wetland loss exists, that new wetlands will be created to offset the loss"
(emphasis added) [Hodges-Copple].
In the current permit process, the emphasized words have been defined without reference to
the costs offoregone development. Given the scientific uncertainty about wetlands functions and
the low marginal values I see in most development, wetlands permitting should discourage
development. But if foregone development values are exceptionally high, the development
should be allowed to proceed at the wetlands site, even if technically practicable but far more
expensive, alternatives exist. This modification to the current decision rules is one that can be an
engine for a proactive wetlands program. I will call this a share the gain decision rule and will
explain its contribution for wetlands management in a subsequent section of the paper.
Financial Needs
What is striking in considering Figure 3 is that the activities, especially restoration and
acquisition, require direct public expenditures or tax expenditure. Thus the fiscal element of a
complete wetlands program must receive attention whether funds come from the state or from
other sources. Indeed, the need to improve funding for wetlands programs was noted by all the
thirteen southern states in the Council of State Governments' data base [Hodges-Copple].
Financial support need not be from state revenues. Acquisition may be by private donatiori,
and many significant wetlands areas have been acquired in this manner. Acquisitions also can be
made with transfers from the federal government under such programs as the Land and Water
Conservation Fund. Federal programs may provide financial support for wetlands restoration
through the conservation reserve program of the USDA if the Bush Administration 's proposed
reforms are adopted. Judicious targeting of USDA forest incentive programs can be employed
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to provide incentives for private landowners to revert cropland to its former wetlands state and
plant trees. An example of how these programs may work to reclaim drained cropland is
illustrated by the study recently completed for Delaware [Shabman and Kramer, 1990]. On
marginal crop lands which had been drained in the past it appears that the wetlands could be
restored by abandoning the drainage ditches and bedding up areas to be planted to softwood
timber. If the several forestry incentive payments are considered, an annual payment to the
landowner of as little as $15 per acre would make the owner financially indifferent between the
wetlands forestry alternative and continued crop production. For a number of institutional
reasons, I am certain that payments ofperhaps three times that amount may be needed to actually
get this restoration adopted; and a perpetual wetlands easement may cost about $400 to 500 by
these crude calculations. Whatever the source of funds to acquire easements, these costs for
reclaiming wetlands are quite low.
Because private and federal funds are limited, the state must expand and organize its own
financial resources to support avoidance, acquisition and restoration activities. One of the
important recommendations (number 20) of the South Carolina forum was that the state:
"Establish a state wetlands trust fund and/or mitigation bank for the acquisition, rehabilitation
and/or restoration of wetlands."
In Figure 3 a state wetlands trust fund is shown which supports the three activities. One use
of the funds is for targeted acquisition programs for high functional value natural wetlands
threatened with development or suitable for enhancement through management to serve the goal
of no net loss function. With more than 24 percent of South Carolina defined as wetlands it can't
all be bought. Fee simple purchase or purchase of development rights should be targeted by
considering both the likelihood of development and the wetlands functions. Still, simple
purchase is only an ownership change with no enhancement of wetlands function. There should
be a high burden of proof placed on those who advocate acquisition of any particular wetlands
parcel to show how public acquisition promotes no net loss.
A second possible use ofa state trust fund is to offer incentives for local governments to enact
land use policies which protect wetlands. The benefits from wetlands protection are widespread,
but the costs may fall on individuals and on localities. Local governments act to regulate wetlands
development, but in so doing may incur planning costs and reduce the property tax base. For
example, payments made to local governments, in lieu of property taxes lost by protecting
wetlands, can provide the financial incentive needed to encourage such actions. Such an in lieu
program ofproperty tax program for local land use already exists in the region [Hodges-Copple].
As another example, local land-use regulations that encourage transfer of development rights
may mean increased planning costs for the locality. Payments from the trust fund to compensate
for the increased planning costs may encourage adoption of such programs.
A third use of the fund is for wetlands restoration and creation. By having a restoration
program that is managed by wetlands restoration experts, the likelihood of successful restoration
will be dramatically enhanced. By engaging in restoration on a broad scale certainty of
replacement is increased and unit costs reduced. Indeed, to the extent that past efforts at
restoration and creation have failed, I suspect it was because there was limited technical expertise
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among the developers who were asked to provide replacement wetlands and there was little
incentive for follow-on operation and maintenance activity until the new wetland was established.
Permits and the Trust Fund

General state tax revenues might finance a trust fund. However, there is competition for
general revenues, and the typical approach to financing a trust fund is through user charges. As
a user charge for the wetlands trust fund, I would suggest that when a permit to develop is given,
the required compensation should be in the form of a development fee rather than requiring
physical replacement by the applicant Furthermore, I would encourage consideration of the
value of development in establishing the charge and an increased willingness to permits
whenever development values are high. The development change would include the cost of
replacing the lost wetlands, plus an added increment. Anticipating one criticism I always receive
of this idea, let me say at the outset that this decision rule need not be applied to all wetlands.
Wetlands of high functional value would be declared off limits for development-these are
wetlands wilderness areas. However, not all wetlands are unique. In fact, as the geographic scope
of regulation increases and more areas are defined as wetlands, more of the areas should be
eligible for the permit charge system; and the requirement to avoid wetlands should be relaxed.
Consider a case where there is a decision to be made about a development permit application.
The development would destroy one wetland unit. At present, every effort is made to deny the
permit with only limited regard for development values foregone. If the permit is granted the
applicant is required to replace the wetlands functions destroyed, paying a price for the permit
equal to no more than the cost of replacement. All the economic returns for the development
accrue to the developer. A different perspective suggests that if the wetlands functions-a public
resource-are given for the development, then the society has a claim on some share of the
development benefits. When wetlands development has a high value, the permit fee structure
could be designed to permit the development to move forward, replace that lost wetlands function
and provide an additional revenue for use within the wetlands trust fund. The hypothetical
numerical example shown in Table 3 illustrates the argument; it is not intended to suggest a
particular fee schedule.
To simplify the argument consider a case where an applicant for a permit to develop one
wetland unit also owns an alternative land parcel where the development might proceed. At the
wetlands site development benefits are 1,000 and at the alternative site the development benefits
are 400. The cost to avoid the wetlands is 600-foregone development benefits. Finally, note
that the cost to replace the wetlands unit is 100. If the permit is granted there is a gain of 600,
but one wetland unit is lost. If the permit is denied, there is a loss of 600; but there is no change
in wetland units. If the permit is granted with a replacement requirement, the gain is 500 for the
developer (600-100); and there is no change in wetlands. The approach I propose is a share-the
gain rule. In this case, I am presuming that the permit will be denied unless development values
are high. Asserting for this example that 600 is a high development value, the share-the-gain rule
says that the permit will be granted if a share ofthe developer's gain is transferred to the trust fund.
In this example, the developer must be left with at least 400; or the alternative site would be
chosen. Therefore, the gain to be shared is 600 minus 400 or 200. Thus, a payment of 150 to the
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Table 3
Illustrating the Share-the-Grain Concept
Wetland Development Benefit= 1000
Development Benefit at Alternative Site = 400
Cost of 1 Wetland Unit= 100

Grant with Share the

Grant

Compensation

llmI

Gain {1/2)

Gain 600 in
Development
Benefit

Lose 600 in
Development
Benefit

Gain 500 in
Development
Benefit

Gain 300 in
Development
Benefit

Lose 1
Wetland

No Change
in Wetland

No Change
in Wetland

Gain 2
Wetlands

trust fund leaves the developer with 450 and permits 0.5 units of new wetlands to be restored
beyond the one unit of replacement.
Society has staked a prior claim on preserving wetlands functions and may be able to sell these
functions at prices that will earn revenue to support wetlands programs. In my judgment, the
development community could support such a program if there was some increased willingness
to accommodate high value development on wetlands sites.
How might the fee system work? As one approach there could be a valuation process within
the permit process. The burden would be placed on the developer to show the costs of avoiding
the wetland. This demonstration through data and analysis would be intended to establish the
increased returns possible to the wetlands owner if the permit is granted. The sharing of these
returns would then be negotiated. An alternative is to require replacement of wetlands functions
at ratios such as 4: 1 or more. If the developer is willing to pay to make such replacement, this
is a signal of high development value. I recognize that either application approach requires more
careful program development than I can provide here. However, I believe this permit approach
can generate much needed revenues, earn the support of all interests, and result in a long-term
enhancement of the wetlands resource base.
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A Final Comment on Policy and Program Design

One use of the trust fund I have not mentioned is the wetlands inventory. An inventory is
essential to providing a basis for evaluating the attainment of no net loss. Without an inventory
program managers will be unable to establish appropriate compensation requirements when
development is permitted and be unable to set priorities among wetlands types to provide
wetlands functions. The inventory should, therefore, be made in reference to a base year, be
conducted by ecoregions, and recognize the diversity and varied functions of wetlands types.
However, an inventory presumes a definition of wetlands. At the beginning I stated that I would
use the NWI definition of a wetlands, but noted that the federal agencies have recently published
a manual for wetlands delineation and that the forum recommended the use of the manual as a
delineation guide.
This may be a problem. The federal manual is an acceptable technical definition, but in its
application it may define vast acreages of the state as wetlands, perhaps many more acres than
the current estimate of 24 percent of South Carolina. The manual relies heavily on a hydric soil
criteria for wetlands delineation. As a result, many wetlands are dry, but due to a high water table
for a short period of the growing season are declared wetlands. Initial application of the manual
in Maryland has defined as much as 70 percent of some counties as ·wetlands [Blakenship].
Unless there is a desire to assert broad new federal and state management of land use, there must
be a way to limit the scope of wetlands programs to wetlands of concern in relation to their
hydrologic and ecologic functions.
The South Carolina forum addresses this in its recommendation 19, which proposes that
South Carolina "develop a detailed state wetlands conservation action plan aimed at identifying
and protecting the most significant wetlands resources and systems in the state. The plan would
assist developers in the identification of areas to be protected, target wetlands for purchase by
agencies and lands trusts, encourage donation or preservation by landowners, and suggest
mitigation opportunities." I see recommendation 19 as the central recommendation of the forum
and the most difficult to implement. Much of what I have proposed is contingent on a definition
of wetlands to be managed, and I have employed a somewhat restrictive definition. I believe that
if the geographic scope of the program expands, regulatory flexibility greater than what I have
already suggested may be in order. Drawing the boundaries on the geographic scope of the
wetlands program is an essential and continuing process. Ignoring the definition problem
because it is difficult to deal with will yield no progress in the design of an efficient wetlands
management program.
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RESPONDERS
Mark Parmar
Scott, Parmar and Ravenel Inc.
I'm resisting the urge to immediately address the last issue that Dr. Shabman presented
because it's a novel approach. I'm sure we 're going to get some questions about it. Let me first
indicate for the viewers my frame ofreference. I believe that' s why I've been asked to participate.
Our firm provides consulting services for a range of real estate development clients. They
principally tend to be located in the Southeast, but are over the country. The ones that are in the
Southeast tend to be in areas that are extremely sensitive from an environmental standpoint and
specifically include the issue that the series of seminars are including. Most of my directed work
experience involves a very special spot of the low country outside of Charleston, South Carolina,
Kiawah Island. Kiawah Island has had an extended history of development since the early
seventies.
Kiawah has a rather unusual history of the development process when compared to most. In
the early 1970s, 1974 specifically, a group representing the Kiawah Investment Company
purchased Kiawah Island which was largely in an undeveloped state. The vital statistics were
that the island had about 10,000 acres of land and about half of that was identified suitable for
development purposes. I'll touch upon the reason why in just a minute.
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A special issue of the economic values, not only wetlands but the coastal environment, is
illustrated as follows. In 1952 Kiawah Island was purchased for $125,000 dollars. The Kuwaitis
purchased it in 197 4 for $17 .3 million. In 1988, a group purchased half of what the Kuwaitis
purchased for $105 million. At each one of those stages it made the new property owner talce
pause as to what to do with not only the increased debt and the business plan associated with that,
but a more prudent way of evolving decisions as to the influence of the business plan and master
plan going forward.
In 197 4, an 18-month-long environmental inventory study was required at a cost of well over
a million dollars. The inventory included a broad range of disciplines, fully evaluating the
environment. It included identifications of wetlands which was a little bit more novel at that time
than it is right now. One of the things we learned that influenced directly the master plan for
development was to locate man-made improvements on the island in such a manner that they
worked with the natural systems as opposed to against them. We learned through this
environmental inventory analysis that, if you work with the natural systems, there was a direct
cost benefit for out-of-pocket expenses for the improvements themselves. These improvements
also had a direct benefit on established real estate values.
One thing we learned, as it relates to wetlands, was to locate a master drainage system for the
entirety of the island in such a way that it worked with the natural drainage ways, which included
isolated wetlands. This helped to further protect the surrounding tidal wetlands or the critical
wetlands. We went about a game plan that was consistent with the regulatory process at that time.
Kiawah Island is an elongated piece of property along the coast about 10.5 miles long. We
developed a master drainage system which at that time took wetlands, altered them considerably
and included them in a lagoon system of open waters which was more acceptable at that stage.
The western end of the drainage system was developed, and the eastern end was developed. Just
at the time when we were about to join those systems with the keystone piece in the middle, the
rules changed. The developer was in a sense confronted with how to best accomplish that with
new rules and regs.
I'd like to now hit a couple of points that Dr. Shabman was addressing, because I agree
consistently with the points he is raising at a global level as relates to the microenvironment of
Kiawah Island. One issue is the difficulty of separating the influence of isolated wetlands from
their surroundings. At Kiawah we tended to malce decisions and still do without considering that
what is occurring in this portion of the island is in fact directly affecting a piece of property which
is many miles away. The notion that we're dealing with an isolated wetland that you only look
at it through a microscope and deal with solving as one potential problem for the developer is not
true. From the big picture, it is a part of a greater whole that has to be addressed. So I would agree
with that point.
Another point I agree wholeheartedly with is estimating the value ofthe wetlands themselves.
One of the principal roles of a real estate development firm is to identify potential values whether
it is in its financial model for the business plan or on a day-to-day basis with pricing lots, homes,
or condominiums. The basis for pricing usually starts with the highest priced piece of property
which, in the circumstance of Kiawah, is the beach front. You can go up and down the East Coast
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or part of the Gulf Coast and establish the frame of reference for beach front property. Then it
correspondingly affects lower and lower values as you go farther inland. When it comes to
properties that are contiguous to wetlands, speaking more specifically of isolated wetlands, it is
very difficult to determine those values at this point during the development phase. A lot of that
has to do with the perspective buyer who may lack an understanding of the role that they play in
the development process. As we learn more about isolated wetlands, we communicate that to the
perspective buyer, too. I agree wholeheartedly with the difficulty in establishing those values.
Another point is the difficulty or possibly the inappropriateness, if the developer is altering
a wetland with a road crossing or has a need to fill a portion or the entirety of an isolated wetland,
of simply restoring another wetland or reestablishing one on high ground. It is easy to determine
what it costs to do that in physical terms, but what influence it has on surrounding property value
is very difficult to establish.
The final point was made about a potential methodology for incentives to developers for
solving a problem with altering a wetland. If he is granted permission for altering that wetland,
he stands to gain by it or in more realistic terms he would tend not to do it unless there is an
opportunity of sharing profits. There are costs associated with gaining those profits, so sharing
of the cost associated with it might be an interesting concept.

Jimmy Chandler
Sierra Club
I suppose I should start by providing a little background of where I come from in terms of an
economic approach to wetlands. Although I am an environmental attorney and I particularly
represent groups like the Sierra Club in my law practice, I'm not a biologist. I am not really a
scientist, and my background is in economics and business. So I tend to approach environmental
problems from an economic analysis. I like to look at wetlands as a resource management
problem or a resource management opportunity.
Essentially, wetlands are waters of the United States. Waters are another one of the natural
resources that all of us depend on, so it is important that we conserve these resources and manage
them in ways that benefit the greatest number of people, so we can all share in the benefits they
provide.
I think most people, even people who are opposed to environmental groups, would agree that
wetlands have some value. They serve as filters for waters to improve water quality. They can
be used for timber production. They have enormous recreational values for hunting, fishing,
crabbing, shrimping and other similar activities. Wetlands provide valuable storage offloodwaters.
Some people would describe wetlands as the most valuable wildlife habitat we have.
The problem is that while conceptually we can see that wetlands have value, we generally
can't put a dollar value on those wetlands. In the United States we operate on the free enterprise
system. We like to let markets set prices; we like to let prices work with the forces of supply and
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demand. That has happened with wetlands over the couple of hundred years that this country has
existed, and what has happened is that the market has allocated wetland resources such that we
have lost about half of our wetlands. It is very easy to come up with a dollar value for conversion
of wetlands to upland habitat and then building a development on it; but you can't put a similar
dollar value on the benefits provided by preservation of those wetlands in their natural state, and
that's why the market simply is not working as it should in its approach to wetlands.
Part of the problem is that wetlands benefits generally accrue to the general public at large
and not to the landowner who may be adjacent to the wetlands or may have an isolated wetlands
on his tract ofland. However, the benefits from alteration ofthose wetlands and the development
of those wetlands do flow directly to the landowner himself. Therefore, there 's a great incentive
for the owner not to worry about the benefits to the public that are lost, because he doesn't
generally share that much in those except to the small extent that any member of the public does.
From my viewpoint, we can't simply let the free enterprise system work. We' ve got to impose
regulation of wetlands to offset what happens when you leave it to the free market.
There are problems with some of the current regulations though. Right now the main system
ofregulating freshwater wetlands in the United States is the Section 404 program run by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. The 404 regulations that apply to this permit system use a general
balancing test similar to conventional cost-benefit analysis. As noted earlier, conventional cost
benefit analysis usually does not work when comparing development to natural wetland benefits.
In my opinion, what we need are mechanisms to adjust the cost-benefit analysis to add more
weight to the natural wetland values, to adjust for the difficulty of assigning dollar amounts to
those values. I don't know how to do this, but the system can be adjusted to make sure that
decision makers at least give more consideration to natural wetland values. We can place the
burden of proof on the person who is proposing a wetland alteration, make the applicant prove
that the benefits of the alteration outweigh the negative impacts. We can also impose a
presumption in favor of wetland conservation which the applicant must overcome by clear and
convincing evidence. These adjustments don't resolve the underlying economic problems but
could help prevent casual losses of wetlands based on superficial economic analysis.
In general, the agencies we have set up to handle wetland permitting should look at wetlands
with a resource management perspective. The natural wetland resources should be seen as an
asset on the public's balance sheet, an asset that should not be squandered, but managed for
maximum benefit to the public.

Dr. Shabman' s statistics indicate there have been much lower levels of wetland losses in
South Carolina, although the losses nationally are large. Some observers have used statistics like
these to argue that South Carolina must be managing its wetlands pretty well and that therefore
we must not need new wetland protection laws. In my opinion, however, our low wetland losses
to date are a reflection of our relatively low level of economic development compared to other
states. As South Carolina continues to develop, we can expect to experience impacts similar to
those experienced in other, more developed states. We can therefore expect increasing losses of
wetlands unless we take steps to protect our wetlands from development impacts. South Carolina
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should learn from the experience ofother states and take prudent action to enact strong protection
of our valuable wetland resources.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Margaret Davidson, Sea Grant Consortium
Questioner: I have a question dealing with restoration of wetlands. I was wondering, and
probably Mr. Chandler might have some information on this, what is the track record in terms
of the percentage ofwetlands that have been restored and how effective has that restoration been?
In looking at areas. for instance, that have been stripmined and reclaimed or restored, it doesn't
seem that you get back what was originally there.
Jimmy Chandler: Well, unfonunately, I don't really have any firsthand knowledge or any
figures that I can give you. I know that from the scientists that I come in contact with, it appears
that the idea ofrestoring damaged wetlands is something that has a lot more scientific credibility
than the idea of simply creating a wetland from an upland area. I know that there are significant
problems either way; and that' s why a lot of people think, and I agree, that the best bet is to try
to lower those impacts rather than trying to restore degraded wetlands later on. But, there is some
agreement that it is more feasible to restore wetlands than to create them.
Dr. Leonard Shabman: Yes, I think there' s a report coming out ofEPA ' s Corvallis, Oregon,
office that' s going to try to provide an assessment of the successes and failures of wetlands
creation and restoration. That report is either available now or will be soon. My only observation
is that, first of all, I'm not an expen in this area; but I do know that I am told that wetland
restoration (and that' s why I actually use that word, as in plugging up a ditch where a farmer
drained a field before planting some trees) is a much more potentially successful activity than
trying to create one from an upland site, which is really staning from scratch. I also agree that
avoidance is desirable; but again, I don't know what the net in no net loss means if we don't at
least move forward on what this notion of restoration-replacement means.
Mark Parmar: Maybe I could pose a question at this time on the issue of avoidance. From a
developer' s standpoint, we may choose to avoid a wetland, but we don't want to do it in such a
manner that it's neglected. There are circumstances where it is definitely appropriate and
reasonable to avoid a wetland. There should be some suggestions as to how it then still can be
incorporated within a master plan for development in a manner that it is not only avoided, but pan
of the master plan. How might it be incorporated within the developments itself? For instance,
is it visually a prominent portion of the development or that son of thing?
Jimmy Chandler: Well, I'm not sure this answers your question, but I do have an observation
and it relates to the educational process. People from the Midwest come in; at first, they shy away
from the marshes, then later get close to them. I see an awful lot of developments where you 've
got an isolated wetland or even pan of a drainage system that developers like to beautify. They
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want to cut down the trees, they want to bulkhead it, they want to turn it into a pond and make
it something that is more esthetically pleasing to them. People who are members of the Sierra
Club would argue that perhaps there is much more esthetic appeal in the natural wetland the way
it was. It might serve more functions as part of the development left in a natural stage, and it's
part of the educational process to let developers and their potential customers realize the value
of leaving these areas as they are. The swamps aren't just dark, murky places that breed
mosquitoes and snakes.
Mark Parmar: I think it's a good point. It's a marketing effort. We learned that on the
beachfront in terms of more self-imposed setbacks that didn't appear to make sense. But, as the
property owners became more aware of the broader base of the dune field as opposed to just
focusing on the water's edge, they became the biggest proponents ofsetbacks. For instance, when
an invited guest came in who was not as knowledgeable and was running roughshod over the dune
field as opposed to using the boardwalk, we didn't have an enforcement group there. We had
property owners that said, "Wait a minute, here's the role that the dune plays." So maybe there's
a corresponding role for awareness of the wetlands themselves.
Margaret Davidson: Well, let's talk about some of the cost associated with conducting
activities around wetlands. Last week, there was a reference to the lengthy process associated
with regulation of wetlands, particularly since there's such a state of uncertainty. Mark, you
referred to the fact that the rules had changed about wetlands in the last IO or 15 years between
the early seventies and right now, 1990-1991. That regulatory process takes awhile, probably
between twelve and eighteen months now. What is the cost of that extended time to the
developer? Before, you could go in and get a permit in a much more expeditious fashion than
now. What's that cost of time to your client, the developer?
Mark Parmar: Well, quite literally as it relates to Kiawah Island, when you purchased an island
for $105 million, the interest cost alone was in excess of$30 thousand a day. So a decision made
today saves you $30 thousand more than ifthe decision is made tomorrow, in terms ofthe decision
making process. But in all fairness to the regulatory process, in regard to the sense of urgency
to make decisions and to do it in an appropriate manner and appropriate sequence, the burden is
upon the developer to do that just as much as it is for the regulatory body. Now, I would like to
say that the regulatory agencies are often at fault for time delays and so forth; but both sides, in
a sense, contribute to the increased timing. But if the rules change as you go on a particular path
and the rules change, that adds time. Time is a resource to everyone, most assuredly for the
developer who would be paying that kind of interest cost.
Margaret Davidson: Jimmy, let's talk about the costs of lawyers.
Jimmy Chandler: Well, I see several wetlands cases we've had in the last few years as being
examples of developers trying to force development plans onto land rather than adapting their
plans to the land that they have to work with. I've been to many seminars recently, and there's
a constant complaining about the delay of the regulatory process. As I said at the Sea Grant
seminar, and Col. Bornhoft from the Corps of Engineers absolutely agreed with this, if the
developers want a quick answer, they can get one real quick; but the answer is going to be no.
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A lot of the delays are because the regulators are trying not to say no. They're trying to get small
changes in the project. They' re trying to adapt them to the regulations so that they don ' t have
to say no; they want them to say yes. I think that the developers could have a much easier time
if you just follow a simple process of adapting your development to what you have to work with
rather than trying to come up with a grandiose plan and force the land to fit that plan.

Margaret Davidson: Hire Mark Parmar, and then he will come and talk to you before the end
of the project. Let' s talk a little bit about this cost and the lawsuit. You talked about a lawsuit
on the coast. There's a cost to the environmental groups; there ' s a cost to the developer of the
lawsuits. Some tangible cost?
Jimmy Chandler: I think it' s a very tangible cost. In a couple of wetlands cases that I've been
involved with recently, I don ' t know the exact amount that the developer had to pay; but from
my knowledge of attorneys and how they bill, I would estimate that these developers probably
dropped a million dollars each on the cases. The environmental groups were able to stop both
of the permit applications probably within a total expenditure, in both of the cases, of less than
$50 thousand. Part of that is because environmental attorneys who work for environmental
groups make a lot less than the ones who work for developers. But there are very real costs. I've
had a couple ofclients ofmine with the League ofWomen Voters down in Georgetown who said,
"I resent having to hire a lawyer to go in and do things that the public agencies ought to do." It
makes me feel a little funny when they say that, but there is a great feeling among environmental
groups that they're having to do the public agency's work for them and they 're having to spend
money that they shouldn't have to spend because they' ve already paid taxes for these regulatory
agencies.
Margaret Davidson: Good point It may be a valid point. Caller, please state your name, and
then give us your question, please.
Questioner: I have a question for Dr. Shabman. In your talk, you stated that in forestry practices
where they convert from hardwood to softwood, where they harvest and then replant. That it was
a practice that is all right. The one problem is, in order to do the logging in a wetland area, you
have to build roads; and this, ofcourse, will affect the hydrology. How is this a practice that would
be acceptable from a wetlands point ofview with reference to the value and function ofa wetland?
Dr. Leonard Shabman: Well, my first observation would be that you could probably not do
great damage to the hydrologic function of the wetland. I suspect that if you cleared the
hardwoods and planted a monocultured type of species, all pine, that you would certainly have
some habitat effects; these are issues to be considered. I don ' t know that they are wetland issues,
but they are certainly environmental issues. As far as the idea that somehow you 're going to go
in and harvest and in the harvesting process do damage to the wetlands, I would agree that that's
going to happen and that's what best management practices and so forth are about. One of our
panelists cited today that timbering is a value of these wetlands even in their natural state. So we
have this argument that we should save wetlands because they are valuable timber resources.
Well they're not valuable unless we harvest the timber. Just to see them grow is not of value in
the market sense. So we can ' t have it both ways. If we 're going to argue that we can grow trees
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on wetlands for timber and that's a reason to save them, then we're going to have to admit also
that there are going to be some damages done, temporary perhaps, in the harvesting and in the
replanting process. So I don't see any way out of that choice short ofjust simply preserving the
areas.

Jimmy Chandler: Well, let me say in my defense that I have never advocated not allowing
people to log their wetlands. What I have advocated is they do it in accordance with best
management practices and attempt to minimize those impacts as much as possible.
Margaret Davidson: Okay, let me ask a question to keep this conversation going a little bit. Mr.
Shabman, you brought up something that I think that at least your fellow panel members would
like to talk about, and that was the concept of the trust fund, levying a charge or permit fee on
developers. Sharing the gain is what you said. I was trying to get at that with some of my
questions a moment ago--the cost of regulation, the cost oflawyers, the cost of contractors. Can
we talk a little bit about this issue of creating a trust fund now? I think that's something that
legislators would be very interested in a little bit. Jimmy, Mark, give me some feedback on what
you think about that.
Jimmy Chandler: Well, I don't think it should be rejected straight out. I think it has to be very
carefully applied. I know there was a case down in Charleston a couple of years ago in which
a developer offered to donate something like a million dollars to the Audubon Society if they
would back off in their opposition to their permit. That's getting very close to just simply selling
permits. I agree with the notion that people who are building houses should not be placed in the
position of building wetlands; and if we're going to require wetlands mitigation, it probably
would be more appropriate to have some sort of organization set up to actually attempt to create
wetlands or restore wetlands and have the developer pay for that effort rather than attempting to
do it himself. I think that part of the problem is having too much failure in these mitigation efforts
because that's not what they [developers] really want to do. Their heart isn't in it; they're just
doing it because they're being forced to.
Margaret Davidson: Well, that was a good comment. Mark, we're going to put a tax on you
to create this trust fund.
Mark Parmar: I'd like to address maybe two of the issues here. I think the concept of a trust
fund or some source as the basis of increasing the technical understanding of creating wetlands
would be good. We all would agree that our knowledge base for the creation of wetlands and
upland areas isn't real good yet; but as is typical, the more of it you do, the more you learn
hopefully. So whether the source of that is another fund that the applicant would help fund or
not, I don't know. I think in concept that it does make some sense; but how you get there, I don't
know. Dr. Shabman mentioned the issues of profit and the sharing of it because you're actually
allowing for an enhanced value there that the public may not be gaining from in total concept.
The way you make profits is to take risks. So if the sharing of the profits is there, the sharing of
the risks ought to be associated with it, too.
Margaret Davidson: Elaborate.
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Mark Parmar: Well, there is, in most cases, a considerable amount of expense if it's done
properly in terms of the homework analysis, the capital improvement itself, not only the original
installation but continued responsibility for maintenance, and adjusting it every so often. There
is cost associated with that both real and otherwise. There is absolutely no assurance that there
will be any gain to that. There is no assurance that something you are going to the market place
to sell, based upon the best minds in the business, that you are in fact going to sell it at the price
that you think. You may sell it for less, or you may not sell it at all. My only point there is that
if someone is going to be sharing in the profits, they may want to share in the risks. Part of the
risk is associated with the cost of that period between when you decide to do something and
you've achieved it
Margaret Davidson: So Mark, your concern is with how you define profits and value. Leonard,
how do you think we should define these things? It's your idea.
Leonard Shabman: Well, before we answer the question about how we 're going to figure out
what they are, let me mention a survey in a recent publication from the Southern Growth Policy
Board. In that report, they noted that the Council of State Governments has reported that all
thirteen southeastern states listed as one of their top priorities in wetlands management, the
financing for the program, keeping the program going. The National Wetlands Forum suggested
such a trust fund. All I'm just saying is that the trust fund is not simply to be used forrestoration.
It can be used for acquisition; it can be used in the regulatory process to help local governments.
The point is, you need some kind of financial mechanism, some kind of way to use financial
resources to make the programs work and to achieve the no net loss goal. The trust fund happens
to be one possible way. You have two choices. You can get money from the general tax base
or you can find some other source. Now as far as identifying what the profits are, there are a
couple of ways that you could go at it; and these are at a conceptual level in the interest of just
being quick here. The first is you'd might just simply say that instead of having a one-to-one
replacement, we're going to have (not because of risks or anything else), we're going to a five
to-one or a six-to-one or whatever. You can just basically say, okay, this is the fee structure and
you don' t worry about the profit. You said you'd give us ten to one. You can do it subject to
only being at certain areas; these are off limits. And that in a sense tests whether or not the value
is high enough. Another alternative is to go with some kind of negotiation process, a bargaining
process. We just got through with the baseball strike where people put all of their books on the
table; and supposed! y we' re sharing ideas and seeing how to share the gains, and a similar process
could be imagined in this kind of arrangement where you would just simply lay open the books
and try to decide what really is at stake here and figure out how you 're going to share the gains.
Jimmy Chandler: I think that there's one danger in making an agency dependent on developers'
fees as part of their budget because there's going to be a great incentive to find a way to grant the
permit because they're going to depend on the fees; and you've got to build in something tc,
balance that.
Questioner: I have a comment and then a question. As shown in this discussion, estimating the
value of a wetlands is very difficult; and at this time I'm not aware of any method which exists
that can adequately convert wetlands functions such as flood control, biological habitats, water
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quality and esthetics, which really haven't been brought up that much, into dollars. I tend not to
agree with Mark Parmar and Leonard Shabman that the economic value of the development
should be a consideration in whether or not the wetland should be destroyed. I tend to agree with
Jimmy Chandler that we shouldn't use dollars to estimate the value of a wetlands, and I was
wondering if the panel was a ware of any other known alternative market methodologies which
presently exist in the decision making process that looks at whether or not a wetland should be
preserved?
Margaret Davidson: Len, you 're our nonmarket methodology expert.
Leonard Shabman: Yeah, but this is a question about what's going on in the regulatory process,
so I would want to defer to the people involved in that. But I would say this, that I think that no
matter how much you find comparing dollars to nature to be as crass as possible, no matter how
much you find that objectionable, I suspect that it does go on to a certain extent within the
regulatory process and indeed it should. But to my knowledge, there is no formal benefit-cost
test that goes on in the regulatory process. It's a much more open process where various kinds
ofarguments about values, some ofthem monetary, some nonmonetary, are made; and the burden
is on the regulator or the regulating agency to find some balancing public interest; and it's not
simply a dollar issue. It's a whole array of values, and the different ways of measuring them are
all part of that process.
Jimmy Chandler: I would agree. That's the basic way it's done. In fact, the only case that I
know of in which the developer tried to justify permits solely on the basis of economics, the
developer lost. In the Willbrook case, the developer cited the number of jobs they were going
to try to create, the tax revenues they were going to produce, the amount ofpublic personal income
they were going to add to the county; and when it got to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court
said that evidence ofpurely economic benefits is, as a matter of law, insufficient justification for
alteration of wetlands given the strong public interest. By using the term purely economic
benefit, they left the door open to say that you can include economic benefit in your analysis; but
you've got to have other things to go with it.
Margaret Davidson: The missing criterion was an overriding public interest in the development,
right?
Jimmy Chandler: Right.
Mark Parmar: The other thing I have to add to that, just so you don't think that I'm representing
solely the financial side, is that no solutions for any formal business tend to be those that are the
most well balanced, no matter what discipline you 're representing. There are many different
disciplines sitting around the table making a decision of whether to apply for altering a wetland.
I'm speaking now as an applicant. There are marketing considerations, financial considerations
which you 're pointing out, environmental considerations. So you can go down the litany of the
different disciplines and perspectives that are brought to the table. Some companies, developers,
or people are known to be more weighted in one area or another; but my general experience is
that the best decisions tend to be those that are influenced by the broad range of issues because
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they tend to be more permanent in terms of their eventual implementation. If you let any one of
the disciplines get out of kilter, you have to make up for it at another point in time; so I think
there' s a great deal of struggle for the sound applicant in coming to the conclusion that he does
want to apply for altering a wetland. But there are things other than necessarily the bottom line,
which influence the decision. I'd like to think that most people do that. They probably don ' t,
but the majority of those which are reasonably presented tend to have that depth of homework
associated with them.
Margaret Davidson: Let me throw out one more facet of economics associated with wetlands.
If we're going to have a wetlands regulatory program, we 're going to have to pay for it. I believe
the state of Michigan is the only one that' s adopted a comprehensive wetlands regulatory
program including adoption of those kinds of things that we usually leave to the Army Corps of
Engineers to handle; and they have a comprehensive program. I think it' s a pretty kind of
expensive program. What are the experiences of some of the other states? Are they successfully
funding these programs? Where ' s that money coming from? Is it general revenue, taxes?
Anybody on the panel got an idea about how we should pay for managing wetlands?
Leonard Shabman: I can speak to what's going on in Virginia. We just went through what' s
called the Virginia Round Table; there's been some legislation in the last general assembly
session. Essentially, the Virginia program in the tidal areas has been going on a long time as it
has been going on in South Carolina; and it is funded out of general revenues, and there is a
regulatory process there which meshes with the federal program. In the nontidal areas, Virginia
has basically been using the authority they have under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act to
certify that they will accept a granting of a Section 404 permit. So what they ' ve essentially been
doing is using all the jurisdictional definitions and everything else that the federal government
uses and then having a certification process. Now, who's paying for that, and how is it working?
All I can tell you is that in the last Virginia General Assembly, the legislature made the decision
to increase from two staffers to six, or four to eight, or something in that order. In other words,
we're not talking about a lot of people, the number of people who would be doing that 401
certification for the whole state of Virginia. So in Virginia anyway, I can say that there ' s been
some effort to expand the state' s responsibility in the nontidal wetlands; but it's not a lot of
money, and there ' s not a lot being spent. If you look at the other functions, acquisition,
restoration, there's nothing. So, if you would agree that all those things constitute a comprehensive
program, then there's not a lot going on in Virginia other than in the tidal areas.
Margaret Davidson: Mark, are you willing to pay more on licenses and permits so that we can
fund an acquisition program or we can fund a regulatory program?
Mark Parmar: I don't know how to answer that. As I mentioned earlier in the evening, I agreed
with the concept of identifying a source of funds that the applicant may share in generating that
then can be used in a greater knowledge of how we all can address the wetland impacts, if there
are any. That would be a wise source of additional fees. If it's simply to discourage the applicants
from applying, then I don't think it is. So I think that whatever the vehicle is, we all share in what
the ultimate outcome is.
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Questioner: I'd like to elaborate on something that the good doctor said about giving developers
some flexibility so that they can adversely affect some impact upon wetlands and in return,
wetlands can be gained. Because I haven't seen a project yet where there's been mitigation that
didn't involve in a gain in wetlands for whatever impacts there were. Most of the projects that
I'm familiar with have had mitigation ratios of two and a half, to three and a half to one. Now,
with the heavy dependence on avoidance and water dependency that the federal program focuses
on, the private developer is not going to be in a position to provide any resources to help in
achieving the no net loss program. It's going to be left to the taxpayer. The developer should
be allowed to adversely affect, particularly isolated wetlands, which can be very costly to avoid.
If he can utilize those isolated wetlands, mitigate and put money into a trust, then many, many
wetlands that have been lost in this country could be restored. I think that creating wetlands out
of highlands is not a very good idea. Most wetlands have to be in low places. There have been
many low places, that have been adversely impacted which could be restored by funds created
from the private sector through allowing a limited amount of impacts on relatively low quality,
particularly isolated wetlands.
Mark Parmar: Well, I certainly agree with that.
Margaret Davidson: So you'd like to explore this trust fund idea further?
Kurt Wassen: I think so. I don't see anything wrong with, as Jimmy says, buying a permit. If
you use those funds to add to the base of wetlands, what's wrong with that? That's what the
objective is supposed to be.
Jimmy Chandler: Well, the assumption there is that the wetland you restore or the wetland you
attempt to create is going to replace the wetland function and values that are lost. My hesitation
about that is that I have not heard enough scientific evidence that that can happen, and that's why
I think the emphasis needs to stay on avoidance. I don't really buy the idea that we need to destroy
more wetlands in order to save them.
Mark Parmar: Well, I'd go on the basis that we need to go through a pretty long learning curve,
and I don't think we should avoid that. I would agree with Kurt that we need a program to increase
all people's knowledge of what can and can't be done in terms of the restoration process. When
the developer comes upon an isolated wetland on a piece of property that they have, I do not
believe that the first instinct is to alter it, to fill it, to hide it or whatever. At least in terms of sound
developers. I think the first instinct is that you 're always looking for ways to increase and enhance
values that you can then transfer to someone else who's willing to perceive those values and pay
you and gain your reasonable profit on the thing. So what vehicle is there to encourage that
increased knowledge? Maybe the trust fund or some other vehicle like that, that the applicant
helps fund would be a good way to do it. And then, how do you wisely use that resource to really
maximize those funds available to the state or to agencies?
Leonard Shabman: Yes, I'd like to make two comments here. One is just to be absolutely
certain that what I'm saying is understood, because I think it is important to the extent that you
do this you are going to have to give the development community something. That something
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that you're going to give them is that within certain constraints, you 're going to ease off a little
bit on the avoidance requirement and you're going to allow some things to go with a little less
difficulty. I'm not denying that point. Now, to the extent, this is the second point. I want to tie
it to the first one. To the extent that we define wetlands very narrowly, then we don ' t have to do
that. But if we ' re going to define wetlands very broadly and if we 're going to start talking about
25, 35, 45, some huge percentage of the land area in the state, then you 're going to have to get
some flexibility because people are going to keep moving here. So the need for this kind of
flexibility diminishes to the extent that you tie a smaller band around what you 're trying to
regulate. If, in fact, we take the federal manual and some of these other things and keep expanding
our scope, then we're going to have to do something to be more flexible in the regulatory
processes. I think there's a trade off there, that we' ve got to be concerned about. That was that
last point I was trying to raise.
Margaret Davidson: All right, we have a caller on the line. Do you all want to make any last
comments?
Jimmy Chandler: Well, I'd just like to say that I don ' t totally disagree with that. Kurt Wassen
knows that I have seen wetlands alterations that he's applied for and I have not objected to them.
Questioner: For Dr. Shabman, a little different area. You made reference to the swamp buster
program. I've got a couple of questions. How effective do you think the swamp buster program
has been in protecting wetlands? With Congress now addressing a new farm bill, what provisions
do you think should be in the new farm bill for protection of wetlands?
Leonard Shabman: The answer to your first question about the effectiveness of swamp buster
is that it is my judgment, and I don't have any proof of this, the decline in agricultural drainage
of wetlands has largely been driven by the larger economic considerations and less by swamp
buster. Also, I think the Tax Reform Act has a much greater effect on wetlands drainage
profitability because of the way that the depreciation schedules were written and, in fact,
changing the capital gains law. A number of things had a much greater effect than the swamp
buster, per say. The third point about swamp buster is that there is a big debate going on in
Washington right now as to whether it's being enforced or not. I don't have any great insight into
whether it is being enforced properly or not. I will say this, that if it's not being enforced then
obviously it can ' t be having any effect. That' s a definitional statement. So I think enforcement
needs to be looked into. Be it as it may, I think by and large it's been larger economic trends and
the Tax Reform Act more than swamp buster that are probably going to have some effect.
With regard to the new farm bill, I don't know of any provision in that that is going to expand
the penalty provisions of swamp buster. I do know that there are considerations being given
toward using the conservation reserve program for wetlands restoration, that is, paying farmer~
who have previously drained wetlands that are now cropland to put them back into wetland
environments. Currently, the conservation reserve program has targeted erodible soils, and what
we 're doing is we 're asking farmers to take land out of production (and these are steep hillsides)
and put it into trees or cover crops that stem the erosion. I fully expect there will be something
in the new farm bill which will expand that provision to encourage farmers to reclaim wetlands
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under the same provisions. That would be an example of something a state like South Carolina
might want to grab onto very quickly and use in a wetlands management program where you' re
trying to either expand your wetlands base or use that program as part of your no net loss goal
strategy.
Margaret Davidson: Any further comments? Well, we're going to be wrapping it up soon so
if anybody in the audience has any last questions, this is the moment to step up and make your
phone call. I wanted to make a comment. Len, earlier you referred to the Southern Growth Policy
Board. They also this year not only had a paper about wetlands regulation and the importance
of it from a state perspective, they also had a very interesting paper in which they looked at
southern states and the amount of funding that goes into natural resource programs. And that
paper said that outside the traditional areas that are dear to every Southerner's heart, forestry and
wildlife management, that not only are southern states funding natural resources less than the rest
of the country; but if you exclude forestry and wildlife management issues, they 're even on a
greater decline of funding as compared to the rest of the country. I wonder about the implication
for that in the South. You 're in a southern state as well. The Southern Growth Policy Board seems
to be increasingly concerned about the relationship between the environment, the natural
resources and the economic vitality. But you know, if we're a part of the country that never has
funded natural resources and now we 're bringing up some very hot areas, some very costly areas
potentially for funding, is the prognosis good for there being any funding in the South in the future
for these kinds of issues? Do you have a response for that, Len?
Leonard Shabman: Okay, you 're asking me. I guess that maybe Virginia is an interesting state
to answer that, in the perspective of that state. Virginia, for better or worse, has had a very
dramatic population growth rate, and the people who have moved into Virginia have come from
elsewhere. I think only one in six, I can ' t remember the exact statistics, and that accounts for
births and so forth, only one in six were in the state I think ten or twenty years ago. The point
is we've had a tremendous change, not in numbers, but in the people there, the result being that
the whole political environment is changing and people seem to be more willing to see their taxes
go to the environmental programs. The other thing that seems to have happened in Virginia is
that having a large environmental issue has had spin-off effects in terms of overall environmental
spending, that particular issue being restoration of the Chesapeake Bay. That seems to have
galvanized people and gotten them more in tune to the whole issue ofenvironmental management,
environmental protection. It may take that in some other states; and maybe the lesson is that if
a state can find some major issues that capture national attention or whatever, then that somehow
helps. Those are pure speculations. I think that this trend you ' re talking about should tum around
as far as I'm concerned, but I'm not a forecaster of any great repute.
Margaret Davidson: I think that Virginia is probably one of the states the people in South
Carolina would admit that they look at. We don ' t always acknowledge that we want to cake
examples from other states.
With that, I think we 're going to close out the fifth in the seminar series. I encourage you in
the audience to come back next Wednesday night. We'll be talking about the role of natural
constructed wetlands for wastewater treatment which is a very interesting, somewhat complex
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subject and probably a subject that we're going to see a lot more information on in the future,
particularly here in South Carolina. We 're going to have some folks that know about it both from
a scientific standpoint and from a very practical standpoint.
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March 28, 1990
WATER IMPROVEMENT FUNCTIONS OF NATURAL
AND CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS
Donald A. Hammer

Tenn~ee Valley Authority
Natural wetlands systems provide many functional benefits to our society, but virtually all
can be grouped into three broad categories-life support, hydro logic buffering and water quality
improvement. Most of us are familiar with the many types and large numbers of animals
especially birds that are dependent upon wetlands; but how many realize that the crayfish
industry in Louisiana, the shellfish and much of the finfish industry along our coasts, and the
furbearers that clothe our elegant ladies are all dependent upon wetlands (1). Wetlands also
reduce flooding along rivers and streams by reducing and desynchronizing peak runoff through
slowing flood water velocities. At the other extreme, delayed flows emanating from wetlands
augment base flows in streams and rivers maintaining levels essential for aquatic life. Finally
contaminated waters flowing through natural wetlands are cleansed by a combination of
physical, chemical and biological activities emerging as clean water (2).
Wetlands are ecotones-edge habitats-transition zones between dry land and deep water,
environments that are neither obviously terrestrial nor obviously aquatic. Wetlands need not be
continuously wet nor are they continuously dry. Many wetlands are only wet during certain
years, seasons, times of day or after heavy rains. At other times they may be dry. Periodic
inundation alternating with dry times is critical to maintaining environmental conditions that
support the unique plant and animal assemblages characteristic of wetlands ecosystems (3).
The rich variety of plants and animals found in most wetlands derives from their transitional
position in the landscape and subsequent production rates. Not only are many unique organisms
restricted to wetlands environments, but most wetlands receive extensive use by animals
characteristic of terrestrial or purely aquatic environments. Some use wetlands seasonally
various fish spawn in shallow water wetlands but spend most oftheir adult lives in deeper waters.
Others visit daily-fox or coyotes on their nightly rounds. Others may reside for extended
periods depending on foraging or shelter conditions elsewhere-deer or pheasants weathering
winter storms or antelope and elk browsing succulent marsh vegetation. Many birds that occur
in both terrestrial and wetlands habitats frequently are found in the highest numbers in the diverse,
productive habitats of wetlands.
But diversity and abundance varies greatly between different types of wetlands and within
a single wetlands. Some wetlands-acidic bogs, monotypic cattail (Typha) marshes and many
saltwater wetlands-have low diversities, i.e. large numbers of a few types of plants or animals.
Others, river swamps and fresh/brackish marshes, have high diversities, i.e., many types ofplants

or animals but only a few individuals of each type. The views expressed herein are those of the
author and do not necessarily represent those of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Biomass
produced per unit area per unit time commonly exceeds the production rates for the most
intensively managed agricultural fields (4).
Variation in productivity and diversity within a wetlands system is readily apparent from
casual observation of the hummocks within the Everglades. These wet forested islands situated
in large expanses of wet prairie, "the river of grass," support a more diverse assemblage ofplant
and animal species than the adjacent sedge marshes and mangrove swamps. Hummocks also
provide critical seasonal habitats for animals normally found in the marshes when the latter
become too wet or too dry for certain species. Consequently, the diversity and productivity of
hummocks varies substantially during the course ofa year, and their influence extends far beyond
their boundaries.
Although most wetlands were created by large scale geological disturbances-glaciation,
changing sea levels, orographic phenomena and fluviatile events-local hydrologic disturbances
such as annual, seasonal, or daily flooding are essential to retard the inevitable succession
through drier and drier stages leading to terrestrial or upland-type ecosystems (3). Conversely,
permanent flooding and/or stable water levels impair nutrient cycling resulting in decreasing
productivity within the system and gradual loss of species becoming similar to deeper water,
aquatic habitats (5).

Water Purification
Wetlands ecosystems have intrinsic abilities to modify or trap a wide spectrum of water
borne substances commonly considered pollutants or contaminants. Doubtless our ancestors
perceived and exploited these abilities, but in more recent times, casual observations fostered
renewed interest leading to investigations that documented changes in concentrations of various
materials after processing by natural wetlands systems. Much of the early work on constructed
wetlands for wastewater treatment was stimulated by observing this purification phenomenon in
natural wetlands systems (6,7,8,9).
Many observers have noticed accelerated soil erosion after heavy rains wash across
unvegetated soils, and some were fortunate to encounter situations where silt-laden waters
transiting natural wetlands systems were readily compared with unprocessed waters. The striking
visual differences were easily verified by sampling and analysis, and the information became an
important component in a communal body of knowledge on natural wetlands values. Most
ecologists believed this phenomenon was wide-spread, and a few even suggested that it might
occur on a large scale though little documentation was available. I recently had the opportunity
to observe an example ofwater quality improvements in river waters by a natural wetlands system
on a very large scale.
The Pantanal of western Brazil and adjacent portions ofParaguay and Bolivia is a large basin
bordered by high plateaus on the east (savannah) and north (semideciduous forest) and a
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moderate mountain range (semideciduous forest) on the west. Runoff from these regions causes
much of the 11 million hectare area to be flooded from December to June, and a significant but
unmeasured proportion is permanently wet. Although Pantanal means marsh or swampland in
Portuguese, the region is more correctly termed a large plain with a considerable amount of
permanently inundated area in old river channels, meanders, lakes, smaller depressions and
potholes. In fact an aerial overview accentuates the striking physiographic similarities with the
prairie pothole region and the high Arctic in North America (absent the woody vegetation, of
course). An important difference is the presence of many rivers entering the Pantanal from the
eastern highlands, gradually disappearing and then reforming on the western and southern
boundaries and draining off to the south. Over geological time, alluvial deposits ofhighlands silt
has gradually transformed a flat or concave basin floor into a convex dome-like surface with
higher elevations in the center and lower on the margins.
Doubtless this region provided important water improvement functions since tectonic forces
created the original basin. The accumulated deposits that formed the present cross-sectional
profile are dramatic evidence ofprevious beneficial modification of inflowing river waters. But
accelerated erosion and pollution from clearing and agricultural activities and other anthropogenic
sources has tremendously increased the contaminant loading of rivers draining the plateaus on
the east and north. The Rio Taquiri alone carries over 30 thousand metric tons of silt per day plus
a variety ofagrochemicals from soybean fields on the eastern plateau (10). Other rivers transport
lower silt loads; but most receive untreated sewage and industrial and mining pollution before
reaching the Pantanal. For example, one iron ore mill used 4. 8 kg ofdetergent perday for washing
ore stacks along the Rio Correntes, gold miners use (and lose) 36,000 kg/year of mercury along
the Rio Couros and the Rio Aqua Branca, and eight alcohol distilleries (fuel) discharge 3.6
million Vday of organic waste (vinhoto) into rivers draining the northern plateau (11). The
combined impact of increased pollutant loadings has caused recent hydrologic and biological
changes in the upper reaches ofthe Pantanal that are ofconcern to Brazilians and conservationists
worldwide (12).
But the amazing fact is that alarmingly high concentrations of silt and pollutants in inflowing
river waters are reduced to innocuous levels in waters of rivers draining the region (11).
Examination of a topographic map (abstracted in Figure 1) provides insight into the overall
processes ifnot the complex of mechanisms. Notice the size, especially width, of the Rio Taquiri
as it drops offthe plateau and enters the Pantanal on the east. A fairly wide, deep and fast flowing
river courses out into the Pantanal and rather quickly its width, depth and velocity are reduced.
A third ofthe way into the Pantanal, numerous small braided streams arise flowing perpendicularly
out of the Rio Taquiri into the adjacent regions. Progressively increasing water loss with
1
penetration into the Pantanal drastically reduces the Rio Taquiri until it almost disappears. A
similar pattern is evident in the course of the Rio Aquidauana. Many of the rivers flowing into
the Pantanal virtually disappear because of sheet flow and dissemination through very small
waterways in this vast wetlands region. In fact the Pantanal functions as an 11 million hectare
sponge that absorbs inflowing waters, cleanses them of impurities and slowly releases clean
water through minor streams that aggregate into larger rivers along the southern and western
boundaries. This large natural wetlands complex transforms heavily polluted influent waters into
clean waters collected by the Paraguay River and used throughout much of southern South
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Figure 1. A schematic map of the Pantanal, Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil
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America. Not only does it provide clean water, the slow release of waters collected during the
rainy season augments base flow in the Rio Paraguay during the dry half of the year, supporting
adequate year around supplies for communities, navigation and other human and natural uses.
On a large scale as well as in local areas, natural wetlands can perform substantial
improvements in water quality and quantity despite abnormal conditions. Even though the
system is grossly overloaded and significant changes have occurred in wetlands of the upper
Pantanal, the natural wetlands complex of the total system still provides valuable water
improvements for downstream rivers. However, major land use changes in the surrounding
plateaus causing accelerated pollution have only occurred within the last 5-10 years and
alterations in the Pantanal are already evident. Doubtless continued overloading will soon
destroy the water improvement function as well as important other functional values of the
Pantanal in the near future. Protecting the water improvement function of the Pantanal will
require extensive changes in land use, government policy and economics of world markets.
Unfortunately other important functional values of this world class wetlands are likely to be
severely depressed before water purification is significantly damaged.
Wetlands accomplish water improvement through a variety of physical, chemical and
biological processes operating independently in some circumstances and interacting in others.
Vegetation obstructing the flow and reducing the velocity enhances sedimentation, and many
substances of concern are associated with the sediment because of clay particle adsorption
phenomena. Increased water surface area for gas exchange improves dissolved oxygen content
for decomposition of organic compounds and oxidation of metallic ions. But the most important
process is similar to decomposition occurring in most conventional treatment plants; only the
scale of the treatment area and composition of the microbial populations is likely to be different.
In both cases an optimal environment is created and maintained for micro-organisms that conduct
desirable transformations of water pollutants. Maintaining that environment in the small
treatment area of a package plant requires substantial inputs of energy and labor. Wetlands
systems use larger treatment areas to establish self-maintaining systems providing environments
for similar microbes but also supporting additional types of micro-organisms because of the
diversity ofmicro-environments. The latter along with a larger treatment area frequently provide
more complete reduction and lower discharge concentrations of water borne contaminants.
Regardless, most removal or transformation of organic substances in municipal wastewaters or
metallic ions in acid mine drainage is accomplished by microbes-algae, fungi, protozoa and
bacteria. Wetlands, as do conventional treatment systems, simply provide suitable environments
for abundant populations of these microbial populations.

Wetlands Purification

Water purification functions of wetlands are dependent upon four principle components:
vegetation, water column, substrates and microbial populations. The principle function of
vegetation in wetlands systems is to create additional environments for microbial populations.
Not only do the stems and leaves in the water column obstruct flow and facilitate sedimentation,
they also provide substantial quantities of surface area for attachment of microbes, that is,
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reactive surface. In addition to the microbial environments in the water column of lagoons,
wetlands have much additional surface area on portions ofplants within the water column. Plants
also increase the amount of aerobic microbial environment in the substrate incidental to the
unique adaptation that allows wetlands plants to thrive in saturated soils. Most plants are unable
to survive in water-logged soils because their roots cannot obtain oxygen in the anaerobic
conditions rapidly created after inundation. However, hydrophytic or wet-growing plants have
specialized structures in their leaves, stems and roots somewhat analogous to a mass of breathing
tubes that conduct atmospheric gases, including oxygen, down into the roots. Because the outer
covering on the root hairs is not a perfect seal, oxygen leaks out creating a thin film aerobic region,
the rhizosphere, around each and every root hair. The larger region outside the rhizosphere
remains anaerobic but the juxtaposition of a large, in aggregate, thin film aerobic region
surrounded by an anaerobic; region is crucial to transformations of nitrogenous compounds and
other substances. Wetlands vegetation substantially increases the amount ofaerobic environment
available for microbial populations both above and below the surface. Wetlands plants generally
take up only very small quantities (<5 percent) of the nutrients or other substances removed from
the influent waters although some systems incorporating periodic plant harvesting have slightly
increased direct plant removals at considerable expense.
Recent experiments have shown that plant architecture using temperature differentials
between various portions of the plant increases gas exchange beyond levels expected from
passive (air tube) transport ( 13). However, attempts to compute oxygen mass introduced into the
substrates by radial oxygen loss have been confounded by a number ofvariables that lack precise
definition. Although earlier experiments suggested that plants with deep root structures had
higher removal efficiencies (14), recent results suggest that plant species with dense, fibrous
though shallow roots have lower radial oxygen loss per unit ofplant biomass but may input larger
quantities ofoxygen into the substrate because they tend to grow in denser stands ( 15). However,
Scirpus cyperinus (dense stands, fibrous, shallow roots) had lower removal efficiencies than did
Scirpus validus or Typha latifolia/angustifolia (deep rhizomatous roots) in two systems treating
municipal waste in western Kentucky (16). But widely fluctuating loading rates and clogged
gravel substrates in these systems confused comparative evaluations and only root depth and root
dry weight were related to discharge water chemistry. Stengel and Schultz-Hock (17) did not
observe an increase in dissolved oxygen in water flowing through the root horizon ofexperimental
substrates.
Microbes-bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa-alter contaminant substances to obtain
nutrients or energy to carry out their life cycles. In addition, many naturally occurring microbial
groups are predatory and will forage on pathogenic organisms. The effectiveness of wetlands in
water purification is dependent on developing and maintaining optimal environments for
desirable microbial populations. Fortunately, these microbes are ubiquitous, naturally occurring
in most waters and likely to have large populations in wetlands and contaminated waters with
nutrient or energy sources. Only rarely, with very unusual pollutants, will inoculation of a
specific type or strain of microbes be needed.
Substrates-various soils, sand, or gravel-provide physical support for plants; reactive
surface area for complexing ions, anions, and some compounds; and attachment surfaces for
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microbial populations. Surface and subsurface water (the water column) transports substances
and gases to microbial populations, carries off by-products, and provides the environment and
water for biochemical processes of plants and microbes.
Invertebrate and vertebrate animals harvest nutrients and energy by feeding on microbes and
macrophytic vegetation, recycling and in some cases transporting substances outside the
wetlands system Functionally, these components have limited roles in pollutant transformations;
but they often provide substantial ancillary benefits (recreation/education) in successful systems.
In addition vertebrate and invertebrate animals serve as highly visible indicators of the health and
well-being of a marsh ecosystem, providing the first signs of system malfunction to a trained
observer. Some invertebrates and many vertebrates occupy upper trophic levels within the
system that are dependent upon robust, healthy populations ofmicro and macroscopic organisms
in the critical lower levels. Declines in lower level populations (including those involved in
pollutant transformations) are reflected in changes in more visible animals in the higher levels.
However, observations on types and numbers of indicator species must be carefully interpreted
and/or compared to conditions in natural, unimpacted wetlands by an experienced wetlands
ecologist since certain species thrive in overloaded, poorly operating systems.

Constructed Wetlands
Over many years our knowledge of water purification in natural wetlands has slowly
increased leading to fairly rapid developments in constructed wetlands technology. Ironically,
current and future research on wastewater treatment in constructed wetlands systems is likely to
substantially improve our understanding of this important functional value in natural wetlands
(18).

Constructed wetlands in contrast to natural wetlands are man-made systems that are
designed, built and operated to emulate natural wetlands or functions of natural wetlands for
human desires and needs. As used for wastewater treatment, constructed wetlands may include
swamps-wet regions dominated by trees, shrubs and other woody vegetation, or bogs-low
nutrient, acidic waters dominated by Sphagnum or other mosses, but most commonly we refer
to marshes. Marshes are shallow water regions dominated by emergent herbaceous vegetation
-cattails, bulrushes, rushes and reeds. Marshes are adapted to a tremendous variety of soil and
climatic conditions and some marsh plants occur on every continent except Antarctica. Marshes
are also adapted to a wide range of water quality conditions as well as substantial fluctuations in
water flows and depths. Although bogs and swamps have been used for wastewater treatment,
both are difficult to establish or manage and both require fairly stable water quality and quantity
conditions. Alterations in either are likely to cause undesirable changes in the structure and
function of bogs and swamps.
The vast majority of wetlands constructed for wastewater treatment are classified as surface
flow or free-water surface systems (19), that is, influent waters flow across and largely above
the surface of the substrate materials. Substrates are generally native clay or soil. In the other
major class-subsurface-flow systems-waters flowing through the system pass entirely within
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the substrate and free water is not visible. Substrates in subsurface flow systems are typically
various sizes of gravel or crushed rock. Only a few subsurface flow systems treating municipal
waste are operating in North America, but many of the European municipal systems are of this
type. Only surface flow systems have been used for mine drainage, agricultural waste, urban
stormwater, industrial wastewaters or other applications to date. Because a number of the
operational subsurface flow systems have experienced clogging problems, only surface flow
systems can be recommended for anything less than tertiary polishing of effluents with low
concentrations of nutrients.
Constructed wetlands have recently received considerable attention as low-cost, efficient
means to clean-up many types ofwastewater. Though the concept ofdeliberately using wetlands
for water purification has only developed within the last 20 years, in reality human societies have
indirectly used natural wetlands for waste management for thousands of years. We have always
dumped our wastes into nearby streams or wetland areas. And as they do for natural ecosystems,
wetlands processed these wastes and discharged relatively clean water. However as human
populations increased and concentrated in towns and later cities, the increased quantity of wastes
discharged into a small area soon overloaded natural wetlands and other aquatic systems
damaging the wetlands and destroying their function in removing water borne pollutants.
Without wetlands treatment buffering downstream areas, human wastes damaged aquatic life in
rivers, bays and oceans and threatened drinking water supplies. Consequently, various methods
of treating wastes were developed starting with simple holding ponds and progressing through
lagoons to complex mechanical treatment plants----conventional wastewater treatment systems
in use today.
But many systems are old and need replacement, and others are not operated properly. Over
70 percent of the systems serving communities of under ten thousand population in the Southeast
violate discharge standards, and similar conditions exist across the country. Public concern with
clean water supplies results in increasing pressure to enforce existing standards and further
restrict permissible discharges to receiving waters. Because small communities are often located
along small or even intermittent streams, permitted discharges are more stringent than for cities
discharging into major rivers; and discharge limits for small treatment systems are likely to be
lowered even more.
In the past, small towns benefited less from financial assistance programs because the
concern and rightly so, was to address the major problems first. But now and in the near future
the availability of construction grants is uncertain; and many communities face the prospect of
largely self-financing new, expensive wastewater treatment facilities. Some communities have
the financial resources, but the majority of small towns have very limited ability to finance a
multi-million dollar upgrade or construction project.
Consequently, many are searching for some means out oftheir dilemma; and an inexpensive,
efficient process--constructed wetlands-is attractive. But constructed wetlands are not a
panacea for all wastewatertreatment problems. Although experimental work has been underway
for over 20 years, the technology is still in its infancy and much remains to be learned on design,
construction and operation. Most previous work has been directed towards municipal wastewater
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treannent, and our information is adequate to conservatively design and operate systems for that
use. Within the last five years a numberofexperimental and operating systems treating acid mine
drainage have provided. similar information. But the substantial potential for treating nonpoint
sources, especially urban stormwater runoff and agricultural wastewaters, industrial wastes and
even failed. septic tank drain fields at individual home sites remains to be developed.
Constructed wetlands currently treat wastewaters from towns and small cities, mine drainage,
urban stormwater runoff, livestock production, failed. septic tank fields, land fill leachate, paper
mills, tanneries, food processing plants, petroleum refineries and many other small industrial
sources on every continent except Antarctica (20). Operating systems are located at sea level and
at 5000 feet and from the tropics to subarctic regions in Ontario and the Scandinavian countries
(21,22). Because operation is dependent on chemical and biological processes, pollutant
removal efficiencies decline somewhat during low temperatures; but discharge levels remain
well below permit limits.
Present recommendations for treating municipal wastewaters, after primary settling or
comminution, are for loading rates not to exceed 25 acres per million gallons per day (mg.) or
more precisely not-to exceed 100 kg/hr loading rates for BOD5 or total suspended. solids (TSS)
and not to exceed 10 kg/ha for ~ - The few operating systems for agricultural waste were
designed. with mass loading information from municipal systems, but monitoring information
from these is limited. For acid mine drainage waters, recommended. effective treannent areas
vary with influent pH levels. If the inflow drainage has a pH <5.5, 2 m 2 is required. for each mg/
min of iron entering the system, whereas if the influent pH is >5.5, 0. 7 5 m2 of wetland effective
treannent area is needed to met normal permit discharge limits. For manganese, 7 m2 of wetland
area is needed for each mg/min of manganese if inflow pH is <5.5, but only 2 m2 is required. if
inflow pH is >5.5 (23).

Advantages
Advantages of constructed. wetlands include relatively low construction costs-essentially
grading, dike construction and vegetation planting with little steel or concrete-and low
operating cost. Maintenance consists of monitoring water levels and plant vitality, collecting
NPDES samples and grounds maintenance (mowing dikes and roadways). Properly designed.
and constructed. systems do not require chemical additions, internal pumping, sludge handling
or other procedures of conventional treannent systems. Neither do they require plant harvesting
except in specialized. applications using floating plants such as water hyacinth (Eichhomia) or
duckweed. (Lemna) for nutrient removal after conventional treannent In these cases, maintenance
costs may be very high.
Typically construction costs are from one tenth to one half as costly as comparable
conventional treannent systems. For example a TVA Tennessee Valley Authority designed.
system at Benton, Kentucky, polishing primary lagoon effluent, cost $260,000 in 1986 compared.
to a 1972 estimate of $2.5 million for comparable conventional treatment. Two other systems
designed. for secondary and tertiary treannent for communities of 500 (Hardin) and 1,000 users
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(Pembroke) varied from $212,000 to $366,000. Operating costs are less than $10,000 per year.
A TVA wetlands controlling acid mine drainage cost $28,000 to construct and plant, about the
same as the costs for chemicals alone to provide comparable treatment for only one year (24).
Operating costs, other than monitoring sample collection and analysis, have been less than $500
per year.
Wastewater treatment efficiencies are very good especial!y for BOD5 , TSS and fecal coliform
bacteria with common discharge values of 10-20 mg/1 and 50-100 colonies per 100 ml. With
proper design and adequate treatment area, removal of nitrogen compounds and phosphorus are
readily accomplished. Metallic ion removal even from strongly acid waters is excellent, and
slight increases in pH are common when influent seep water is moderately acidic. But little
decrease in acidity has been demonstrated for strongly acidic source waters.
Performance varies as can be·expected with different designs, wastewater sources, amount
and type ofpretreatment and treatment area/retention times with most variation related to the type
of system and treatment area/retention times. Constructed wetlands are also amenable to
substantial fluctuations in loading rates adapting to weekly and annual fluctuations in flows, for
example, from a high school in northwest Alabama.
Constructed wetlands can provide ancillary benefits in the form ofwildlife habitat, recreational
and environmental space or simply urban greenspace. Recreational activities derive from
vertebrates, larger invertebrates and to some extent vegetational components. The Arcata system
has been described as a hotspot in California in a national birding publication (25). During a
Sunday visit to the Martinez, California, wetlands system, available police and janitorial
employees were unable to direct me to the wastewater treatment plant; only a chance encounter
with a local birdwatcher saved the day. Amateur naturalists and environmental educators quickly
identify and exploit the educational and recreational benefits of a simulated marsh nearby (26).
Systems located near urban areas may also provide greenspace benefits (27) or simply open,
natural areas that attract a variety oflow-intensity recreational users, walking,jogging, picnicking,
relaxing, etc. Treatment system operators, pleased with the attention and support received from
local citizens, usually welcome ancillary uses. More importantly, many realize that recreational
benefits and pleasing aesthetics of wetlands systems may reduce opposition to siting new or
expanded systems.
However wetlands constructed for wastewater treatment, at least initial!y, are comparative Iy
simple, often monotypic species systems. A properly designed and constructed cell with
adequate treatment area covered in a dense stand of Typha or Scirpus will efficiently remove
target contaminants from influent waters while providing habitat for a few muskrats (Ondatra),
blackbirds and some songbirds but little else (28). If operated at maximum efficiency, it will not
have adequate capacity to store flood waters nor can it release substantial quantities to amplify
low stream flows in dry conditions. Wastewater treatment has been maximized through
optimized design and operating criteria, and all other functional values have been subordinated.
But the water improvement function is still efficient and enduring even though other wetlands
functional values are substantially reduced or nonexistent.
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Disadvantages
Constructed wetlands are land intensive. They require much more land area than do package
treatment plants, and they require relatively level surfaces. Where land costs are high, such as
in larger cities or in very rugged terrain that would need considerable cut and fill, constructed
wetlands are more expensive to construct than conventional systems although lower operating
costs over a 20- or 30-year plant lifetime must be factored into the decision process. Current
design recommendations specify 15 to 50 acres of treatment area per mg. depending upon the
level of pretreatment and the desired discharge limits.
In addition, present design, construction and operating criteria are imprecise, the reason for
the range of treatment area requirements in the above. And wetlands systems, either natural or
constructed, are complex, dynamic systems about which we have only limited understanding.
However, a number of experimental and operating systems throughout the world are beginning
to accumulate the data base from which precise design and operating criteria will be developed.
TVA, EPA and 14 other organizations cosponsored the First International Conference on
Constructed Wetlands for Wastewater Treatment in Chattanooga in June 1988. The proceedings,
organized as an instructional handbook, are available from Lewis Publishers, Inc., Chelsea,
Michigan.
Another disadvantage is delayed operational status. Because peak removal efficiencies of
constructed wetlands are dependent upon vegetation growth and establishment, design efficiencies
are not likely to be attained until after two or perhaps three growing seasons. Completing
construction and planting simply do not translate into full operational status, and potential users
must plan to gradually phase in wetlands operation concurrent with phase out of the existing
conventional system. Proper operation of the existing plant during this phase can be critical to
avoid discharging activated sludge during high flow periods or simply "wasting" sludge to the
wetlands system before it is fully operational.
Treatment system longevity is poorly documented because no successful operating scale
system has been in operation for more than ten years. Because these systems simulate natural
wetlands, ecosystems that have functioned to purify water for thousands of years, I expect that
system efficiency is not likely to be detrimentally impacted by age; but artificial constraints may
require modifications or restarting after some period of time. Litter/detritus accumulation rates
have been measured at about one inch per year in municipal systems with no loss of treatment
efficiencies (29). Therefore designs should incorporate this accumulation factor in dike height
specifications, and dikes should have 20 to 22 inches offree board for a 20-year operating lifetime
or greater for longer operational status. At that point, the system may need to be cleaned out and
restarted, and after testing to identify possible toxic substances, accumulated litter may be
composted or land applied similar to conventional sludge.
With other applications, acid mine drainage for example, accumulated deposits may be useful
in recycling or mining. A small wetland in northeast Alabama removes over 5 metric tons of
iron each year from influent seep waters. Between 150 and 200 constructed wetlands currently
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treat acid mine drainage in Appalachia alone and mining companies are building 50 to 60 a year.
In 40 or 50 years these small wetlands will have duplicated the bog-iron sources that provided
the foundation for the original iron processing industry in Europe and North America. Our grand
children may find these concentrated iron deposits much less expensive to process than taconite
or other low grade iron ore sources.
Finally, improperly designed or operated constructed wetlands could create pest problems
with mosquitoes or rodents that may cause adverse impacts to local residents. Both are easily
avoided with appropriate designs and operating procedures (30).

Nonpoint Source Pollution
Public concern during the last 20 years resulted in state and federal legislation regulating
discharges and providing financial assistance for municipal treatment facilities. Substantial
progress in treating point sources has and is continuing to occur especial!yin larger cities and with
major industries. And widespread implementation of wetlands treatment technology may
accomplish similar objectives with small community and small industry sources. However,
anticipated improvements in the nation's waters have not been realized, and recent evaluations
reflect a growing concern over nonpoint sources, especially agricultural waste and urban
stormwater runoff. These principal contributors to nonpoint source (NPS) problems have been
difficult to remedy with conventional wastewater treatment methods.
Nonpoint source pollution emanating from agricultural operations, urban areas, failed home
septic tank drain fields, mining and a host of other land disturbing activities continues to
detrimentally impact 30 to 50 percent ofour nation's waterways. Increasing focus on agricultural
activities resulting in NPS pollution probably results not only from reduction or elimination of
other sources but also from real changes in waste loading in receiving streams because of
changing animal husbandry practices. Free ranging livestock (including poultry) at relatively low
population densities caused little aquatic pollution because wastes were widely dispersed and
natural soil systems generally recycled nutrients on site. However, the historical and continuing
tendency to confine livestock in ever smaller areas to improve production efficiency also
concentrates animal waste loading with subsequent runoff to nearby streams. Concurrent
removal ofwoody and nonwoody riparian vegetation to increase efficiency by using all available
acreage or incidental to livestock grazing and loafing, has eliminated the buffer strip that formerly
protected streams from direct pollutant impacts.Unfortunately, reversing either trend is unlikely
under the economic pressures impacting today's farmers.
In cities, addition and expansion ofimpervious surface area from new housing, shopping and
office/industrial complexes continues to increase total and peak flows of urban runoff to
receiving streams. Not only does this runoff contain petrochemicals and heavy metals, but
overuse of fertilizers and pesticides in urban and suburban settings commonly results in higher
pollutant loading in urban stormwater runoff than from comparable areas of agricultural fields.
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Farmers, miners, homeowners and developers are unlikely to purchase and operate package
treatment plants nor can cities construct and operate conventional systems to treat stormwaters
running off streets, parking lots and other impervious surfaces. Requiring a hog producer to
purchase a multimillion dollar treatment plant to deal with the waste from 1000 hogs (similar
organic loading but much more concentrated than waste from a city of 1000 residents) is
unrealistic because many farmers are heavily in debt with marginally profitable operations. Nor
can a city afford, justify or even operate conventional treatment facilities to adequately treat very
large but sporadically occurring flows after heavy rainfall events.
Constructed wetlands waste treatment systems seem amendable to the substantial range of
hydraulic and pollutant loading, temporal fluctuations, dispersed nature and the need for low
cost, low technology systems acceptable to farmers, developers and communities. On the farm,
planting and maintenance requirements differ little from skills needed in growing other crops;
and land costs are lower. For cities with higher land costs, combined greenspace/recreational
areas and stormwater treatment systems with the ability to accommodate widely fluctuating
influents may be acceptable because of the multiple, instead of single, uses ofproper!y designed
treatment areas. In addition, constructed wetlands have demonstrated abilities to remove
hydrocarbons and metals without the disruptive impacts these substances cause in conventional
treatment facilities. And a small wetland with pleasant flowering plants-irises, orchids and
ferns-may treat the black water emerging in a homeowners lawn as well as enhance the esthetics
of the yard (28).

Agricultural Waste
In cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service and Auburn University, TVA initiated a
constructed wetlands project to evaluate treatment performance and to develop design/operating
criteria at Auburn's Sand Mountain Agricultural Experiment Station in northeast Alabama in
1988 (31). The system receives effluent from a secondary lagoon treating waste from
approximately 500 hogs. The design included a small farm pond for flood protection and dilution
water, a mixing pond and two replicates of five individual cells containing different vegetation.
Different loading rates are applied to different cells to test plant survival and removal efficiencies
under fairly extreme conditions (>400 mg/1 NHJ. A similar experiment treating wastewater from
a dairy operation has recently been initiated by the SCS near Newton, Mississippi. Another SCS
project is evaluating constructed wetlands treatment of nutrients in row crop runoff in northern
Maine.

Urban Stonnwater
In contrast to relatively constant flow rates and pollutant concentrations in municipal or mine
wastewaters, urban stormwater runoff has widely fluctuating volumes with high sediment loads
and generally lower although temporally variable organic and metallic ion concentrations.
Variable concentrations ofpetroleum based hydrocarbons are also common in urban stonnwater
runoff. Typically organic loading is 14-15 percent of the levels in municipal waste, and
stormwater may have up to 60 mg/1 iron, 30 mg/1 lead, 15 mg/1 copper and less than 5 mg/1 of
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zinc, cadmium, manganese, chromium and nickel (32). These concentrations are generally lower
than 200-400 mg/I iron, 30-40 mg/I manganese and other metallic ions successfully removed
from acid mine drainage in constructed wetlands system (24). Almost 90 percent ofthe sediment
and contaminant load in stormwater occurs in the first flush, typically the runoff following the
first inch of rainfall. Water quality of subsequent runoff is much improved.
Sediment is an important component of stormwater not only because treatment systems must
be able to remove and retain water borne sediment but also because many other contaminants in
stormwater are closely associated with sediment due to the clay particle adsorption phenomena.
In simplest terms, removing the sediment load will provide a substantial amount of treatment for
stormwater runoff, and a dense stand ofvegetation is very effective at trapping silt. In fact, a 1O
m band of trees, shrubs and other vegetation between a bare field and a stream will remove 70
percent of the sediment before the water reaches the stream (33). Of course, complete removal
will require a larger vegetated area, and dissolved substances must be treated in other ways.
Constructed wetlands systems may be designed to provide stormwater runoff treatment to
very high standards depending upon contaminant loading and treatment area available. A system
designed to meet NPDES discharge standards for contaminants in typical urban stormwater
runoff included a small permanent pond, a temporary runoff storage area, an emergent marsh, a
wet meadow and appropriate water control structures and spillways (31 ). Only 4 percent of a 20
hectare watershed with 50 percent impervious surface was single use treatment area, and 8
percent of the total watershed included in the treatment system was available for a variety of other
multipurpose uses. The core component for removal of dissolved substances was a small cattail
marsh and a meadow occupying 4 percent of the watershed. In conjunction with riverside
greenbelts, small strategically located wetlands will provide treatment of stormwater runoff to
high discharge standards.
Although the potential of constructed wetlands to aid us in remedying these important
pollution problems appears substantial, only a few attempts have been undertaken to test these
applications (34,35,36,37,38,39,40). Considerable research will be needed before adequate
design and operating criteria will be developed or widespread use recommended.

Other Considerations in Wetlands Treatment Syste~
Much can be learned from both natural wetlands receiving wastewaters and from constructed
systems with a few years of operating history. Despite some attempts to reduce wetlands
treatment systems to minimal components and treatment areas with seemingly most efficient
combinations of substrate, vegetation and loading rates, most successful systems are
indistinguishable on casual examination from natural marshes. In fact, poorly performing
systems that I have visited did not appear to be viable marsh ecosystems. Generally the absence
of an important component, attribute or characteristic was obvious to anyone with experience in
natural marsh ecosystems. Conversely, successful systems are often quite similar to a natural
marsh, and it's beginning to appear that the basis for design of wetlands constructed for
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wastewater treatment should be to simulate the structure and functions of a natural marsh
ecosystem (41).
Because wetlands treatment systems transform or remove pollutants from inflowing waters,
the ultimate fate of certain substances within the wetlands ecosystem is of more than academic
·interest (42). Depending upon the source, influents may contain various natural and anthropogenic
organic compounds, metals including heavy metals, pathogenic organisms, salts, etc. A few
materials (i.e., selenium) are selectively taken up by plants, but most are precipitated or
complexed within the substrate. Generally, only 4-5 percent ofthe nutrient loading on a wetlands
system is incorporated into plant or animal tissue. However some metals may occur in relatively
high concentrations. For example, iron levels as high as 5,000 mg/kg and manganese levels up
to 4,100 mg/kg were present in cattail leaves and stems grown in experimental cells that were
heavily loaded with acid mine drainage. Only traces of other metals were present (TV A,
unpublished data). Copper was nonexistent in cattail from a natural marsh but averaged 6.1 mg/
kg in cattail from two municipal wastewater treatment systems (16). Higher concentrations of
lead were found in a natural cattail stand ( 1.7 mg/kg) than in cattail from the municipal systems
(0.3 gm/kg).
Though only low levels ofpotential toxic metals occurred in these samples, long-term effects
of relatively high levels of iron and manganese are not known. Short term, iron and manganese
did not appear to have detrimental effects on cattail growth and vitality in the experimental cells.
In fact, plants in the upstream portion of each cell were more robust than plants in the lower
sections. Upper portions of each cell received raw inflowing acid mine drainage that probably
contained small concentrations ofmicronutrients in addition to substantially higher concentrations
of iron and manganese. Differential robustness within each cell was likely due to micronutrient
uptake in the upstream portion and limited micronutrient availability to plants in the lower
sections.
Because constructed wetlands are open, outdoor systems they receive inputs of animal and
plant life from adjacent areas and from distant sites and over time are likely to become more and
more similar to natural wetlands in a region (43). Though we may design and build a system with
a specific substrate and only one or two plant species currently thoughtto be highly efficient, over
time, many types of plants and animals will take up residence. Consequently, a constructed
wetlands is likely to become more similar to a natural wetlands as the system matures and ages.
To prevent these invasions and attempt to maintain a monoculture would be difficult and costly
and may be self-defeating. Living organisms that become established in an operating system are
not likely to detrimentally impact treatment efficiency and may very well improve system
operation. In addition, maintaining a monoculture is difficult, as any farmer knows, since the
single species stand or monoculture is often susceptible to disease, insects or grazing animals.
Cattail in a marsh treating acid water seepage from coal ash storage ponds was devastated by an
outbreak of armyworms during the first year of operation (44).
This is not to suggest that natural wetlands are casually usable for wastewater treatment. We
know too little of the complex interactions among a myriad ofcomponents in natural systems and
too little of optimal treatment area requirements or application rates to risk damaging natural
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wetlands. These systems are too valuable to lose because research on natural wetlands systems
will continue to increase our understanding and ability to design and build constructed wetlands
for specific purposes. Intact natural wetlands also provide a host of other benefits to society.
Contaminant removal processes in wastewater treatment wetlands are similar to microbial
transformations present in conventional package treatment plants, lagoons, or other conventional
wastewater treatment systems. Conventional systems require large inputs of energy, complex
operating procedures and subsequent costs to maintain optimal environmental conditions for
microbial populations in a small treatment area. The low capital and operating costs, efficiency,
and self-maintaining attributes of wetlands treatment systems result from a complex of plants,
water, and microbial populations in a large enough land area to be self-sustaining. It may be less
costly to construct a minimally sized, least-component wetlands treatment system; but operational
costs to maintain that system could easily negate initial cost savings. For small communities,
farms, mines, and some industries, a conservatively designed and biologically complex system
may provide more efficient treatment, greater longevity, and reduced operating requirements and
costs.
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RESPONDERS
Larry Schwartz
Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority
Thank you, Dr. White. It's a pleasure to be here with you and Dr. Hammer and to have the
opportunity to talk about our experiences with natural wetlands. The Grand Strand Water and
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Sewer Authority is proud of our record as the leader in South Carolina in developing cost
effective, environmentally compatible wastewater disposal alternatives. As a part of our
innovative program development, the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority has operated two
natural wetland treated effluent disposal sites since 1986. These systems harness the natural
energies of wetlands to renovate wastewater, while in one case restoring and enhancing an area
affected by human activity.
Land application of treated wastewater utilizing wetlands has provided a unique alternative
to other more costly treatment requirements, while also providing significant benefits through the
conservation of 800 acres ofCarolina bays and 350 plus acres offorested riverine wetlands. Land
disposal projects are an environmentally acceptable alternative to conventional treatment and
direct river discharge of the effluent. These projects' advantages include reduced energy and
chemical consumption, reduced sludge production and disposal, and significant capital cost
savings. One of the sites we utilize is a forested cypress tupalo riverine floodplain off the
Waccamaw River near Conway, South Carolina; and the other utilizes a complex offour Carolina
bays directly inland from North Myrtle Beach. The ancillary benefits of these projects include
research opportunities to better understand wetlands' processes and functions, the conservation
and preservation of green space, and the recreation and educational benefits provided by
accessing to the heart of areas previously inaccessible to the public by using over twenty
thousand feet of boardwalks and trails into the bays and riverine wetlands.
Before we get into a description of these projects, however, I would like to give you some
background about how we got into utilizing these systems. The Grand Strand Water and Sewer
Authority is a special purpose district established by the South Carolina legislature in 1970 and
presently serves over 1,100 of Horry County's 1,150 square miles. Horry County is South
Carolina's largest county, and over the next twenty years we '11 see the largest increase of
population in South Carolina. In fact Horry County's population growth over the next twenty
years will be greater than that of South Carolina's four largest counties, Greenville, Spartanburg,
Richland and Charleston counties combined! The coastal counties of South Carolina will see
over 40 percent ofthe total growth in the state of South Carolina over the next twenty years. These
additional people are going to consume water and generate wastewater. It is expected in Horry
County alone that the discharges of wastewater will increase from 30 million gallons per day to
over 70 million per day in the next twenty years. The disposal of these wastewater flows is
becoming an increasingly difficult problem because the ability of the area's streams and rivers
to assimilate wastewater is already at capacity due to the naturally low dissolved oxygen content
of the low country black water rivers; and in addition, the high water table of the soils makes it
difficult to use traditional land application methods. Over a six-year study period conducted by
the Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority's consultant, CJ\M Hill, the Carolina bays natural
land wastewater disposal project evolved as the cost effective, environmentally sound solution
to meet the needs from the planning area which ranges from the city of Conway to the Little River
area on the North Carolina line bounded by the Waccamaw River and the lntercoastal Waterway.
In this case, it was less costly to treat the waste to secondary levels and discharge into the Carolina
bays than to treat to the highly advanced levels necessary to protect the water quality from the
direct river discharges into the Intercoastal Waterway, and it [the solution] provides better
protection of the nearby receiving waters which have shellfishing areas. The four bays that were
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selected were chosen because they had been previously disturbed by forestry activities including
drainage and were found to be the least environmentally sensitive of the bays investigated.
In addition, a base line study was conducted, and a pilot discharge program funded by EPA
and DHEC was conducted for two years. The project design includes intensive monitoring
requirements for groundwater, surface water, soils and biological parameters. These included
extensive floral analysis at twenty vegetated quadrants throughout the bay and also included
animal census counts. We then entered into a permitting phase which took more than two years
and involved the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
S.C. Coastal Council, the S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, the S.C. Land
Resources Commission, and the S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control. In
addition to the agency reviews, a series of five public hearings and meetings were held to inform
the public about the project. Discussions were also held with environmental groups.
Each ofthese bays has its own individual characteristics, and through the 6-yearidentification
and review process and the EPA funded 2-year pilot discharge program, a unique program
identifying individualized biological criteria for each bay was developed. The criteria depend
upon the state of the prior disturbance and the projected ability of each bay to assimilate the
discharges. The final permit once issued for the Carolina bay project contains these unique
biological parameters as well as water quality standards for measuring the success of the project.
Three of these Carolina bays are shrubby peak bays typical of most Carolina bays in the areas,
and two of these bays have a power line right-of-way cut through the middle of them, while the
third bay is relatively undisturbed.
Here we have an aerial photograph taken by a U-2 photo plane, and this is the city of North
Myrtle Beach here, and this is the North Myrtle Beach Airport, and this is the Atlantic Ocean
Intercoastal Waterway. Here we have the four Carolina bays which are called A Bay, B Bay,
C Bay and D Bay or Bear Bay. Bear bay is the bay we're discharging treated wastewater into
at the present time, and the discharge has been going on now for three years. As you can see from
the infrared photograph, the vegetation in Bear Bay is different from that in the other three. This,
by the way, is a fire that burned in the bays here in the last year. Here's a power line right-of
way. So these three are shrub, peat filled bays. The peat ranges anywhere from three to eight feet
in depth. Everywhere you see this reddish signature, it is planted in pines. This bay was totally
cleared and planted in pine trees by the paper company that owned it, and the company cut a canal
through here to help drain down the water table. So, this bay has been significantly modified;
and the signature you see here represents what has become a forested, wetland area dominated
by cypress, red maples, and other wetland species, so that we have a true wetland forested area
in the middle of this bay. Surrounding it are pine trees predominantly in this area. This bay is the
bay we are hoping to hydraulically load the most, and it is the one that will be allowed the most
biological change. The over 20,000 feet of boardwalks, along part of which the treated effiuent
is discharged, allows access to the sampling sites scattered throughout each bay which are used
to verify the water quality and biological status of each bay. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency has funded almost 80 percent of the cost of this project which was over $7 million. This
is the Bear Bay and this represents the three years of operation where we have established our
vegetated quadrants. Each of these quadrants are measured semiannually biological parameters
ranging from basal area to species mix and dominance.
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We established a whole series of scientific criteria for the changes that may occur in these
areas. To date we have collected over four years of detailed sampling of groundwater, surface
water, and biota of the Bear Bay, and we publish annual reports analyzing this data. The newest
report will be published next week, and we '11 then have a meeting with all of the review agencies
to discuss the results. At this time it should be noted that the effluent discharge to the wetlands
areas is treated to secondary levels representing 85 percent removal ofthe organic material in the
wastewater before it's discharged to the wetlands; and, as a matter offact, in Bear Bay frequently
the treatment level even exceeds that secondary level. We have noticed excellent removal rates
of over 80 percent above the secondary effluent discharge of ammonia, BOD, total suspended
solids, and nitrogen forms at the bay. We anticipated that the hydroperiod increases would alter
some tree species, and we're noting in the third-year discharge some changes in the species,
which have transitional or upland characteristics such as pines and sweet gums. We have not,
however, noted to date any decline in the biological change criteria.
The central wetlands project consists of300 acres ofriverine swamp on the Waccamaw River
floodplain. We are utilizing three what we call sloughs which are areas where the old river bed
existed and represent a lower evaluation swamp area and are therefore heavily forested in tupalos
and cypresses. We are presently using this central slough as our pilot study to evaluate the effects
of the discharge in that area. The secondary treated wastewater discharged into this area is
receiving significant reduction in all measured parameters. These two projects represent the
Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority' s commitment to balancing South Carolina's largest
growth area with Horry County ' s natural environment, which is one of our greatest assets. As
part of our recognition of the importance of these areas, the Grand Strand Water and Sewer
Authority is proposing a wetlands and wastewater research center at the Carolina bays complex,
along with a nature park. The reseaICh conducted will be on the values and functions ofwetlands,
as well as for providing public educational and recreational opportunities to learn how these
compatible activities can result in improved water quality and also insure conservation of these
important areas.

Richard White
Clemson University
I would like to make a few comments. What we've heard to this point has been a very upbeat,
positive look at constructed wetlands or using natural wetlands for wastewater disposal. Dr.
Hammer, he didn't really address in depth some of the potential problems. I think possibly it
would be good to just enumerate them. He referred to ammonia and the levels of nitrogen that
would be in the material both going into the wetlands and then what comes out of the wetlands.
Another nutrient is that ofphosphorus. Phosphorus has caused problems, and it's more ofa long
term potential pollutant because it will accumulate in the system. Whereas, for nitrogen, the1e
are natural processes for the removal of nitrogen from the system. In any system man can
overload the capacity that nature has built into the system to handle a particular element which
you normally may not consider a pollutant.
Basically, I am a proponent for using at natural wetlands and constructed wetlands for
wastewater treatment. There is a place for it, but there are cautions which we need. We shouldn't
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rush into using wetlands without really looking at what are the potential long-term problems. As
Dr. Hammer indicated, we really don't have a long history with constructed wetlands. But yet,
we need to move ahead cautiously.
In an earlier discussion, before we were on TV, I mentioned that the village of Andrews in
South Carolina has been using a natural wetland and discharging to it for about ten years. It is
discharging secondary effluents into a swamp area. It was quite controversial from the point of
view of getting a permit. The only way that they were allowed to discharge, from a permit point
of view, was to have a dual permit. Both the discharge to the wetlands and what came out of the
wetlands had to meet a standard. It might be good to look at that particular site and see what
impact there may have been over the ten years.
When we are talking about nitrogen, different regions within the state have different
assimilative capacities. In the coastal area, the waters may have a little more capacity. However,
we need to be careful as to what happens in the estuarine areas, particularly close to the coast.
Upstate, one ofthe primary concerns is the potential for eutrophication in the lakes and reservoirs.
This eutrophication would impact the wildlife and also the recreational capacities of those lakes.
We've heard quite a bit about the use of wetlands and the no net loss issue. My philosophy
on the no net loss issue with regard to constructed wetlands is that you really shouldn't factor no
net loss into the equation of constructed wetlands. Granted, constructed wetlands like those of
the Grand Strand Authority were considered wetlands before using them to treat wastewater.
Where you go in and manufacture or construct wetlands as described by Dr. Hammer, even
though there may be some sizable acreage, the value or the function of that constructed wetland
really isn't what occurs in the natural wetland. I don't think it should be factored into the no net
loss equation.
One additional comment, I'm doing some work with municipal solid waste, particularly
looking at landfills. One of the issues facing the counties or anyone dealing with solid waste in
landfills is what to do with leachate. As Dr. Hammer talked about the potential of these
constructed wetlands to act as a sponge for metals, they also may be a sponge for toxic organics.
It very well may be that there could be some on-site treatment of leachate from landfills through
some type of constructed wetlands. This may merit some looking into.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Richard White
Questioner: Dr. Hammer you've mentioned several times that at the lower end ofthe constructed
wetlands there was a meadow. What did you mean by a meadow?

Donald Hammer: Basically a wet meadow or a sedge meadow as compared to a marsh with a
very high, tall vegetatio~attail, bullrush, reed, phragmites or something like that. The
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meadow would typically have a reed canary grass and maybe some of the other grasses or sedges
that like wet conditions. Typically they'll have a half inch to maybe an inch of water, where as
a marsh might have six or eight inches of water.
One otherpoint that I should bring out that I overlooked in my presentation. There is a project
in New York that' s on pilot scale evaluating landfill leachate treattnent right now. We're building
one, and it probably will come on line in September or October of this fall in north Alabama to
treat landfill leachate. We think there's much opportunity there.

Larry Schwartz: Dr. Hammer. To pursue the question about the meadow and the reed system,
are they designed to get varying treattnent processes going?
Donald Hammer: The marsh component of a system like that is primarily designed for BOD
and TSS and fecal coliform removal in the pond and the meadow. The meadow is not greatly
different from an overland flow system. It is very effective at stripping ammonia, nitrogen
removal.
Questioner: This a question for Donald Hammer. How do you go about maintaining the
hydrology in a cattail marsh to keep from loosing the vegetation that you've established?
Donald Hammer: We typically recommend that the discharge water control structure be a
flashboard, stop-log kind of structure in which is placed a row of boards, in slots in a concrete
wing wall up to the level that you want to maintain in the cell behind that structure. An alternative
is an elbow-shaped structure that can be pivoted. If you want the water level to be lower, you
rotate that elbow and pipe down or conversely raise it up. Either will maintain a certain level in
the cell behind the water control structure and maintenance is minimal. You might have to go
by there to make sure the muskrats haven't blocked the outlet or the beaver haven't raised the
water level. Typically you can set the water level at a fixed elevation, and normal precipitation
will maintain it there even if you shut off the wastewater flow going into the system. Of course,
if you 're running wastewater into the system plus precipitation, then a certain amount is passing
right on through the system. If you get into a dry period without any wastewater flowing, the
water control structure will pretty well maintain the elevation that you want to hold. I should
stress that wetland plants don't have to have water to grow in. If you dry the meadow out, that
doesn't mean they die. You can have the soil dried out to the point that it will crack, and a cattail
won't necessarily die. But, weedy species or upland terrestrial kinds of species will invade the
system. Drying the system out isn't necessarily going to kill the cattail or the bullrush in the
system.
Richard White: You mentioned, Don, that the constructed wetland is suitable for individual on
site and small community wastewater treannent. I do know, in my contact with DHEC, that then:
is possibly an on-site interest in investigating and determining what the criteria will be for that
can be used here in South Carolina. To my knowledge, there is not any use of wetlands to treat
on-site wastewater. The work at the Grand Strand and also at Andrews using natural wetlands
for wastewater disposal is the closest thing to a constructed wetland.
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Questioner: My question is directed to Mr. Schwartz. In the coastal areas we do have a rather
high water table, and I was wondering when the wetlands retain chemicals, e.g., fertilizers, as well
as heavy metals, does it affect the water table and what are the potential impacts on water quality?

Mr. Schwartz: First of all, our systems are almost exclusively domestic wastewater. Ourcentral
wetlands area does have a few small industries. Our Carolina bay project has no industries on
it. For industries we have a strong pretreatment program that requires that they pretreat and
remove most of these materials before they get in. We are finding that these materials build on
the surface, and we 're getting very little leaching even of the organic materials into the
groundwater table. The phosphorous is not moving beyond the first several feet. Some of the
nitrogen species are moving but in very low amounts. After three years of operating the system
we are seeing minimal amounts of these materials migrating. In the peat filled bays, especially,
we anticipate that the peat is going to saturate and hold through chemical and physical actions
a lot of these materials. So we should not begin to see any movement. We do have an extensive
series of monitoring wells; and if we begin to notice any increases in any of these parameters,
we're in a position to deal with those on a pretreatment level.

Richard White: Do you have any other comments?
Dr. Hammer: Yes, I think one of the benefits of systems like the Grand Strand is an educational
benefit. You can actually demonstrate to the man on the street that swamp out there that he used
to be trying to drain is affecting his pocketbook in a positive way. I have run into this in small
communities, in public meetings where we've been discussing proposed wetlands for municipal
wastewater treatment. In the town of Benton, for example, there is a large swamp, probably a
half a mile from our constructed wetlands system that could do the same job, maybe even better.
I've had the man on the street say, you mean that old swamp over there is doing the same thing.
And I say, ofcourse it is but we don't want you to put it in there right now because we don't know
how to do it properly.

Richard White: And along that line, I know that some of us here in South Carolina would like
(in addition to the projects like the Grand Strand has in) to actually put in constructed wetlands
either for on site or small communities. Then one could monitor them and determine what would
be the design criteria. Also, one of the issues for constructed wetlands is what do you do with
the discharge. This is probably the primary concerns that DHEC has. Would it be safe to
discharge directly into surface waters, for example, the effluent from a constructed wetland for
an on-site system? By law or regulations such a discharge would need an NPDES permit. There
are a lot of questions, but I do think the situation is such that we will see some additional
constructed wetlands coming into South Carolina soon. I would expect them to be on a
demonstration or test basis until we get some additional answers.

Larry Schwartz: We mentioned the town of Andrews earlier. I was working in the area with
DHEC when it first started. I then moved to the regional planning group there. The town of
Andrews was going to build a wastewater treatment plant to upgrade its existing plant which was
impacting the wetlands nearby. They were having what was perceived as problems in the
wetlands. They proposed to discharge to the Black River, a beautiful black water river which is
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heavily used for bathing, swimming, and fishing. The people in that community got so upset
about the potential possibility ofa direct, riverine discharge ofthe treated effluent that they forced
the town, EPA, and the state to considered another alternative. They had a strong movement to
'Save the Black River,' with bumper stickers. There was a local ground swell which brought
about the discharge ofthe effluent into the wetlands as opposed to a direct discharge into the river.
I think that they intuitively knew that the best place you could put effluent would be into the
wetlands. I think it's turned out to be, certainly for the people who utilize the Black River, a much
more acceptable alternative.

Questioner: This question is for Dr. Hammer in reference to the green tree reservoirs. How long
of a period of time can you leave water in the reservoir and yet maintain green trees?

Donald Hammer: Not over three or four days in the growing season which might be mid-March
to early April in this area. In the winter you can have them pretty well inundated, almost months
at a time. But during the growing season, you should not have them completely flooded for more
than three or fourdays ata time. If you're simply using them fora short-term temporary storage
area, that's feasible. Intuitively, we felt when we designed the Hardin system that there would
be some benefits, some water quality improvement in the waters being held. My goal, initially,
was to make a nice bottomland hardwood green tree reservoir that would attract ducks and be real
nice. Unfortunately in the practical world of picking sites the best we could do was a scrubby,
high graded, cutover hardwood stand that was principally river birch, ash, red maple and willows.
We've since planted some willow oaks and water oaks trying to make it into the original concept.
But holding even that poor quality water in a green tree reservoir hardwood stand for three to five
days during the winter typically removes the contaminants in the inflowing water. If you have
the same mass loading in a million gallons a day that you would have in a hundred tho1;1sand
gallons a day, you get a ten to one dilution ratio so the concentration is lower to start with. But
that also enables the organisms to work on it more effectively. But, we've been able to hold it
even in the winter, and then discharge it and meet normal, secondary treatment standards for
discharging into the creek. It's going to be twenty or thirty years before it's the waterfowl-type
green tree reservoir that I had originally envisioned. It's going to take that long before the water
oaks and the willow oaks start producing nesting sites and drawing waterfowl. In the interim,
it's going to provide pretty good wastewater treatment.

Questioner: Dr. White, I understood you earlier to say that you felt constructed wetlands, for
the purpose you're discussing here tonight, probably should not be considered in the no net loss
equation. Why do you feel that way?

Richard White: As I look at the no net loss equation, we aren'tjust talking about acreage. We 're
talking about the value and the function of wetlands. When we're talking about a constructed
wetland, the function or value ofit is drastically different from natural wetlands. As Dr. Hammer
just said about a green tree reservoir, it may be twenty years or more before it becomes the type
of a wetland in the original concept where it will support waterfowl. I don't see constructed
wetlands as an answer for mitigation or banking. I think from the point of view of discussion,
it would really cloud the issues that are germane to no net loss if that were factored in.
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Richard White: Earlier this evening, Don Hammer was talking about some failures in wetlands.
I don't want to identify the failures, but I think we ought to discuss what were some of the reasons
for those failures. This may be helpful for the audience.

Donald Hammer: Let me proceed without mentioning names or communities. I have made an
effort to visit systems that are failures . In many cases we can learn more from a system that
doesn't work as we expected it to and some that serendipitously do. There is a system in the state
of Washington that was brought on line about twelve years ago at which time you can imagine
the technology available was substantially less than it is today. It wasn't constructed as designed.
They wound up with about 16 percent of the planned effective treatment area. In other words,
they lost 84 percent of the planned treatment area. It is a natural wetlands system. It's a swamp
and wocxied area. It has a permit limit of 0.1 mg/I of ammonium nitrogen and 0.1 mg/I of
phosphate. There is some confusion in terms of the point where the samples were taken. It
appears that seven mg/I of phosphate are going into that system and may be reduced to one mg/
1of phosphate leaving it. The system is performing very well, but it is a failure because it is not
meeting 0.1 mg/I of phosphate. Even with the advance in the technology in the last ten or twelve
years, I would be very reluctant to recommend or design a system right now to meet 0.1 mg/I. It's
a failure. It does not meet permit discharge standards, but th~ standards were probably unrealistic
when the system was designed and built.
There is another system in California that is commonly referred to as a failure. We visited
there in October. When walking through the system, I was struck by the quietness. I started
looking around, and there were almost no birds. There were a few wrens, but virtually no other
birds. The more I looked, the more I realized that it didn't have the invertebrates. It didn't have
the water striders, the water beetles, and the diving beetles. The invertebrates weren't there.
There was something wrong in that system. We had looked at the loading rates before we went
out, and there didn't seem to be any reason why it shouldn't be performing very well. We went
back to the office and looked at the historic data. It turned out that for the first six months, they
loaded that thing at something like 250 percent of the designed loading rate when the vegetation
was just starting. They had created a sludge blanket in the bottom ofeach cell that was smothering
most of the biological community because it was anaerobic. The system could not perform very
well at all. In fact, there were removal efficiencies around.20 or 25 percent when they should have
been 95 or 98 percent.
There's another system in Ontario that had a number of difficulties in getting started. They
did some things that perhaps weren't the best. They drained the system in the fall and held it down
in the winter. In Ontario it gets fairly cold, and they froze the cattails. It took them two or three
years to get that system on line. But once they did, it performed very well; and then it was just
shut down. In looking into it, I've discovered through folks up there that the system was
performing very well. It was meeting permanent discharge standards; but the Minister ofNatural
Resources changed, and he didn't like the concept. He stopped the project We sometimes hear
that project being referred to as a failure. If you look at the data, it was working very well.
If you try to make unrealistically low discharge standards with a constructed wetland just like
a lagoon or a packaged treatment plant, it's not going to work. These technologies can meet
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certain discharge limits. If you agree to an unrealistically low discharge limit in your permit,
you're likely to have problems.

Richard White: There's reference to phosphorous as a concern. As we look at wetlands here
in South Carolina, we need to take a good, hard look at the phosphorous question. One solution
to the phosphorous problem is to remove phosphorous at the source. It's not too widely known,
but there is legislation before both the House and the Senate to put bans on the use ofphosphorous
detergents or at least limit the levels of the phosphorous in the detergents. This would have a
salutary effect, particularly when using wastewater in constructed wetlands. If you can keep the
phosphorous out of the wastewater, then it's going to have less impact. Phosphorous is
translocated into the leaves of plants. You can harvest it from the site and remove it from the
system so that it doesn' t then force its way through the system into the discharge. These are some
things which we need to know as we look at the overall operation and particularly the
phosphorous loading which I have heard is a major concern in using constructed wetlands.
Richard White: One of the questions that was asked before and maybe, Don, you might want
to expand on the answer was about heavy metals. This is an environmental!y sensitive area when
toxic metals are discharged into the environment and begin to concentrate. Do you consider this
a concern with constructed wetlands, and what are the management features for handling these
heavy metals?

Donald Hammer: There are a number of people looking at what happens to a heavy metal when
you put it into the system or what happens to any of the metals that go into these systems. When
core samples are taken in the substrate of these systems, we're beginning to see that certain of
the metals migrate down in that substrate over time. It' s almost like lead shot if you remember
back to the studies on lead shot a few years ago. The shot that falls in the marsh this past fall lies
at a certain level. Give it three years, and it's down to another level. We' re seeing that with some
of the other metals in these systems.
Some metals are taken up by plants. Some of them are probably taken up by other organisms.
There's a very real question in terms of biotransport. If you concentrate a metal in one of these
wetland systems, is there a pathway where that metal can through biotransport go through the
whole food chain? Could it cause a problem somewhere else? Can we hold that metal in this
ecological sink? As long as we can hold it in a wetland and concentrate it there and it doesn't
go into the groundwater or it's not transported out biologically or by any other mechanism, then
it's probably a repository of that metal for future use. I had the opportunity to see the Pantanal
region of Brazil where the gold miners were losing very high quantities of mercury that's used
in processing gold. And, of course, it was accumulating in fish. The wetlands were doing an
excellent job of taking it out, but it was cycling and eventually going into the substrate of that
wetland system. We're looking at using constructed wetlands on those gold mining operation:;
in Brazil to trap that mercury before it ever gets into the Pantanal proper. It appears as if the 11
percent of the gold that they lose in the same process will also be trapped in the wetland system.
Recovering that gold will reimburse them for building the wetlands and operating that simple
constructed wetland system. Of course, mercury is not inexpensive either, so if they can recover
the mercury, they can use it to their economic benefit also. If you talk with geochemists that are
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exploring theories of sedimentary mineral deposits, the prevailing theory seems to be that the ore
bodies are convoluted and strangely shaped probably because they were laid down in an old river
course. Well, the river itself didn't drop that mineral that we are mining today. Most likely there
was a wetland on the edge ofthat river. The riparian vegetation along the edge ofthat river caused
the metal to drop out and be trapped there. With eons of geological time, it was transformed into
the mineral that we mine today. We don't know the most efficient way to trap these metals. We
can't say beyond a doubt how long it will function; but intuitively if you think about the process,
it has occurred for a long, long time. If we learn how to do it right, I'm fairly confident that we
can handle metals without causing a great deal of problems.
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April 4, 1990

SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR'S FORUM REPORT:
WILL IT MEET THE CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING
A STATE WETLANDS CONSERVATION PLAN?
WELCOME
Richard White, Clemson University
I want to welcome you this evening to the final program in the series on protection and
management issues for South Carolina wetlands. This evening we will be addressing the topic
of the Governor's Forum on Freshwater Wetlands. The report has been prepared and the
publication copy will be available shortly. We have on this program six individuals who have
been involved with the wetland forum. We're privileged to have as moderator this evening Dr.
Ben Dysart who is a professor in Environmental Systems Engineering at Clemson University.
He was a member of the South Carolina Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum. He also
chaired the subcommittee on definition. Dr. Dysart also is a Senior Fellow at the Conservation
Foundation, and he served as a member of the secretariat of the national wetlands forum. He
has been very active in a number ofnational organizations dealing with environmental issues. He
has been the past chairman of the National Wildlife Federation, and also he has been past
chairman of the South Carolina Wildlife Federation. He is also a member of the national board
of directors for Trout Unlimited. It gives me great honor to present to you at this time Dr. Ben
Dysart.

PANEL PRESENTATIONS
Ben Dysart, Moderator, Clemson University
Thank you very much, Richard. First I would like to introduce the panelists this evening.
On my far left, first is Allen Jeffcoat. He is a practicing attorney from Myrtle Beach and is the
immediate past chairman of the Board of Trustees of the South Carolina Nature Conservancy.
He is a graduate of Princeton University and the University of South Carolina Law School, and
he works mainly in real estate development and finance and environmental law. Mr. Jeffcoat
served as a member also of the Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum.
Next we have Bob Scott of Columbia. He is president of the South Carolina Forestry
Association, a private conservation organization composed of landowners, forest industries,
foresters and others who share a common interest in the management, protection and wise use
of our forest resources. He has also served as president of the National Council of Forestry
Association Executives as well as president ofthe South Carolina Society ofForestry Association
Executives.

Next we have to my immediate right Mr. Lynn Youmans of Furman, South Carolina. He's
the exmayor of Furman and now serves as vice-chairman of the South Carolina Water Resources
Commission. He' s also chairman of the South Carolina Farm Bureau Water and Natural
Resource Committee and is president of Youmans Farms, Inc.
On to my right, we have Mr. Trefor Thomas, a lawyer, a British citizen permanently residing
in the United States. He has served as a director and the president of Rank Development, Inc.
since its incorporation in 1984 to carry out a mixed-use resource development in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina, named Kingston Plantation. From 1975 until 1984, he was a director and joint
general manager ofRank City Wall, Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary engaged in the development
of commercial investment real estate in the United Kingdom, Canada, France, Belgium, and
Holland.
On my far right is the Honorable Doug Hinds, South Carolina senator from District 34.
Elected to the senate in 1989, he spent two terms on the South Carolina Water Resources
Commission and also nine years as mayor of Georgetown and is an attorney.
What we're going to do is to allow each of the individuals here to have a brief opening
statement, and I am going to start this off. The purpose of my brief remarks will be to provide
a context for the South Carolina Governor's Freshwater Wetlands Forum. I am here this evening
representing Mr. Charles Bundy of the Springs Foundation, who was the chairman of the
wetlands forum. Mr. Bundy had the wisdom of Solomon and did a fantastic job in a very
challenging situation. The forum was a very large group representing all interests that have
concerns, interests, and stakes in the wetlands area here in South Carolina. There were obviously
conflicts ofviews and preferences and priorities, but this is common in any complex public policy
issue.
The body was constituted by Governor Campbell about a year ago and was tasked to report
by the end of 1989. The objective, simply stated, was to provide the governor with some
recommendations as to how the goal of no overall net loss of freshwater wetlands, commonly
known as the no net loss provision, could be achieved here in South Carolina. The governor
understood that a sound economy including desirable and socially responsible development was
very important to South Carolina, just as he understood that a quality environment was equally
important for all South Carolina citizens. The governor realized that challenging tradeoffs and
accommodations must be made. He dido 't tell us how to do it; that was ourjob, to try to help him
find these. He also realized that innovative approaches would be required and also that the very
best quality of thinking by the many able representatives of various sectors and a strong
commitment to somehow move toward the broad public interests would be required of all of us.
The governor had just completed nearly two years as the distinguished and effective
cochainnan of the Nation Wetlands Policy Forum which was conducted by the Conservation
Foundation in Washington, D.C. The governor knew the tough wetlands issues from this
landmark national effort, as well as from his own interests in and appreciation of the out of doors
as a sportsman. The governor is widely credited with providing the decisive leadership when the
national wetlands forum was divided and when there was serious doubt whether it would meet
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its own challenge to provide real leadership on a very difficult issue and not a water-downed
compromise that side-stepped the opportunities to show the way.
Governor Campbell brought the hard message to the national forum that if we as a nation
couldn't at least stop the net loss of wetlands in the short term-and hopefully even reverse the
process by a restoration or creation of more wetlands-then we'd all wasted our time. This was
before the national forum. I was a part of the national forum's secretarial and participated in all
of this. I believe the body-the national wetlands forum-took the high road and advocated no
net loss. There was with the national forum certainly a lack of complete consensus as to exactly
what that means and how we get there, but the report emphasized the importance also of function,
the function of wetlands as opposed to simply acreage, and said it is time for the federal
government, the private sector, our states, landowners, and citizen interest groups to proceed with
implementing this. This is some of the substance of the national report.
President Bush early on embraced the no net loss notion; and major corporations, for
example, Waste Management, Inc., have incorporated a specific reference to achievement of no
net loss of wetlands in their own operations into their corporate environmental policies that are
made public.
I think Governor Campbell, wishing to have our state provide an example of the needed
leadership at the state level, then created his South Carolina Freshwater Wetlands Forum. What
is the bottom line? I think everybody on this panel tonight is going to give you some important
views on what they consider the bottom line to be. Ifl were to comment briefly, I would say that
our report is a very good start, a very substantial step in the right direction. A lot of people have
been moved a long way up the learning curve in understanding not only the importance of
wetlands but the difficulty encountered in their proper management.
There were some tough issues that we were able to deal with. There were some issues that,
frankly, we had trouble dealing with. We got strong support for a clear basis of identification and
delineation of our freshwater wetlands in South Carolina, and this is very important. Perhaps the
major output, to this point at least, has been that a lot of people, the general public, the
representatives ofmany major organizations, some elected officials, and some appointed agency
officers, and interest groups in the state, now understand more of what is going on in the wetlands
area and understand what a challenge it is and how very important wetlands are to so many of
our own people.
Now, I would invite my fellow panelists to provide some initial comments on this for your
benefit; and first, I would call on Allen Jeffcoat of the Nature Conservancy.

Allen Jeffcoat
Attorney, Myrtle Beach
Thank you, Dr. Dysart. I'd like to make an opening remark if I might that the views that I
express here tonight are certainly my own views. In some cases they are not necessarily those
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of the body which I represent, the Nature Conservancy, and the environmental community in
general on the wetlands forum. As has been indicated in the introduction, I make my living in
real estate development law, in real estate finance; so I have a sensitivity toward the practical side
to what we are about. However, I'm also involved on the environmental side to the extent that
I can be, and I think this schizophrenia may become apparent not only in my own remarks but
in the remarks that you hear here today and the conclusions that the forum made. I'm going to
try to go through this rather lengthy report, almost sixty pages of typewritten, single-spaced
documentation, and give a short summary of what I feel are the important pros and cons of what
the forum came up with.
The forum issued a report that was adopted unanimously by all of the members. That does
not mean that there was not disagreement and votes where people were disappointed, but I think
the consensus ofour entire body was that we had something that had never before been attempted
in South Carolina. It was a good start.
First, the report adopts a view that the regulations that would be proposed pursuant to this
report would have jurisdiction over all the wetlands of the state coextensive with the federal
definition of wetlands. That would include a concept that most of us have dealt with already. It
[the report] also for the first time attempts to classify wetlands in various ways. The classification
scheme that we started out with is not the same one that we ended up with, but at least it is an
attempt to define different kinds of wetlands possibly with the implicit assumption that different
types of wetlands need to be protected differently. That is an important and positive step, in my
view.
There is also a recognition in the report that there is a need to protect endangered species and
critical habitats. I believe that's a fairly poorly defined goal at this point, but at least there is
recognition of the need to do that in the legislation.
There is support for the sequencing of mitigation that you've probably heard about in earlier
sessions, that compensatory mitigation is viewed as a last resort. There is a recognition that there
is a need to establish a statewide land bank or mitigation bank or land preservation bank. There
is a recognition that there needs to be a monitoring of wetlands gains and losses by state agencies
and that the monitoring should be reduced to reports back to the legislature not less often than
every five years. I think this will be important in assisting the general assembly in monitoring
how well this act is going to work, if indeed an act results.
The problem that the environmental community had in the forum deliberations was that there
is no really definitive analysis right now of the wetlands in our state on which we can base a lot
of our decisions. A lot of our decisions will have to be made as we go. We'll have to see what
kind of wetlands losses and gains are created by various regulations and exemptions. There is
a recognition that BMPs (best management practices) can play a valuable role, the best
management practices in the various industries. There is a strong encouragement for good data
gathering that goes beyond the requirements and suggestions of most of the national literature.
I think that the state ofSouth Carolina is to be commended on taking this kind ofapproach to really
define and map out our wetlands so that we '11 know what we're dealing with. There is a call for
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the development of a statewide wetland conservation action plan. This report doesn't constitute
that wetlands plan, but it is the foundation for it.
On the negative side, perhaps a few comments would be in order. One of the serious
shortcomings of the report so far is that it adopted half of the national forum's no net loss goal.
We pretty well stuck behind the goal that there ought to be no overall net loss of wetlands in South
Carolina. That doesn't mean no loss at all. We recognize that losses will continue to occur, but
the key is there' s no overall net loss in wetlands in South Carolina. That was adopted and
endorsed by the full forum. What was not endorsed was the second halfof the national goal which
was a long-term commitment to increasing the quality and quantity of the state ' s wetlands base.
I think that's a shortcoming, although it is in the form of a statement of a goal and something that
the state should pay attention to on the long term.
Some ofus would have liked to have seen some sunset provisions for some ofthe exemptions,
so that the exempt.ions for various kinds of activities do not go on forever. That is a part of this
monitoring of wetlands losses that perhaps there ought to be a phase out in some way of some
of the exempt.ions.
The recommendation of the forum for reporting to the legislature does not specify what type
of report should be given to the legislature. I would think that as a minimum we need to know
on a more or less five-year basis what types of wetlands are being lost and for what reasons and
what types of exemptions are contributing to that loss.
Probably the most serious shortcoming of the report from the environmental community's
viewpoint is the almost, and I stress almost, blanket exemption of isolated wetlands of less than
five acres in size except for those areas where there is a perceived critical habitat or endangered
species present. That will probably spark a lot of the debate. The present legislation, as I
understand it, has reduced that five acres down to possibly one acre, but as we go through the
legislative process that provision in the forum report could generate a great deal of public debate.
It's my view that the exemptions that are in the report are very broad, perhaps too broad in one
area. They're much broader than the federal exemptions. One area where perhaps there could
be stronger language is in the use of the word encourage rather than require when the forum
recommends that state agencies be held to the same standard of conduct as private individuals,
that is, that state landholding agencies be only encouraged to develop no net loss goals rather than
be required to look at those.
Finally and perhaps most important for the long-term success of any regulatory program in
this state is that we have departed in a number of areas from consistency with the federal
programs. Ifwe're going to have any sort ofmeaningful assumption by South Carolina offederal
power in this area, I think the state legislature is going to have to concentrate on making our
program as consistent as possible with federal requirements so we can get away from this dual
permitting process that so plagues us at this time.
Overall it's a lot better than what we've got now. I think it's a great first step, and we look
forward to the legislature dealing with this in a responsible and balanced manner.
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Bob Scott
President, South Carolina Forestry Association
Thank you, Allen. I would first like to thank Clemson University and the Strom Thurmond
Institute and the Sea Grant Consortium for sponsoring the Newman Seminar and Lecture Series.
The series provides an opportunity for debate of a very complex issue; and for those of us who
have been involved with the wetlands issue now for a number of years, we realize just how
complex this issue of wetlands is. And so, I think it behooves the public and certainly our
legislature and the leadership of the state to become as informed on the issue as possible.
The question is whether the report will meet the criteria for establishing a state wetlands
conservation plan.

In response to that question, the issue becomes one of agreeing to appropriate criteria against
which to evaluate the governor' s report. There seems to be general consensus that the
Conservation Foundation, which sponsored the National Wetlands Policy Forum, has identified
some essential criteria for a successful state wetlands program. A successful state program
should have at least two elements: first, a summary of the data of the state ' s wetlands resources
and, secondly, a statement of policies that would achieve the recommended goal. So to the
question, will the report meet the criteria, my response is yes; but there may be some areas ofgray.
Regarding the inventory, the mapping and the classifications of wetlands which the report
identified, one reason the wetlands issue is somewhat controversial and misunderstood is due to
a lack of reliable data on the wetland resource. A consistent wetlands definition and inventory
is the only basis for making reasonable decisions on the management, protection and the use of
wetlands. Basically, we must answer these questions. Where are the wetlands? How are they
classified? What are their condition and function? When this information is available, then I
think that we'll be in a better position to discuss regulation and policy.
One other item referred to in the report is a designation of a single existing state agency to
administer the wetlands program. The report stops short of naming an agency, although it did
suggest some guidelines. Given the state's tight financial condition today and in the foreseeable
future, the selection of an agency should, in my judgment, consider the one that is best equipped
in terms of existing regulatory authority, professional staff, and organizational structure. This
would minimize the additional cost to the state and to the taxpayer. The report generally supports
the nonregulatory solution to wetlands conservation. In my judgment, the success ofthe wetlands
program will be predicated by and large on how effective we are on the application of best
management practices. Agencies like the Land Resources Commission and the Forestry
Commission are charged with developing BMPs to insure protection of the land and the forest
resources. With this authority, however, goes the responsibility to monitor the application of
BMPs to determine if they are providing adequate protection. If they do not, then appropriate
adjustments and revisions will be necessary to meet environmental standards.
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As was mentioned earlier by Allen, the report calls for an overall no net loss goal. In my
judgment this does not imply that specific wetland sites in all cases be untouchable. Only that
the overall inventory be balanced between unavoidable losses and gains achieved by restoring
or creating wetlands.
South Carolina has over four million acres of wetlands which represents about 24 percent of
the land area. Over two millions acres are classified as forested wetlands. Compared to other
states, South Carolina has a much higher proportion of freshwater wetlands. This is a tribute, I
think, to the stewardship of our state's landowners who have long been committed to the
protection of this valuable resource. Since I represent the forestry interests of the state, we
maintain that forestry is a compatible use of wetlands. As a matter of fact, we have been
harvesting timber in wetland areas for more than two hundred years without substantially altering
the ecosystem. And if I might add, by comparison, Hurricane Hugo destroyed more forested
wetlands in a matter of three hours than occurred during the past three hundred years.
So, this summarizes most of the points that I'd like to make at this time, and I would pass it
on to Lynn.

Lynn Youmans
Youmans Farms, Inc., Furman, S.C.
I think if we 're going to talk about wetlands, we need to look at where we've been, what has
been the policy in the past, and why the sudden interest or need for protection. If you think back
fifteen, twenty and thirty years ago, back to the days of encouragement of agriculture to plant
fence row to fence row, back in the days when the scourge of mosquitos was terrible in the low
country areas, you would find a government policy that encouraged the draining and conversion
of wetlands to agricultural uses and to other uses. You also would find that the government
provided incentives to do this and cost shared with the landowner to drain wetlands both for
mosquito control and for other uses. Today, we see a dramatic change in direction. Not suddenly
but gradually we have realized that these wetlands are a national treasure, that they have great
value in the environmental chain of events. But at the same time, the regulations that we propose
to put on them must allow for those lands that have been converted to stay in their present use
within due bounds. If we use some of the criteria that are being suggested for identification and
don't use the whole package, we will find that maybe 15 to 20 percent of the agricultural land in
this state will automatically become wetlands because of the soil type. We have to be careful in
what we do to use a three-pronged identification approach to identify the wetlands. We also have
to be careful that we don't meet ourselves coming around a curve paying somebody to restore
a wetland and to create a mosquito trap and then having to use a pesticide that's harmful to the
human beings to control the mosquitoes. We have to look for a very balanced approach. As I
say, it's a complete turnaround in the minds of many of the need to control and protect wetlands.
It's going to require a tremendous educational effort to get everybody thinking conservation
instead of using. If we follow the no net loss theory to its ultimate conclusion, we could very
easily see no development in the state, and in fact a retrenchment from what is already being
developed because much of it is in what could be considered a wetland.
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If the demographics are correct, we're going to see a great influx of population in the coastal
areas; and the coastal areas contain a large percentage of the wetlands of the state even though
I believe some eight thousand acres of wetlands in the state fall above I-85 in the northern part.
It's hard for some people that live in these mountainous areas to conceive that wetlands are there.
They think of a marsh or a bay as being wetlands, but nothing that they have in that area. So it
requires education.
Bob mentioned awhile ago that we needed to have them all mapped and identified. I've
looked at several different agencies' mappings, and there is a very wide discrepancy in the
boundaries ofthe wetlands between the existing agencies that are attempting to map or to identify
wetlands in the state today.
Another issue that we have to consider is that in the regulations of wetlands, prohibiting
certain types ofactivities on private property without justcompensation, may constitute an illegal
taking of that property. As you know, there are several cases in court today about the Beachfront
Management Act; and any type of wetlands legislation certainly invites itself to this type of
action.
With this said, I'll comment a little bit about the forum report. I like it, number one because
it's a state regulation and not a federal regulation. I feel that the citizens of South Carolina have
the ability to do what's right for the state of South Carolina and we don't need somebody in
Washington who doesn't understand the state of South Carolina writing rules and regulations to
guide us. Another reason I like it is because it's a consensus report. Allen stated earlier that it
was a consensus report. None of us agreed on all that was in it, but we felt it was a good
compromise to balance the concerns of all people represented on the forum. We had all the view
points represented and expressed at the meetings of the forum. Another good point of the report
is that it provides for protection of the most valuable wetlands. It allows for reasonable
development. It protects endangered species. It allows for new technology for BMPs as Bob
Scott spoke ofjust a few minutes ago. The BMPs that we are locked into today, tomorrow may
suddenly become obsolete; and ifwe don't use BMPs, then we'11 have to go back to the legislature
to ask for new changes in legislation. But if new technology comes down the pike, then we can
immediately incorporate it into the BMPs and use it as a very useful tool in managing the
wetlands. Another good point is that by use of a single agency with a concurrence of other
agencies that have regulatory authority the permitting procedure is simplified. The forum report
is doable, and it encourages nonregulatory options; and I think that is one of the greatest things
that is contained in the report because there are many people who are so concerned about the
protection of wetlands that they are willing to either deed or sell their land into protection for
preservation forever. It uses the available expertise that is already found in the state agencies in
South Carolina. Many hours of thought and research by both members of the forum and state
agencies were used in compiling a consensus for the report.
There are some concerns, however. Number one, it's another layer of regulation; and for a
private person regulation is a bad word. Another concern is the uncertainty over the rules and
regulations by which it may be implemented. The cost of administration has been judged for as
low as $200 thousand to as much as $7 50 thousand a year. Certainly for a state ofSouth Carolina's
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size $750 thousand is a lot of money. It may be very cheap when we look at the protection that
we get. Another concern I have is the chance ofimplementation on legislation as the forum report
is presently written. Another concern is the interpretation of the federal manual. There are
several discrepancies in the manual that need to be clarified. The forum very definitely adopted
the use of the federal manual for identification, and with these discrepancies in the manual there
could be a major problem in the identification of wetlands. I feel sure that the people in
Washington in their wisdom are going to clear up these discrepancies this year. I noted earlier
that there are differences in the various mapping procedures and techniques that are being used.
The last concern that I would have in the final analysis of whether a wetland is a wetland is the
on land, on site inspection. And if the program is to be usable and doable, there will have to be
a very uniform identification and not judgment identification because as individuals, as each of
us has a nose, each of us has opinions or judgments; and this is one concern that needs to be
watched very carefully. With this said, I will now turn to my fellow wetland forum member
Trefor Thomas.

Trefor Thomas
President, Rank Development, Inc.
Thank you, Lynn. I'm talking tonight to you as a member of the South Carolina Tourism
Council. The Tourism Council is an umbrella body representing the development and the
operating interests of tourism in this state, and as such we represent a very large constituency.
I want to talk mostly about the process that we're going through with the governor's forum's
wetlands report and other types of environmental legislation the state's enacting, and I want to
be critical of it.
I was talking a little while ago to a Home Builders Federation meeting; and I likened the
effect ofthe Beachfront Management Act, to which there has been reference earlier, to a modified
story about Goldilocks and the three bears. The Beachfront Management Act was passed into
law in 1988. We 're seeing a major revision going through the General Assembly at the moment;
and in the parallel of Goldilocks, what actually happened was that Goldilocks got into the big
developer's-granddad bear' s-chair and stole a little bit ofhis honey. But if a big granddad bear
lost twenty acres of use out of three thousand, it's not really that much of a big deal. He '11 huff
and he '11 puff, but he '11 pass on the burden by sharing it out among his remaining inventory. When
Goldilocks attacked mother bear' s, medium-sized bear' s, ability to do things with her land, then
it was a more serious impact; and that was the impact on people who put their savings together
into small areas, maybe two or three, four oceanfront lots. The real impact has been on baby bear,
on the individual property owner.
Now what happened with the legislation which was passed was that there was a blue ribbon
committee report; and if you speak to most of the legislators who were involved in the passage
of that act in 1988, they will tell you that the blue ribbon committee report gave legitimacy to the
act that they passed. However, it's very different if you actually read the text of the 1988 report.
It's very different from the act which actually went through. One of the things that was not done
was to do what the forum generally recommended and that was to assess the economic
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implications ofenacting environmental legislation. This is what the Governor's Wetlands Forum
recommended. Now, that was not done in 1988. We've seen the result. The state is engaged in
a lot of litigation which even if no damage has occurred has caused a lot of heartache. The
Beachfront Management Act actually regulates about 5,000 acres of the state, 200 miles of
coastline, 200 feet deep approximately if you take a rough approximation. The Governor' s
Wetlands Forum Report is dealing with a subject which covers 4.3 million acres of the state ' s
property. So as Lynn Youmans said, it is going to infringe upon people' s actual or estimated
property rights to a very large extent. What we' ve seen already is an attempt to enact in legislation
what people have derived from the Governor' s Wetlands Forum Report; and in some cases it' s
been like taking a sentence and leaving out a word-the word not for instance-and trying to enact
that as legislation but saying "Oh, well we had the Governor's Wetland Forum Report to
legitimize this." Again, there has been no attempt to have a definitive and well studied impact
statement on the legislation proposed before it' s being introduced. Now, I've got to say that is
going to be a major source of problem if we enact legislation at this time with such far reaching
implications without thinking about what we 're doing.
The content of the Governor's Wetlands Forum Report as a whole is not that controversial
to a lot of the large development interests around the state. If parts got to be taken away, there
is some great increase in concern. Allen Jeffcoat referred correctly to two things that the
environmental and conservation lobbies are very concerned about: the five-acre minimum
exemption and secondly the lack of a definitive policy towards the national forum goal of
increasing overall the stock ofwetlands in the nation. Now, where developers are concerned, the
ability to create better quality wetlands is in their long term interests; however, again going back
to Goldilocks, it is sometimes easier for a large developer to do that than for the individual small
property owner. The mechanisms for an individual property owner to be able to do something
with his property rather than just leave it entirely fallow have to be worked out. Another major
thing that the forum report recommended was an intense simplification of the environmental
regulatory processes. People who have lived in the coastal zones know what regulation means
where wetlands are concerned. You can bump into the need to get thirteen or so different types
ofpermits orcertification or authorization from agencies. This is currently not the case statewide.
While everybody would agree, I believe, that policies should be statewide, it's a question ofwhat
you want to do. Do you want to increase the burden of regulation across the rest of the counties
in the state or diminish to a reasonable level the permitting process that people have to go through
in the coastal zones already? The complexities of regulation permitting that people have to go
through where wetlands are concerned are amplified by the fact that the existing regulating and
certifying agencies mostly have different definitions of what a wetland is or what the policy
should be towards its preservation or what their intention regarding these things is. One clear
policy from one agency would be extremely helpful; but ifwe were to introduce legislation which
merely said here is another layer ofbureaucracy, it' s like breeding mosquitoes. Bureaucracy will
breed bureaucracy, and there is no justification for it. It will tie up the development process
further and further; and as far as the industry which I represent is concerned, that is a major
concern because tourism service industries related to it are already the state's fastest growing
industry. If the objective of any new environmental legislation is to stop development, then it
is going to have some major impacts on the state' s general economy not just now but in the future
and the ability to keep the type of environment that we want.
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Aspirations have to be paid for. There are very few things in the Governor's Wetlands Forum
Repon to which the development community as a whole takes exception if you take the forum
repon as a whole. But if the legislature is going to cherry-pick certain things out of it and not
take the balanced compromise, which the forum repon ended up with, then I think you 're going
to see a lot more debate and discussion.
Having been critical of the legislature, I think it's only fair that Senator Hinds gets a chance
to explain what is going on. I'd like to pass it to him now.

Senator Doug Hinds
Georgetown, South Carolina
We have a real diverse group, and we 've had approaches that I have heard in the public
hearings on this legislation. I don't know exactly who our audience is, but I have an idea that our
audience is probably of the environmental persuasion. They need to hear another approach to
the problem of wetlands. Sometimes we get too comfortable with our own group and think that
everybody thinks like we do and talks like we do. This wetlands issue is something that really
cuts across a lot oflines. In the legislature we have to try to accommodate a lot ofdiverse opinions,
attitudes and interests. All ofus that are involved with wetlands should understand and appreciate
that the governor and the governor's forum did not invent the issue of wetlands and what to do
with them.
I spent two, four-year terms on the board ofthe South Carolina Water Resources Commission.
About five or six years ago, legislation was introduced in the House to have some regulation of
wetlands. And by the way, the Water Resources Commission is the organization in my opinion
that is described in the forum as being the agency that should administer the wetlands program
if in fact we get legislation creating such regulation. The Water Resources Commission through
its board of directors was concerned about it because it was their area of the world in the state.
At least they perceived it as being in their area. So they asked if the committee which I chaired
would look at the wetlands legislation to see if we couldn't improve on what had been introduced.
We spent a year and a half going through the process within the Water Resources Commission
to develop legislation that we thought the commission would be comfortable with. Now, you
need to understand that the Water Resources Commission has a board made up of three
representatives from industry, three representatives from agriculture, three representatives from
municipalities, one representative from the saltwater interest plus the heads of all the natural
resource agencies in the state of South Carolina. To go through this process with this group was
a somewhat unique experience that certainly brought to the table a great deal ofexpertise that you
just wouldn't find in a group that walked in off the street. When I went off the Water Resources
Commission and after we had developed this consensus bill, I had the opponunity to run for the
senate and upon being elected came to Columbia at the time when the governor was talking about
his forum. DHEC, at that point in time, was talking in terms of expanding their regulations under
the authority granted to them in regard to 401 and 404 permits. So it was something of a natural,
I guess, that I would introduce the bill we had developed at the Water Resources Commission.
I was appointed chairman of the subcommittee in the senate that was to consider this matter. As
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we attempted to move through the process, we really did begin to run into a lot of resistance. It
was resistance that was very difficult to deal with because everybody was saying let's don't do
anything now, let's wait until the governor's forum issues its report, and then at that time we'll
have a better understanding of the process.
It soon became apparent that there wasn't any point in the committee ' s moving forward We
held one public hearing, and the comments went kind of like this: "I think wetlands regulation
is a grand thing. Just include me out; if you aren ' t going to include me out right up front, then
let' s wait for a while and see what the governor's forum is going to do and maybe they will include
me out." We shelved it for the rest of the legislative term last year. As we came back this year,
the forum had just come up with its report. The forum covered a lot of ground that perhaps we,
as we worked with the Water Resources Commission, were a little reluctant to get into because
of the breadth of the problems involved.
So, we sat down with the members of the governor's staff and reviewed the forum ' s report.
We incorporated many of the forum ' s findings into the legislation. In fact, in my opinion, we
incorporated pretty much everything that we didn ' t already have. One of the new things that we
incorporated was the concept of no net loss. It was incorporated as a goal so that state agencies
and individuals would work toward no net loss as opposed to saying that the legislation mandates
no net loss. We had not originally included isolated wetlands. You can hardly have a no net loss
concept without regulating isolated wetlands. If we are going to incorporate one, we need to
incorporate the other. We sat down and reviewed both of them and tried to mesh them. The
concept of including isolated wetlands was strickened from the proposed bill by the subcommittee.
So, I don't guess any of this is written in stone when you get into the legislative process.
When the forum started last year, one of the three subcommittees was the definition
committee. Ordinarily that should not be a real problem. You know a definition is a definition.
I have heard that there were at least fifty-six or up to sixty different definitions of wetland that
were being used by various state and federal agencies during the process that the forum went
through. The federal government, that is most of the agencies in the federal government, got
together on a definition. This definition was adopted by the forum, and it has been incorporated
into the proposed legislation. So there has been at least one step forward in all ofthe state agencies
getting their acts together.
We did not have in the original proposed bill any classification of wetlands. We originally
undertook to regulate wetlands by navigable streams. But if you 're going to expand the scope
of the bill, you really do need to get into classification of wetlands. That is what was done by the
forum, and we have adopted that. There are four different classifications, and these classifications
are treated somewhat differently; and even in the fourth classification which is man-made, you
do not even have to get a permit. The bill has been criticized extensively for having exceptior.s.
We had a fair number when we originally started. After the forum report came out, we added an
additional seven exceptions so that now there are seventeen. On first blush you would think that
we would be subject to being criticized for the exceptions. One of the exceptions covers a lot of
what we're trying to do with the bill. As I understand the problem, more than half of the loss of
wetlands that we have experienced in the United States over the years has been to the farming
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interests. We have a proposed exception in the bill for normal fanning activities. Somebody says,
well, you 're excepting an operation that's responsible for most of the loss of the wetlands. But
as you go through this exception, it has to be normal fanning activities which are part of an
established and ongoing farming operation. If you have drained a wetland and you are presently
farming it, you are grandfathered in. But you still have to do all of this in keeping with best
management practices. The best management practices are the things that are applicable where
you have exceptions. Even with an exception we still are going to control that situation to a certain
extent through the existence of best management practices.
There are nine criteria set out in the bill which must be met or are to be utilized by the
permitting agency in issuing permits. We've tried to balance these by taking into consideration
not only the public interests and that public good but the private interest as well. One ofthe things
that we have picked up some from the forum has been the mitigation aspect. We originally
provided for mitigation, but the forum expanded on it. When applying the nine criteria, the
permitting agency may agree that this is an activity that should be permitted. But if in the process
there's going to be a loss of wetlands, then there are four additional criteria which if they are met
will allow you to mitigate. So it is, in fact, a fairly complex approach to the problem. One of the
things that we've been particularly concerned about in the mitigation process has been when you
talk in terms of the no net loss goal that the permitting agency does not place the responsibility
on someone who is doing a project to make up for other lost wetlands as mitigation. The
legislation specifically refers to mitigation only for what's lost in the project that's being
permitted.
The subcommittee reported back to the full agricultural committee two weeks ago on the bill.
It is presently before the full committee in the senate. We had a public hearing two weeks ago,
and unfortunately time has gotten away from us. At that point we heard just a couple of people.
We are in the process now of having additional public hearings. If you are interested, you are
certainly welcomed to come; and you are welcomed to speak. This is not something that we are
rushing into headlong. There has been a lot of input over the last several years, and there will be
a lot more input. Hopefully, we will come up with something that will preserve the wetlands of
the state, but will not infringe too much on the owners of that property and not limit our
development of the great state of South Carolina.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator
Ben Dysart, Clemson University
Lynn Youmans: Earlier Senator Hinds talked about the agricultural conversions being one of
the major contributors to losses ofwetlands across the United States. This is a fact. I won't dispute
the fact that agriculture contributes to at least 50 percent ofthe losses. You also have to remember
that private property, and most of it is agricultural land, constitute about 80 percent of the land
in the country. So when you look at the total land mass that is being owned versus the losses that
occur, the losses are much greater in other segments of the economy.
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Questioner: I'd like to address this to Mr. Jeffcoat with the Nature Conservancy since he's more
familiar with real estate law. What actually is the difference and what constitutes a taking ofland
as opposed to regulating the use of the land through zoning regulations.

Allen Jeffcoat: That's the kind ofthing that goes to the Supreme Court fairly often. It takes years
of briefing and discussions to come up with that. To give a short answer, you ' re talking about
a governmental activity that stops all economically viable use of a piece of a property which has
a chance ofbeing deemed as a taking. In most cases around the country it• s very difficult to show
a taking. The courts are usually going to let the government agency involved under the idea of
the police power go ahead with the regulation. Whether that be sign ordinances, restricting
billboards or wetlands. Wetlands legislation generally across the country has been pretty well
upheld in state and federal courts. That's as short an answer as I can give you.
Ben Dysart: Any other comments on that excellent question?
Trefor Thomas: From the point of view of the development industry, taking is one of the most
delicate areas. The courts have general! y held that where there's a mere diminution in value, then
it's not a taking. But the question then arises as to what is a mere diminution in value? Some
ofthe court cases have said that, if a man has a property, for example, worth $200,000 and because
ofa governmental action coming in, it's worth $10,000, that's only mere. He's not been deprived
of all economic use of his property, and that may not constitute a taking. But the implications
for the state of South Carolina about getting into any taking issue is just horrendous because the
state cannot afford to get involved in takings litigation over a wide area of its land surface. We
just don't have the resources for the state effectively to go and buy any substantial proportion of
the 4.3 million acres ofland which we think are wetlands within the state. So it's a major issue.
It is very difficult and can tie up a lot of things as Mr. Jeffcoat has said for a very long period of
time.

Ben Dysart: In the interim I think Mr. Jeffcoat said he had a point or two that he would like to
comment on.

Allen Jeffcoat: This point that has been raised a couple of times in the presentation tonight has
only been touched on, and I'd like to throw it out to the other panel members. Is it a good idea
as we go forward with this regulatory process, this proposed legislation, to be treating different
parts of the state in different manners? In the coastal region, the eight counties are under the
jurisdiction of the Coastal Council. We're used to regulations on wetlands that while they don't
approach the taking, they're much more restrictive than anything proposed in the forum report
or in the legislation. Conversely, the rest of the state, the other thirty-eight counties or whatever,
has virtually no regulation of freshwater wetlands. This change proposed either by the forum
report or by the pending legislation would significantly increase regulatory concerns for those
people. The question becomes, if you have got a watershed or a wetland that is bisected by the
county line, do you have one set of regulations applying to one side of the wetland and another
side having a different set ofregulations. It creates a real question in my mind about where we're
going with a centralized agency. As we have it now, one agency governing the coast and no
agencies governing the interior. The final part of the comment is overlaying all of this is the
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federal regulatory scheme which at least we were starting with the forum to try to assume some
of that jurisdiction. As I understand it, neither the present bill nor the forum report really
contemplates something that the federal government will turn over to us; so we're probably
talking about really three different levels of regulation here. I imagine there will be substantial
difference among the panel members as to whether it will all happen this way.

Trefor Thomas: I'd like to make the comment, picking up on what Mr. Jeffcoat said, that if we
are to assume federal policies and guidelines, we really ought to do it perhaps the federal way.
In the previous presidency, President Reagan signed what's called Executive Order 12630 about
which there's been much debate. That requires the Environmental Protection Agency to conduct
an internal review of its proposed regulations. Going back to the takings issue what would be
the effect on the government's liability if the proposed regulation were enacted? We don't have
similar requirements in this state as yet. The effect within the EPA is salutary because the people
phrasing the regulations have to go out and understand, in detail, what they 're proposing. Now
the Governor's Wetlands Forum Report got into a lot of detail and did a lot of work on trying to
define the areas of the problem. As Senator Hinds has said, in some areas in fact they came up
with a fuzzier definition or classification than had previously been talked about. But, when it was
thought through, it really wasn't quite so fuzzy because it was more practical. That's the sort of
thing which I certainly would like to see followed as a normal practice within the state. Currently
it's not.

Questioner: I was interested in Mr. Jeffcoat's comments about the sunsets of some of these
exemptions. Would he clarify which ones that he feels should be terminated over time and what
he thinks is the practicality of doing that?

Allen Jeffcoat: This was an item that I raised during the forum deliberations, not specifically
addressed to any one particular exemption but to really force the issue to have these exemptions
expire after a certain pericxi of time. The entire governmental process should be forced to look
again at the mining, the farming, the silviculture, i.e., the various exemptions. I would add that
the proposal was roundly voted down at the forum level. There was some support for it but not
a majority. The present proposal of having the regulatory agency report back to the legislature
on a regular pericxi of five years was a fall back position. At least the original idea was to have
the sunset provision apply to all the exemptions.

Ben Dysart: Senator Hinds do you want to comment?
Doug Hinds: Well, I was going to talk a little bit about the state assuming the federal regulation.
As far as I've been able to identify, at this point it is not being very widely done. There's only
one state in all of the fifty states that has assumed the federal program. Somewhat to my surprise,
that state does not regulate isolated wetlands. I'm not sure that the federal government .-..nows
where they're going in this regard. I think they are pushing the states to get out front on this and
for the states to develop their own wetlands policy and wetlands legislation. I think that's a gocxi
thing, and I think that's what we're doing.
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Questioner: The best management practices seem to be an important focus of the forum's
recommendation, especially with regard to exemption. What input do concerned groups,
especially conservation groups, have into the development and assessment of the effectiveness
of these best management practices?

Lynn Youmans: When BMPs are being developed, there are various agencies involved that
have expertise in these areas. It' s very unlikely that you would find any BMPs, that were
developed solely by the people that were going to use them. Before they become BMPs, there
is always a place for public input from various groups. An example would be in the case ofBMPs
on farms. You have the Soil Conservation Service and the Land Resources Commission in South
Carolina that help develop BMPs. They are also being developed on the national level. Many
environmental groups are overlooking the writing of the environmental titles of the 1990 Farm
Bill at the present time in Washington. I'm including farmers in the environmental groups
because land is precious to us. If we do anything to destroy the resources which we use to produce
food and fiber for this nation and other nations around the world, this country is in trouble. But
other environmental groups have as much, if not more, to say about what goes into the
environmental title of the 1990 Fann Bill as agriculture does itselfo As far as the forestry BMPs,
South Carolina Forestry Commission and South Carolina Forestry Association along with other
state and federal agencies have inputs into them. When you get to BMPs for state agencies such
as the highway department, I'm sure that there is much public input into the development ofthose
BMPs, too. I hope this may clarify your question.

Ben Dysart: I would like to comment on that as well. The caller has brought up an important
topic which is the environmental protectiveness and the effectiveness of best management
practices. There has been a shift going on toward environmental protectiveness or looking out
for offsite environmental quality values, such as downstream water quality. This is opposed to
the traditional emphasis on providing values to the landowner, the producer or the farmer. This
broadening of interest in the performance of BMPs is very important. I think our South Carolina
Land Resources Commission is providing some leadership in this area, and that' s very pleasing
to me. It's important that best management practices be of benefit to the landowner, the
commodity producer, and provide benefits to development interests in general. We also want to
make sure they are best in terms of providing offsite environmental protection.

Bob Scott: I'd like to respond to the BMP question. Lynn Youmans was correct in that the state
forestry commission along with the forestry association and others have been involved in
developing BMPs. Along with the responsibility to administer the BMPs, you also have to
monitor the application of BMPs. If the BMP is not stringent enough, then steps should be taken
to upgrade or revise that BMP so that it meets the necessary environmental standard. So there
is a system ofchecks and balances. Quite frankly, I think we need better baseline data in the state
not only for agricultural lands but forest land as well, then we will know where we are in tem1s
of stream sediment, and so we can accurately measure whether or not the BMPs are working.
There is a real lack of good monitoring systems in place, and that is something which we need
to work on and improve.
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Ben Dysart: I would say, as ifby cue you were talking about monitoring programs, there is some
good work going on at Clemson University; and not only is it good, but I'd have to say that I am
involved in directing it That work is providing some information on the cost effectiveness and
performance of various best management practices as related to private development or heavy
construction. So, I think that environmental groups, conservation groups, developers, agriculture,
the forestry community, everybody should be concerned that money that is spent for BMPs be
effective; and I think that nobody wants to see money spent for measures that are not going to
provide benefits. We have too many needs to spend money that doesn't produce results.
Trefor Thomas: One of the things that Allen Jeffcoat said earlier is very important. State
agencies within South Carolina not only should be encouraged to meet the goals of the wetlands
forum, that is, no net loss and the use of best management practices, but indeed be mandated to
do so. Government cannot expect its private citizens to behave better that the government itself
does. One of the things with which I entirely agree with Allen that should be emphasized, and
this doesn't need to be in legislation but just be executive practice, is the enforcement of best
management practices on all areas of state activity. There is no reason why it shouldn't be done.
Doug Hinds: Ben, ifl might comment on that. Interestingly enough, the sentiment in the General
Assembly is just the opposite. For instance, when you discuss regulating what the highway
department does in construction ofroads, you have people who say: but the public good requires
that we have new roads, and we can not afford the additional expense and the additional time
that's involved in mitigation or those types of things. It's like the old theory that the king can do
no wrong. We're the state, and we ought to be able to put roads in ifwe want to. Unfortunately,
that is a fairly widespread concept and something that we' re going to have to meet head on when
we get on the floor of the General Assembly with this legislation.
Bob Scott: Picking up on what system of government works best, the federal government or the
state or local level government. As South Carolinians, we have always maintained that we would
like to be involved, to have a participative form of government. For that reason, I hope that we
will be able to have a good state wetlands conservation plan for our state administered by the
appropriate state agency so that we can be involved in that process. I think the form of
government that works best is the one that is closest to the people. Right now, there must be at
least a half a doz~n permits that are required from different agencies in order to get approval to
construct projects. This is not the way for the state to operate. Eventually, I hope that we would
be able to move forward in a more progressive way and have local level control in our wetlands
program.
Questioner: I'd like to ask Senator Hinds to explain the limitation on who has standing to appeal
permits for wetland activities and the logic of that limitation in the bill.
Doug Hinds: I see that the caller is very informed, having read the proposed bill. This is one
of the issues that lawyers for environmental groups have raised. I guess, it's kind of a judgment
call. What the ultraenvironmentalists would like to see is the standing that's allowed under the
Coastal Council regulation. They have dealt with that, and they are very familiar and comfortable
with it. At this point, what we have in the proposed bill is basically the standing section that's
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taken out of the permitting process that the Budget and Control Board goes through in issuing
their permits. It is a perfectly valid standing section and is presently utilized in one of the major
permitting processes in the state of South Carolina. It does not give as broad standing, however,
as the provisions in the Coastal Council legislation and the interpretation of that under the rules
and regulations of Coastal Council.

Trefor Thomas: I'd like to comment on that caller's question also. It goes back to the number
of agencies that deal with these issues. Without trying to read through the whole forum report
which relates the number of agencies that can have input and thinking about the number of
agencies which have standing to have input within South Carolina, you have got the Army Corps
of Engineers, the Coastal Council, DHEC, Water Resources Commission, Land Resources
Conservation Commission. At the federal level, you have the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department
of Agriculture. Other state agencies include Wildlife and Marine Resources Department; the
Department of Archives and History; the Office of the Attorney General; the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology; Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism; State Ports
Authority; Forestry Commission; highway department (SCDHPf); and the Public Service
Authority, Santee Cooper. That's an awful lot of groups. People can have input through one or
more ofthose groups. Ifthe objective ofclaiming standing is to add further delay to the permitting
process and in effect to defeat the ability to obtain a permit by injecting so much delay into the
process that applicants will give up, then that is not in the best interest of the state. I would agree
entirely with Senator Hinds that there needs to be some moderation on the number of groups able
to claim standing and by their ability to claim standing to delay processing permit applications.
For the large landowner, permitting delays might be tolerable. One of the large development
companies in this state has suffered about a two and a half year delay through the permitting
process it's going through. But for an individual property owner or small farmer to suffer such
delay could be crippling, and there's really no reason why it should be one law for the large and
one law for the small.

Questioner: Earlier Allen Jeffcoat mentioned that one of the shortcomings of the forum's report
was that there was an almost blanket exemption of anything less than five acres in isolated
wetlands and then Senator Hinds talked about the status ofthose exemptions orisolated wetlands.
It might help our audience to have a little clarification of what are the pros and cons. Is there a
consensus among some people as to what that exemption should be?

Allen Jeffcoat: This was an area that I wanted to highlight some time during our discussion. A
real point of discussion during the forum deliberations was whether isolated wetlands should be
included at all in the jurisdiction ofthis proposed regulation. Ifit should be, should it be exempted
out the back end as basically the forum report came down? Early in the deliberations, a majority
ofthe forum first voted to just totally exclude isolated wetlands from the jurisdictional paragraphs
of this document. I think cooler heads prevailed, and the final report basically said that isolated
wetlands of less than five acres so long as they did not include endangered species or
environmental habitat should be exempted. The environmental community, I might add, had
misgivings about that as I still do.
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What I'd like to highlight though is what has come out tonight As the legislation has been
amended to this point, there is a total exclusion of isolated wetlands from coverage under the
permitting requirements. I think this is extraordinary. The estimates are that out of the
approximately 4.3 million acres of wetlands in this state about a million acres constitute isolated
wetlands. In some areas of the state it's estimated that isolated wetlands constitute about half of
the wetlands in that area. This is not just to be arguing over terms of what are isolated wetlands
and what are nonisolated wetlands.
One of the things that the forum went through in its deliberations was trying to classify
wetlands by value and function. What kinds of wetlands are valuable for certain types of
perceived societal values, e.g., flood control, erosion control, storm water retention, pollution
purification. One area near and dear to my heart is endangered species, critical habitat, unusual
plant and animal communities. One of the things that tends to happen in isolated wetlands is a
higher concentration of what we think are valuable assets. Rare and endangered species and
critical habitats tend to occur around the isolated wetlands more often than other types of
wetlands. Indeed this is one of the areas that ranks isolated wetlands fairly high on the protection
scale, whereas other kinds of wetlands serve more for flood protection and other benefits. But
as I understand this legislation, we are now talking about totally exempting what seems to be a
very valuable state asset, these isolated wetlands. Down in our neck of the woods in Horry
County, a prime example are the Carolina bays. They harbor some of the more fragile creatures
and plant communities. In some cases, they're the only place in the world that they exist. If this
legislation in the present form goes through and if the legislation applies to the coast as well as
the rest of the state, we're looking at a full scale change in what a lot of us feel are very, very
valuable wetland assets. I submit it would be a mistake to go this route.

Doug Hinds: Well, let me comment, as an aside, on the rare and endangered species. We
undertook to include some regulation and protection ofrare and endangered species. The forestry
people came in and said: you know you're putting pretty much a penalty on us if we go into an
area where there are rare and endangered species and we don ' t always know that they are there.
So I talked to the technical people, and the technical people said: oh, well, this information is kept
over at Wildlife, they've got it on maps over there. So I called over to Wild.life, and I said, "How
widespread is this information about where rare and endangered species are located." They said:
well, we don't give that information out; if we give that out, then people go into that area looking
for the rare and endangered species; so, this is a big secret. When you get down to the practicality
of every day life, you run into somewhat of unexpected problems. I would not have thought that
we would have that problem with the rare and endangered species.
I've been somewhat frustrated with this legislation right from the start. By the time that it
came out of the Water Resources Commission, it had been cut, cut, cut. It was a consensus
proposition at that point in time, and there were no trade offs in it; and in the legislative process,
you need trade offs. When it was introduced, there was nothing left in it to trade off. When the
forum came out though, in the Isolated Wetlands Bill they had provided for five acres. I said,
taking some liberty perhaps as chairman of the committee, I'm going to put that at one acre; and
then we '11 trade off for the five acres. Well, they showed me. I put it in at one acre hoping to trade
it off at five acres, and they took it completely out. I think when this gets into the full committee
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and onto the floor of the Senate that it'll be put back in, and I share Allen's concern. I really do
no think that the isolated wetlands are just going to be ignored.

Questioner: My first question is how does someone get a copy of the governor's forum report.
Also, I wanted to ask if there had been any consideration granting some tax exemptions for
wetlands protection and wetlands preservation. You might also comment on major differences
between the state approach and the federal approach in the wetlands regulations.

Trefor Thomas: I can answer the second part of the question about tax exemptions and
encouragement programs that the wetlands forum report included by saying yes. The forum
recommended the development of tax incentives for landowners protecting wetlands. They
considered the deferred taxation system, which was applicable to agricultural land, to be a good
model and also provided other encouragement techniques in the recommended solutions for
incentives. Things like transferrable development rights, i.e., you can't build on this part of the
land, but you can increase the remaining density on this part of the land to compensate you. So
those were covered in the wetlands forum report. However. they're not in the legislation that's
being discussed in the Senate. There are some technical reasons why that doesn't start in the
Senate, I believe. But hopefully if there were any legislation passed, incentives would be part
of a final package in legislation.

Commentor: With regard to the question about the governor's forum report. The printing is
being coordinated through the Sea Grant Consortium in Charleston. Your request for a copy
should go to the Governor's Office, Division of Energy, Agriculture and Natural Resources,
Columbia, South Carolina.

Doug Hinds: Perhaps I can comment on the major differences in the state approach and the
federal approach. It strikes me that the feds have started off way up the ladder and they keep
pushing the states. This is the federal approach to a lot of problems. They keep pushing the state
to do something and prodding and threatening. The states then get out on a local level and work
it out on a practical basis. I think that's what's happening here. The federal government really
has not given, that I have seen, any real definitive leadership in this other than they had a forum
that took place. They come back with such buzz phrases as politicians generally do like no net
loss. They give no leadership at all on how to accomplish a no net loss situation. A total no net
loss arrangement is in my opinion just a practical impossibility unless you 're going to regulate
everything. The cost of doing that would just be astronomical. That's the difference between
the two approaches. The federal government is just pushing us to do something. We need for
there to be national awareness and state awareness. This is what the federal government is trying
to provide more than any technical expertise or any definitive regulatory approach.

Lynn Youmans: I just wanted to comment briefly on this federal consistency and the five-acre
exemptions that was proposed in the forum report. In practicality anything that's smaller than
five acres that has development around it is going to be destroyed or altered or changed. The
wetland function will cease to exist in the developmental area because of the size of the wetland.
This is one reason that we supported a five-acre exemption. As far as the federal consistency
saying one acre and the state of South Carolina saying five acres, that's not a real problem.
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Michigan has assumed the Corps program, and it's my understanding that they allow a five-acre
exemption. But the state of New York is looking at an eleven or a twelve- acre exemption for
assuming the Corps program. So it wouldn't be inconsistent in my view for us in South Carolina
to have a five-acre exemption ifwe look to assuming the program, not because we want to destroy
any more wetlands. But it's something that's got to be cost effective, and it's got to be workable.

Ben Dysart: I pass on a comment that a distinguished biologist in the Piedmont Carolinas has
called to my attention. Isolated wetlands, no matter what size and even particularly the smaller
ones, do provide some very important habitat diversity. I know that this is the case in the upstate
area. You go into the mountains and find tiny, little, isolated boggy areas; and this time of year
you look in them, and you're going to find them loaded with tadpoles and similar things.
Important things live off of tadpoles and find this area to be very productive and very important.
So, I think perspective is very important; and these small isolated wetlands can be very important
not·only for the exotic, endangered species offlora and fauna& but also some ofthe more mundane
things that are important.
Trefor Thomas: The practical problem is that the isolated wetlands, however small, if they are
protected by one system in the coastal counties which has been proposed-is permanent deed
restrictions around the wetlands with a buffer zone-can cause a real problem in practical terms
to people's title on land. Small isolated wetlands, let alone larger isolated ones, particularly do
change their nature, go away and arrive by natural forces, not necessarily by man's input. If
you're going to protect very small areas of wetlands, you have to think of a mechanism which
is sufficiently flexible to cope with a change in nature. If you 're going to require in some areas,
as has been suggested up to three hundred foot zones around isolated wetlands, you could be in
effect sterilizing a larger area ofland than the wetland itself. So undoubtedly there must be some
lower limit whether it's proper to have a one acre or five acre exemption is a compromise.

Allen Jeffcoat: In tooting our own horn at the Nature Conservancy, obviously the way to most
adequately protect situations like that is for the individual landowner to get together with either
a private organization like ours or the state and actually arrange for a transfer ofthe property. One
of the problems that exists even in the forum report where there is at least lip service paid to
protection of endangered species and critical environmental habitat is that there is no procedure
even spoken of in the forum report as to how this is handled from a practical matter. If someone
has a wetland of say four acres that he thinks is exempt but there is this phrase in the forum report
that says he is exempt from all permitting requirements so long as he doesn't have an endangered
species or critical environmental habitat on his property. What does he do? Is he exempt or is
he not exempt? Does he have to have a permit? What does he do? It is not addressed in the forum
report. We had some discussion about that. The suggestion I had made was for a simplified
requirement, not a permitting process; that is, if there is a landowner like that and he wants to
disturb a four or three acre wetland site, then he has to give written notice to the regulatory agency.
The regulatory agency has a relatively short temi, say thirty days if it wants to check out that
property. If it's in a gray area or a suspect area, it can come out and make a determination that
that particular wetland has something important in it or not. That way the financial burden is not
on the individual landowner to do something about it. At this point, both in the forum report and
in the pending legislation, there's just no provision of how to deal with that problem. It's not just
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an academic exercise as Trefor pointed out. There are some very small wetland areas in this state,
isolated wetland areas that have turned out to harbor some plants and species that are just found
either nowhere else or very few other places. By the same token, I've been involved in some real
estate deals where there was an isolated wetland of five acres that had absolutely no value from
what I could tell. It had no endangered species, no critical habitat, it was just wet sometimes. That
as far as we could tell from a development standpoint had no value to the public. As a result of
the present regulations. it cannot be developed. So, there's a balance we've got to have, and I
think the legislation needs to address that.

Bob Scott: As I said in my opening statement, South Carolina is blessed with an abundance of
freshwater wetlands. We should be responsive and responsible for the management and
protection ofevery wetland area that we have. I do feel for once, Senator Hinds, that maybe we 're
out front at least in comparison to other Southern states with wetlands legislation. Where we are
in the process, I believe, is timely. Ifwe don't have wetlands legislation this year, no doubt it will
cenainly be discussed again next year and probably we'll see some form oflegislation enacted.
So while we may be in a declining situation, I do feel like we do have time in this state to properly
address the freshwater wetlands issues and take whatever appropriate action is deemed necessary.
Ben Dysart: Thank you very much, Bob. This has been a great spirited discussion this evening.
We appreciate the calls that have come in.
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